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The abbreviations used in this dissertation are those employed
by CAD.

Additions to the abbreviations adopted by CAD include

the following:
c.
env.
f

common gender
envelope
indicates that at least one of the bearers
of a name was a female

F

indicates that all the bearers of a name·
were females

M

stat. absol.

C

indicates a male bearer in special cases only

1

status absolutus

1

first person

2

second person

3

third person

J

indicates passages wholly lost in transliteration

< >
l l

indicates scribal omission in transliteration
indicates scribal plusses in transliteration
indicates component lacking in transcription
but etymologically present
indicates an abnormal or noteworthy reading
in transliteration

xx

indicates a known quantity of unknown signs
in the transliteration
indicates a long vowel by contraction
indicates a long vowel by morphology

1unless otherwise indicated, it is to be assumed that the
bearer of a name is a male.
vii

Throughout the dissertation abbreviated references are made to
standard works such as CAD, AHw, GAG, etc.

The abbreviations,

where they differ from those adopted by CAD, have been entered
alphabetically in the bibliography at the appropriate spot and
full bibliographic information can be found there.
Method of Citation of References to Mari Texts
References to texts published in the series ARM and ARMT
present no special problems.

However, priority is given to the

cuneiform copies of the texts, where these have been published.
Since many texts found at Mari have been published outside of these
series, the standard system of notation, established by Heintz,
Marx, and Millot (1975: 24*-38*), is followed.
Bibliography and Footnotes
In conformity with the guidelines set up by The Dropsie
University, the style of this dissertation follows that outlined
by K. Turabian. 1

The bibliographic and footnote format corresponds

to the one that she describes in chapter twelve.

2

This format has

also been adopted by the Bulletin of the American Schools of
Oriental Research, 3 American Anthropologist, Tel Aviv, and other journals.
1 K. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Pa ers Theses
and Dissertations, 4th ed. Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1973).
2Turabian, pp. 180-87.

3American Schools of Oriental Research, "Instructions for
Contributors to the Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental
Research," Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research
222 (1976): 81-87.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Previous Studies of the Mari Personal Na.mes
Since the initial excavations began at Mari in December
1933 (Parrot 1967: 136), the cuneiform documents originating from
the site have been the object of continued investigation.

Not

least among these studies are those dealing with the personal names
found in the texts.
The first major study of the personal names was Jean's
"Les noms propres de personnes dans les lettres de Mari" (195Oa).
In this article he listed in alphabetical order all the names which
had appeared in volumes I, II and III of the series ARM (195Oa: 92-97).
This listing was accompanied by references to the texts in which a
given name occurred.

Jean included in his work an extensive

glossary of the elements which appeared in the names (76-92).

This

too was alphabetically arranged, but elements from various origins
were mixed together.

Often a translation of a name was given.

There were extended discussions of difficult Amorite and Hurrian
elements, and comparative material was adduced to aid in the
interpretation of these elements.

In dealing with difficult names,

Jean's comments were often suggestive of various possibilities, but
in some cases his proposals have been superseded by others.

1

2
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In his analysis section (1950a: 64-75) the Amorite, Sumerian
and Hurrian names were noted, although only a partial listing of
the Akkadian names was given (1950a: 68).

In isolating the Amorite

names, basic phonological, morphological and lexical criteria
were established.

In his morphological section, the Amorite and

Akkadian names were studied together, but it was the former that
received extended treatment.

Scattered throughout his article

is information of a prosopographic nature, but he was apparently
not aiming at completeness in this regard.
In 1953 Noth published his study "Mari und Israel.
Personennamenstudie".

Eine

The Amorite names found in ARM I-V were the

object of his investigation.

He was able to build upon and

greatly expand Jean's initial study.

He isolated and defined

many Amorite elements, and was also able to make suggestions
regarding the structure of the Amorite names.
In 1954 the Repertoire analytique des tomes I
published as ARMT XV.

aV

was

In that volume Finet was responsible for the

alphabetical listing of the personal names (ARMT XV: 140-60).
Citations for each occurrence of a name in ARM I-V were given.
Where available, information regarding the occupation or social
status of the bearer and his apparent place of origin was included.
There was no phonological, morphological or lexical discussion, and
no attempt was made to separate names of differing linguistic
backgrounds.
In the early 1950's Birot published a series of articles
entitled "Trois texts economiq_ues de Mari I-IV" (195 3a, 1953b,
1955a and 1956a).

In this series he published the cuneiform

3
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copies of two lengthy lists of ration recipients which he labeled
AB and C.

Both of these documents originated from room 79 of the

palace of Zimri Lim.

Along with the publication of the cuneiform copies

of these texts, several alphabetical listings of the personal names
appearing in them were published (1953a: 128-30; 1953b: 161-63,
170-74; 1955a: 21-31).

These listings not only included references

to where a name occurred in the texts, but often a translation of
the name was given along with some type of indication regarding
its linguistic affiliation.

For difficult names, most of which

were Hurrian or Amorite, more extended discussions were presented.

Parallels were often cited from other studies of personal names,
especially those of Ranke (1905), Tallqvist (1914), Clay (1914),
Noth (1928), Stamm (1939) and Gelb, Purves, and MacRae (1943).
In his classification, he was primarily concerned with Amorite names.
These were dealt with briefly on the basis of phonology, morphology
and semantics (1953b: 161-70).
Many Amorite names were discussed in Kupper's Les nomades
en Mesopotamie au temps des rois de Mari (1957).
information regarding the ethnic
given in his work.

A good a.mount of

origin of various individuals was

Although his aim was not a study of Amorite

names as such, his book does contain a wealth of information on
this topic.
In 1965 Huffmon published his study, Amorite Personal Names
in the Mari Texts: A Structural and Lexical Study.

This investigation

drew upon the previous studies of Jean, Birot, Noth and Kupper,

systematizing and developing the criteria that they had established

4
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for identifying Amorite names.

The basis of Huffmon's analysis

were those names published in ARM(T) I-IX and XII, as well as the

texts published outside of these series up to 1965 (see his listing
on pages 274-77).
He first presented the criteria by which he had classified
the names as Amorite.

A listing of the names, with citations of

their places of occurrence, was then given.

Since his goal was to

"analyze the structure of the names" (1965: 10-11) so that insights
could be gained into the Amorite language, he then proceeded with
a study of verbal and nominal sentence names.

These chapters

were followed by a discussion of the names which structurally were
classified as "Genitive Compound Names", "Three-Element Names",
"Hypocoristica" and "One-Word Names".
A glossary, presenting evidence for the consideration of an
element as 'Amorite', concluded his work.

In this lexical discussion,

he attempted to show that an element was well attested in West
Semitic languages, and thus many cognates were adduced.

Because

of the uncertainty regarding the meaning of some of the elements,
a semantic classification of the names was not attempted.
Almost ten years after the publication of Huffmon's study of
the Amorite names, Sasson published an article entitled "gurrians
and !Jurrian Names in the Mari Texts" (1974).

In that study he

presented an alphabetical listing of all the names from the Mari
texts that he thought might be Hurrian.

The listing included

references to the texts that mentioned a particular name.

This

was followed by a glossary of elements based upon the order as

5

found in NPN.

There, references were made to other standard works

which dealt with Hurrian names (see his pages 375 and 400).
Thus, his study forms the basis upon which further research into
the Hurrian names can be built.
In 1974 Nakata submitted a doctoral dissertation to the
Columbia University of New York entitled Deities in the Mari Texts.
The dissertation was arranged in encyclopedic fashion with short
articles on each deity.

In his inventory he collected all the

information regarding a given deity as found in the Old Babylonian
texts from Mari.

A description of each deity was given with

references to other studies.

The deity's appearance in the Mari

texts was discussed and a list of personal names in which the
divine name occurred was presented.

His primary aim was to compare

the official and the popular pantheons of Mari.

In this context

the religious content of the names was examined.

However, no

attempt was made for a full scale interpretation and classification
of the names, and only cursory attention was paid to the linguistic
classification of a given name.

My collection of the personal names found in the Mari texts
began in 1973 and was basically completed by 1977,

Recently, in

ARMT XVI/1, Birot published a complete listing of all the personal
names which appeared in the published Mari texts .

His listing

includes textual references, variant readings, often a suggested.
transliteration of the names and an esticlate as to the number of
people who bore a given name .
of the names is at~empted.

However no translation or classification

With the publication of AR~rr XVI / 1 in 1979

I have been able to verify my textual references and to make use of the
improved readings of names as found in that volume .

6

Purpose of the Dissertation
It is clear from the preceding discussion that the Amorite
and Hurrian names have been subjected to intensive study.

Astour,

in his review of Huffm.on's book, said that:
The prominent role played by Mari in the political configuration of its epoch and its location on the crossroads of three
civilizations (Sumero-Akkadian, West Semitic, Hurrian) would
call for a comprehensive onomastic work similar in its scope
to Nuzi Personal Names by Gelb, Purves, and MacRae, that is,
a full collection of all names revealed by the Mari texts,
followed by analytical studies according to the particular
languages represented in the onomastica. (Astour 1967: 225)
It is the purpose of this dissertation to provide such an
analytical study of the last major group of names represented
in the Mari texts ; the Akkadian personal names.

To do this it

has been necessary to isolate the Ak.kadian names, to examine
their components and to place them in semantic categories.
This is thus the first major collection of Old Babylonian
personal names to be analyzed since Ranke 's study in 1905.

This

study has additional advantages in that most, but not all, of
the names come from a relatively well defined geographical area,
i.e., the Upper Euphrate s Region.

Also, they come from a relatively

well defined time period - the reigns of the Mari rulers Sumu- Yamam,
Yahdun-Lim, Yasmah-Addu and Zimri -Lim - lasting no longer than
seventy years (Huffm.on 1965: 8- 9 and Mala.mat 1971a: 9-12).

This

of course is a distinct advantage over a work such as Stamm's
(1939), which deals with names from diverse chronological periods
and geographical regions.

"Accordingly, the Mari texts present

an unparalleled opportunity to study a homogeneous group of names
from documents that range over sixty to seventy years at most"
(Huffmon 1965: 10) .

,7

The Selection of Akkadian Personal Names
The Akkadian names which form the basis of this dissertation have been selected from the Old Babylonian texts which were
discovered at Mari. 1

All of the texts published in the series

ARM and ARMT have been examined as well as all of the texts
listed in Heintz, Marx, and Millot (1975 : 24*-38* ) .

Since the

appearance of this latter work, Dossin and Finet have published
Corres~ondance feminine as ARMT X (1978) and Rouault has published
Muk.annisum as ARMT XVIII (1977).

These texts, as well as the

additional ones from room 115 which were published by Dossin
(1975), and those added in ARMT XVI / 1 (seep. ix) have been
included.
As previously indicated, the Hurrian names had been treated
by Sasson (1974a), and therefore do not appear in this study.
In the texts which were published subsequent to Sasson's work,
additional Hurrian names were separated using not only his
criteria, but also that of Gelb, Purves, and MacRae (1943) .
The few Sumerian names in the Mari texts were isolated using
Limet's L'anthroponymie sumerienne dans les documents de la 3e

1 In the selection of names, those with their beginnings
destroyed have been omitted, as have those names whi ch only
have one or two initial syllables preserved and which are not
restorable.

8

dynastie d 1 Ur (1968).

Although pure Sumerian names are not the

subject of this investigation, those names which are comprised of
a Sumerian divine name plus an Akkadian element have been included:
e.g. ,

dxoU l .pa.e.a-na;nr.
,
- .
Once the non-Semitic names had been separated from the Semitic

ones, it was necessary to establish criteria by which the Akkadian
names could be distinguished from the Amorite ones .

Huffman (1965)

had already faced this problem in attempting to isolate the Amorite
names for his study.

His work on the phonological, morphological

and lexical features of the Amorite language and names was supplemented
by that of Buccellati (1966a).

Since a considerable number of

texts have been published since Huffman's study, it was necessary to
separate additional Amorite and Akkadian names.

This was accomplished

by applying the criteria established by Huffman and Buccellati.
Although it is not always possible to arrive at absolute
certainty regarding the linguistic affiliation of a name, the following
examples will illustrate the principles used in the process of
separating the Akkadian and Amorite names.

As an illustration on

the lexical level, Huffman (1965: 14-15) noted that

11

abd- 'servant,'

[was] rare and late in Akkadian and a probable loan word, as compared

with *cabd-, written in cuneiform (~-)ab-du, common in West
Semitic."

Thus a name such as ~-ab-du-~a-gan has been omitted

while Warad-dAddu has been included.
Huffman has noted that there is
..• a whole range of phonological changes that set Akkadian
apart from the other Semitic langua~es. Perhaps the most
important for personal names is the ~eneral loss of the
laryngeals, pharyngeals, and uvular f ricatives in Akkadian.
Of the original~'£!,.,£_,.:_, ll., and _g_, only h. and to some

9
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extent~ are represented as consonants in Akkadian. Accordingly,
West Semitic cognates of Akkadian words are easily distinguished.
For example, Akkadian bel, 'lord,' is a cognate to West Semitic
*bacl-. In cuneiform writing the West Semitic word would appear
as ba-(!!:h.-)lu-. Other important phenological clues include:
.•• the variation between Akkadian sand Amorite s, as in
(Akk.) as opposed to samas (Amor.), 'sun'; the retention
of initial win Akkadian, whereas in Amorite initial w became y_,
for example-waga (Akk.) in contrast to yaqar (Amor.)-:(Huffmon 1965: l )

samas

4

It is sometimes difficult to determine the 'character' of
a name since elements of one language are easily borrowed and used
in the names of another.

Most easily borrowed are divine names,

substantives and adjectives while verbal forms are the least
likely to be borrowed (Gelb, Purves, and MacRae 1943: 183).
Since the verbal forms reflect most closely the 'character'
of a name, this element was considered decisive in the classification
if all other factors were equal.

If a name contained an Amorite

imperfect form (yaqtul) it was excluded from this study even though
the other element, usually a divine name, might not be Amorite.
Thus, Ya-as-ma-~-dIM, Ya-ku-un-Ef.-~a-ma (F) and Ya-ab-ni-dIM
among others, were excluded from this study.

If the name contained an

Akkadian preterit form (iprus) it was included in this study,
even though the other element might not be Akkadian.
....

d

--

Thus,

d

Isme- Addu and Ibni- Addu were included.

--

In the case of some verbal forms, uncertainty exists as to
whether the form is Akkadian or Amorite.

For example, the third

person feminine and the · second person singular forms of the
Amorite yaqtul and Akkadian iprus coincide, as do some of the
stative, participial and adjectival forms that are used as predicates.
In these instances the root itself was examined with special
attention being given to lexical and phonological considerations.

10
J:

X
If the verb was shown to be used exclusively in Akk.adian t he name
was included, even though the other element mi ght not be Akkadian.
Thus Hammi-sagis and Sumu-taqis were included.

If the verb was

shown to be Amorite the name was excluded even though the non-verbal
element might not be Amorite .
(Huffman 1965: 261-62).
element was examined.

Thus, Ta-~-im-Istar (F ) was excluded

If the verb was ambiguous, then the non-verbal
If that element was Akkadian the name was

included: e.g., Tabni-Istar (F) and Takun-hattum (F).

If it

was Amorite the name we.s excluded: e.g., Ku-.:!::!:!!.-.!_-la (Huffman

1965: 165, 221-22).
If the predicate element was ambiguous, then the other element
was examined.

Since this 'other element' was often a divine name,

Nakata 1 s study of the deities found in the Mari archives was
especially helpful (1974), as were Edzard ' s and Roberts' t reat ments of the
Mesopotamian pantheon (1960 and 1972 ). When t he l inguist ic classi f ication
of the predicate was ambiguous but the non-predicate element
th e name was inc
. 1 u d e d : e.g., dS...in-ma-1 i
· k.
.
was Akk a d ian,

If the

non-predicate element was West Semitic the name was excluded:
e.g. , !.-H-dIM, - '1)a-gan, -!-~-~. -!-~-!!:h_ and -!-su-s have been
excluded as well as names such as '1)a-gan-ma-lik and !-bi -Li-im.
The criteria for the isolation of non-sentence names is
similar to that described above.

If the name contains a divine

name, which it often does, then the other element was examined.
If the other element was clearly Akkadian the name was included :
e.g., Puzur-'1)agan, 9il1i-¾anat, Sarrum-dAddu , Su-Hammu, Mar-dAddu
1
._
- .
an d d;,:
i:>U • pa. e. a- na.;nr.

the name was excluded.
d ....

If the other element was clearly Amorite
d ....

For example Zu- I shara (Huffman 1965 : 186 ) ,
d

~-ab-du- Ishara, - Ku-bi (Huffman 1965: 189) and CBJi-na- I M

11
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xi
(Huff'mon 1965: 175-76) have all been considered Amorite.

If the

non-divine name element was ambiguous then the divine name was
examined, and if it was Akkadian the name was included: e.g.,
ds•
in-rab.1.

If the divine name was Amorite the name was omitted :

e.g., Ha-~-~-ra-tl_ (Huff'mon 1965: 264).

12 ,
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Mixed Names

Based upon the principles just described, a number of ' Mixed
Names' have been included in this study.

These 'mixed names' consist

of Amorite-Akkadian or Sumerian-Akkadian elements. 1
7

Since complete

discussions of the individual elements are given in the Glossary,

I

including information regarding their linguistic affiliations, etc .,
at this point, only the names themselves will be assembled.
Table 1
Names Containing at least
One Amorite Element
Name
Itur-Asdu

Translation
'Asdu has returned'

Sa-pi-da.di

'That of the command of the darling'

Belti-Erah

'Erah is my mistress '

Ha.mmi-andulli
Ha.mmi -sagis

' My paternal uncle is my protection'
'My paternal uncle was murdered'

Su-Hammu

---

' One of Hammu '

Mut -dHanat

' Man of Hanat'

9illi-¾anat
Ummi- ¾anat (F)

'Prot ecti on of Hanat '
'Hanat is my mother'

Isar-Lim

'Lim is just '

Qisti-Lim

'Gi ft of Lim'

Ibbi- Nehum
Samsi-dAddu-tuk.ulti
Sumu-taqis
dYakrub-El-tillati

'Nehum has called '
'Samsi-dAddu is my t rust'
'She has presented the name/posterity '
' Yakrub-El is my res cue troop '

1This type of ' Mixed Name is limited to those name s which contain
a Sumerian DN plus an Akkadian element . The se DNs include Anum , Babi ,
I skur, Kabta , Ningal , Ninhursagga , Ninkarrak , Ni ns ubur and Sulpaea .
All totaled, these account for only fifteen names , 1 . 5% o f t he t otal
number ( see below ) .
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While the names assembled above can be considered ' Mi xed Names ',
there are, in addition, elements which might be considered Amorite
rather than Akkadian.

The el ement s which are s omewhat ambiguous

regarding thei r linguistic a f filiation include:

arnabu, baqqum,

buqaqum, huz alatum, Kakka (?) , kalbatum, kapu (?), kibru (? ) , ki nnarum,
maliku (?), mutu (?), niru (?), rabi/rapi (?) , rimu, zaku and zi kr u.
This mixture of elements within the personal names is not unexpected .
Indeed, as the following population statistics will show, the Amorite
and Akkadian segments of the population were living side by side in
the Mari region and the intermingl ing of the members of one ethnic
group with the other would be natural.

The arrival and/or growth of

the Amorite group seems to have been a fairly recent development since
"from the Pre-Sargonic to Ur III periods Mari was a thor oughly Akkadian
city" ( Gelb 1961a: 35).
In studying the 'official' and the 'popular ' pantheon, Nakata
detailed the rising importance of Amorite deitie s such as Addu, Dagan ,
Hammu, Erah, Lim and Amum.

At the same t i me, deities "such as El / Il,

Samas, Sin and Istar of the Old Akkadian" pantheon continued to be
very popular among the local population (Nakata 1974 : 475- 84) . 1
Thus one notices
1.

The increase in Amorite DNs

2.

The continuation of the previously popular Akkadian DNs

3.

The composition of 'Mi xed Names '

4.

The balance or dist ribution of the various types of PNs 2

1Regarding the deity distribution at Mari see also Edzard 1967 .
2For population statistics see below .

I
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From these various types of data it is therefore evident that the
population groups in the Old Babylonian perio d in the Mari region were
diverse, the Amorite element having grown the most since the Ur III
. d .1
perio

1 For discussions of the Akkadian-Amorite question see especially
Gelb 1961a, Kupper 1957 and Huffman 1964: 1-12. Furthermore, Sasson
(1974a) has recently investigated the Hurrian element of the populace
(also see the following population statistics) .
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Population Groups as Represented in the
Personal Names in the Mari Texts
The estimating of the size of various population groups in antiquity
is very difficult.

Even attempting to estimate the population o f a walled

city , with well defined limits, is difficult . 1

When one attempts to esti -

mate the population size of a whole geographical or political entity the
magnitude of the problem increases greatly .

The additional step, attempting

to estimate the relative or absolute size of population groups that comprise the whole, is even more complex.

When written documents exist,

which contain personal names, at least a rough count of the attested
names can be made.

This yields a total of the minimum number of people

in a given area from which the proportional representation of the population gr oups can be derived. 2

A count of the personal names listed in

ARMT XVI/1 has shown that a total of 3484 names appear in the Mari texts.
An attempt has been made to arrive at estimates regarding the pro-

portion of Akkadian, Amorite and Hurrian names included in the above
total.

The assembling of the statistics is complicated by t he fact that

some names do not fit any known classification while some others, a small
percentage, can be classified in two or more ways .
1 see for example M. Broshi ' s attempt to estimate the size of
Jerusalem in the 8th century B. C., "The Expansion of Jerusalem in
the Reigns of Hezekiah and Manasseh ." Israel Exploration Journal
24 (1974) : 21- 26 .
2

But see below for the many limiting fact ors. Admittedly
persons from distant places, such as Babylon, etc . are menti oned
in some letters, especially diplomatic correspondence, but as a
percentage of the total , this number is not too large.
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONAL NAMES
ACCORDING TO LINGUISTIC
AFFILIATION
Number of Na.mes

Percentage of Total

Amorite

1238

Akkadian
Hurrian

997
426

Unknown

785

35.6%
28 . 6%
12 . 2%
22.5%
1.1%
100.0%

Linguistic
Classification

Miscellaneous

~

Total

3484

The figures in Table 1 give an approximation as to the relative proportion of the various name groups .

The Amo r ite group of names is the

largest , 1238, ti·,E: Akkadian group second largest, 997, while the Hurrian
group is a distant third with 426 names .

Miscellaneous names include

those of Sumeri an, Ela.mite, Kassite and ambiguous affiliation.
The greater number of Amorite names is somewhat surprising .

Huffmon

had listed 897 Amorite names (1965: 19- 60) but had considered this group
to be subordinate to the " dominant group, viz., Akkadian names " ( 13).
This observation must now be revised in light of the above statistics.
While the above figures yield information about the relative percentages of names that occur, they are only approximations of the population
figures as represented in the Mari texts.

It is possible that more than

one person bore a given name and thus it would take a full scale prosopographic study to arrive at the maximum results .

Such a study is beyond

the scope of this dissertation, but since in ARMT XVI / 1 an attempt has
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been made to note and separate the various bearers of a name, it is
po ssible to arrive at some approximate figures. 1
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS ACCORDING TO THE LINGUISTIC
AFFILIATION OF THE NAMES THAT THEY BORE
Lingui stic
Classification

Number of Persons
Bearing Names of
a given Linguistic
Classification

Percentage of Total

Amorite

2380

4o.4%

Akkadian

1982

33 . 6%

Hurrian

533

9 . 0%

Unknown

944

16 . 0%

Miscellaneous

_22_

1. 0%

Total

5895

100 . 0%

According to the ARMT X:VI/1 deliniation of individual bearers, 5895
people are named by name in the Mari texts.

Thus of the total population,

not merely names, 40 . 4% bore Amorite names , 33.6% bore Ak.kadian
name s, while only 9% bore Hurrian names .

If the name of the bearer is

indicat i ve of his or her ethnic affiliation , then these statistics are
the closest approximations that can be reached regarding the relative
percentages of the ethnic groups in the Mari region.
The above data gives approximate information regarding population
gr oups.

Further study could refine the data but the effort expended

would not yield much more accurate information for the following reasons.
1. There is no certainty that every person in the Mar i region was
actually mentioned by name in a written document . The texts make no such
claims, and it probably is not to be expected. For various reasons only
certain persons are mentioned in a selective way . For example the names
1 For example ARMT X:VI / 1 : 191 lists five Samas
~ ~- andulli- ' s . Since
patronymics are rare in the Mari texts , absolute certainty regarding
the individuality of each of the five is not complete .

--L
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of upper class people or government officials are often presented i n
letters , while lower class persons appear in the long slave/worker lists.
2 . Of all the texts written in anti quity, and associated with Mari,
there is no reason to suppose that all have been preserved to the ~resent
day.
3.

Not all of the discovered Mari texts have been published .

4. There is no guarantee that the linguistic affiliation of a name 1
guarantees that the ethnic affiliation of the bearer is identical to it.
It would seem that the best that can be expected are rough approximations of population balance.

Even today, usin g modern techniques in

an attempt to be exhaustive, census figures in the United States are
hotly contended .

As one considers the above l i mitations, the tentative-

ness of ancient statistics must be admitted.

However in the absence of

a complete official census of a given l ocality as of a given date, the
figures as listed i n Table 2 can be considered reasonable approximations
of the composition of the population as represented in the Mari texts .
1 For example Masam, "twin~ (Akk .; acc . ) is called a DUB . SAR. MAR.TU
(ARM I.60. 6) while---rffi-si-im- IM (Amorite; ARM V.2.11' ) is called a
Gutian (Huffman 196 5~7"'):'" -

l

CHAPTER II

LISTING OF AKKADIAN PERSONAL NAMES
This chapter consists of a list of all the names which have
been classified as Akkadian.

It is divided into two columns.

The lef't-hand column lists the Akkadian names in transliteration
following the alphabetic order used in CAD, save that y_ (=CAD .J.)
appears between!. and~the name is cited first.

1

The nominative or most frequent form of
This is followed by variants, if they

occur, numbered (2), (3), •.. (n).

Where a name is known to have

been borne exclusively by women this is marked' (F)'.

Where it is

of particular interest, a name borne by a male is noted '(M)'.
In the cases where well-known logograms are indicated by the . cuneiform,
the Akkadian equivalent is usually cited.

In special cases, the

logogra.ms are also indicated.
Under the transliteration of the name a number is given in
parenthesis.

This number refers to a paragraph in J. J. Stamm's

Die akkadische Namengebung (1939).

The Analysis Chapter of this

dissertation is also arranged according to paragraphs, which are
numbered to correspond to the paragraphs of Sta.mm's work.

Thus,

a name will be grouped together with similar names from the Mari
1 That is: ~, E,_, £_, !=_, £, !!_ ( =CAD h) ,
....
.!:,, !_, f., !_, !_, 1, ~, !., l.. and ~-
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corpus in the appropriate paragraph in the Analysis Chapter.
All the names have been placed in a 'Stamm-type category'.
In the right-hand column a complete citation of all the
occurrences of a name is given.

The citation indicates 'volume.

text.number.column (if necessary).line', according to the cuneiform
copy of the text unless none has been published or a subsequent
correction has been made.

The sequence of the references is in the

order of the ARM and ARMT series.
these series follow.

Texts published outside of

If a name is also found in the corpus of texts

from Chagar Bazar, which is from the same chronological and
geographical milieu, this is noted at the end of the sequence of
references.

Brackets placed around a line number indicate that

the text is partially broken but that enough of the name is legible
in order to establish the reading with some certainty.

Subsequent

to the text citation, the following information is included in
parenthesis where applicable: a number indicating the appropriate
variant spelling, syntactical information indicating the use of
the name in the sentence, sex of the bearer and patronymics.
Under the citation of references, the normalized form of the
name is presented and this is followed by a translation of the name.
Justification for the translation of the name can be found in the
Glossary and in the appropriate paragraph in the Analysis Chapter .
In cases where an element is unusual or difficult, a short explanation,
indented, is given.

In this chapter these comments have been kept

to a minimum for the major discussion of the names is reserved for the
Analysis Chapter and the Glossary, where the individual elements
are to be found.
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Ab-ba
(13.2.b)

VII.108.[5]; 202.iii. 4 1 ;
Abba:

A.3562.xiii.12.

Hypocoristicon with only the

DN remaining.
dAb-ba-AN (F)
(30.4)
Ab-ba-t-11 (F)
(2) dAb-ba-t-11

VII.199.15'.
dAbba-ilum:

'Abba is god'.

XIII.l.xi.14; A.3151.vi.40 (2).
dAbba-ili:

'Abba is my god'.

( 29 .1. b)
A-bi-b[aJ-as-ti (F)
(41.3)
A-bi-du-ri (F)
(41.3)
A-bi-1-l{ (F)
(40.7)
A-bi-1-l{-su!
(40.7)
A-bi-ka-p{ (F )
(41.3)
A-bi-dLamassi (F)
(41.3)

XIII.l.xiii.[9J.
Abi-basti:

'My father is my dignity'.

IX.24.iv.12; 27.iv.30.
Abi-dilri:

'My father is my wall'.

A.3151.i.[42]; ii.38; vii.49, 71.
Abi-ili:

'My father is my god'.

XII. 399-5.
Abi-ilisu:

'My father is his god'.

IX.294.C8'J; A.3151.vii.42.
Abi-kapi:

'My father is my rock'.

XIII.l. v. 42.
Abi-dLamassi:

'My father is my protective genie'.

L
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A-bi-li-bu- ra (F)
(41.1)

XIII.l.xiii.31; C. v . 6 ; (Gadd 1940: 35a).
Abi-libura:

'My father, may he remain in

good health for me '.

A-bi-li-tir
. 5 (F)
(41.1)

XIII. 1. iii. l.
Abi-litir:

' (The deity), let him save

my father '.
li-t;;ir:

G, precative, 3, masc., sing.

from eteru .

A- bi- ma- t - 1! (F)
(40.7)

A. 3151. vi. 32.
Abima- ili:
god '.

' It is my father who is my

See Rainey 1976, and compare Nakata

1974: 266, "My father is surely my god . "

A- bi- qu? - ra? - [ad?]
(40 . 6)

Abi- qurad:
qurad:

' My father is the warrior' .
Stat . absol. of quradu

serving as predicate .

The reading ou

seems preferable to Jean ' s (1950a: 92)

ku
A- bi-sadu(KUR) - i
(41. 3)

(?).

IX . 293 . 1 ' ; X. 177 . 3, 4 .
Abi - sadi:

' My father is my mountain ' .

23
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A-bi-dSamsi(si) (F)
(41.3)

IX.24.iv. 23 ; 27. i v . 28 ; XIII . l .ix . 40 ;
A. 3151. v . 53 .
• dx ....
Ab 1oamsi:

A-bi-tu-kul-ti (F)
(41.3)

' My father is my sun'.

A.3151.iv.13.
' My father is my trust' .

Abi-tukulti:

A-bi-ya

VIII.35.8; A.3562.x.19; xiii.50.

(13.2.a)

Abiya:
abu plus-~.

Hypocoristicon consisting of
Compare the full PNs cited in t he

Glossary.
A-bi-ya-tim
(13.2.a)

VIII. 78. 9 (gen.; father of A-ha-a[m]-~-si).
Abiyatum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

abu plus -yatum which is declined according to
sentence syntax.
CA?J-bu-um-a-ni-ih

I. 75. [30].
Abum-anih:

(21.1)

anih:
from anahu.
A-bu-um-e-ki-in
(2) A-bu-me-ki-CiJn

G, stative, 3, masc., sing.
See also J ean 1950a: 76.

II.77,2; VI.18.Cl'J (2 ) ; X.154.2 1 •
Abum-e-kin:

e:

(21.2)

'The father is tired'.

'The father is not reliable'.
Negative particle (GAG

par. 8li; AHw: 23).

...

A-bu-um-El
(40.7)

In the Glossary see~-

II.137.4, 10, 13, 18, [22], 37; IX.24.iii.[ 2 ];
27.iii.32; 236.9; XIII.l.xiv. 46; XVIII.46. [ 4J;
A.3562.iv.50.
Abum-El:

'The f ather is El / god'.

\
L
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A-bu-um-wa-qar
(2) A-bu-wa-qar
(40.6)

V.4.5; VII.159.1; VIII.53.3 ( 2 ; f athe r of Me- ~ - t um );
103.2 (2); rx.258. (34> (2) ; XIII . 63 . 5 (2) .
Abu(m)-waqar:
'The father is precious'.
waqar :

Stat. absol. of waqru

serving as the predicate.
A-da-ClJa-al
(27.1)

XIII .1. iii. C42J.
Ada(l)lal:

A-dal-la-al-dSin

XIII.l.x.21.
Adallal-dSin:

(27.1)
A-da-mu (F)

A-da-ru-um (F)
(35.6)
dAddu-an-du.1-H
(29 .1. C)
dAddu-ba-ni

A.3151.iii.25.
Adarum:

1

rx.295.1.
dAddu-andulli:

'Addu is my protection'.

Adarum-tree' •

III.80.[lTh VI I. 6 . T;7.[12J; 8.9; 219.[22J;
dAddu-bani:

....

Addu-ba-as-ti (F)
(29.1. b)

'Red'.

VIII.8.38; XIII.l.iii.46; N.AN.3; (Gadd 1940 : 35a ) .

(30.1)
d

'I will praise Sin'.

A.3151.i.8; (Gadd 1940: 35b).
Ada(m)mu:

(35.7)

Hypocoristicon, see the following PN.

1

Addu is the creator'.

C.ii.19.
d

_ .... -

Addu-basti:

A-du-be-H

VIII.76. edge .

(29 .1. a)

A(d)du-beli :

'Addu is my dignity'.

'Addu is my master'.

25
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s
dAddu-du-ri (F)

II.114.3; VII.105.[1']; 193.seal. l ; X.50.2;

(29 . 1. C)

51-61.3 (some broken); 117.1; 142-150.1
(some broken); XI.68.7; XII.141.15; 146.5;
242.3; XIII.10.15; XVIII.1.17; 4.7; 20.[16 ];
A.1285.11; ME.255.1.
dAddu-duri:

dAddu-ga-mil

vrr.178.[9]; XIII.l.viii.48; (Gadd 1940: 35b) .
dAddu-ga.mil:

(30.3)
d

'Addu is my wall'.

.,

Addu-gu-gal

'Addu is merciful'.

XIII .1. iv. 58.
d

(30.5)

Addu-gugal:

"Addu is the canal-inspector"

(Nakata 1974: 41).
gugal:

Stat . absol. of gugallu

serving as the predicate.
... ., ..,
[ d Ad ] du?-1.-11.Bu

VII. 220. [ 11] .
dAddu-ilisu:

(29. l. b)
d

.., ..,

'Addu is his god'.

Addu-la-ta-ma-as-si

IX.24.i.[49]; 27.ii.[5] .

(27.2)

d Addu-la-tamassi:
..,..,

'
' Do not forget Addu.

Compare Nakata's (1974: 41) translation
"Addu will not forget."

However la introduces

the negative command while the verb is in
the pres. (GAG: par. 81h) .
dAddu-mu-ba-al-l[i-it]

v.57.[7] (2); vrrr. 94 .(15].

(2) dAddu-mu-ba-11- [ i]t
(30.2)

dAddu-muballit:

'Addu is the life sustainer'.

26

dAddu-na-~ir
(30.2)
[dAd]du?-nu-[r]i? (F)
(29.1.c)
dAddu-sarrum

II . 32.5 , [26]; VII . 198.ii . 5'.
dAddu-nasir:
IX.294.[2'].
dAddu-nuri:

Ad-ma-at-t-lf
( 21.1)

'Addu is my light'.

IX.24.ii.26; 27 .ii.[ 30] (2); iii.[2];

(2) d[Add]u?-s[a]r?-rum?
(30.4)

'Addu is the watcher'.

d

X.85.4; XIV.72.6, 23; 73.[4].
....

Addu- s arrum:

'Addu is the king'.

VII.113.2; IX.291.ii.26.
Admat - ili :

' How long, 0 my god ?'.

admat:

adi in combination with

mati (see GAG: par. 114j) .
dAd-mu-ba-la-[t]t (F)
(29.1.c)
dAd-mu-ru-ba (F)
(30 .5)

IX.253.ii. [9].
dAdmu-balati:

'Admu is my life'.

XIII . l .vii .59 .
dAdmu-ruba:

'Admu is the prince '.

Compare

Nakata (1974 : 46) "Admu is great (?) " where he
reads -ra- for -ru- (found in the text).
ruba:

The noun rubu, ruba'u

(prince), serving as the predicate with
the archaic predicate ending - a .
1

A4-ga-lim
(35.5)

d ....

VIII.100.16 (gen .; father of _I-din-~-ha-~).
Agalum:

' (an equid) ' (CAD Al: 141a).

For the reading ~ 4 for ha see ARMT XV: 47 .
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A-ha-a.m-ar-si
(16.1)

VIII.78.[9] (son of ~-bi-~-tim); IX.24.i.
[21]; 27,i.21 ; 253.iv.8; 283 . ii.10'; XIII.l.
x.37; (Gadd 1940: 35b) .
Aham-arsi:

A-ha-am-nu-ta
(16.1)

IX.24.i.55; 27.ii.ll; XIII.131 . 7 ';
XIV. 46. [ 6], 16 , 18 , [ 21] .
Aham-nuta:
nu.ta:

A-ha-su-nu (F)

'I have acquired a brother'.

'We have found a brother'.
G, pret., 1, c., pl. from atu.

VIII.71.5, 11; IX.292.1 (sex unkn.); x .97. 3 (2);

(2) A-ha-su-nu

XIII.l.v,72; xi.16; A.3151 .vi.73; vii.5;

(3) A-ha-as-su-nu

C.ii.30; iv.13, 26 (3).

(34)

Aha( s )sunu:

A-ha-ta-a-bi (F)
(40.10)

'Their sister'.

IX.24.iii.[58]; 27.v.2, [25]; 291.iii.42';
XIII.l.iii.11; iv. 9, 50; xi .2; A.3151.v.
52, 74; C.iv.10, 22.
Ahata-abi:

'Sister of the father'

(Birot 1956: 61) .
aha.ta:

Stat. canst. of aha.tu

plus a liaison vowel.

Birot (1956: 61 ,

n.4) notes that a similar PN, correctly
spelled (~-ha-at-~-bi (F)) , is found at
Chagar Bazar (Gadd 1940: 36a) .

In com-

parison, Albright (1954 : 229) suggests
that this PN looks western against the
Akk. Ahat-abisa/su and notes the Hebrew
'Abab.
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A-ha-ta-am-u-ta (F)
(16.1)

XIII.1.xiii.30.
'I have found a sister' .

Ahatam-uta:

G, pret., 1, c., sing . of atu.

uta:
A-ha-ta-ni (F)
(34)

VII.58.4 ~ IX.24 .ii i.5 4; 2T.v.21 ; 291.i.32 ~
XIII.l.iii.T2 ; v . 56 ; vi .12 , lT , 72 ; viii. 86;
C. vi . 13' ; A.3151.iii.69; (Gadd 1940: 36b).
Ahatani :

A-ha-ti (F)
(34)
A-ha-ti-iq-ra (F)
(2) A-ha-at-iq-ra
(40.6)

'Our sister'.

XIII.l.viii.6.
'My sister'.

Aha.ti:

IX.291.iii.28' (2) ; XIII.l.ii.T2; xi v . 8 .
Ahati-iqra:

'My sister is dear to me'.

iqra:

G, pret., 3, fem., sing.

from aqaru
A-ha-ti-ya (F)

(~4)

X.111.[ 3 ]; 137. [ll] .
Ahatiya'.
aha.tu plus

A-ha-tum (F)
(34)

plus the ventive.

Hypocoristicon consisting of
-l!!_.

VIII.54.6' (gen . ) ; 88 . 2 ; IX . 24 . iii . 28 ;
291. i. [23] ; ii.26 ; iii.49 '; i v . 9 ',
[45' ] ; X. 8 . 6 ; XIII . l.i. [27] , 64 ; ii.54,
69; iv.52, [ 79 J ; v.9, 40 ; vi.[78J; vii.60 ;
viii.3, 71, 78; x.26; xi.T, lT: xii.18,
19; xiv.17; C.i.11, 22, 2T ; iv.14, 25 ; v.15';
A.3151.i.22, 48, 58; ii. 69 ; iii.6, 53; iv.19 ;
v.40 ; vi.55 (Gadd 1940 : 35b).
Aha.tum:

A-hi-1-H (F)
(40.7)

'Sister'.

XIII.l.viii.20.
Ahi-ili:

'My brother is my god'.

L
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A-hi-dS[in]
'Sin is my brother'.

(29 .l. a)

...

...

A-hi-sa-gi-is
(40.6)

IX.253.i.22; 291.ii.edge.( 3).
... ...
'My brother was murdered'.
Ahi-sagi8:

A-hi-ya

AB.vi.3; A.3562.iv.49; ix.37; (Gadd 1940: 36a).

(34)

..

Ahiya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

ahu plus-~ (Birot 1955: 21).
A-hu-El
(40.7)

A.3562.ix.l.
'The brother is El'.

Ahu-El:
vrr.194. 7' .

A-hu-ki-nu
(40.6)

Ahu-kinu:

A-hu-um

I.63.5 (nom.); rr.46.7 (nom.), 13 (3; acc.), 16

'The legitimate brother'.

(2) A-hi-im

(nom.); 101.21 (3; acc.); VI.24.5 (nom.),

(3) A-ha-am

45.7 (nom.), 11 (nom.), 14 (2; gen.); VII.180.iii'.

( 34)

[3 ' ], 8 1 ;

VIII.1. 52 (2 ; gen.); 33 . 22 ; 60 . 6 (nom . ) ,

11 (nom.); IX.24.ii.43; 27.iii.19; 253.ii.3;
291.iii.[53']; iv.50' (2; gen.); X.8.20; 52.7;
XIII.l.v.65; ix.65; xiv.44; 22.39 (2; gen.);
71. 5 ( 2; gen. ) ; 75. 5 ( 2; gen. ) ;
131.2' (nom.); xrv.47.14; A.3151.iv.25;
EXCE.131/22 (3; acc.); SUM-I.11.6 (son of
Bu-ur-~-~) .
Ahum:

'Brother'.
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A-hu-um-da-m.3:-iq
(40.6)
A-hu-um-ma-da-ri
(40.6)

VIII.100.11 (son of Ti-[
Ahum-dam.iq:

J ).

'The brother is good'.

Ix.287.22.
Ahumma-dari:

'It is the brother that

is everlasting 1 •
dari:

G, stative, 3, masc.,

sing . of daru.
A-hu-um-ma-El

VII.190.2, 7; VII.280.viii'.6 (2);

(2) Ahum(SES)-ma?-El

A. 3562. vii. 48.

(40.7)

Ahumma-El:

A-hu-si-na
(34)

'It is the brother who is El'.

IV.88 . 9 ; VII. 86 . 9 ; 177. [8 1 ] ( s on of dSin-~mil) ;

193 . 4 ; 225.21; 226 . [19 ]; VIII. 31. 23 ;

89.15; XIII.l.viii.63; AREP.122.C.6;
S.135, nos. 127 and 172 cited by Rouault
(1977: 113, n. 2).
Ahiisina:
A-hu-wa-qar
(40.6)

'Their brother'.

VII . 117.[13 1 ] ; 196.[10 1 ] ; VIII.100.12
(father of !.-din-Istar) ; IX.253.iv.2;
257 . 15'; 283.ii.[19']; XIII.l.vi.31 ;
vii.75, [82]; AB . vi.28 ; ME . 11 . 2 (father
of [

]- ~a-~? ) .

Ahu-waqar:

' The br other i s pre ci ous'.
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II

Ak.-ka
(13.2.b)

VII.184.4; VIII . 31 . 21; 33 . 17; XI I I . l. iv . 27 ; viii . 52.
HY1)ocoristicon with only the
Ak.ka:
DN remaining.

Ak.-ka-ba-ni
(30.1)
A-ka-di-t[um?J (F)
(38.4)
A-li-a-bi (F)
(40.2)
A-li-a-ha-ti (F)

VIII.l. 39.
'Ak.ka is the creator'.

Ak.ka-bani:
VII.120. Cl9' J.
A(k)kaditum:

'The Ak.kadi an ' .

IX.291.ii.16; ii.edge.[ 2 ].
'Where is my father?'.

Ali-abi:

IX .291.i. [34 ] (3 ; foll owi ng ARMT XVI / 1 : 57) ;

( 2) A-11-a-ha-ti

XII I. l. i v. 71; i x . 12 ; A. 3151.ii. 65 (2 ); vi.42 (2 ).

( 3) A-ll-a-ha-1ta)-ti

Ali -aha.ti:

'Where is my sister?'.

(40.2)
A-li-a-hi (F)

IXr24.iii.[56J; 27.v.23; 291.iii.41'; XIII.l.

(2) A-H-a-hi

iii.[69J; v.47; A.3151.ii. 41 (2) ; i v . 44 (2), 62 (2) .

(40.2)

Ali-ahi:

A-li-tum (F)

'Where is my brother?'.

VIII.1.3 (2 ; gen.), 7 (nom.), 14 (2; gen.),

(2) A-li-tim

20 (nom.);

(35.4)

Ali(t)tum:

XIII. l. ix. 15 (nom. ) .
'The one giving birth'.

This

PN was evidently given to a barren woman who was

involved in a legal case in which a son was
adopted as an heir.
ali ttum:

G,

fem. , part. , sing.

from ala.du.
A-li-um-m.i (F)
(40.2)

I X.291. ii. 27.
Ali-ummi:

'Where is my mother?'.
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Amat-dAddu (F)

XI.132.4 (if the reading is correct;
Burke 1963: 54, n. 1 notes a possible reading of

(37.3)

d

Gu-<ru)- Addu.

See ARMT XV: 21 for the cuneiform

of GEME (no. 303) and E:!:!. (no. 302).

However it

does not seem necessary to resort to this
alternate reading.).
Amat-dAddu:
Amat-Ku-bi (F)

Amat-dSin (F)

'Maid servant of Kubi'.

XIII.l.iii.3, 12; C.vii.ll';A.3151.ii. 64; vi.38 .
'Maid servant of Sin' .

Amat-dSin:

(37.3)
d...

XIII.1.x. 48.
Amat-Kiibi :

(37.3)

...

Amat- Samas (F)
(37.3)
A-mi-na (F)
(13.2.a)

'Maid servant of Addu'.

XIII. l. vi. 9.
d•

...

Amat- Samas:

'Maid servant of Samas'.

A. 3151. v. 76.
A(m)mina:
ammina:

'Why?'.
am.mini (var. am.min) plus

the hypocoristic ending -a.
A-mi-ni-An-nu
(21.1)
Am-ma-ru
(38.4)
Am-tum (F)
(41. 5)

VII.180.iii'.15 1 ; 232.[lOJ.
A(m)mini-Annu:

'Why, 0 Annu?'.

VII.180.iv' .23 1 •
Ammaru:

'Overseer' .

XIII. 1. ii. 48.
Amtum:

'Slave girl' .

L
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d V
A-mur- A-sur

IV . 76 .35.
d As
( "V )"'
Amursur:

(23.1)
A-mu-ri-tum (F)
(38.4)

'I have seen Assur'.

IX.291.iii.24'; XIII.l.xiii.18; A.3151.i.49.
Amurritum:

'The Amari te'.

dAmurrum(MAR.TU)-na-~ir XIII.l.xi.37.
(30.2)

dAmurrum-na~ir:

'Amurrum is the watcher'.

dAmurrum-tillati(ILLAT) XIII.l.xiv.40.
(29.1.c)

dAmurrum-tillatI:

'Amurrum is my rescue troop'.

A-na-be-el-ti-tak-la-ku (F)
(41.3)

XIII.l.viii.10; x.[l].
Ana-belti-taklaku: 'In my mistress I trust'.
d

A-n[a]- Da-gan
(13.2.b)

IX.237.i. [16].
Ana-~agan:

Possibly a hypocoristicon from

a longer Ana-dDagan-taklaku.
A-na-~a-gan-tak-la-ku
(2) A-na-~a-gan-ta-ak-la-ku
(25.2)

VIII.97.3; XI.40. [4]; 189.8 (2); XII.141. [12] (2);
(Gadd 1940: 36a).
Ana-dDagan-takla.ku: 'I trust in Dagan'.

,

.,.

A-na-E-a-ta.k-la-ku
(25.2)

XIII.l.vi.66; x.35; xii.14; xiii.34; A.3562.
xii.59; (Gadd 1940: 36a).
Ana-Ea-taklaku:

...
A-na-ah-El
(21.1)

'I trust in Ea' .

VI:I:. 180. iv' . 14 1 •
Allah-El:
anah:

'I

am

tired,

0

El'.

G, pret., 1, c., sing. from anahu.

L
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A-na-Il-a-ba 4-ta.k-la-ku

(25.2)

Ix.258.12.
Ana-Il-aba-takla.ku:

'I trust in Il-aba'.

A-na-I¥tar-tak-la-ku (F )
(25.2)

A.3151. i.4.
Ana-Istar-takla.ku:

'I trust in Istar'.

A-na-dI-tur-Me-er-t[a?-ak?-la?-ku?].
(25.2)

VII.197. [ 5] .
Ana-ditur-Mer-taklaku:

A-na-ku-ilum (Mr)-ma
(16 .1)

'I trust in Itur-Mert.

VII.7.6; 37.2; 51.3; 53.[2]; 68.4; 82.3;
IX. 267. 8' ; ( Gadd 1940: 36a) . It has been suggested
that KU.AN-ma (X.112.9) should be read ana.kuilumma (Dossin and Finet 1978: 288).
Anak.u-ilumma:
' I am the god' .

d

XIII. 1. ii. 29.
Ane.k.u-dLa.mma:

A-na-ku- Lam-ma
( 16.1)

"I am the protective genie"

(Nakata 1974: 340).
d "

_,,

A-na- Sin-ta.k-la-ku
(25.2)

VII.184.[l]; IX.256.24; XIII.l.i.62 ;
xi.[33J; ME.71-129, 198, 205.1 (son of
Da-ri-ii-li-bur).
Ana-dSin-takla.k.u:

dV

y

....

A-na- Samas-a-na-ta-al

v

,

A-na- Samas-ta.k-la-ku
(25.2)

IX.22.15; 25.[6]; 26.10 1 •
v
(
Ana- dvSamas-ana
! ) ~al:

( 25. 2 )
dv

'I trust in sfn' .

VIII.44.6 1

;

y
'I will look for "'Sa.mas'
.

82.[9]; IX.24.ii.32; 27.iii.[8];

XIII.l.ii.28; iii.[56]; A.3562.iii.59.
Ana-dSa.mas'-takla.ku:

'I trust in Sa.mas'' .
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A-ni-ih-li-[i]b-bi
(21.1)

II.44. [38].
Anih-libbi:

An-na-a-hu-um
(16.1)

VIII.51.[17]; A.3562.xi.l.
Anna-ahum:

An-na-ya (F)
(13.2.a)

'My heart is tired ' .

'Indeed, a brother' .

A.3151.v.13.
Annaya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

anna (indeed) plus-~.
IX.291.iv.27'.

An-ni-El
(16.3)

Compare An-~-AN at Chagar

Bazar (Gadd 1940 : 36a).
Anni-El:
anni:

An-nu-a-si-ya (F)
(29. 1. C)

'Indeed, 0 El'.
Var. of anna.

XIII.l.iv.41; ix.60.
Annu-asiya:

'!Annu is my physician" (Nakata

1974: 70).
An-nu-ba-at-ti (F)
(29.1. b)

A.3151.vii.27 (see Sasson 1972a: 179 for this
reading).
Annu-bastI:

An-nu-dam-qa (F)
(30.5)

(2 ) An-nu-du-ni
(29 .1. c)

.

An-nu-ga-mi-il-ti (F)
(29.1. C)

XIII.l.x.51; A.3151.i.[39].
Annu-damqa:

An-nu-du-un-ni (F)

'Annu is my dignity'.

'Annu is good' .

XIII.l.iii.37; A.3151.vii.15 (2 ; s ee Sas son 1972a: 179) .
Annu-dunnI:

'Annu is my strength'.

A.3151.vii.66.
Annu-gamil t1 :

'Annu is my savior'.
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An-nu-la-ma-s1 (F)
(2) An-nu-dLa.massi

IX.24.iii.47; 27.v.[13]; XIII.l.vii.8 (2); x.62 (2);
C. vii.29'; A. 3151.ii.13; iii.16; vi. [6].
'Annu is my protective genie'.

(29 ~1.b)
~ (.v)-t·
An-nu-na-piis
i

(29.1. C)

XIII.l.vi.61 (see ARMT XIII: 7, n. 2 for reading).
Annu-napistI:

An-nu-pu-u~-ri (F)
(22.1)

A.3151.i.19; ii.16; iii.34.
Annu-pu~rI:

An-nu-ri-im-si (F)
(29.1.c)
An-nu-~u-lu-l[i]

VII.185.ii. [7' ] .
Annu-sululi :

An-nu-ta-al-e (F)
(26)

'Absolve, 0 Annu'.

IX.291.ii.34; XIII.l.xi.45; A.3151.i.71.
~v .
Annu-rimsi:
'Annu is her beloved one'.

.

(29.1. C)

'Annu is my life'.

'Annu is my protection' .

VIII. 67 .2; 88.[ 9] .
Annu-tale:

"Annu has prevailed" ( Nakata

1974: 73) or 'Annu was able'.
tale:
.,

An-nu-tap-pi (F)
(29.1. C)
An-nu-til-la-ti (F)
(29 .1.c )

An-nu-tu-kul-ti (F)

G,

pret. , 3, fem. , sing. from le•~-

XIII.l.iii.36; vii.58; ix.2; x.50.

"'
Annu-tappi:

'Annu is my friend'.

XIII. l.x. 2 .

Annu-tillati:

'Annu (m) is my rescue t roop' .

IX.25. [40] (2); 26.r.\13" (2); XIII.l.x.3;

(2) An-nu-tu-ku-ul-ti

A.3151.i.37; iii.17; iv.30.

( 29. l. C)

Annu-tukulti:

'Annu is my trust'.

\
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An-nu-tab(DUG)
(30.5)
An-nu-um-mi (F)

VIII.35.7; 73.3.
Annu-~ab:

'Annu is good'.

rx.7.5 (2); XIII.l.iv.48; v. 7 .

(2) An-nu-un!-um-mi

Annu(n )-mnmi:

(29 .1.a)

1974: 74 reads -um- for -un- (found in the text).

A-nu-um-a-hi
(29.1.a)
A-pil-1-11
(37.1)
A-CpJil-1-11-su
(37.1)
A-pil-Istar
(37.1)
A-pil-ki-en
(40.6)

'Annu is

my

mother', Nakata

A.3562.xi.43.
Anum-ahi:

'Anum is my brother'.

VII.221.4; IX.149.13.
Apil-ili:

'The first born son of the god'.

IX.253.iv.CllJ.
Apil-ilisu:

'The first born son of his god'.

vrr.198.ii.6'.

.

...

Apil-Istar:

'The first born son of Istar'.

VIII. 5. [10] ( son of Ili-ma-tar ) ;

8.10 (son of I-11-ma-tar):
- - - - , 19.4'; 21.Cll'J;
83. [18].
Apil-kin:
apil:
kin:

'The heir is reliable/lasting'.
Stat. absol. of ~ G, stative, 3, masc., sing.

from kanu.
A-pil-Ku-bi
(37.1)

VII.128.[3]; 131.4; 149.[2]; 195.C6'J;
IX.27.iv.14; 253.iv.10; 283 .i.17';
XI.295.5; XII.457.2~ 729.[6]; XIII.98.8
( son of dSin-ma-gir) ; A. 3412. 8; ME .173-1 76;
178; 239.1 (all son of Se-ri-it-dS[inJ).
Apil-Kubi:

'The first born son of Kubi'.

\
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18 .
A-pi· 1 - ds~
in

VIII.63.(32] (2); VIII.67.13'; IX.258.[3], 20 ;

(2 ) A-pil-Sin(XXX)

283.iii.9'; S.135, no . 129 (cited by Rouault 1977:

(37.1)

113, n.2); (Gadd 1940: 35a).
Apil-dSfn:

...

Ap-pa-an-El

'The first born son of Sin' .

IV.80.11'; IX.256.12.

(31.3)

Appan-El:

"Before El" (Nakata 1974: 251

and Ranke 1905: 67a).
Apparently a contracted form from

appan:

~-~-~-ni ( Sta.mm 1939: 231 and Finet 1956: par. 9n) .
dv

v

A-qa-al-a-na- Samas
(25.2)

IX.19.6; 24.i.46; 27.ii.[2].
dv

A.,

"
aqal:
Ar-na-ba-tum (F)
(35.5)

v

v

y

Aqa.i.-ana- Sa.mas: 'I am attentive to Samas'.
G, pres., 1, c., sing. from q~lu.

XIII.l.x. 39 .
Arnabatum:

Hypocoristicon consisiting of

arnabu (hare) plus -atum.
Ar-na-bu-um (F)
(35.5)
A[r?-r]a?-bu-um
(35.5)
Ar-si-A-da

(16.2)

IX.291.i.[10); A.3151.vi.16.
Arnabum:

'Hare'.

IX. 253. i. [ 12) .
Arrabum:

'Dormouse'?

vnr.58.11 1 •
Arti-A(d)da:

"I have acquired, 0 Addu"

(Nakata 1974: 28).
·v

Ar-si-a-hu-um
(16 .1)

AB.iii. 37 ; A.3562.iv.[72], 79.
Ars'i-ahum:

'I have acquired, 0 brother',

but compare Sta.mm 1939: 128 and see Birot 1955 :
21,

who translates 'I have received a brother'.

However, ahum is not in the acc. case and thus I
have taken it as a vocative.
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✓•
da-qu/ (F)
A:r -si-e-

(16.1)

IX.25.(34]; 26.r.8'.
A:rs'e-da(q)qu:
daqqu:

A:r-wi-tum

Apparently a vocative.

rx.292.4; C.iii.l (F).
Arwitum:

(35.5)

'I have ac quired, 0 small chil d' .

' Gazelle'.

The first reference

noted above could also be fem.
I.30.[5) (3; nom.), [10) (4; gen.), 18 (2; gen.);

Ar-wi-um
(2) A:r-wi-im

IX.253.ii.ll; 258.17.

(3) A:r-wi-u-[um]

Arwium:

'Gazelle'.

(4) A:r-wi-e-[em]
(35.5)
A-sa-tum (F)

IX.294. [l) (2), 14.

(2) A-sa-[tum)

Asatum:

(35.5)

~

,,
A-si-nu-um
/

Hypocoristicon consisting of

(bear) plus -atum.

vrr.190.16 (nom.); 220 .26 ; XI II . 13 . 13 (3 ; gen. ) ;

( 2) A-si-na-am

XIV.33.[7'] (2; acc.), 10' (3; gen.).

(3) A-si-nim
( 38. 4)

A(s)si(n)num:

A-si-rum

'An assinnum-priest'.

IV .80 . 9 ' (2 ); I X. 24 . ii.2; 27 .ii.17 ; XIII.l. i i i.

(2) A-si-rum

47 (2) ; XVI II . 63 . 5 (3 ; gen . ) ; A. 3562. xi . 32 (2) .

( 3 ) A-si-ri-fx5-im

Asirum:

(3 5. 4)

'Captive'.

4o

As-qu-du-um
( 2) As-qu-di-im
( 3) As-qu-di
( 4) As-qu-du
(35.5)

All the following references are nominative unless
noted otherwise.

II.28.9, 10, [18]; 95.2;

96-100.3; v.65.3; vrr.9.8 (4); 57,3 (2; gen.);
78.3 (2; gen.); 101.6 (2; gen. ) ; 114.4 (2; gen.);
139-9; 190.12; 217.2; 218.[4]; 220.[3]; 224.14;
225.7 (2; gen.); 226.7 (2; gen.); VIII.l.env.8;
1.54; 10.6; 49.3 (2; gen.); 50 . 2 (2 ; gen. ) ;
62 .4' (2 ; gen. ) ; 65 , 9 (2 ; gen. ) ; IX . 24.ii. 16 ;
27. ii. 35 (4); x .59, 8 1 ; 101. 9 (2 ; gen. ) ; ment ioned
as limu in XI. 7-11 ; 36. 4 (3 ; gen.); 71.4 (3 ;
gen. ) ; 177, 4 (3 ; gen. ) ; 232.[ 4] (2 ; gen. ) ; XII,7-13;
xrrr.36.35 (2; gen.); 39 . 15 (2; gen.); xrv.4.8;
XVIII.23,3; 24.3; 50.3 (2; gen.); 67.12; 68.[12];
A.25.3; B.63.7; N.AN.4; PANTH.42.[3].
Asqudu(m):
'Asqudum-rodent'.
VIII.13.6' (gen.).
Asum:
'Physician 1 •

A-su-um
(38.4)
-✓

...

,,,.,.

..,

A-sar-i-li-su
(29.1.b)

r.85 .12 1 •
Asar-ilisu:

"Asar is his god" (Nakata

1974: 89 and Sta.mm 1939: 258).
dA-sar.-na-s1.r
V
I
•
( 30. 2)
As-su-mi-ya-li-bur (F)
( 41. 1)

IX.283.ii.13'.
dAv
- .
sar-nas1.r:

'Asar is the watcher'.

IX.24.i.32; 27.i.32; A.3151.vii.55; (Gadd 1940: 36b).
Assumiya-libur: 'May he remain in good health
on

my
"V

behalf' .
~

assum1.ya:

assum plus suffix (1, c., sing.).

\
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d

V

vrrr.75.5 (father of Su-~-nu-ma-ha); IX.

As-ta-mar- Addu

252.[23]; AB.v.27.

(27.1)

A~ta(m)mar-dAddu:

Gt, pres., 1, c., sing.

a~ta.mmar:
from
d

d

V

sa.maru.

A-su?-na-da (F)

A.3151.iv.39.

(27.1)

dAsu-na
V
-da:

V

....

,,.

I

A-sur-an-dul-li

II.15.37.

(29.1.c)

d A(s)sur-andulli:
" V
-

dA-surV
b a-n1.

Praise Asu I .

vv
'Assur
is my protection'.

vrr.173.[4]; rx.19.8.
d As
( .... )....
sur-bani:

(30.1)

dA-sur-ma-lik

' Assur
........
'
is the creator.

VII.2.[ 6 ]; 3 . 9 ; 4.17'; XI.1-6 (limu); XII.1-6
(limu); N.AN.l; (Gadd 1940: 36b).
dA(~)sur-malik: I Astur is the counselor'.

(30.4)

dA-sur-na-s1r
V
•

II.42.15'.
dA("')v
_ .
s sur-na;ar:

(30.2)
dA-sur-n1-su.
V
•
I

'Assur is the watcher'.

VII.10.16 (father of [Ni]-mar-dSin?).

V

(16.2)

dA(s)~ur-n~u:

10

-: "
n1su:

Assur, we have (a brother)'.

G, pret., 1, c., pl. , from i~~-

VII.198.iv.[16'].

[A?]-ta-na!-ah
(21.1)

'I have become tired' .

Ata.nah:

G, perf., 1, c., sing. from ana.hu.

atanah:
dV

V

At-ka-al-a-na- Samas
(26)

'I praise Addu'.

I X.25.[18]; 26.23'; 27.vi . [l] .
dV

V

Atkal-ana- Samas:

V

V

'I have trusted in Samas'.
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At-ta-ilum(AN)-ma

X.3 . 4.
Atta-ilumma:

(16.1)
A-wa-ta-an
(13.2.a)

'You are the god'.

A.3562.vii.31; xi.29, 60.
Awa.tan:

Hypocoristicon consisting

of awatu (utterance) plus -an .

...

A-wa-ti-El

XIII.l.xi.39; A.3562.ii.37 (2); iii.11 (2);

(2) A-wa-ti-El

v.76 (2); vii.[47].

(29.1. C)

Awa.ti-El:

'El is my word'.

Compare

Nakata 1974: 247 and 252 who translates
'The word/speech of El'; for this one
would expect awat-El.
A-wa-tum (F)
(13.2.b)
A-wi-la (F)
(13.2.a)

IX.291.i.17; A.3151.i.67.
Awa.tum:

'Word'.

XIII.l.iv.37.
Awila:

Hypocoristicon consisting

of awilum plus -a.
Awil-dAddu
(37.3)
Awil-¾[a-g]an
(37.3)

...

Awil-El
(37.3)
A-wi-li-ya
(13.2.a)

XVIII. 59. 18.
- dAd du:
Awil-

'Man of Addu'.

IX.253.ii. [25].
Awil-¾agan:

'Man of Dagan' .

VIII.78.38 (son of Su-tu-um).
Awil-El:

'Man of El'.

VII.5.5; VIII.9.30; N.AN.2; (Gadd 1940: 36b,
also a limu).
Awiliya:

Hypocoristicon consisting

of awilum plus-~-

v.73.17.
(37.3)

Awil-dSin:

'Man of Sin'.
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Ba-ba-tum (F)

A.3151.i.59.
Babatum:

(13.2.a)

Hypocoristicon consisting of

Babi/~ (DN) plus -atum.

VIII.31.7 (father of Ya-ar-.!.E_-f-~).

~a-bi-E-a

dBabi-Ea:

(30.6)

"Ea is god Babi" (Nakata

1974: 166, 456).

VIII.54.4 1 •

Ba-i-rum

Ba.'irum:

(38.4)

Ba-la-ta-am-qi-si-im
'-

(22.4)

.I

V

•

•

(

F

'Fisherman'.

)

C.vii.6 1 •
Bala.tam-qisim:

'Give life to me'

(Birot 1956: 62).
qisim:

G, imp., 2, fem., sing.

with the ventive from ~ia.sum.
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Ba-al-~a-a (F)

XIII.l. ix. 32.

.

(13.2.a)

Balta:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

baltu (healthy) plus-~.
as Amorite from BLT

11

Huffmon's rendering

without 11 plus -a (1965: 175)

does not yield much sense.
Ba!-al-ta-an
(13.2.a)

VII.198,iv.25'.
Bal~a.n:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

baltu (healthy) plus

-an.

See the note on the

previous PN regarding the possibility of it
being Amorite.
Ba-al-~u-ka-~i-id
( 16 .1)

IX.24.ii.49 ; 27.iii.24; XIII.l.ix.28; (Gadd 1940: 37a).
Bal1tu-kasid:

1

A heal thy one has arrived 1

•

VII.226.[53]; AB.ii. 25 (2); iii. 54.

Ba-lu-Istar
(2) Ba-la-rttar

Balu-rs'tar:

I

[Who can be] without Istar? I .

1

[Who can be] without Samas?'.

( 33.1)
dv

v

Ba-lu- Samas

IX.252.20.
dv

( 33. 1 )

V

v

Balu- Samas:

d

Ba-nu- Da-gan

VIII.12.3 1

;

19. [env . 19 '].

Ba.nu-dDagan:

(30.4)

V

'Dagan is the creator', compare

Nakata (1974: 140) who translates "Creation of
Dagan", but for this one would expect Bani-~agan.
ha.nu:

...

Ba-nu-ka-El
(29.1. C)

Ba- ni- i -im

(38 . 4)

G, part., masc., sing. from banu.

A.3562.xiii.46.
Banuka-El:

'El is your creator'.

VIII . 69 . 7 (gen. ) .
Ba.num:

' Housebuilder'.

\

\

Ba-aq-qum

V.24.5; VIII.63.[6], [17]; rx.258.25 (2);

(2) Ba-qu-um

A.3151.v.12 (F; 2).

(35.5)

Baqqum:

'Gnat'.

Although Huffman

considers the PN to be Amorite (1965: 28,
178) it in fact could be Akk.

Compare Buaaqum.

Ba-as-ti-nu-u~-ri (F)
(2) Ba-as-ti-nu-u~(IZ)-ri
(41.1)

XIII.l . vii.24; A.3151.i.45 (2).
Basti-nusri:
nu~ri:

'Protect my Angel'.
G, imp., 2, fem., sing. from

na 9aru, but one expects u 9ri.
Ba-as-ti-u~-ri (F)
(41.1)

Compare the following.

SUM-I.15.3.
Basti-u~ri:

'Protect my Angel' (see Dossin

1970a: 42 for this reading).
Ba-as-tum (F)
(35.1)
Ba-tu-la-tum (F)
(35,1)

C.iii.3; SUM-I.29.2.
Bast um:

I

Angel I or

I

dignity, good looks I

XIII. l. ii. 59.
Batulatum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

batulu (young man) plus -atum.
Be-la-nu-um

II.16.16 (2; gen.); IX.24.i.5, 9; 27.i,5, 9;

(2) Be-la-nim

249.12 (2; gen.); 253,i.20; iii.24.

(35.1)

Belanum:

Endearment PN consisting of

belu plus -anum.
Be-la-su-nu ( F)

VII. 206. 9'; IX. 291. iii. 51'; X.17 4 . 1 ;

(2) Be-la-as-su-nu

XIII.1.iJ.7; A.3151.iv.23; C.i.21.

(34)

Belassunu:

'Their mistress'.

•
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Be-la-tum (F )

IX.24.iii.[34J; 291.iv.20' ;XIII.l.i . 37; ii . 61;

(2) Be-la-a-tum

vii.10; A.3151.iii.26 (2).

(35.1)

Belat um:

Belu plus - atum .

¾elet-ekallim-um-mi (F)
(2) ¾elet-ekallim(lim)-um-mi
(29.1.a)

IX.294.17; XIII.1.i.65 (2 ); vii. [64] (2) ;
C. iv. 8 ( 2 ) ;

v . 29 ' .

¾elet-ekallim-ummi: 'Belet-ekallim is my mother'.
Be-11-dAddu
(29.1.a)
Be-lf-an-dul-11
(41.3)

A.3562.x.39.
Beli-dAddu:

'Addu is my master'.

AB.vii.2.
Beli-andulli:

'My master is my protection'.

Be-1'1-asared
(2) Be-11-a-sa-re-ed
( 41. 4)

II.129.5, 8; IX.25.9 (2); 26.[13 1 ] (2);
XIII.l.iv.10 (2); (Gadd 1940: 37a).
Beli-asared:

Be-11-ba-as-ti (F)

'My master is first in rank'.

IX.24.iii. 4 , 45; 27.iii.34; v. [12] ; XII I. l.v . 49 (2) ;

(2) Be-11-ba-as-ti

viii.69 (2); A.3151.iii.[42], [77J; (Gadd 1940: 37a ) .

(41. 3)

Beli-ba.sti:

Be-11-da-ya-an (F)
( 41. 4)
Be-l1-du-um-q1 (F)
(41.3)

'My master is my dignity'.

XIII .1. v. 34.
BeH-da(y)ya.n:

'My master is judge'.

IX.24.ii.53; 27. iii . 28 ; XIII . l .i. 12 ;
C.iv.7; v . 21'; (Gadd 1940 : 37a) .
Beli-dumqi:

'My master is my blessing'.

Be-lf-du-ri (F)
(41.3)

Be-1[1-i-dJin-nam
(41. 5)
Be-lf-i:-lf (F)
(41.3)
Be-lf-ka-p1 (F)
(41.3)
Be-lf-ki-ri (F)
(41.3)

IX.25.46; 26.r.18 ' ; XII . 698.17; XIII.
l.xiv.33; A.3151.iv.69; (Gadd 1940: 37a).
'My master is my wall'.
Beli-duri:
AB. vi. C42J.
Beli-idinna.m:

'My master has given to me'.

A. 3151. vi. 50·
Beli-ili:

'My master is my god'.

XIII. l. v. 28; A.3151.vii.69.
Beli-ka.pi:

'My master is my rock'.

A.3151.i.15; C.vii.3'.
Beli-kiri:

'My master is my orchard' (Birot

1956: 62).
Be-11-la-ma-s! (F)
(2) Be-11-dLamassi
(41.3)
Be-11-li-bu-ra (F)
(41.1)

IX.24.iii.48; 27.v.[14]; XII.698 . 8;
XIII.l.i.74 (2).
- • dLa.massi:
•
Beli-

'My master is my protective genie'.

C.iv.9; vi.10', 30 '; (Gadd 1940: 37a).
'My master, may he remain in good
Beli-libura:
heal th for me 1 •

Be-11-li-we-er
(41.1)

XIII. 82. 5.
Beli-li(w)wer:
li(w)wer:
from nawaru.

'My master, may he shine'.
G, precative, 3, masc., sing.
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Be-1!-lu-da.-ri
(41.1)

. VI.43.24, 26; {Gadd 1940: 37a).
BelI-lu- dari:

'My master, may he be eternal'.

Indecl. precative particle.
dari:
G, stative precative, 3, masc.,
sing, from daru.

lii:

Be-11-ma-a-bi {F)
(41.3)

IX.24.iv.C8J; 27.v,C37J.
Belima-a.bi :

Be-l[1J-mu-us-te-se-er
. (42)

'It is

my

master who is

my

father'.

VIII.90.[19J,
Beli-musteser:

'My

master is the one who sees

that justice is done'.
musteser:

st, part. , masc. , sing. from

eseru, stat. ab sol. serving as a stative.
Be-H-nu-ri (F)
{41.3)

Beli-nuri:

.

Be-11-nu-us{IZ)-ri {F)
(41.1)
Be-11-g_ar-ra!-ad!
(42)
Be-l1-s1-im-ti (F)
(41.3)
., ...,
. .
Be-1 1-sa-g1-1.m

(41. 4)
Be-11-dSamsi{si) (F)
(41.3)

IX.294.10; XI.262.2.
'My

master is

my

light'.

A.3151.v.60 •
Beli-nusri:
•

'Protect

my

master'.

IX.295,2 {reading -ra
da, see -.ARMT XVI/1: 78).
.- for -Beli-g_arrad:
'My master is a hero'.
A. 3151. vii. 51.
Beli-simti:

'My

master is

'My

master is a roarer'.

my

ornament'. ·

VII.180.iv' .16f.

Beli-sa.gim:

IX.7.7; 24.iii.[62J; 27,v,29,
Beli-dSa.msi:

'My

master is

my

sun'.
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Be-H-tu-kul-ti
(41.3)

IX.24.ii.34; 27.iii.ClOJ; 294.15 (F ) ; A.35 62.xii.55;
C.v.22 1 (F); vi.8 1 (F).
Beli-tukulti:

Be-H-wa-qar

'My master is my trust'.

XIII.l.ii.18; iv.55.

( 41. 4)

Beli-waqar:

Be-11-ya
(35.1)

IX.24.iv.39.
Beliya:

'My master is precious'.

Hypocoristicon consisting of

belu plus -~.
Be-el-su-nu
(34)

I.27.13; II.23.C4'J; 43.26; 105.12; V.5 3 .(12];
58.5; vr.56.22; vrr.216.5; vrrr.42.7';
47.c6'J; 89.20; 91.r.7'; rx.84.9; 176.11;
243.5; 261.3 (son of A-bi-dAddu); XII.285.5;
A.3093.9.

Belsunu:
Be-el-ta-ni ( F)
(34)

IX.24.iv.46; 27.iv.30; X.114.5 (daughter of KibridDagan); XI.11.6; XIII.l.vi.14; C.ii.9.
Beltani:

Belti(ti)-E-ra-ah
(29.1.a)

'Their master'.

'Our mistress'.

A.3562.x.54.
Belti-Erah:

'Erah is my mistress'.

Apparently this is a 'mixed PN' containing
Akk. (belti)

and

Amorite (Erah) elements.

All other PNs containing Erah are Amorite;
see Nakata 1974: 178-81.
Belti(NIN?)-lCiJ-we-er
( 41.1)

A.3562.ii.C40J.
Belti-li(w)wer:
li (w)wer:
from nawaru.

'My

mistress, may she shine'.

G, precative, 3, fem., sing.
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Be-lum-ki-ma-El
(42)
Bu-[ne?J-ne (F)
(13.2.b)

II.29.10.
Belum-kima-El:

'The master is like El' .

A. 3151. i. [70J.

Bunene:

Hypocoristicon with the

retention of the DN.
~u-ne-ne-a-bi
( 29. 1. a)
~unene-a-bu
( 30. 4)

XIII.96. 7.
¾unene-abi:

'Bunene is my father'.

xrv.110.7.
dBunene-abu:

'Bunene is the father'.

The reading follows Birot's suggestion that

<¾rAR.RA
Bu-qa-qum

is to be read dBunene (1974: 240).

II.119.[4J; 120.2; VI.20.19 (4; acc.);

(2) Bu-qa-qu-um

52. [l] ; 68 .5, [l' ] , [ 5 '], 14 ' (3) ;

(3) Bu-qa-q1-im

VIII.85.31 (2); x.158.2; AREP.119.B.l (gen.).

(4) Bu-qa-qa-a.m

Buqa.qum:

'Small fly' .

(35.5 )

Bu-ri-ya
(35.5)

I.95-5; IX.24.i.42; 27.i.40.
Buriya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

buru (young calf) plus -~Bur-~a-ma
(2 ) [B]ur-Ma-ma

I I I. 81.[15] (2) ; VIII . 92 . [18] ; XVIII .32. 30 ; AB. vii. 7 .
Bur- ~amma :

' Calf of Mamma ' •

(37.2)
Bur-~u-nu
(37.2)

XIV.42.[13], 15; 54. 6 ; 56.6 , [13], [17J,
[23], 24.
Bur-~unu:

'Calf of Nunu' .
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31
Bu-~1 (F)
(35.7)

IX.294.11; XIII.l.xii.9; A.3151.iii.9;
vi.17; vii.20; (Gadd 1940: 37a).
'My byssus' (note that four of

Bu~i:

the five references are to weavers).
Bu-~1-ya
(35.7)

V.36.24; VIII.52.18 (father of .!_-la-~-hi-~); seal
2 ( father of I-~-~-hi-z~) .
Buf}iya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

bii§U plus -~A.3562.viii.75; (Gadd 1940: 37a).
'Byssus'.

Bu~u:
Bu-~u.-a-ya (F)
(35.7)

A. 3151. V. 27.
Bu~u'aya:
~

Bu-su-ra-an
(38.1)

Hypocoristicon consisting of

plus -aya.

A,3562.xi.10.
Bu ( ~) f}uran:

A

quttulu formation indicating

a bodily defect plus -an.
Bu-tu-um-tum (F)
(35.6)

A.3151.ii.39.
Bu-1tumtum:
bu-t;umtum:

'Pistachio'.
A var. of bututtum.
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A.3151.vii.54.

Da-bi-a (F)

Dabia:

(35.5)

Dabium plus femininizing

element -a.
Da-bi-a-tum (F)

A. 3151. iii. 18.

(35.5)

Dabiatum:

Da-bi-um

AB.i.47.

(35.5)

Dabium:

Dabium plus -atum.

'Bear'.

¾a-gan-andulli(AN.DUL )(11)
X

(29.1.c)

A.3562.xii.49.
¾agan-andulli:

¾a-gan-ba-as-ti (F)
(29.1. b)
¾a-gan-:i:-11 (F)
(29.1.b)
¾a-gan-ki-ib-ri (F)
(29.1.c)
¾a-gan-na-di (F)
(27.2)
¾a-gan-na-~ir
(30.2)
¾a-gan-re-9u-su

d

' Dagan is my protection'.

IX.24.iii.[12]; 27.iv.24.
¾agan-basti:

'Dagan is my dignity'.

A. 3151. V. 51.

¾agan-ili:

'Dagan is my god'.

IX.291.ii.29; XIII.l.xiv.[20]; C.ii.11.
¾agan-kibri:

'Dagan is my shore'.

XIII.l.iii.17; x.61; A.3151.i.63; vii.50.
¾agan-nadi:

'Praise Dagan' .

A.3562.x.76.
¾agan-na~ir:

'Dagan is the watcher'.

C.vii.35'.
'Dagan is his helper'.

( 29 .1. C)

¾agan-re~usu:

,,
Da-gan-~i-nu-su

I.54.22 (gen.); XVIII.55.i.2.

(29 .1. C)

¾agan-~inusu:

'Dagan is his help'.

L
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dDa-gan-sadu(KUR)-ni
(29.1.c)

VII. 116.6; 216.10; 218.14; VIII.41.9 1 ;
IX.150.[4']; XII.18.4.
~agan-saduni:

.... (....
7Ja-gan- d....
Samsi
si ) ( F )

a_

( 29 .1. C)
~a-gan-tillassu([s]u)
(29.1. C)
Da-am-hu-ra-~f (F)
(2) Dam-hu-ra-~f-im

'Dagan is our mountain'.

A.3151.i.23; iv.68.
d_

d....

...._

7Jagan- Samsi:

'Dagan is my sun 1 •

X. 57 .4.

dDagan-tillassu: 'Dagan is his rescue troop'.
VII.206.[10], 7'; x.62-72.3 (3); xrv.81.46 (2);
C.i.18.

(3) Da-am-hura~im (KU.GI)
(42)

Dam-hura~i(m):

'Blood of gold' (Birot 1956:

62 and especially n.10 with references).
Da-mi-iq-tum (F)

VII.50.[2] (2; gen.); A.3151.ii.60 (3);

(2) Da-mi-iq-tim

C.ii.28.

(3) Da-m1-iq-tum

Damiqtum:

'The good one ' .

(35.2)
Dam-qa-nu (F)
(35.2)

XIII.1.ii.l.
Damqanu:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

damqu plus -anum.
Da-an-Er-ra
(30.5)
Dan-nu-ta-ha-az
(2) Da-nu-um-ta-ha-az
(42)
Da-ri-is
(42)

A. 3562. ii. 71.
Dan-Erra:

'Erra is mighty'.

v.59.11 (2); vI.37,7; xiv.104.5.
Dannu(m)-tahaz:
tahaz:

'The battle is mighty'.
Stat. absol. of tahazu.

VIII. 78. 30.
Daris:

Hypocorist i con.

l
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Da-ri-is-li-bur
(42)

VII . 139.[13]; 218.13; 219.[3]; 220.[12]; 270.
[12']; VIII.41.[7']; 62.9'; 68.[9]; 89.[18];
91.r . 5'; 92.16; IX.112.3; 176.10; x.27.1;
105.1 (father of fTi-is-~-~-tum); 106.1;
XIII .1.iv.[30] (F); XVIII.25.3; 26. [ 3]; 27.3;
28.3; 40.8; 47 . 8; 48.11 ; A.2216.[2]; ME 71-129,
198, 205.2 (father of ~-na-dSin-tak-la-ku); ME
I.5; 19; 25; 26; 130-164; 187; 190; 202-4; 214;
223; 226; 230; 237.1 (all son of Li-bur-na-diin-su); ME II.185; 190; 195; 215.1 (all son of
Li-bur-na-di-in-su); ME III.210.[1] (son of Libur-na-di-in-su).
Da.ris-libur:

'May he remain in good health

forever'.
Da-ri-ya
(13.2.a)

VIII.80.6; IX.17.[4]; XIV . 32.7; B.130.8'.
Dariya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

dart) plus-~Di-ma-at-um-mi (F)
(40.2)
~i-ri-tum-ka-p1 (F)
(29.1.c)

A.3151.i.21.
Dima.t-ummi:

'Tears of the mother'.

XIII.1. vi. 45.

~iritum-ka.pi:

' Diritum is my rock'.

~i-ri-tum-sar-ra-at (F)
(30.4)

A. 3151. ii. 48.
~iritum-sarrat: ' Diritum is the queen'.

¾i-ri-tum-um-mi (F)
(29 .1.a )

IX.294.3'; XIII.l .viii. 8; A.3151.v.56;
(Gadd 1940: 37b).
¾iritum-ummi:

'Diritum is my mother'.

l
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Du-um-qf-li-bur (F)
(41.1)

IX.24.iv.[10]; 27.v.[39].
Dumqi-libiir:

'My blessing (my master),

may he remain in good health'.
Du-su-up-tum (F)

(35.1)

IX.291.ii.edge.3.
Du(s)suptum:

'Sweety'.

...

,

E-a-ba-as-ti (F)
(2) E-a-ba-a.s-ti

XIII.l.v.38 (2), 45 (2); C.vi.6 1 •
Ea-ba.sti:

'Ea is my dignity'.

(29.1. b)
,
E-a-AN
(30.4)

XIII.l.vi.62.
Ea-ilum:

'Ea is god'.

,

E-a-i-din-nam
(17.1)

XIII .1. v.18.
Ea-idinnam:

,
E-a-ka-bar

XIII.l.v. 71.
Ea-kabar:

(30.5)
E-a-la-ma-s1 (F)
,
d
.
( 2 ) E-aLa.massi

( 29 .1. b)

'Ea has given to me'.

'Ea is large/strong'.

XIII.l.vi.18 (2); x.64 (2); xi.12 (2); C.ii.14;
A. 3151. ii. 24.
Ea-dLamassi:

'Ea is my protective genie'.

,

E-a-ma-lik
(30.4)

VII.181.[5'J; 199.13'; VIII.9.25; 57.16;
A.3562.xii.42.
Ea-ma.lik:

...

,

E-a-mu-sa-ki-il

...

,

E-a-mu!-sa-lim
(30.2)
,
E-a-na-da (F)

(27.1)
E-a-na-~ir
(30.2)
,

E-a-ra-bi
(30.5)

XIII .1. xiii. 37.
Ea-musa.kil:

(30.5)

'Ea is the counselor'.

'Ea provides'.

IX.252.11; 283.iii.13'.
Ea-musa(l)lim:

'Ea is the preserver of health'.

C. ii. 16.
Ea-na.da.:

'Praise Ea!

1 •

VIII.9.22; AB.vi.46.
Ea-na.!jlir:

'Ea is the watcher'.

SUM-I. 28. 3.
Ea-rabi:

'Ea is great'.
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E-a-sadu. (KUR )-ni
( 29 .1. C)
.,

dv

Ea-saduni:

.....

-

E-a- Samsi(si) (F)

.,

E-a-tap-pi
(29.1. C)
E-a-til-la-ti
(29.1.c)
E-a- tu-ku.1-ti
(29.1. C)
El-a-su

'Ea is our mountain' .

A. 3151. iii. 4; iv.40.

d...... Ea- Samsi:

( 29 .1. C)
.,

AREC.106.

'Ea is my sun'.

XIII.l.ii. 77.
Ea-tappi:

'Ea is my friend'.

XIII. 1. ii. 23; XIv.47.17.
Ea-tillati:

'Ea is my rescue troop'.

VIII.10.1 ; IX.24.i . 18; 27.i.18; XIII.l.vii.78.
Ea-tukulti:

'Ea is my trust '.

I . 110 . 9 , 25; IV.73.[17]; V.54.[3]; 55 . 3;

(2) El- a- su

56 . [ 3] ; 57. [ 3] ; 58. 3; B. 287 . 3 ( 2) ; EXCE.

(30.4)

130/297 El- asu:

El-ba!-ni

XIII.9 . 9 .

(30.1)

El-bani:

El-da- a- ya-an
(30 . 3)
El- [g]a- [m]il
(2) El- ga- mi - il
(30.3)

' El is the phys i cian'.

' El is the creator '.

IX . 22 . 6 ; 2 5 . [ 3 ] .
El- da(y)yan:

'El is the judge'.

IV.12 . [5]; 79 . 5 (2), 17 (2), 19 (2).
El-gamil:

'El is merciful'.

...

El-mu-ba-11'.-i~

VIII.25 . 13 ; XIII. l .ix.9.
El-muba(l)lit:

(30.2)

...

'El is the life sustainer' .

VIII.100.18 (gen.; father of I-si-im-i-~) .

El-mu-ta
(40.8)

El-muta :

"El is the man(? )" (Nakata

1974: 263).
muta:

mutu (man) serving as the

predicate with -a .

...

El-na-sir
•
(30.2)

VIII.25.6 (son of Ba-la-mi).

.

El-nasir:

...

'El is the watcher'.

XVIII.61.21.

El-ra-bi
(30,5)

El-rabi:

...

El-um-ma

'El is great'.

A. 3562. v. 31.

(40.8)

El-umma:
umma:

'El is the mother'.
ummu serving as the predicate

with -a.
E-CmJu-q1-El
( 29 .1. C)

Emiiqi-El:

dEn-111-a-bi

~-111-ub-lam

d

...

En-nam- A-sur

'Enlil is my father'.

VIII. 33. 16.
dEnlil-ublam:

(17.4)

'El is my strength'.

VIII. 75 .17.
dEnlil-abi:

( 29 .1. a)

( 22 .1)

A. 3562. i. [3].

'Enlil has brought to me'.

N.AN.5.
d ......

Ennam- Assur:

' Mercy, 0 Assur'.
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1
E-ri-ba-a.m-dSin

(2) E-ri-ba-dSin
(4o.4)
. "b - dS ...J.n
E-rJ.-J.

(40.4)
E-ri-ts-su-ma-tum

IX.24.i.40, C51J; 27.i.38 (2); ii.C7J (2).
Eribam-dSin:

'Sin has compensated for me'.

IX.251.2'; 253 . i.9 ; A. 1081.3; 4222 . 2 .
Erib-dSin:

'Sin has compensated'.

III.43.7; vrr.89 .[ 4] ; 181.[ 4] (2 ) ; I X. 241 .[19];

(2) E-ri-su-ma-tum

258.Cl0J (2), 24 (3); XIII.5.C9J (4).

(3) E-ri-su-ma-tum

Eri(s)su-matum:

(4) E-ri-!s-su-um-ma-tu[m] t he god]'.
(23.2)
erissu:

'The land desires him [i.e . ,
G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

with suffix (3, masc., sing.) from eresu.
. . ... t·i- dA-a (F)
E-ri-is-

(36)
E-ri-is-tum (F)

(35.1)
'
Er-ra-a-bi

( 29 .1. a)
'
Er-ra-ga-mil

(30.3)
'
,.
Er-ra-qu-ra-ad

(30.5)

X.36-43.3.
·"'t·i- dAya:
Eris

'Desire of Aya'.

XIII.1.vi.3.
Eristum:

'Desirable one'.

VIII.51.15.
Erra-abi:

'Erra is my father'.

x.106.12.
Erra-gamil:

'Erra is merciful'.

A.3562.xii.67.
Erra-qura.d:

'Erra is the warrior'.
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IV.80.9 1 (nom.); XIII.l.x.15 (2; gen.).

E-te-el-lum

Etellum:

(2) E-tel-lim

'Prince'.

(35.1)
• d~

....

E-tel-p1.- Samas
(2 )

II.23.Cl0J; 24.8'~ VII.139.4; VIII.52.15

- d...

...

E-te-el-p1.- Samas
d...

...

(3) E-tel-pi 5- Samas
(32.1)
E-tel-pi-sarrim
(42)

(2; son of Ha-Yi-Ma-lik) ; XIII.118.[15] (2);
139.6' (3).
- dx
...
Etel-p1.t>amas:

'The command of Samas is lordly'.

VII.263.ii.6; VIII.92.19; IX.34.7; X.12.20, 28;
13.C6J; XII.15.5; 62.3; 106.4; XIII.31.11;
36.C46J; 40.41; 53.2; XVIII.39.11; 52.6.
Etel-pi-sarrim:

'The command of the king is lordly'.
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11-

VII.194. 8' •

Ga-la-bu
(38.4)

Ga(l)la.bu:

Ga-se-ra (F)

'Barber'.

VII.237.7'; X.30.3 (2; see Batto 1974: 31, n. 10

(2) Ka-se-rum

for this reading); 139.1, [25J; A.1270.13; 3412.i7.

(35.1)

Gasera:

Hypocoristicon consisting

of gasru (strong) plus -a.
Gi-mil-dDa-gan
(32.2)

rx.258.7, 26.
Gimil-~agan:

[GJi-mi-il-lu
(32.2)

'Favor of Dagan'.

])..2.[25].
Gimillu:

Hypocoristicon of a PN

such as Gimil-DN.
d•

...

Gi-mil- Samas
(32.2)

VI.15.12; VII.164.1; 168.2; 210.[8J.

Gul-la-tum (F)

IX.291.iii.26'; XIII.l.ii.70; vi.54; A.3151.v.18.

(35.7)
Gu-mu-ul-dSin
(22.1)
Gu-up-pu-si-[imJ
(38.1)
Gu-ur-ru-ru
(38.1)

d•

...

Gimil- Samas:

Gullatum:

'Favor of Samas'.

'The gullatum-ornament of gold'.

IX.253.iii.19; XIII.l.x.18.
Gumul-dSin:

'Spare, 0 Sin'.

VI.41.[5] (gen.).
Guppusum:

'Very massive'.

II. 4. 5,
Gurruru:

Mng. unkn., see Glossary.
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fJ
Ha-ba?-zu (F)
(38.4)
Ha-a.m-mi-an-dul-11
(40.10)

XIII.l.i.l.
Habazu:

'A habazu-agricultural worker'.

II.128.24, C28J.
Hammi-andulli:

'My paternal uncle is my protection'.

A 'mixed PN' consisting of an .Amorite, ham.mi,
and an Akk., andulli, element (see the Glossary).
Ha~a.m-mi-sa-gi-is
(40.6)

II.81.[27J; VII.190.9; 218.2; X.73.30;
XIII.36.[28J, 34; 37.[llJ; XIV.90.5, [llJ;
XVIII.22.[16J, [21J; A.2216.21.
....
....
'My paternal uncle was murdered'.
Hammi-sagis:

-

Another 'mixed PN', see above and the Glossary.
Hi-id-di-im
(35,7)
Hi-ir-su-um
(34)

xrv.56.28 (gen.).
Hiddum:

'Pearl'.

A.3562.viii.6.
Hirsum:

'Exact copy'.

~u-ba-at-ga-mi-la-at (F)
(30.3)

IX.24.iii.40; 27.v.[7J.
¾ubat-ga.milat:

¾u-ba-at-re-me-ni (F)
(30.3)

'Hubat is merciful'.

IX.25.[29]; 26.r.3'.
dHubat-remeni:

'Hubat is compassionate'.

¾u-ba-at-tu-kul-ti (F) VIII.87,[7J; IX.24.iv. [5] ; 27 . v . 34.
(29.1.c)

~ubat-tukulti:

Hu-la-lum

II.122. 7 (acc.).

(35,7)
Hu-na-ba (F)
(35,2)

Hulalum:

'Hubat is my trust'.

'A hulalum-precious stone'.

XIII. 1. vi. 50.
Hunaba:

Hunabu (voluptuous) plus - a .
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13.
Hu-nu-bi-HmJ
(35.2)
Hu-ra-~a-tum (F)
(38.2)

rx.261. [12] (gen.; father of dSamas-~-mi [l]).
Hu(n)nubum:

Mng. uncert.

XIII.l.i.73; viii.67.
Hura~atum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

hura~u (gold) plus -atum.

Compare CAD H:

245b under hura~anu where a PN Hu-~-~-(ni)-tum
is cited.
Hu-ra-~a-a-ya (F)
(38.2)

XIII .1. viii. 84 .
Hura~aya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

hura.'iu (gold) plus -aya.
Hu-ru-~a-an
(38.1)

A.3562.iv.53; ix.30.
Hu(r)ru~an:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

hurru~u (describing a characteristic bodily
trait, 'scarred') plus -an.
Hu-ru-~um
(38.1)
Hu-za-la-tum (F)
(35.5)

A. 3562. xi. 16.
Hu(r)ru~um:

See previous PN.

A. 3151. iii. 55.
Huzalatum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

huzalu (gazelle) plus -atum.
Hu-uz-za-am
(38.1)

XIII.100.9 (acc.).
Huzzum:

'Lame , limping' .
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Ib-ba-tum

IX.291.ii.7 (F); XIII.92.6 (2; gen.; probably M),

(2) Ib-ba-tim

14; C.i.6 (F); ii . 20; A. 3151.vi.C63J (F).

(17 . 5)

Tuba.tum:

An abbreviated form from

an Ibbi-DN plus -atum (Birot 1956: 64, n.l and
Ranke 1905: 88).
Ib-bi-dAddu
(2) I-bi-dAddu
(17.5)
Ib-bi-dAmurrum
(17.5)
Ib-bi-im
(17.5)
Ib-{bi)-Ne-hu-um
(17.5)
I-bi-~a-gan
(17.5)
I-bi-I star
(17.5)

VII.24.2; 181.6; VIII.24.6 (2); XIII.1.vii.15;
16 .11.
Ibbi-dAddu:

(17.5)
I-bi-°1Iin-subur
(17.5)

Addu has called'.

II.134.3.
Ibbi-dAmurrum:

'Amurrum has called'.

IX. 291. i. 33 (gen. ) ; iv. 29 1 (gen. ) .
Ibbum:

An abbreviated PN.

VIII. 3.19.
Ib(bi)-Nehum:

'Nehum has called'.

IX.256.3, 29; AB.iii.21.
I(b)bi-~agan:

'Dagan has called'.

VIII.15.21 (son of I-£1-.!.g_-Nu-.g~), env.edge.3';
70.[17].
I (b )bi-I star:

I-bi-distaran{KtAJ.DI)

1

'Istar has called'.

VI.14. [9].
I(b)bi-distaran: 'Istaran has called'.
v.76.3.
I(b)bi-~insubur: 'Ninsubur has called'.
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J

f.-·

d ....

VII .177. [ 4' ] ; 193. [ 2] ; VIII. 36. [ 3' ] ( 3) ;

I-bi- Sa-ha-an
d..,...,

1

(2) I-bi- SAR.AN
d ....
(3) Ib-bi- Sa-ha-an
(17.5)
d....

....

IX.253.ii.16; XII.152.4 (2); 164.3 (2);
263.18 (3).
d ....
Ibbi- Sahan:

'Sahan has called'.

VII.233.23'; IX.253.iii.18; X.37.13;

I-bi- Samas

d....

....

( 2) Ib-bi- Samas

XII.263.4 (2).

(17.5)

Ibbi- Sa.mas:

d....

Ib-ni-dAddu
(17.2)

....

'Samas has called'.

II.124.5, 29; IX.238.iii.12'; AB.iv.58;
A.1270.22, 26, [32]; N.AN.10.
Ibni-dAddu:

Ib-ni-dAmurrum

IX.26.21'.
Ibni-dAmurrum:

(17.2)
d ...

Ib-ni- Er-ra

Ib-ni-dSin

___

I-di-An-nu

'Sin has created'.

A. 3562. ix. 31.

-

Idi-Annu:

(25.2)

'Erra has created'.

VIII.71.21; XIII.41.8, [12].
Ibni-dSin:

(17 .2)

'Amurrum has created'.

_.___
VIII.52.19 (son of I-lf-u-sur-su).

Ibni-dErra:

(17.2)

'Addu has created'.

idi:

'Annu knows'.
G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

from idu with stative mng .

...

VIII.15.16 (father of Ab-du-Istar).

I-di-El

-

Idi-El:

(25.2)
I-din-Ab-ba
(17.1)

"El knows" (Nakata 1974: 254).

XIII. l. viii. 46.
I(d)din-Abba:

'Abba has given'.

1 For this reading see .Afil.1T XVI/1: 112.
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I-din-dAddu

IX.24.ii.40; 27.iii.[16]; X.149,5; XI.157.5 (2);

(2) I-ti-in-dAddu1

XIII. 83. 5.

(17.1)

I(d)din-dAddu:

I-din-dAd-mu

'Addu has given'.

VIII.14.1 1 ; IX.24.ii.51; 27.iii.26.

(17.1)

I(d)din-dAdmu:

I-din-Ak-ka

XIII.l.i.54; A.3562.v.25.

(17.1)
I-din-dAmurrum
(17.1)
I-din-An-nu

I(d)din-Akka:

'Admu has given'.

'Akka has given'.

VIII. 25. 14.
I(d)din-dAmurrum: 'Amurrum has given'.
VII.217.7 (2); 225.[5'J; 226.[45J;

(2) I-din-An-nu-um

62.1; IX.253.iv.[5] (2); 284.[lJ (2);

(17.1)

287.20; X.90.23; XIII.l.vii.77; 19.22;
SUM-I.10. 5.
I(d)din-Annu:

I-din-dDa-gan
(17.1)

'Annu has given'.

VI.1.5; VII.184.[6J; 280.viii 1 .[13J; VIII.45.12;
57.[6],

[env.6] (son of i-11-!-[tar]); 61.r.3';

74.15; 84.edge.[1]; IX.24.ii.48; 27.iii.23;
27.iv.ClOJ; 253.i.5; iii.Cl4J; 256.13; XIll.l.ii.
27; vii.76; XIV.15.[3 1 ) ; A.3562.vi.12; vii.50.
I(d)din-~agan:
I-din-~i-ri-tim
(17.1)
.,
I-din-E-a

(17.1)

'Dagan has given'.

VII.180.iii'.24'; VIII.71.14 (gen.).
I(d)din-~iritum: 'Diritum has given'.
IX. 261. 6.
I(d)din-Ea:

'Ea has given ' .

1For the possibility of Ittin- used for Iddin- see Finet
1956: par. 13d and apparently accepted by Burke 1963: 130, n. 5.

I-din!-El

VIII. 27 .13.

(17.1)

I(d)din-El:

I-din-dIGI.KUR
(17.1)

'El has given'.

VII.4.11'; 181.r .[20 ' ]; VIII .22. 5 '; 23 .13; 65.2 ; 79 .12 ;
100.24 (son of Ki-si-im); IX.263.8; XIII.l.xiv.38;
s.52, no. 31 (cited by Rouault 1977: 263).
I(d)din-dIGI.KUR: 'IGI.KUR has given'.

...

I-din-Il-a-ba 4
(17.1)

VIII.2.22 (son of Ya-al!-e-~a-gan); 5.19
( father of
d

I-11- dAddu);

(17.1)

I-11-

[AdJdu); 27.14; 39.5.

I(d)din-Il-aba:
I-din-1-11

8. 27 ( father of

'Il-aba has given'.

VII.30.2; VIII.1.37; 19. env. seal 2 (father
of I!-ab-[ J); 31.22; 74.4 (son of Ya-.§!:!_-~Er-[rJa); X.51.4; XIII.l.ii.19.
I(d)din-ili:

.

d ...

I-din- Is-ha-ra

'My god has given'.

VIII.100.16 (2; gen.; son of Ha/~-~-lim);

(2) I-din-dis-ha-ar

XIII.l.ix.26; xi.36; XIV.62.10.

(17.1)

I(d)din-dishara: 'Ishara has given'.

I-din-I star
(17.1)

VIII.100.12 (son of ~-hu-wa-qar); IX.252.21;
283.ii.[5'], 15'; 291.i.44; XIII.l.xi.57; 5.[lOJ.
I(d)din-Istar:

I-din-dI-tu.r-Me-er
(17.1)
I-din-Ka-ak-ka
(2) I-din-dKa-[k]a
(17.1)

'Istar has given'.

XIII .1. iii. 49; 96 .12 ( son of dSamas-ri-ti-li-di-in ).
I(d)din-ditur-Mer: 'Itur-Mer has given'.
VIII.15.17 (son of Q1-sa-tim), env .edge .[ 1 1 ] (2) ;
18.6 1 ; 54 . 5 1 , [16 ' ]; IX . 291. i.[45]; AB.vi i. 10 .
I(d)din-Kakka:

'Kakka has given'.
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I-din-Ku-bi
(17.1)

VII.87.[ 6 ]; 127.6; 128.5; 129. 6 ; 130.13 ;
131. 6 ; 137.[6]; 138 . 9 ; 228 .[5]; IX . 180. 11;
XIII .l.xiv.55; A.3562.i.15, 17.
I(d)din-Kubi:

I-din-dLa-ba
(17.1)
I-din-~a-ma

'Kubi has given'.

IX.253.iii.17.
I(d)din-dLaba:

'Laba has given'.

VIII.32.16, env.15 (son of Q1-is-ti-Il-§;_-ba4);

(2) I-din-~a-am-ma

65.1 (2), 8; 79.6 (son of Q1-is-ti-Il-§;_-ba4);

(17.1)

IX.263.[6]; XIII.l.ix.11; XVIII.64. 8 (2).
I(d)din-~a.mma:

I-din-~in-subur
(17 .1)

I-din-~u-mus-da
(17.1)

'Ma.mma has given'.

Ix.256.11.
I(d)din-dNinsubur: 'Ninsubur has given'.
II.133.[3]; VII.215.9; VIII.44.8 1 ; IX.256.19;
261. [ 7] , 15.
I(d)din-~umusda: 'Numusda has given'.

I-din-~u-nu
(17.1)
I-din-pi-E-a
(17 .1)

I-din-pi-El
(17 .1)

I-din-dSin
(17.1)

VIII.1.41 (son of ~a-gan-ma-lik); SUM-I.19.5.
I(d)din-dNunu:

'Nunu has given'.

VIII.100.13 (son of Ya-tar-ak-ka).
I(d)din-pi-Ea:

'The command of Ea has given'.

VII.189.[4]; 205.10.
I(d)din-pi-El:

'The command of El has given'.

V.47.5; IX.252.12; 256.14; X. 90.5; A.12.24.
I (d)din-dSin:

'Sin has given'.

d....

....

I-din- Sa.mas
(17.1)

VII .212.[2] ; VIII.9. 20; 103.13 ; I X.256. 31;
XIII. l. xi. 40.
I(d)din-dSa.mas:

I-din-Ta-bu-bu
(17.1)
I-din-ya
(17.1)

VIII. 2. 2.
I(d)din-Tabubu :

'Tabubu has given'.

IX . 2 83 . ii. 7 ' .
I(d)dinya:

Hypocoristicon from an Iddin-DN

type PN.
I-din-ya-tum

'Sa.mas has given'.

I(d)din plus -E·

II.42.2 (nom.); 43.3 (nom. ) ; 46.6 (2; gen.),

(2) I-din-ya-tim

19 (2; gen.); III.59.6 (2; gen.); VI.29.C9J

(3) I-din-ya-tam

(2; gen.), ClOJ (nom.); VII.88.20 (3 Csic?J; nom.);

(17.1)

190.11 (nom.), 25 (nom.); 218.[7]; VIII.62.11;
87.3' (2; gen.); IX.23.3 (2; gen.); 149.2 (2; gen.);
150.[2] (2 ; gen. ) ; 253 . i ii.[ 21 ]; 277.[4 ] (2 ; gen. ) ,
C6J (nom.); XIII.35.24 (1 Csic?J; gen.); 58-101 all
addressed to !_-din-E-tim but 73 .1 has -tum
as does 101.1 , sic.; XIV.64.7' (3 ; acc.);
A.309j.14 (2; gen.); A.3412.20 (nom.); 8.143.
no. 107; no. 152 (cited by Rouault 1977 : 263).
I(d)dinyatum:
type PN.

I-ga-ra-an
(13.2.a)

A.

Hypocoristicon from an Iddin-DN

Iddin plus -yatum.

3562. iii.15.

Igara.n:

Hypocoristicon, see the

.Analysis Chapter.
. ·1 - dS ...in
I g-m1-1

(2) Ig- mi l - [dS]in
(2 4. 6 )

VII.223.15'; IX.253.i. [25] (2) ; (Gadd 1940 : 38b ).
Igmil-dSin:
'Sin has spared'.
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Ig-mi-lum

X. 12.25 (2; gen .); 82.10 (nom. ) ; XI I . 120 . 5

(2) ·Ig-mi-li-im

( 3; gen. ) .

(3) Ig-mi-li

I gmilum :

(24. 6)

such as the preceding.

Ik-su-ud-ap-pa-su

(16 .i )

Hypocor ist i con f or a PN

r.118. 5 , 17, n9J, n6'J, 35'; 120. [6] , [10],
[13], [18J, [25 ] , [32 J; II.97.[13J; VII.10.[lOJ;
VIII. L 36; 62. [16 J.
Iksud-appasu:

Ik-su-ud-a-ya-bi-su
(26)

'His nose has arrived'.

IX.9.9; XVIII.55.i.10.
Iksud-ayabisu:

"He (the god ) Conquered His

Enemies" (Huffman 1971: 288 ).
I-ku-un-pi-dSin .
(17.11)
I-ku-up-pl'. (F)
(17.11)

Il-a- [ba 4 J-ra-bi
(30.5)
I-la-ka-su-ql'.-ir

I.120.[21]; II.29.10, 2'; V.34.[ 1] ; N. AN . 8 .
Ikun-pi-dSin:

'The command of Sin is firm'.

XIII.l.vi.49.
Ikuppi :
Hypocoristicon, see the
Analysis Chapter.
VIII. 85. [23] .
Il-aba-rabi:

'Il-aba is great'.

VII . 180 . iv '. 21 ' (3) ; VIII.2 8 . 7 (3) ; 32 . 8, env . 7 (2) (al l

(2) AN-ka-su-ql'.-ir

reference s, fath er of Li -.£i-it -i-~) ; SUM-I. 7 . 8 (4).

(3) I-la-ak-su-qir

Ilaka-siiqir:

(4) I -la-ak-su-qir X (=HA )
(27. 2)

"Honor-Your-God" (CAD

A2 : 207a ) .

...suqir:
_.

S, imp. , 2, masc. , sing ., from

aqa.ru.
I-la-ak-na-ad
(27.2)

XIV.47. 16 .
Ilak-na'ad :

'Prai se your god'.

-I
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-S-1
I-la-a.k-p!-la.h
(27.2)

Ilam(la.m)!-e-ri-i(sJ
(26)

. XIII.l.ix.6; A.3562.i~51; ii.12, 83; iii,25
(text has lah?), t61J.
Ila.k-pilah~
'Venerate your god'.
pilah:
G, imp., 2, masc., sing. from
pa:lahu ( see AHw; 812b and GAG: par. 87e() •
IX.253.iiL (lJ.

'He desired a god'.

Ilam-eris:
eris:

G, pret. , 3, masc. , sing.

from eresu, not from rasu ~s Na.kata's
(1974: 31} "I have acquired a god" presupposes.
d

I-le-e- Addu
(26)
I-1!-an-dul-H
(29,1.c)

'
"
tI?-lJi?-An-nu
(29.1. b)
I-H-a-si-ya (F)
(29.1.c}
i-1!-as-ra-an-ni
. (22.4}

XIII. 93. 5.
·11e-dAddu:

IX.22.14; 291.iii.49'; XIII.1.iv.62; A.3562.xii.45,

...

(22.1}

'My god is my protection'.

Ili-andulli:
XIV .61. (3' J.

'Annu is

Ili-Annu:

my

god'.

XIII.1.vii.55.
Ili-asiya:

'My god is my physician'.

VIII.54. 7' •.
Ili-asranni:

...
.
asranni:

suffix (1,
I-H-at-pa-la.m

'Addu has prevailed'.

10

.
C• '

my god, take care of me 1 •

G, imp., 2, masc., sing. with
sing., acc.) from

asaru.

VIII.78.36 (son of dSa.lllas-~-§ir) •
Ili-atpala.m:.
atpalam~

'O my god, requite to me'.
Gt , imp., 2, masc., sing.

from apalu plus the · dative pronominal
suffix (1, c .. , s ing .) (see also Sta.mm
1939: 171, n.l).

-I
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I-11-a-ya-ba-as

(22.3)

IX.253.ii. 7.
b as:
......
Ili-~-a

'0 my god, may I not come to

shame' (CAD B: 6a, Stamm 1939: 174)and compare
Nakata, 1974: 269,
ay-abas:

"o my

god, I will not fail".

ay plus G, pres., 1, c., sing.

from ba'asu (CAD B: 6a).

'
I-11-ba-ni
(30.1)

VII.181.9'; 199.C4'J; IX.291.iii.25';
XIII. 1. xiv. [ 51 ] .
Ili-ba.ni:

,. ... t 'l. (F)
I' - l"1.-b a-as-

( 29 .1. b)

... .,
., ( F )
I-li-du-um-qi
(29, 1. C)

... .,
...
I-li-e-li-is
(37,3)

'My god is the creator'.

IX.287.16; XIII.l.iv.77; viii.17.
Ili-ba.sti:

'My god is my dignity'.

IX.25.[32]; 26.r.6'; 287.15.
Ili-dumqi:

'My god is my grace'.

x.161.3.
Ili-elis:

"My god is upon him" (Nakata

1974: 270).
elis:

eli plus apocopated suffix

(3, masc., sing.).
'
.,
I-li-e-ri-ba

(40.4)

XIII.1. i. 55.
Ili-eriba:

"My god has compensated for me"

(Nakata 1974: 270).
I-11-gi-im-la-ni
(22.1)

IX.24.i.4; 27.i.4.
Ili-gimla(n)ni:

'Spare me, 0 my god'.
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'
I-lf-i-din-na.m
(17.1)

II.123.4, 15; VI.21.9 ; VII.180.ii'~36'; 181.7',
10'; 280.viii'.[2]; VIII.10.2, 9 ; 22.8 and 23 .8
(father of Puzur-<\ia-ma); 31 . 5 ; 32 . 6; 33.[ 5 ];
78.8 (father of Mar-dSa.mas); 87.[l0'J ~ IX.243.[7];
X.109.1; XI.79.5 ; XIII.l.vii.73; xiv.[50J;
A.3562.xii.74; SUM-I.4.6; (Gadd 1940: 38b).
Ili-idinnam:

... ., ....
I-11-is-me-ni
(24.6)

'
I-11-Istar
(29 .1. b)
'

.,

'My god has given to me'.

IX.24.ii.33; 27.iii.[9].
Ili-isme(n)ni:

'My god has heard me'.

IX.298.[8]; X.98.6.
Ili-Istar:

I-11-i-te-e

I.27 .12.

(29.1.c)

Ili-ite:

'Istar is my god'.

'My god is my border'.

Compare I-Takata (1974: 271) "My god is the border".

'
I-11-ma-a-bi
(40.8)

VII.185.i.[13']; IX.253.ii.21; 287.2. 4;
291.iv . 25 '.
Ilima-abi:

...

., a_ -

I-l1-r.1a-ma
(29 .1. b)
I-lf-ma-~a-ri

'It is my god who is my father'.

VII.177.C7'J; XIV.113.[7].
Ili-'\1a(m)ma:

'Mamma is my god'.

XIII.l.iv.[60J (2); A.3562.viii.27.

(2) I-lf-[mJa?-a~?-~a-r[iJ
(29.2)

'
I-11-mil-ku
(F)
(31.1)

Ili-ma(~)~ari:

'My god is my keeper'.

A. 3151. i. 31.
Ili-milku:

Hypocoristicon for a PN

such as Itti-ili-milku (AHw: 652) contrary to
Nakata's (1974: 272) "My god is the king(?)".
d•

....

Compare at Mari Itti- Sa.mas-milku.

I -li -mu- [ba?-l]i?-it?
(30.2)
I-H'.-mu-tap-li
(29.2)
I-li-pu-u~-ra-an-ni
(22.1)

IX.256. [26] .
Ili-muba(l)lit:

'My god is the life sustainer'.

IX . 24.i.54; 27.ii. [10].
Ili-mutapli:

'My god is my req_ui ter' .

IX.24.ii.41; 27.iii.Cl7J.
Ili-pu~ranni:

1

0 my god, absolve me'.

...
I-11-ra-bi
(30.5)

VII.213.14; VIII.2.29; 14.5'; 51.13; 87.6 1 ;
96. 5; AB. ii .18 .
Ili-rabi:

I-11-re-me-ni
(30.3)

'~y god is great'.

XIII. 1. vii.14.
Ili-remeni:
remeni:

'My god is compassionate'.
Stat. absol. of remenu serving

as the predicate.
I-li-Sa-ki-im
( 29 .1. b)
r-11-sar-rcu
(42)

... ., .... [
I-li-S e?-r ]u?-um
(29 .1. b)
I-lf-ti-la-ti
(2) I-lf-ILLATI(ti)
( 29. 1. C)

XIV.16.23 ; 17.4 , 7, 18; A.3562.i.c44J.
Ili-Sakim:

'Sakim is my god'.

VII . 249. [ 11 ' ] .

Ili-sarri:

'My king is my god'.

II.12. C22J.
Ili-Serum.:

'Serum is my god'.

IX.19 .2; 24.i.39 ; 27.i.37; A.2983.5; N.AN.9 (2).
Ili-ti(l)lati:

'My god is my rescue troop'.
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L
I-lf-tu-ku.1-ti
(29.1.c)

VIII.31 .20 ; 33.15; 72.[6 1 ] ; IX.24.i.[2], 6 ;
27.i.2, 6; XIII.72.5; A.3562.xiii.28, 30 .
Ili-tukulti:

'My god is my trust'.

I X.22.13; 24.ii.38; 27.iii.[14].

I-lf-tu-ra
(22.1)

Ili-tiira:
tiira:

' Return to me, 0 my god'.
G, imp., 2, masc., sing. from

taru plus the ventive.
I-lf-u 9-ra-an-ni
(2) I-lf-sur[sic]-ra-ni
(22.4)

IX.18.[6]; XVIII.54.11 (2); 69.11 (a duplicate
of the preceding text ).
Ili-u~ranni:

I-lf-u-sur-su

I-11-we-di-ku
(21.1)

0 my god, protect me'.
d ...

VIII.52.20 (father of Ib-ni- Er-~).
Ili-u~ursu:

(19.5)

1

'O my god, protect him'.

IX.24.ii.27; 27.iii.[3].
Ili-wediku:
wediku:

' O my god, I a.m alone'.
A stativized adj., wedu, with

the 1, c., sing. stative ending affixed.
...

d

Il-ka- Sin

VIII. 32.17.

(29.1.b)

Ilka-dSin:

'-

V

V

Il-su-a-bu-su
(29.1.a)
11-su-ba-ni
(30.1)

'Sin is your god'.

VIII.1.34; IX.24.ii.5 0 ; 27.iii.25; 291.iv.24'.
Ilsu-abiisu:

'His god is his father'.

A,2734.5.
Ilsu-bani:

'His god is the creator'.

l
'-

V

V

V.76.15'; B.6.[ 8 1 ] (2), [11'] (2).

Il-su-i-bi-su
(2) Il-su-ib-bi-su

Ilsu-i(b)bisu:

(17.5)

(Nakata 1974: 276).
ibbisu:

"His god has called him"
G, pret., 3, masc., sing. from

nabu plus suffix (3, masc., sing., acc.).
Il-su-na-da

IX.252.9; 253.iii.[6].

(27.1)

Ilsu-na.da.:

11-su-na-~ir

'Praise his god'.

II.22.23; 139.8; VII.148.2; IX.62.2; 67.2;

(2) 11-(su)-na-~ir

153.2; XI.142.[2]; XII.112.2 (2); 294.2 (2);

(30.2)

344.2; 353.2; 354.2; 519.2; 614.2 (2);
XIII.l.xiii.39; 41.19, 24; B.63.2.
Ilsu-na.sir:

Il-su-tillassu su
...

V

(

( 29 .1. C)
Ilum(AN)-ma-a-bi
( 29 .1. a)
I-lu-um-sa-al-ma
(30.5)

~)

'His god is the watcher' .

VII.181.4 1 ; XIII.l.iv.66; XIV.16.15, 21.
Ilsu-tillassu:

'His god is his rescue troop'.

AB.iv.31.
Ilumma-abi:

'It is the god who is my father'.

A.3562.v.51.
Ilum-salma:
salma:

'The god is well'.
salmu plus the archaic

predicate ending -a.
I-lu-ni
(34)
Im-gur-~in-urta
(24.7)

Ix.256.16; 258.21; A.3562.i.5.
Iluni:

'Our god'.

VII. 3. 6.
Imgur-~inurta:

'Ninurta has granted'.
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Im-gu[rJ-dSin

VII. 93. [3 J .
I mgur- a.s...
in:

(24.7)
dx
...
Im-gur- oamas

'Sin has grant ed ' .

VI.27.8; XIII.l.iv.21.
dx

...

Imgur- oamas:

(24.7)
Im-gu-rum

x

VI.61.edge . l ' (nom . ) ;

(2) Im-gu-r[i?-im?J

Imgurum:

(24.7)

as one of the above.

In-ba-tum (F)

...

'oamas has granted' .
X. 119 . [5 ] (2 ; g en. ) .

Hypocoristicon for a PN such
See the Analysis Chapter.

x.84.3 ; 85.3; 86.C3J.
Hypocoristicon, see the following

Inbatum:

(37.1)

PNs and the Analysis Chapter.
In!-bi-dAddu

XIII.2 .15.
Inbi-dAddu:

(37.1)

'Fruit of Addu'.
Stat. canst. of inbu (AHw:

inbi:

381b), however inib-DN seems to be the more
frequent pattern.
VII.139,5; 198.ii.7'; (Gadd 1940: 38b (F)).

In-bu-um

Probably abbreviated from

Inbum:

(37.1)

a longer PN such as the preceding or following.
See the Analysis Chapter.
IX.258. 34 (gen.).

In-bu-sa
(37,1)

Inbusa:

'Her fruit'.
The PN derives from a longer PN

inbusa:

and consists of inbu (offspring ) plus

suffix (3 , fem., sing.) which refers to an
unnamed goddess (Sta.mm 1939: 77) .
Analysis Chapter.
d...

...

I-ni-ib- Samas
(37.1)

II.1 39,7; X.175.4.
d...

...

Inib..;. Samas:

'Fruit of Samas' .

See the

L
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I-ni-ib-sar-ri (F)

II.112.3 (2); 113.2 (2); VII.125.2~ 203.1;

(2) I-ni-ib-sarri

IX.241.ClOJ; X.73.2 (2); 74.[2]; 75.2; 76.[2] (2);

(42)

77.[2J; 78.[3J; 79.3; 170.[6?J (2), 3 (2); C.i.7;
(Gadd 1940: 38b).
Inib-sarri:

I-ni-ib-si-na

(F)

(37.1)

'Child of the king'.

VII.206.4', 8'; VIII.56.5; X.80.3; 81.3;
82. 2; 83. 3 ; XI.191. seal ( daughter of
Ya-ah-du-[Li-imJ); C.i.4 (F), 20.
Inibsina:

I-ni-ib-su-nu (F)

VII.139.1; 190.3; 220~1; X.176.5; XIII.14 .10;
S.143, -no.23.10 (cited by Rouault 1977· 263).

(37.1)

Inibsunu:

I-ni-ir-mu-uk
(2) I-ni 5-ir-mu-uk

(26)

(26)

Ini-irmuk:

iniih:
d

(39.2)
I-p1:-iq-Nu-nu
(39.2)
I-pf-iq-dS[inJ

'He has bathed

my eye'.

inu plus suffix (1, c., sing.) .

V.33.4.
Iniih-li(b)bi:

I-p!-iq- Addu

'Their child/fruit'.

VII.96.2'; 104.iv.[3]; VIII.60.16 (2).
ini :

I-nu-uh-li-bi

(39.2)

'Their child/fruit'.

'My heart rests'.
G, pret., 3, masc., sing. from nahu.

VII.180.iv' .35'; 198.iv.[14'J.
Ipiq-dAddu:

'Grace of Addu'.

VIII.15.22 (father of I-bi-Istar).
Ipiq-Nunu:

'Grace of Nunu' .

V.32.[5J.
. dS ...
I piqin:

'Grace of Sin'.
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I-p1-qum?

VIII.6.32' (son of
Ipiqum:

(39.2)

type PN.

Tu-ti-[ ]).

Hypocoristicon from an 1.E1:.9.-DN
See the Analysis Chapter.

II.136.17 (2; gen.), 20 (nom.), 24 (2; gen.);

Ip-qa-tum
(2) Ip-qa-tim

VII.23.3 (3; gen.); VIII.62.8; IX.253.ii.[8];

(3) Ip-qa-ti-im

x.149.6 (2; gen.).

(39.2)

Ipqatum:

Ip-qu-~a-g[an]

d

[I]p-qu-Is[tar]

~ d
~
Ip-qu- I-tur-Me-er

d

.,

Ip-qu- Na-as-si

'Grace of Itur-Mer'.

VII. 180. v' . 21' .
Ipqu-~assi:

(39.2)

'Grace of Istar'.

F0ND.155.
Ipqu-ditur-Mer:

(39.2)

'Grace of Dagan'.

VIII. 94. [ 16] .
Ipqu-Istar:

(39.2)

~

VIII. 61. [ 2' ] .
Ipqu- Dagan:

(39.2)

Hypocoristicon, see Analysis Chapter.

'Grace of Nassi'.

Compare

Nakata's translation "Nas(s)i is the friendly
embracing" (1974: 379).

For a discussion of the

form~ see the Analysis Chapter and Glossary.
~

d ...

VIII.89.16 (2); IX.253.iv.13.

Ip-qu- Sa-la
(2) Ip-qu-Sa-la

d ...

Ipqu- Sala:

'Grace of Sala' .

(39.2)
d...

...

I-qa-at- Samas
(31.3)

XIII. 1. ii.1 7.
d...
...
I ( q ) qat- Samas:

iqqat:

'In the hand of Samas'.
Contraction of ina-qat (GAG:

par. 114c).
I-ra-tum (F)
(13 .2.a)

A.3151.iii.64.
Ira.tum:

Hypocoristicon from a PN such

as Ir-e-DN (AHw: 977).

The verbal form is a G,

pret., 3, masc ., sing. from re'u plus -atum.
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I-sar-Li-im

I.6.30 ; 10. 15 ' ; 22 . 26 , 28; 90.15, 16: 103 . [3]~
129.7 ~ II .8.5; 23.13; 44 .11, 13 ; 124.13, Cl7J,

(30.5)

28; I V.25 . 8 ; 29 .[ 40] ; 78 . [4'] ; 8Q.ll'; V. 46-49 . 3;
50.2; 51- 53 . 3 ; 72 . 8 ; VI.70 . 15 ' ; A. 3562.xiii . 60;
N. AN . 4 ; SUM- I . 13 . 7 ; (Gadd 1940: 38b).
Isar-Lim :
. ....
isar:

1

Lim i s .j ust 1 •

Stat. absol. of isaru servi ng as

the predicate.

Is-di-ya

(F)

(13 .2.a)

IX.291.iii.12 1 •
Isdiya:

Hypocoristicon.

See the Analysis

Chapter for discussion.
d ....
Is-ha-ra-a-si-ya (F)
(29.1.c)
d ....
Is-ha-ra-da.m-qa (F)
(30.5)

XIII.1.xi. 43.
d Ishara-asiya:
....
-

1

A. 3151. i. 18.
d ...
Ishara-damqa:

'Ishara is good 1 •

d ...
Is-ha-ra-dan-na-at (F) C. vi. 32 1 •
d ...
Ishara-dannat:
(30.5)

...

Ishara is m_y physician 1 •

'Ishara is mi ghty'.

d•
c l
" (F)
Is-ha-ra-~das-du-um-qi

(29.l.c )

XII.265.3.
d Ishara-dumqi:
...
-

d ....

Is-ha-ra-gu-um-li. ( F )

XIII. 1. iv . 39.

(22.1)

d ....

dis-ha-ra-dLamassi (F )
( 29.1.b )

Ishara-gumli:

'Ishara is my grace' .

'Spare , 0 I shara' .

XIII.l. i x. 23.
d·

Ishara- d Lamass i- :

I....

Ishara i s my protec t i• ve geni• e I ,
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( 29 .1. C)

XII.265 .6.
d Isharad-Samsi:

'Ishara
is my sun'.

d Is-ha-ra-sar-ra-at
(F) IX.24.iv.[3]; 27.v.32.

(30.4)

d Ishara-sarrat:
-

'Ishara
is the queen'.

sarrat:

Stat. absol. of sarratu

serving as the predicate.
d Is-ha-ra-se-me-at
( F)

(30.3)

XIII.l.iii.20; (Gadd 1940: 39a, d Is-ha-ra-se-

me-it (F)).
d...

...,,

-

Ishara-seme'at: 'Ishara harkens'.

d Is-ha-ra-ta-as-ba-am
(F)

(40.4)

A.3151.iv.36.

An alternative reading, not

adopted here, is Sasson's -ku-ub- for -ta-as( 1972a: 180) .
dIshara-tasbam:
--

tasba.m:

,Ishara
-

is sated with me I •

G, pret., 3, fem., sing. from

sebu plus dative pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).
dis-ha-ra-um-mi (F)
(29.1.a)
I-si-im-dAddu
(17.8)

I-si-im-E-a
(17 .8 )

XIII.l.ii.47; iv.34; vii.9; A.3151.v.57, [67].
d Ishara-ummi:
-

XIV.102.[9], 25.
-.,.

d

Isim- Addu:

(30.5)

'Addu has determined'.

VI.18.12, 2 1 ; VII.180.v'.8'; VIII.100.18
( son of h-~-ta).
Isim-Ea:

Is-kur-e-li (F)

'Ishara is my mother'.

'Ea has determined'.

XIII.l.vii.41.
Iskur-eli:

"Iskur is exalted" (Nakata

1974: 460 ) .
eli:
predicate.

The adj. elu used as the
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....

d

Is-me- Addu
(24.6)

I

Is-me-~a-gan
(24.6)

I.28.C28J; II.33,5'.
....

d

Isme- Addu:

'Addu has heard'.

I.4.6, 7, 17; 5,27, 29, C32J; 31.5, Cl8J:
4o.c6J; 62.9, 10; 69.6; 121.3; 122.3; 123.2;
124-139.3 (a few broken) ; II.8 . 7 ; 9 . [8]; 10,5';
15.3; 16.[3); 17. 3; 18. 3 ; 19 . 3 ; 39 .[ 33] (father of
Mu-ut-as-qur) , 72; 40. 5 ( father of Mu-ut-as-qur ) ,
10, 13: 41.4'; 42.[9 1 ] , [13'], [19']; 43.4, 11,
[20]; 44.21; 45.4, 7; 49.3, [4, 6, 11], 14,
[3'J. 5', 8 1 ; 50.8, [9'J; 119.10; IV.ll.[22J;
12.5; 20-85.3 (some broken); 86.1, 14; 87.1;
88.[lJ; V.l.[lJ; 2.[lJ; 3.[lJ; 4.1; 14.11';
16.4; 20.1; 21.[8]; 44.5; 72.7, [4', 5 1 ] , 8',
Cl5'J; VI.23.14; 27.16'; VII.18.3 (father of
distar-lPU}-UD-la-li); 21. 5; 75. 5; 173 .[ 7];
X.4.8, 14, [25, 28, 40J; 60.19; XIV.125.[14J;
126.13; 128.[13]; A.315.16'; A.2728.[3]:
A.3093.16; B.615.12'; (Gadd 1940: 39a).
....

d

Isme- Dagan:
....

d ...

Is-me- Sin
(24.6)

II.50.[8J; VII.104.iv.6; 113.6; 180.iv' .26 1 ;
223.11'; XIII.l.v.16; xrv.109.5.
....

d ...

Isme- Sin:
Istar-an-dul-11
(29.1.c)
distaran(KA.DI)-na-~ir
(30.2)

'Dagan has heard'.

'Sin has heard' .

C.vi.l~ (F); A.3562.iv.10.
Istar-andulli :

'Istar is my protection'.

IX.175.C4J; APLA.117.C.3; B.130.r.9.
distaran-na~ir:

'Istaran is the watcher'.
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Istar-a-si-ya (F)
(2) Istar-a-su-ya

IX . 291 .ii.14 (2); XIII.l.ix. 13 , 50.
Istar-asiya:

' I star is my physician'.

(29.1.c)
Istar-dam-qa (F)
(30. 5)

Istar-1-ll (F)
( 29 .1. b)
Istar-ka-bar
(30.5)

XIII.l.v.50; viii.40.
Istar-damqa:

I star is good I .

I

I star is my god I

A.3151.i.3.
Istar-ili:

164.7; 263.8; A.3562.ii.39.
'Istar is large/strong'.

XIII.l.i.69; ii.56; vii.36; xiv.12; C.vi.

(2) Istar-la-ma-s1

33' (2); (Gadd 1940: 39a).

( 29 .1. b)

Istar-dLamassi:

Istar-ru-il-ki (F)
(31.1)

•

VIII.92.[11]; IX.237.ii.[4]; XII.157.4;
Istar-kabar:

Istar-dLamassT (F)

I

'Istar is my protective genie'.

A. 3151. v.10.
Istar-milki:

'Istar is my counsel'.

This

PN is possibly an abbreviation from a longer
Itti-DN-milki, see the Analysis Chapter.

It

is not necessary to follow Nakata (1974: 305)
who translated the final element as "king(?)."
Istar-pu-ut-ri (F)
(22.1)

VII.55.2; C.iii.19.
Istar-putri:

'Absolve, 0 Istar!'.

Istar-~illi (GIS.MI (l1 ) ) (F )
(29.1.c)

A.3151.iv.8.
Istar-~illi:

'Istar is my protection'.
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Istar-dSa.msi(si) (F)
(29 .1. C)
Istar-sar-ra (F)
(30.4)

X.141.1, 10, 21; C.iv.19.
•
d• •IstarSa.msi:

•
'Istar
is my sun'.

XIII .1. ii. 67.
Istar-sarra:

'Istar is the king' against

Nakata' s translation of

11

Istar is the queen"

(1974: 306).

...sarra:

sarru with the suffix -a which

was used to indicate the predicate element,
see the Glossary.

One would have expected sarrat

if queen had been intended, see the Glossary.
Istar-ta-al-e (F)
(26)

XIII.l.v.41; A.3151.iii.72.
I star-tale:

11

I star has prevailed"

with Nakata (1974: 306), or 'Istar was able'.
tale:
Istar-tap-p{ (F)
(29 .l.c)

VIII.48.3 (daughter of Ya-ah-du-Li-im);
XIII.l.iii.28; C.ii.8; A.3151.iii.71: (Gadd 1940: 39a).
Istar-tappi:

Istar-til-la-ti (F)
(2) Istar-[t]i-l a-ti

G, pret., 3, fem., sing.from le'u.

'Istar is my friend'.

XIII.l.iii.10, 86: C.vii.2' (2).
Istar-tillati:

'Istar is m,y rescue troop'.

( 29 .1. C)
Istar-tu-kul-ti (F)
(2) Istar-tu-ku-ul-ti

IX.25.[43J (2); 26.r.15 1 (2); XIII.l.viii.57.
Istar-tukulti:

'Istar is my trust'.

(29.1. C)
I star-um-mi (F)
(29 .1. a)

VIII.92.17; IX.24.ii.52; 27 .iii. 27 ; XIII. l .ii.38 ;
iii.19; v.80: vi. 76: xi. 6; xiv.10; A.3151.iii.21;
(Gadd 1940: 39a).
Istar-ummi:

'Istar is my mother'.
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I
/

,,,,-

1., \

(J.J-

d

....

I-sum-ba-ni

IX.252.13.

(30.1)

d ....

Isum-bani:

d I-sum-mu....
[ ....
s ] a-lim

'Isum is the creator'.

IX . 2 4 . ii. [ 2 5 ] .
dlsum-musa(l)lim: 'Isum is the preserver of health'.

(30.2)
I[t]-ti-ili-mil-ki

IX.252.[2].
Itti-ili-milki:

(31.1)
It-ti-dSamas-mil-ki

'My counsel is with the god'.

IX.24.ii.[36]; 27.iii.[12].
Itti-dSamas-milki: 'My counsel is with Samas'.

(31.1)
d....

....

It-ti- Samas-mil-ku

IX.292.6.
Itti-dSamas-milku: 'Counsel is with Samas'.

( 31.1)

I.59.8 (2); II.113.32; 127.2; 128.3; VII.91.4;

I-tur-As-du
~

~

~1

( 2 ) I-tur-As-du-u

117.5'; 199-17'; IX.124.9; X.73.[5], [9], 20,

(17.10)

[24], 28 (2); 75.14; 77.10 1 ; 152.[3]; 154.3;
XIII.144.37; XIV.81.20, [27]; XVIII.24.5; A.15.
3; A.49; A.498; A.566; A.826.3; A.1265; A.2145;
A.2801.3; A.2830.3; A.2939; A.3056; B.58.3; D.2.
Itur-Asdu:

~

~

I-tur-E-a

IX.256.6.

(17.10)

Itur-Ea:

I-tur-dN[i]n-gal

I-ya-tum (F)
(34)

'Ea has returned'.

IX.283.ii. [9'].
Itur-dNingal:

(17.10)

'Asdu has returned'.

'Ningal has returned'.

A. 3151. vi. 31.
Iyatum:

' Mine '.

1For this reading see ARMT XV: 26 , number 169 . 3 .
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Ka-ak-ka (F)
(13 . 2.b)

IX.291.iv.25'.
Kakka:

Abbreviated PN in which only t he

DN remains.

Ka-ak-ka-a-sf-ya (F)
(29 . 1.c)
Ka-ak-ka-li-di (F)
(22.4)

XIII.l.vi.11.
Kakka-asiya:

'Kakka is my physician'.

x.10.5.
Kakka-lidi:
lidi:

'May Kakka know'.
G, precative, 3, masc., sing.

from idu.
Ka-ak-ka-ri-im-si (F)
(29 .l.c)
Ka-al-ba-tum (F)
(35.5)
Ka-ni-ka-an
(38.4)

A. 3151. iii. 5.
Kakka-rimsi:

1 Kakka

is her beloved one'.

A. 3151. iv. 46.
Kalbatum:

'Bitch'.

VII.220 .2.
Ka(n)nikan:

'Kanniku-official in charge of

sealing'.
Ka-ni-si-tum (F)
(38.4)
Ka-ra-na-tum (F)
(2) Ka-ra-na-[tiJm

IX.24.iv.ll; 27.v.40.
Kanisitum:

'Woman of Kanis' .

VII.228.[3] (2; gen.)~ C.vi.3'.
Kara.natum:

'Grape cluster' .

(35.6)
Ka-ar-sa-an
(38.1)

A.3562.xii.23.
Karsan:

karsu (stomach, belly) plus -an.
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d...

...

Kasap- Samas

VII .120 . 16 ' ~ IX.22. 8 ; 24 . i . 7 ; 27.i .7; XIII .l .i i i .57 .
d...

(40.10)

...

Kasap- Samas:

,.
...
Ka-as-pu-Istar
(40.10)

...

...

' Silver of Sa.mas'.

XIV.54.4, 16 , 25.
Kaspu-Istar:
kaspu:

'Silver of Istar'.
Stat. canst. of kaspu ( see

GAG: par. 64a for this type of stat. canst .) .
Ki-bi-ir-dAb-ba

IX.19.Cl4J; 21.4.
Kibir-dAbba:

(39.2)

'Shore of Abba'.

,.

Ki-bi-ir-E-a
(39.2)
Ki-ib-ri-¾a-gan
( 29 .1. C)

XIV.62.23.
'Shore of Ea'.

Kibir-Ea:

II.83-93.3 (some broken) ; 94.[lJ, 17; III.1-83.3
(some broken); 1.24; 65.[lJ; 66.[lJ; 84 .3 .
VI.35.16; VII.190.[15], [26J ; 220.20 ; VIII.65.Cl2J ;
IX.243.[2]; 257.14'~ X.96.[7J; 104.ClJ; 114.6
(father of Beltani ) ; 128.7 ; 15 3.3 ; XIII. 52 . [6 '];
102-138 . 3 (some broken) ; XI V. 13 . 44 ; 18 . [13] , 10 ' ;
24 . [1 1

];

103 .[22']; 105. 16 .

Kibri-¾agan:
Ki-ib-ri-Istar

III.22.6 . 22; XIV.45.10.

(29 .1. C)

Kibri-Istar :

Ki-ib-ru-sa

XIII.I. v .17.

(39.2)
Ki - [m]a-i-ll
(13 . 1)

'Dagan is my shore'.

Kibrusa:

1

I star is my shore'.

'Her river bank'.

AB . vi . [ 65 ] .
Ki ma- ili :

' Li ke a god'.

Probabl y an

abbrevi ated name, see the Anal y sis Chant er
and Gl oss ar y .
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L

cP8
Ki-na-at-LUGAL-su

VII.197.[l] (2) ; X.llO . l (br other of

(2) Ki-na-at-sar-ru-su f Se-ra-¾'ia-ma ) ; XVIII.55 .i. 5 (2).
(42)

Kinat-sarru ( s )su: 'Hi s kingshi p is l egitimate'.
kinat :

Ki-ni-is-ma-tum (F)
(23.2)

C. iii.12; A. 31 51.iv. 41 ; (Gadd 1940 : 39b ) .
Kinis-ma.tum:
kinis:

Ki-in-na-ri-im
(35.7)
Ki-nu-wa-qar

(4o . 6)
. . dD a-gan
K1-ri-

(37.2)
Ki-ru-um (F )

G, stative , 3 , fem., s ing . from ka.nu.

'The land is firm/in order'.
Adv. serving as the predicate.

VIII.19.12', env. 16 1 (both gen.).
Kinna.rum:

'Lyre'.

III.22.8; XII.186.5.
Kinu-waqar:

'The honest one is precious' .

A.3562.x.21.
Kiri-¾agan:

'Orchard of Dagan'.

X.31.3~ 32.3 (2); 33.3 (2); 34.3 (3); 35.3 (2)

(2) Ki-ru-u

(all of the preceding are nom.); 95.8, [10] (2), [3'J;

(3) Ki-ru-u-um
(4) Ki-re-e-em

135.3 (4; gen.); XIV.118.12 (acc.?); C.i.10. Daughter
of Zirnri-Lim, see ARMT XVI/1 : 139 .

(35.6)

Kirum:

Ki-s1-bi-ra-tum (F)
(35.6)

' Orc hard'.

A. 3151. iv. 50.
Kisibi(r )ratum:

Kisibirru (coriander) plus

-atum.

Ki-s[iJ-tam-na-da (F)
(27.1)

IX. 291.i. (25] .
Kisitam-na.da:

dK.
""·
"" ( F ) VIII • 87 . 4 .
_i-si-tum-La-ma-sa
dKi .... _
....
( 29 .1. b)
situm-La.mmasa:

'Praise Kisitum'.

"Kisitum i s her Lama-

protective deity " (Nakata 1974: 322 , 339, n. 10) .
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<\:i-si-tum-um-mi (F)
(2) <\:i-is-si-tum-x-x

XIII.l.v.52; vi.22; C.iii.[21] (2?) .
d .......

..

Kisitum-ummi:

'Kisitum is my mother'.

(29.1.a)

Ki-it-tum-li-zi-iz
(22.1)

C.vii.36'.
Kittum-lizziz:
lizziz:

'May justice stand again'.
G, precative, 3, masc., sing.

from izuzzum.

Ki-zu-um
(38.4)
Ku-ub-bu-lum
(38.1)
Ku-um-ri
(38.4)
Ku-un-du-la (F)
(35.7)

A.3562.iv.16.
Kizum:

'Herdsman(?)'.

IX.283.ii.ll'.
Kubbulum:

'Crippled' .

A.3562.ii.59.
Kumri:

'My priest' .

XIII.l.iii.21.
Kundula:

Kundulu (a metal object) plus

the feminizing ending -a.
Ku-un-du-la-tum (F)
(35.7)
Ku-un-si-ma-tum (F)
(42)
Ku-ur-rum
(2) Ku-ru-um
(38.1)

III.84.22; XIII.l.viii.[58 ].
Kundulatum:

Kundulu plus -atum.

III.63.C5J; 64.9: X.3.3; A.3151.vii.13.
Kunsi-ma.tum:

'Bow yourself, 0 land!'.

IX.25.11 (2); 26.16 1 (2); A.3562.ix.64.
Kurrum:

'Short'.
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La-ba-sa-ar
(30.4)
La-du-nim

d

A.3562.ii.58.
Laba-sar:

'Laba is the king'.

VIII.69~2 (gen.).

(35.6)

Ladunum:

1

La-ga-ma-al-a-bu-um

A.2216.11.
d Lagama.1-abum:
-

'Lagamal is the father'.

(30.4)
La-la-a-tum (F)
(2) La-la-a-tim
(35.2)

Lala'atum:

La-la-i-im

XIII.85.5 (gen.).

(35.2)
La-ma-sa (F)
(13.2.a)

IX.31.5

Ladinnu-plant 1 •

(2; gen.); A.3151.vii.62; C.vii.26'.

Lala'um:

Lalu

(desirable) plus -atum.

'Desirable 1 •

IX.291.ii.9.
Lama(s)sa:

Lamassu (protective deity)

plus the feminizing ending -a.
[LaJ-ma-sa-tum (F)

(13.2.a)
., d A-sur
....
(F )
La-ma-si-

( 29. 1. b)
La-ma-s!-ya
(13.2.a)

XIII .1 . xiv. [ 6 J •
Lama(s)satum:

Lamassu plus -atum .

X.2.3.
Lama(s)si-dA(s)sur:

'Assur is my protective genie'.

ME.218; 231.2 (father of dSin-GAL.ZU [ J ) .
Lama(s)siya:
lamassu plus -~.

Hypocoristicon consisting of
Compare Nakata I s "My

protective genie" (1974: 335).
dLamassu-ba-ni!
(30.1)

VII.190 .1, 20.
dL amassu-b-ani:
.
creator'.

'The protective genie is the
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::)-- 1
I

(

La-si-ma

AB.i.4.

(38.4)

La.sima:
la.sima:

La-~a-ab-tum (F)
(2) La-ta-ab-tum

'Express messenger'.
la.simu plus -a.

XIII.l.vi.44; A.3151.ii.7 (2).
La.-t abt um:

'Not a blessing'.

(38.3)
Le-i-dDa-gan
(30.5)

IX.253.ii.l.
Le'i-~agan:
le'i:

'Dagan is able'.
G, stative, 3, masc., sing.

from le'u.
Li-bu.r-ba-as-ti (F)
(2) Li-bur-ba-as-ti

IX.24.iii.[59]; 27.v.[26]; XIII.l.ix.52 (2).
Libur-ba.sti:

'May my angel remain healthy'.

(41.1)
Li-bu.r-be-11
(41.1)

IX.24.i.28; 27.i.28; X.75.17; 79.15;
XII.610.8; (Gadd 1940: 40a).
Libiir-beli:

Li-bu.r-na-di-in-sa (F)
( 41.1)

'May my master remain healthy'.

IX.25.44; 26.r.16 1 •
Libiir-na.dinsa:

'May the one giving her stay

healthy'.
Li-bu.r-na-di-in-su
(41.1)

ME.I.5; 19; 25; 26; 130; 131-164; 187; 190;
202-204; 214; 223; 226; 230; 237; ME.II.185;
190; 195; 215; ME.III.210 (all line 2; father
of Da-ri-is-li-bur) .
Libiir-na.dinsu:
healthy'.

'May the one giving him stay
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Li-bur-ni-ya-as (F)
( 41.1)

A.3151.vii.31.
'May he remain healthy for us'.

Liburniyas:
libiirniyas :
from baru

G, precative, 3 , masc . , sing.
plus suffix (1, c., pl.,

dative, apocopated ), see AHw: 78 5a .
Li-bur-re-i
(42)
Li-bur-re-i-ni
(42)
Li-bur-za-an-ni (F)
(2) [LJi-bur-za-ni
( 41.1)
Li-li-im
(38.3)

.

,,,. .,,,,,. . ..,.
L1.-p1.-su-l1.-se-er
. ,,, .,,,,,. . .... .....
( 2 ) L1.-p1.-su-l1.-ser
t· l
. ., ,.. 1·1.-.1.r
(3) L1.-p1.-su5
(19.2)

Li-pi:-it-E-a
(37.1)

IX.24.ii.4; 27.ii.22.
Libiir-re ' i:

' May my shepherd stay healthy'.

IX.19.ll.
Libiir-re'ini :

'May our shepherd stay healthy'.

IX.24.iv.25; 27 .iv. 31 ; 294 . (9 ' ] (2) ; A. 3151 .i i . 78 .
Libiir-zanni:
zanni:

'May my provider remain healthy'.
zaninu plus suffix (1, c., sing.).

XIII.73.5 (gen.).
Li(l)lum:

'Fool'.

XII.158.4 (3) ; 164.15 (2); 263.16.
Lipi(s)su-liser: "May-His-Creation-Prosper"
( CAD L: 201b).
lipissu:

liptu plus suffix ( 3, masc. , sing . ) .

VIII.28.6 (son of l-la-ak-su-.92L_) ; 32.7 (son of
l-la-ka-su-.9i_-ir) , 22 , env . 7 ( son of AN- ka-su-gi- ir) ,
env. 22 ; XI I I . 1 . i i i . 51 ; (Gadd 1940 : 40a ) .
Lipit-Ea:

Li-p1-it-1-l1-ya
(37.1)

'Creation of Ea'.

VII.180.iv'.18 1 •
Lipit-iliya:

'Creation of my gods'.

1For this reading see ARMT XII: 75 , n. 2, however Birot considers
this an error and renders the PU as 11 Li pissu-liser 11 in his translati on,
probably in view of the two other occurrences of the PN in this volume.
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Li-pf-it-Istar
. J ·t - dI~t
(2) Li-pi-1.
s ar
(37.1)

. J ·t - dS.J..n
LJ..-pl.-J..
(37.1)
Li-se-rum
(19.2)

rx.256.27; XIII . l.xiii.35; XVIII.19.4;
58.22 (2).
Lipit-Istar:

'Creation of Istar'.

rx.256.7.
. ·t - ds•
L l.pJ..
J..n:

'Creation of Sin'.

VII. 198. ii . 8' .
Liserum:

A

nominalized verbal form

probably derived from a longer two-membered
name (see eseru in the Glossary).
Li-tir 5-sarru(ru)-su
(2) Li-~ir 5-sarru-su
(42)
Lu-da-ri
(41.1)

IX.14.5 (2); 15 .10 (2); 16.4 (2); SUM-I. 20.9;
21.[3]; 22.3; 23.4; 25 .[ 8] (2); 30.5; 32.5 (2).
Li~ir-sarru(s)su: 'Let him save his kingdom'.
XIII.137 .4.
Lu-dari:

'May he be eternal'.

See the

Analysis Chapter and the Glossary under daru .
Lu-us-ta-mar
(27.1)

IX.253.i.l; iv.[4]; 256.5; 283.ii.[2'].
Lusta(m)mar:

An abbreviated PN, see the

Analysis Chapter.
lustammar:

Gt, voluntative, 1, c.,

sing . from sa.m.aru (Gt: to praise).
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(_

dv

....

Ma-ad-gi-mil- Samas
(32 . 2)

IX.24.i.12; 27.i.[12].
Mad-gimil-dSamas: 'The mercy of Samas is great'.
mad:

Ma-hi-ra (F)
(33.1)
¾a-ma-du-un-ni ( F)
(29.1.c)
¾a-ma-nu-um-ri (F)
( 29. l. C)
¾a-m[a]-sar-ra (F)
(30.4)

G, stative, 3, masc . , sing. of miadu.

XIII. l. vii. 34.
Mahira:

Mahiru (opponent) plus -a.

C.iii.25.
¾a(m)ma-dunni:

'Mamma is my strength'.

A.3151.vii.30.
¾a(m)ma-numri:

'Mamma is my cheerfulness'.

IX.291.ii. [3].
¾a(m)ma-sarra:

'Mamma is the king'.

See the

comments on Istar-sarra and the Glossary.
¾a-ma-ta-al-e (F)
(26)
[M]a-a[m]-ma-tum (F)
(13.2.a)

IX. 291. ii. 23.

¾a(m)ma-tale:

'Mamma has prevailed'.

A.3151.vi. [9].
Mammatum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

the DN (Mamma) plus -atum.
¾a-am-mi-tum-um-mi (F) x.18 .5.
( 29. l. a)

¾ammitum-ummi:

'Mammitum is my mother'.

Ma-an-na-am-lu-up-la-ah (F)
(27.1)

XIII.l.viii.65.
Mannam-luplah:

'Whom will I venerate .? ' (AHw: 812b ) .

mannam:

Var. of mannum.

luplah:

G, voluntative, 1, c., sing.

from palahu.
Ma-an-na-se ( F)
(16.1)

A. 3151. i. 60 .
Mannase:
....

mannase:

'Who i s she?' (AHw: 603b ) .
mannu plus suffix ( 3, fem., s ing . ) .
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L
Ma-an-na-tum (F)

X.2.6; A.3151.v.[48] (Sasson 1972a: 180 for
the correct reading).

(13.2.a)

Mannatum:
Ma-an-na-ya (F)

Mannu plus -atum.

A.3151.v.49.
Mannaya:

(13.2 . a)

Mannu plus -aya.

IX.252.25, [26]; 253.iii.26.

Ma-an-ni-ya

Manniya:

(13.2.a)

Mannu plus-~.

Ma-an-nu-um-ba-lu-[

VIII.68. [2].

(33 .1)

Mannum-balu-[ ]: Broken PN possibly related
to the following.
d....

....

Ma-an-nu-um-ba-lu- Sa.mas
d....

....

(2) Ma-an-nu-ba-lu- Sa.mas
(33.1)

VIII.92.10; IX.24.ii.6, [10]; 27.ii.24, 28,
29; XIII.126.8 (2), 22 (2).
Mannum-balu-dSa.mas: 'Who (can be) without Sa.mas?'.

Ma-an-nu-um-ge-ri-su
(33.1)
Ma-an-nu-um-ki-ma-[
( 33 .1)
Ma-an-nu-um-ki-ma-a-bi
(40.9)

XVIII. 55. ii. 2.
Mannum-gerisu:

'Who is his enemy?'.

VII.240.ii.[ll'].
Mannum-kima-[ ] : 'Who is like [ ] ? '.
IX.97,10.
Mannum-kima-abi: 'Who is like my father?'.

Ma-an-nu-um-sa-ni-[in-sa] (F)
(33 . 1)

A. 3151. ii. [29].
Mannum-sa.ninsa:

' Who is her eQual?' restored

on the basis of Mannum-saninsu cited below and
AHw: 1163b.
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I
.....
Ma-nu-um
(13.2 . b)

VII.139.6; IX.253.ii.24; 258 . 19.
Ma(n)num:

Abbreviated PN, see Analysis

Chapter and AHw: 603.
Ma-nu-sa-ni! - in!-su
(33.1)

SUM-I.5.4 (for this reading see Sasson
1972a: 180) •
Ma(n)nu-saninsu: 'Who is his equal?'.

Ma-aq-tum-li-zi-iz
(22.1)

IX.258.8.
Maqtum-li(z)ziz: 'May the fallen one stand again'.
lizziz:

G, precative, 3, masc., sing.

from izuzzum.
Mar-dAddu
(37.2)
~arduk-mu-ba-li-i1
(30.2)
~arduk-na-~ir
(30.2)
~arduk-ni-su
(16.2)
Mar-t-H
(37.2)
Mar-Istar ·
(37.2)

IV.33.[7], 14; VIII.11.41.
Mar-dAddu:
VI.21.10.
~arduk-muba(l)lit: 'Marduk is the life sustainer'.
XVIII.58.20; 59,20.
~arduk-na~ir:

(38.4)

'Marduk is the watcher'.

VI.18 .13.
~arduk-nisu:

1

0 Marduk, we have (a brother)'.

VIII.9.23; 20.edge.l.
Mar-ili:

'Son of god' .

IX.28.[5]; 261.14; XVIII.54.16; A.3562.iv.[64];
APLA.117. 29, 31.
Mar-Istar:

Ma-ri!-tum (F)

'Son of Addu' .

I

Son of I star I

•

XIII.l.xiii.14 .
Maritum:

'Woman of Mari' .
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-

d....

....

Mar- Sa.mas
(37.2)

VII.219.56; VIII.78.8 (son of I-lf-_i-din-na.m) ;
IX.252.22; 253.iii.2; 283.i.16'; iii.14 1 •
-

d....

....

Mar- Sa.mas:
Ma-si-ik-tum (F)
(38.1)
Ma-as-ku-um
(2) Ma-as-ku

I

Son of Sa.mas I

•

IX.24.iii.22; XIII.l.v.73.
Masiktum:

'Bad one'.

IX . 252.7; 283.iv. 8 ' (2).
Maskum:

'Bad one'.

(38.1)
Ma-~f-a-tum (F)
(21.1)

A.3151.iv.37.
Ma~i'atum:

An

abbreviated PN consisting

of the verbal element~ plus the hypocoristic
-atum suffix.
,,

...

Ma-p-El
(21.1)

X.5.27 (see Dossin and Finet 1978: 290 for this
reading).
Ma~i-El:
ma~i:

'It is enough, 0 El'.
G, stative, 3, masc., sing.

from ma9u.
Ma-as-h[a]-tum (F)
(35.7)
Ma-as-hu:,-um

IX.291.i.[36]; A.3151.iv.33.
Mashatum:

Mashu (pearl) plus -atum.

VI.49,7 (2; gen.); VIII.102.3' (2; gen.);

(2) Ma-as-hi-im

IX.291.i.10 (2; gen.); iii.15 1 (2; gen.);

(35.7)

XIV.46.14 (nom.); AB.ii.29 (nom.); A.3562.
xii. [ 48] (nom.).
Mashum:

Ma-si-ya
(34)

'Pearl'.

I.7.8; 12.22; 38.5; 41.7, 15; 43.3, 15;
52 .6; 74.13; 77.6; 81.14, 20 ; V.73.11;
85 .6; VIII.92.[8]; X.108.21; XIII.139.9';
141.4; A.1487.[6].
Masiya:

Masu (twin) plus-~.

Ma-sum

I.32.[5] (2; gen.); 52.6 (nom.); 60.6 (3; acc.);

(2) Ma-si-im

62.6, 7, 14 (all nom.); 62.3 1 (3; -); 74.13 (3: acc.);

(3) Ma-sa-am

II.131.[3] (nom.); IV.5.7 (2; gen.), 9 (2; gen.):

(34)

7.3 1 (3; acc. ); 42.[7?J; 62.[7] (-); V.46.
20. 25 (both 2; gen.); VI.57.9 (2; gen.); 58.20
(2: gen.); VII.96.4?; 202.iii . 6 1 ; 210.[6];
249.C7'J; IX.45.6 (2; gen.); 47.6 (gen. ! );
252.3 : 272.1 ; 283.ii.14'; XIII.31.23 (nom.):
141.7 (2; gen .; probably the same as
Ma-si-~ in the same text!): 142.38 (2; gen.),
43 (nom.): 145.edge. 4 '; XVIII . 31 .(15?];
A.315.18': 1487. 6 (nom.); (Gadd 1940· 4oa).
Ma.sum:

'Twin'.

IX.27.ii.12.

Ma-ti-ilu
(21.1)

Mati-ilu:

M[e-kH-im

IX.291.iii.[16'J (gen.).

(38.3)
Me-ra-nu-um

Mekum:

'When ., 0 god?'.

'Lazy one'.

I.115.[5] (3; gen.), 15 (nom.); A.2756.10

(2) Me-ra-nu

( 2: ace.).

(3) Me-ra-n[i]m

Mera.num:

'Young dog'.

(35.5)
Me-er-hu-um

VI.57.2 (nom.); 58 . 6 (nom.), 8 (nom.), 22 (nom. ),

(2) Me-er-hi-im

23 (2; gen.); VII.112.13 (2 ; gen.): VIII.85.

(38.4)

19; 92.[9] (2; gen.).
Merhum:

Me-e[r?-k]i?-na (F)
(30.5)

'The merhum-functionary'.

IX. 291. iv. Cl 7' J.
Mer-kina:
kina:

' Mer is just'.
kinu plus the archaic

predicate ending-!!_·

I
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Mi-gi - ir-dAddu
(2) Mi-g[ir ]-[

I. 130. 5 , [ 9] .
Migir- dAddu:

'Favorite one of Addu' .

(36)

Mi-gi-ir-I- di - ig- [l a- at]
( 36 )

A. 4634.edge.[l'] .
Mi gi r-Idiglat:

Mi- il- ki - ya
(13 . 2 . a)
Mi- il- ku (F)
(13 . 2 . b)
Mi-i-r um
(35 . 5)
M[u- h] a- di- im
(35. 1 )

' Favorite one of the Tigris. '

VII.113. 8 .
Milkiya :

Milku plus-~.

A. 3151.iv . 3 ; vii.5 8 .
Milku :

Abbreviated name .

A. 3562 . v . 83 .
Mirum:

' Bull'.

V. 28 . [26] (gen . ) .
Muha(d)dum:

' The one making glad'.
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Mu-ka-an-ni-sum

II.139.3 (nom.); VI.39.11 (5; acc.), 13 (nom.),

(2) Mu-ka-an-ni-si-im

21 (nom.); VII.90.[seal] (son of Ha-ab-du-

(3) Mu-ka-ni-si-im

Ba-a[h-la-ti]); 120.[27'] (2; gen.); 132.5

(4) Mu-ka-ni-si

(2; gen.); 135.[5] (2; gen.); 145.[9] (2; gen.);

(5) Mu-ka-an-ni-sa-am

161. [2'] (2); 262. [6] (2; gen.); 270. [13'] (2);

(42)

283.[1'] (2), [seal l] (son of Ha-ab-duBa-ah-la-ti); VIII.62.11' (2; gen.); 89.[19]
( 2; gen. ) ; 91. 6 ' ( 2; gen. ) ; 92. 3 ( 2; gen. ) ;
IX.28.[seal l] (son of Ha-ab-du-Ba-ah-la-[ti]);
127.7 (2; gen.), [seal l] (son of Ha-ab-du[B]a-ah-[la-ti]); 176.8 (5; nom.); 189.6 (2; gen.);
221.ii.12' (3; gen.); X.12.15 (5; acc.);
18.11' (2; gen.); 61.1 (2; gen.); 82.7 (nom.);
126.25 (5; acc.); XI.32.5 (4; gen.); XII.159.4
(4; gen.); 263.2 (2; gen.); XIII.l.xiv.65
(2; gen.); 2-24.3 (some broken; nom.); 22.[21]
(nom.); 36.44 (2; gen.); 53-57.1 (2; gen.);
137-138.1 (2; gen.); XVIII.1-69 passim (vocalized
according to sentence syntax, some broken);
A.1285; BENJ.993-D.5 (nom.); ME.1.1 and 43,k
( son of Ha-ab-du-Ba-ah-la-ti).
Mukannisum:

Mu-na-wi-ru-um

'The one making submissive'.

VII.177.r.[2 1 ] ; VIII.36.11 1 (2; gen.); IX.31.4

(2) Mu-na-wi-ri-im

(2; gen.); 285.5 (2; gen.); (Gadd 1940: 4oa).

(35.1)

Muna(w)wirum:

Mu-pa-hi-ra (F)
(40.10)

XIII. 1. vii. 47.

Mupa(h)hira:
mupahhira:

Mu-pa-at-ti-ya (F)

'The brightener'.

'The gatherer' .
mupahhiru plus-§:_·

XIII.l.vii.48 ( 2); viii.[3 8 ]; ix.16; xiii.19 (2 ) ;

(2) .Mu-pa-ti-ya

A.3151.i.12; ii.5 (2 ) .

(38.4)

.Mupattiya:
mupattiya:
petu plus -Y.!3:...

'The one opening (the sluice gate ) '.
D, part., masc., sing. from
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Mu-ut-

[dJ

Addu

( 37.3)
Mu-ut-e-kal-lim
(42)

A. 3562. ii. [17].
Mut-dAddu:
V. 84. 5 (gen. ) .
Mut-ekallim:

Mu-ut-Ha-na
(38.4)
d

Mu-ut- Ha-na-at
( 37_3)
Mu-ut-hu-mu-sf-im
(38.2)

d

(37.3)
Mu-ti-ya (F)
(13.2.a)

'Man of the palace'.

XIV. 47 . 31.
Mut-Ha(n)na:

'Man of Hanna'.

A.3562.x.65.
d

Mut- Hanat:

'Man of Hanat'.

XIV.122.6 (nom. ) , 8 (nom. ), 23 (acc.),
24 (nom.), 30, [32] (nom.).
Mut-hu(m)mu~im:

Mu-ut- IGI.KUR

'Man of Addu'.

'Man of the bald head'.

VIII.100.23 (father of Na-bi-bi ) .
Mut-dIGI.KUR:

'Man of IGI.KUR'.

A. 3562.v.43.
Mutiya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

mutu plus -ya.
Mu-ut-Na-ri-im
(37 .3)
Mu-ut-Sa-ki-im
( 37_3)
Mu-tu-ku-um-ri
( 38.4 )

A.3562.ix.59; x.37 (nom. ) .
Mut-Narim:

'Man of Narum'.

A.3562.xiii.35 (nom. ) .
Mut-Sakim:

'Man of Sakim'.

X. 166 .10 ' ( gen. ) , 13' ( gen. ) .
Mutu-kumri:

' My priest is the man'.
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Mu-tum-El
(40.7)

IX.19.l; 24.i.37; 27.i .35.
Mutum-El:
(1965: 52)

'The man is El'.

Huffman

includes this PN in his list of

Amorite PNs but correctly notes in his text
that the PN is Akk. (119, and 105, n. 42).
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Na-ba-i-im
(13 .2.b )

VIII.5.17; 8.23 (both gen.; father of
An-na-~-hi (-im) ) .
Naba'um:

Abbreviated PN with only the

DN remaining.
Na-bi-An-nu
(36)

Na-bi-t-ll
(36)
Na-bi-t-ll-su
(36)
Na-bi-I star
(36)

Na-bi- Ka-ak-ka
( 2) Na-bi-Ka-ka

rx.256.11.
Nabi-Annu:

' One called by Annu'.

vrr.184.[2]; XIII.l.iii.61.
Nabi-ili:

' One called by the god'.

VIII.39.11; 70.16; SUM-I.13.5.
Nabi-ilisu:

' One called by his god'.

XVIII.16 .12' .
Nabi-Istar:

'One called by Istar 1 •

VIII.5.16 (2); 8 . 21 (both gen.; father of Ad-da ).
Nabi-Kakka:

' One called by Kakka 1 •

(36)
Na-bi-re'i(SIPA)-su
(42)
Na-bi- dx;:,amas( 36)

VII .18 .4; 22.4; 53 .[3J; 56 .5 ; 73.4.
Nabi-re'isu:

VIII.78 . 34 ( son of
-

(36)

d-

Sin-~-bi); IX.256.22
...,.

(son of Su-~-~h- Samas); 257.3 '.
Nabi-dSamas:

Na-ab- d-Samas-

' One called by his shepherd' .

' One called by Samas'.

IX.262.3; XIV.51. 21.
Nab- d Samas:

nab:

' One called by Samas'.
Stat. canst . of nabium,

nabu, see Glo ssary for discussi on of the form .
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II.47.6; VII.156.4 (2).

~a-bu-u-ma-lik
(2) ~a-bu-um-ma-lik

dNabu-malik:

'Nabu(m) is the counselor'.

I

(30.4)
Na-hi-is-re'i(SIPA)-sa (F)
(42)

XIII.1.vii.39.
Nahis-re'isa:

Na-ka-ra (F)

'Abundance of her shepherd'.

XIII .1. viii .19.

(35.4)

Nakara:

Hypocoristicon from nakaru

(strange, foreign) plus -a.
Na-ka-ra-tum (F)

A. 3151. ii. 71.
Nakaratum:

(35.4)

Hypocoristicon from nakaru

plus -atum.
Na-ka-ar-tum (F)

IX. 291. iv. 42 ' .
Nakartum:

(35.4)

Hypocoristicon from nakaru

plus -tum.
Na-amX (=PI)-ra-Sa-ru-ur I.8.35; VI.'70.5.
(23.2)

'

In both cases following the

improved reading of Dossin (1967b: 21).
Namra-Sar'ur:
namra:

'Sar'u.r is bright'.
A var. of nawru with the

archaic predicate ending -a.
Na-na-Ak-ka (F)
(30.6)
Na-na-tum (F)
(13 .2.a )

XIII.1. iii. 4.
Na(n)na-Akka:

'Akka is Nanna'.

A.3151.vi.57; vii.22.
Na(n)natum :

Hypocoristicon consisting of

the DN (Nanna) plus -atum.
Na-an-na (F)
(13.2.b)

IX.291.iv.22 1 ; XIII . l . vii .28; C.vii.8 1 ;
A.3151.iii.46.
Nanna:
DN remaining.

Abbreviated PN with only the

\
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¾ia-an-ni-sar-ra (F)
(30.4)

XIII.1. v. 31.
d

....

Nann1.-sarra:

'Nanni is the king'.

See the

Analysis Chapter, Istar-sarra above, and the
Glossary under -a.
Na-an-ni-ya (F)

XIII.1.i.66; A.3l51.iii.66 (2).

(2) 'Na-ni-ya

Nanniya:

(l3.2.a)

the DN (Nanna) plus-~.

Na-ap-li-si-im
(13.2.b)

Hypocoristicon consisting of

SUM-I.34.4 (gen.).
Naplisum:

An abbreviated PN, consisting

of the verbal form (N, imp., 2, masc., sing.
from palasu) nominalized.
Na-ap-se-ra
(22.1)

See Analysis Chapter.

VII.149,3; 167.[5].
Napsera:

'Pardon me'.

An abbreviated

PN, see Analysis Chapter.
Na-ra-am-i-lf-su
(37,3)
Na-ra-am- ds-1.n
(37,3)
Na-ra-am-tum (F)

IX.19.3; 27.iv.11.
Naram-ilisu:

'Beloved of his god'.

I.85,[11']; II.l5.[5], [ll], [l5],

- ds-1.n:
Naram-

'Beloved of Sin'.

VIII.84.2 (2; gen.; daughter of Ra-ah-~-~), 7

(2) Na-ra-am-tim

(nom.), edge.[2] (2; gen.); IX.24.iii.41; 27.v.

(35.1)

8; 129.4 (2; gen.); x.44.3; 45.3; 46.[2]; XIII.
1.xiii.5; C.i.13; SUM-I.29.3,
Naramtum:

Na-ar-ba-tum (F)
(35.3)

'Beloved one' .

IX.291.ii.21; XIII.1.viii.30; A.3151.v.23.
Narbatum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

narbu (soft) plus -atum.
Na-ar-bu
(35,3)

XIII .1. ii. 32.
Narbu:

'Soft / weak' .
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~arum(dID)-dayyan(DI.K:J5)
(30.3)

A.3562.xii.32 .

For the reading of the logograrn

see Marzal 1971: 203-5.
dNarum-dayyan:
Na-a,J-ri-ya
(30. 2)

' Narum is the judge'.

VII . 91.6; A.3562.iv.47; v.16; viii.30.
Na~riya:

Hypocoristicon, see the

Analysis Chapter.
d

Na-wa-ar- Addu
(39.2)
Na-wa-ar-E-sar (F)
(39 .2)
Na-wa-ar-sa-lu-mu-ur
(22.1)

A.3562 .viii.55.
Nawar-dAddu:

'Shining of Addu'.

XIII. 1. vi. 40.
Nawar-Esar:

'Shining of Esar'.

XIII.100. 8 1 •
Nawarsa-lumur:

' May I see her light'.

Na-wa-ar-si-lu-mu-ur (F)
(22.1)

IX.24.iii.51; 27 .iv.12; v.18.
Nawarsi-lumur:

Na-ya-lam
(38.4)
Ni-id-na-at-dSin
(36)

A.3562.i.33 (nom.! ) .
Na(y )yalum:

(36)
[Ni]-mar-dSin

'Gardener' .

XIV.69.9; 70.[13 ], [19']; 71. (7').
Nidnat-dSin:
nidnat:

Ni-id-nu-sa

' May I see her light'.

'Gift of Sin'.
Stat. const. of nidintu.

IX.253.i.7; XIII.62.5; 81 . 5 .
Nidnusa:

'Her gift '.
d

~

.

~

)

VII .10.[15] (son of _!-sur-ni-su; N. AN.12

(2) Ni-me-er-dSin

(1 and 2); (Gadd 1940 : 40b, also a limu).

(25 .2)

Ni (m)mar-dSin:

' We shall see Si n' .

1 07

¾in-gal- um-m[iJ (F)
( 2 ) dNin-gal-um-mi-a?

A.3151.i.[74J; v . 75 (2) .
dN.inga1 -ummi:
'Ningal is my mother' .

( 29 .1. a)
d Nin. bur. sag. ga - ga-mi-la-at (F)
(30.3)

IX.26.r.7'.
dNinhursagga-ga.milat: ' Ninhursagga is merciful'.

d N in.
.
h ur. sag. ga
"" -um-mi. (F)

(29. 1. a)

IX.24.iii.[37]; 27.v . [5].
dN.
r in h ursagga-ummi:

d

1
. my mo th er.
1 in h ursagga is

1 N'

V

Nu-mus-da-na-ah-ra-ri
( 2 ). d Nu-mus-da-ne-eh-ra-ri
V

,,,

(29 .1.c )

IX.8.[3J (2); 13.3 (2); XIII.58- 72.3; 73 . 3 (2);
74-96 . 3; 100 . 3 .
d

d

V

Nu-mus-da-nu-ri

(

F)

( 29 .1. C)
¾u-mus-da-tillati(ti)
( 29 .1. C)
dNu-nu-ta-ab-ni ( F)

V

-

Numusda- nahrari:

IX . 2 4 . iii. 2 5 .
dNumus-d a-nuri:
- -

XII . 265.1.

Nu-ra ( F)

IX.291.ii.5.
Nura :
plus - a.

(2) Nu- ur- ¾a- gan
(39.2)

' Numusda is my light'.

¾umusda- tillat i : ' Numusda is my rescue troop '.

dNunu- tabni :

Nu-ur-¾a-gan

V

Numusda is my help'.

IX.24.i.52; 27 .i i.[8J .

(17 . 2)

(13.2 . a)

I

' Nunu has created '.

Hypocoristicon consisting of nuru
See the Analy sis Chapter.

VIII.36 . Cl4 ' J; IX.25 8 .[9] ( 2) ; XIII.l . vii . 71 ( 2 ) .
- dD agan:
I
I
NurLight of Dagan.
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IX.277.5, 8.

Nu-ur-i:-11

Nu-ur-i:-11-su

[N]u-ri-ma-a-tim
(42)
d ....

d

Nu-ur- Kab-ta
(39 .2)

(39 .2 )

Niir-Mer:

d ...

'Li ght of Mer' .

rx.9.6.

Nu-ur- Sin

- dS ...in:
Nur-

(39.2)
d.....

.....

Nu-ur- Samas
(39.2)

'Light of Sin' .

IX.24.iv.43; 253.ii . 18; 291.i ii.[ 41'];
A.3562.xii.35.
-

d...-

....

Nur- Samas:
Nu-ur-tum (F)
(13.2 .a )

'Light of Marduk'.

FOND.156.

(39.2)

,,.

'Li ght of Kabta'.

ME.193; 225.1 (son of Zi-Z§:_-tum).
Niir-~arduk:

Nu-ur-Me-er

.,.

'Light of Ishara'.

IX.253.ii.20.
Niir-~abta:

Nu?-ur?-~a[rduk]

'Light of the land' .

VIII. 51.14.
- d ....
NurIshara:

(39.2)

'Light of his god'.

VIII.6. [41'] (gen.).
Niiri-matim:

Nu-ur- Is-ha-ra

.,.

VII.216. [13]; IX.252. [27].
Niir-ilisu:

(39.2)

.,.

'Light of the god ' .

Nur-ili:

(39.2)

'Li ght of Sa.mas'.

A.3151.vii.21.
Niirtum:

Hypocoristicon consisting

of nuru plus - tum.
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VII.180.iii'.17'.
(38,3)

'The deserter'.

Pa:tirum:

Pi-dAd[du]

I. 49. [ 6] .

(17.11)

Pi-dAddu:

'Command of Addu', if the

reading is correct (ARMT XV: 74, n.l and 150).
., . h"i- dS ...
P i-irin ( F)

(37,1)
- dPiSamas. , ,

(17.11)
Pu-hu-ur-~u-nu
(40.4)
Pu-hu-ur-tum (F)
(40.4)

XIII.l.vi.73,
. h"i- dS ...
Pir
in:

' Offspring of Sin'.

VII. 219. 57.
Pi-dSamas:

' Command of Samas'.

VII.220.23.
d

Pu(h)hur- Nunu:

'Nunu has brought together'.

c. iii. 22.
Pu(h)hurtum:

Hypocoristicon of a shortened

form from a PN like the preceding plus -tum.
Pu-ru-sa-tum (F)
(13.2.a)

A.3151.iii.60; vii.[2].
Purus at um:

Hypocoristicon consisting of the

DN, Purus, plus -atum (Nakata 1974: 467, n.37).
Pu?-ru-us-da-mi-iq (F)
(30.5)
Pu-su-k[i-i]n!
(32 .1)

IX.24.iii.46; 27 .v. 17 .
Purus-damiq:

'Purus is good I .

VII.129.[2].
Pusu-kin:
is true'.

'His (god's) mouth (word)

110
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f....-,.

_,,..,

,. I ."")

-; u
'

Pu.-ut-ra-am-t-11
(22.1)

XIII .1. viii. 49.
' 0 my god, absolve me'.

Putram-ili :

SUM-I.12.4; 18 . (4) (following ARMT XVI / 1: 169).

Puzur-be-ll
(41. 5)

Pu.zur-beli:

d

VIII.33.20.

Pu.zur- Da-gan

'.Security of the master' .

Puzur-~agan:

(39.2)

.

Pu.zur-Il-a-ba 4

IV.29.[16]; XIII.l.ii.31; xiv.41.
Puzur-Il-aba:

(39.2)

'Security of the god'.

Puzur-ili:

(39.2)
Puzur-I-su-u

VII. 199 .10'.
Pu.zur-Isu:

(39.2)
Pu.zur-Ka-ak-k[a]

'Security of Isu'.

VII.180.iii'.[4'].
Pu.zur-Kakka:

(39.2)
Pu.zur-~a-ma

XIII.3.13 (2).

(39.2)

Puzur-~amma:

Puzur-dNin-kar-ra-ak

'Security of Kakka'.

VIII.22.7; 23.7 (both son of i-11-1:_-din-~);

(2) Puzur-~a-am-ma

'Security of Mamma'.

VIII. 2 .27.
Puzur-~inkarrak: 'Security of Ninkarrak'.

(39.2)
v

Pu.zur- Samas
( 39.2)

'Security of Il-aba'.

IV.8.5.

Pu.zur-t-lf

dv

'Security of Dagan' .

VI.49.6; VII.139 .5'.
dv

v

Pu.zur- Samas:

'Security of Samas'.
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Qa-qa-da-an
(38.1)

XIV. 4"7. 20.
Qa(q)qadan:

Abbreviated name from

qaqqadanu (one with the big head).
Qa-qa-da-nim
(38.1)

Qar-ra-du-um

VII. 16 . 3 (gen. ) .
Qa(q)qadanum:

' One with the big head'.

I.60.8 (4; gen.); 128.8 (3; acc.), [16J (nom.);

(2) Qar-ra-du

V.72.[3] (2; nom.), [6'J (2; nom.), 19'

(3) Qar-ra-da-arn

(2; nom.); AB.iii.5; (Gadd 1940: 39b).

(4) Qar-ra-di-im

Qarradum:

'Warrior/ hero'.

(35 .3)
Qf-sa-t[u-u]m

VIII.13.C8'J (son of Ba?-la?-h[iJ); 15.17

(2) Qi-sa-tum

(3; gen.; father of f-din-ka-ka); XIII.l.v.19 (2);

(3) Qf-sa-tim

68. 5 ( 3; gen. ) .

(13.1)

QI;atum:

Abbreviated PN from qistu see

the Analysis Chapter.

Ql-iS-i:-11
(2) Qi-is-1-H

VII.280.viii'.9; A.3562.xii.39 (2).
Qis-ili =

'Gift of the god'.

(36)
Qf-si-im
(35.1)
Qi-is-ti-Ad-mu
(36)

.~ ..... dD l.- r.l - t·lm

Q.,.l~lS- vl -

(36)

VIII.100.24 (gen.; father of f-din-dIGI.KUR ) .
Qisum:

' Gift I

.

VIII.32.18, [23].
Qisti-Admu:

' Gift of Admu 1 •

X.9.5.
Qisti-dDiritum:

' Gift of DirHum'.
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Qf-is- ti-Il-a-ba4
(36)

VII.185. i i.[ 6 'J; VIII.32.env.16 (father of
.!_-din-¾1a-ma); 79 . 7 ( father of .!_-din-¾1a-ma);
A. 3562 .i.[ 47J , [53].
Qisti-Ii-aba:

Q1-is-ti -i: -H

' Gift of 11-aba'.

VI I.180 .iv'. 29 '; VIII.2 8 .12; XIII.l .iv.16;
XIV .62. 22. ·

(36)

Qisti-ili =
Qf-is-ti-Li-im!?(=SI)
(36)

SUM-I. 26. 5.
Qisti-Lim:

Qf-is-ti-¾a-ma

'Gift of the god ' .

'Gift of Lim'.

II.125.1; VII.181.[8] (2) ; XII.164 .[18J;

(2) Qf-is-ti-¾1a-am-ma 263.13; XIV.61.5 1 (2); XVIII.l.[4J, 6 , 13;
(36)

69.13 (error for Qisti - Nunu? Rouaul t 1977:
138, n. 128); S.215 no. 312 (Rouault 1977:
264).
Qisti-~amma:

Qi-is- t.i- dNu-nu
,I

....

(2) Qf-is -ti-dNu-nu
7
(36)

VII.180.ii'.21'; 181.12 1 ; 192.12 ; 217.12 ;
IX.127.[4J; XIII. 20.[8J, [14J ; 40.12;
XVIII. 26 . 20 (2 ) .
Qisti-~unu:

.1
....
t.i- dS ...in
Qi-is-

(36)

...

x.11.

...

Qi-is-ti-su-[nuJ
(36)

Qf - i s-tum
( 35 .1 )

' Gift of Nunu ' .

IX.283.ii.8'; iii .[ 8'J; XIII.l. viii.50;
_ ...t. dS ...
QlS
i- in:

,I

' Gift of Mamma'.

' Gift of Si n '.

VII.180 .iii'. [2 'J .
Q:istisunu:

' Their gift 1 •

VII . 180 .ii '. 28 '; XIII . l . iii.16 (F);
(Gadd 1940: 39b ) .
Qistum:

' Gift ' .
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Qu-ur-da-an
(35.3)

VIII. 67. 3' (gen. ) .
Qurdan:

Hypocoristicon consisting

of qurdu (warlike ) plus -an.
Qu-ur-qu-ri-i[m]
(38.4)
Qu-ru-du-um
(2) Qu-ru-du
(3) Qu-ru-di-im

(38.2)
Qu-ru-ud-Istar
( 39.2)
...... d

Qu-u- Addu
(27.2)

IX .291.iv .[15'] (gen . ) .
Qurqu(r)rum:

IX.276. 6 ( 3; gen. ) ; XIII. l. iii. 41 (2); SUM-I. 1.8;
2.4; 6.8.
Qu(r)rudum:

Qurud-Istar:

'The heroic deed of Istar'.

AB.v.23.
d

Qu' 'u- Addu:
from qu''u.

(2 7.2)

'Sparce hair'.

IX.25 . [17J; 26.22 1 •

qu''u:

Qu-u-~a-gan

' Metal worker, coppersmith' .

'Addu is waiting / expecting'.
Stative, 3, masc., sing.
See the Analysis Chapter.

A.3562.ii.[43J, 47, 49.
d

Qu' 'u- Dagan:

' Dagan is waiting/expecting'.
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l
Ra-ba-tum (F)
( 35.1)

I X. 291.ii.24 ( following Sasson's improved
reading, 1972a: 180); XIII . l . x.59; xiii.[21];
A. 3151. iii . 76.
Ra (b)batum:

Ra-bi-tum (F)
(38.1)
Ra-bi-ya (F)

C.vi. 31 1 •
Rabitum:

A.3151.ii.15.

(30.5)

Rabiya:
of rabi'.i plus

(38.1)
Ra-bu-su-l[u-m]ur
(22.1)
Re'um(srPA)-E1
(30.4)
Ri-ib-a-El
(40.3)

'The big one' (Birot 1965: 66).

XIII.l.vii.32 (2), 49 (2); ix.14; x.56 (2);

(2) Ra-bi-a

Ra-bu-u-um

'Soft one 1 •

Hypocoristicon consisting
-¥2_.

A.3562.ii.30.
Raburn:

'The big one'.

VII.12. [ 4].
Rabu(s)su-lumur: 'May I see his majesty'.
I.123.11; II.17.21.
Re'um-El:

'El is the shepherd'.

VIII.100.25; IX.291.i.1.
Riba-El:
riba:

'Compensate for me, 0 El!'.
G, imp., 2, masc., sing.

from riabu plus pronominal suffix (1, c.,
sing . , dat . ) .

I
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9s
Ri-ba-tum (F)
(40.4)

IX.24 .i ii.26; 258.4, 6; 291.iv.39 '; XIII .l.ii .8;
iii.33, 34; v.53; vii.66; ix . 19; x.4; xii.11;
C.iv.12; A.3151.iv.9; v.65; vi.36; vii . 11;
(Gadd 1940: 40b).
Ribatum :

Ri-be-ti
(40.4)

A. 3562. ix. 56.
Ribeti:
ribeti:

Ri-ib- ku (F)
(40 . 4)
Ri-ha- tum (F)
(40.10)

' Compensation ' .

'My compensation ' .

Fem. of ribu plus pron. suffix.

XIII.l.ix.56; A.3151.vii.7 .
Ribku:
'I am compensation', ribu stativized
in the 1, c., sing. ( see Glossary) .
XIII.l.i . 23; A.3151 . vii . 8 .
Rihatum:

Abbreviated PN from a longer

name such as ' Rihat-DN ', nominal i zed.
Ri -im-dAddu

II.23.13; IV.64.5; VII . 138.4 (2); VIII.27.17;

(2) Ri -mu-dAddu

IX.256.21; 283.ii.16 1 ; XIII.l.vi. 64.

( 37.1)

Rim- dAddu:

[RJi?-ma- an
(37.1)

A.3562.ii.CSJ.
Riman:
plus

Ri-ma-tum (F)
(37.1)

'Gift of Addu '.

Hypocoristicon from rimu

- an.

IX . 253.i.17; 291 . i .21.
Rimatum :

Hypocoristicon consisting

of rimu plus - atum.
. dD a-gan
Ri. - im-

( 37.1)
CRJi - im- Istar
(37 .1 )

vn . 221.7 .
Rim- ~agan:

' Gift of Dagan '.

XIV. 61. c8 ' J .
Rim-Istar:

I

Gift of I star' .
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. . dS ....ln
Rl-lm-

II.33.5; 72.17, 23; AREP.117.[25]; 118.9, 21 .
dS ....in:
Rlfil'Gift of Sin 1 •

(37 . 1)

VII.180.iii'.30'; 250.ClO'J; VIII.62.14;

Ri-im-si-El

71.3 (son of Da-da), 7; 74.[12]; 100.9

(30.4)

-

(son of ...,__
Sil[li(lf)]-[
] ) ; IX.263.2; 264.r.3';
265.6; XIII.l.ii.36; xi.38; A.3562.vi.44, 46;
xiii.41.
"El is her beloved one(?)"

Rimsi-El:

(Nakata 1974: 255).
Ri-im-si-t-ll
(30.4)

IX.5.2.
Rimsi-ili:

Ri-si-ya

'My god is her beloved one'.

I.115.CllJ, 17; AREC.106e.
Risiya:

(39.2)

Hypocoristicon consisting of

risu (rejoicing) plus -E·
- dv

.....

Ri-is- Samas
(39. 2)

IX.24.ii.35; iv.C40J; 27 .iii.[llJ; 253 .i.8;
ii.23; iv.ClJ; x .166.2 1 , 5' .
...,. d-

. ., ,

Ris- Samas:
Ru-ba?-an
(35 .1)

-

...,

'Rejoicing of Samas'.

A.3562.v.34.
Ruban:

Hypocoristicon from ruba'u

(prince) plus -an.
Ru-ba-tum (F)

IX.24.iv.27 (2; gen.), 49; XIII.l.vi.10;

(2) Ru-ba-tim

vii.6; x.5; xi.10; C.vi.37'.

(35.1)

Rubatum:

Ru-ba-ya (F)

'Princ ess' .

XIII.l .ii.10; xiv.[23]; A;3151.iv.12, 49;

(2) Ru-ba-a-ya

A.4634 .14 (2; daughter of Su-~-ta-~-~).

(35.1)

Rubaya:

' Princess'.
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Sa-bi-ma-tim (F)
(38.4)

A.46 34.7 (daughter of Ha-at-ni-dAddu) .
Sa.bi-ma.tim:
sa.bi:

Sa-kum
(38.1)
Sa-li-ha
(38.4)

'Brewer of the land'.
Stat. canst. of sa.bu.

xrv.19 . 7.
Sa(k)kum:

'The deaf one' .

VIII.85.8; XIII.l.vii.27 (F); C.iii.23 (F).
Sa.liha:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

sa.lihu (waterer) plus-~.
Sa-li-hu-um
(2) Sa-li-hu

VII.120.17'; IX.283.iv.5' (2).
Sa.lihum:

'Waterer'.

(38.4)
Sa-am-si-dAddu-tu-kul-ti
(42)

rv.65.14.
Samsi-dAddu-tukulti: 'Samsi-dAddu is my trust'.
The name of the monarch appears in the position
where a

DN

normally occurs.

See the Analysis

Chapter.
Sa-am-tum (F)
(38.2)
Sa-mu-um

XIII.l.xiv.32; C.iv.31.
Sa.mtum:

'Red (head)'.

VII.180.v'.10' (2; nom.); IX.272.4 (nom.);

(2) Sa-mu

XIII.38.7 (4; acc.), 22 (4; acc.); 142.40

(3) Sa-mi-im

(3; gen.); 149.[15] (2; gen.), 18 (nom.).

(4) Sa-ma-am

Sa.mum:

'Red (head ) '.

(38.2)
Sa-ar-rum

VIII.3.4 (3); rx.285. [1] (2); XIII.l.i.52;

(2) Sa-ar-ru-[um]

iv.17 (4).

(3) Sa-ru-um

Sarrum:

(4) Sa-rum
(38.3)

'

'Unreliable'.

-

ns

I

d...

V

A.1270.16.

Sin-a-bu-su

d...

_,..

Sin-abusu:

(29 .1. a)
dS...in-a- h a-am-i. d in-narn.
"

'Sin is his father'.

IX.24.i.[l]; 27.i.l; 253.iii.15.
dS...in-ah am-i
. "d"innam: 'Sin has given me

(17.1)

a brother'.
d...

V

x.29.8.

Sin-a-sa-re-ed

d ...

V

-

Sin-asared:

(30.5)
dSin-be-el-ap-lim

'Sin is foremost'.

II.72.3; 76.14, [22], [23], 29; XIII.

(2) dSin-be-el-ap-li-im 96.6 (2); (Gadd 1940: 40b).
(30.1) -

dsin-bel-aplim:

'Sin is the lord of the

first born'.
d ...

.,

Sin-be-li

IX.19.9; 270.ll.
dS...in-be-1-i:
'Sin is my master'.

(29 .1. a)
dS ...in- d a-mi-iq
..
(30.5)
d ...

Sin-AN
(30.4)

dSin-e-ri-ba-am

VII . 223 . 16' .
dS ...in- d arniq:
.

VI. 14 .17; XI.95. 7.
dS ...in-i·1 um:
'Sin is god'.
VII.120.33'; 183.5; VIII.36.4 1 (2; son

(2) dSin-e-ri-ba

of Warad- dSin); 59.3 (3); [8]; IX.253.

(3) Sin(XXX)-e-ri-ba- am
( 40. 4)

'Sin is good'.

ii.6; iii . [23].
dSin-eribam:

'Sin has compensated

for me'.
ds...in- ga-mi·1
(2) Sin(XXX )-ga-mil
(30 . 3)

VII . 177.8' ( 2; father of [!]-hu-si-na);
IX.256 . 10; A. 1314.19 .
dS...in-gami
- ·1 :
'Sin is merciful'.
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dS 1n-1
... "b -ni.
(17.2)
dSin-i-din-nam

VIII. 71.15.
dS 1n-1
... "b ni:
.

'Sin has created'.

I.58.[5, 18, 23J; 77.6, [2'J, 10'; 109.5, 13,

(2) dsin-idinnam(MU)-nam

[20, 31J, 45; II.72.31; IV.72.8, 32;

( 3) Sin(XXX: )-i-din-nam V. 55. [llJ; il.I.31. [21]; VII. 204 . 2; 207 .[10 1 J;
(17.1)

VIII.3.26 (3); 13.9' (3); 71.17; IX.24.i.27;
25.[19]; 26.24'; 27.i.27;vi.[2]; 253.iii.[10];
291.iv.40'; X.175.5 (2), 8 (2); XIII.l.iv.61.
dS...1n-1"d"innam:
'Sin has given to me'.

dsin-AN(H)
(29.1. b)

.

.,.. (
_,,
...
Sin
XXX ) -1-[l1J-su?

(29.1. b)
dSin-i-qf-sa
(2) dSin-i-qf-sa-am

I.61.33, 34, 36.
dS ...1n-1·1-1:

'Sin is my god'.

VIII. 45. U4J.
Sin-ilisu:

'Sin is his god'.

I.12. 5 ( 2) ; II. 4. 4 ( 2) ; VII. 202. iii. 3' ( 2);
225.11, 8'; 226.9 (2), C48J (2); VIII.7.r.[4'J (2);

(3) Sin(XXX)-i-q1.-sa-am 9 .21; 76.4 (2), 8 (2), [10] (2); 78.35 (3;
(17 .1)
father of Ni-in-~); IX.39.[4J (2) ; 141.4;
152.4; 239.6; 283.iii.10' (2); XI.60.4;
66 . 5; 195 .4; 199. 4; XII .109. 5; 254. 5; 284. 4;
303.4; 461.5; 619.4; 621.6; (Gadd 1940: 40b).
dS... . _...
1n-1q1sam:
'Sin has given to me as a present'.
dS...1n-1s-me-n1
....
.
. ...
.
(2) dS...
1n-1s-me-an-n1

IX.253.iv.6; 256.2; XIII.l.vii.74 (2) .
dS...1n-1sme
· ... ( n ) ni:
·
'S...in h as h ear d me ' .

(24.6)
d ...

...

Sin-la-sa-na-an
(33 .1 )

VII.199.12'; XIII.l.x.33.
dS...in-la-sanan:
- ... ' Sin has no match '.
...sanan:
Inf. in stat. absol. serving
as a stative (see GAG: par. 62i).
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{_

too
d ...

Sin-lu-ud-lu-ul

VIII. 31.24.

(27.1)

dsin-ludlul:

dS...in-ma-gir
.

'Let me praise Sin'.

VII.139.3 (2); IX.283.i.15'; XIII.l.ii.24; iii.53;

(2) dSin-ma-gir (=HA)

vi. 28; 98. 9 ( father of ~-pil-Ku-bi) ; ( Gadd 1940: 41a).

(30.3)

dSin-magir:

'Sin is the granter'.

XIV. 31. 8 .
dS...in-ma-1·k
i :

'Sin is the counselor'.

X

dsin-ma-lik
(30.4)
dSin-mu-ba-li-it

VII.180.iii'.7' (3); 255.3 (2); IX.24.ii.18 (3);

(2) dSin-mu-ba-lf-it
27.ii.37 (2); X.71.1; 72.[lJ.
(3) dsin-mu-ba-al-li-itdsin-muba(l)lit: 'Sin is the life sustainer'.
(30.2)
dSin-muda(GAL.ZU)
(30.5)
d ...

ME.218, 231 (son of La-~-CsiJ-r~).
dS...in-mu-da:
'Sin is wise'.

Sin-mu-sa-lim

II.136.17, 20, 25; VII.180.v'.22'; 196.[9'];

(30.2)

X.88.8, [13J, [24J; 92.9, 15; XIV.42.12;
59.6 (father of dNanna-ibila-~-~-st), 8;
60.6, 15, [16], [19].
dSin-musa(l)lim: 'Sin is the preserver of health'.

Sin(XXX)-mu-us-ta-al
(30.5)
dsin-na-da (F)
(27.1)
d ...

VIII . 77. 3.
Sin-mustal:

'Sin is judicious '.

XIII.l.i.21; iii.31; xii.10.
dS in-nada:

Sin-na-ap-se-ra-am

IX.283.ii.12'.

(22.1)

d ...

Sin-napseram:

-

napseram:

'Praise Sin'.

'Pardon me, 0 Sin '.
N, imp., 2, masc., sing.

from pasaru plus the ventive.
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/0 /
dS...1n-na-s1r
.
(30.2)

Recipient of good in the following: VII.6 ;
19; 26; 28; 30; 32; 34; 36; 37; 44; 45 ; 50 ;
51; 60; 61; 63; 69; 70; 77; 78; 82 .
dS...in-na~ir:
- .
'Sin is the watcher'.

dS...in-nu-ri. ( F)
( 29 . 1. C)
d ...

.,

A. 3151. iii. 65.
dSin-nuri:

...

S1n-p1-lah

A.3562.x.30, 36.

(27.2)

dSin-pilah:

S:tn(XXX)-pu-u~-ra-am

'Sin is my light'.

'Venerate Sin'.

VIII.78.31 (father of XXX-ri-me-ni).

(22.1)

'Absolve me, 0 Sin'.

dS,...in-ra-b"1

rv.11.16 1 ; VIII.78.34 (2; father of Na-bi-

(2) Sin(XXX )-ra-bi

dSamas); IX.253.iii.[llJ; iv.12; A.3562.xiii.

(30.5)

31; EXCE.576; (Gadd 1940: 41a).
dS...in-rab"i:
'sin is great' .

dS...1n-re-me-n1.

VII.196.Cl'J; 249.5'; VIII.78.31 (2; son of

(2) Sin(XXX)-re-me-ni

XXX-~-~-E!::_-~); IX.253.ii.22; 256.Cl8J;

(30.3)

XI.184.7; XII.296.4; XIII.l.ii.C80J;
iii.43; XIV.42.36; (Gadd 1940: 41a ) .
dS...in-remeni:
- - 'Sin is compassionate'.

d Sin-re-~u-su
., , . -

( 29 .1. C)
d ...

.,

VII.100.4; 204.[9]; 230.C4'J; XII.379.C6J.
dS...
- _....
'Sin is his helper'.
in-re~usu:

Sin-tap-pi

XIII. 1. vi. 65 .

(29.1.c )

dS...in-tappi:
...

'Sin is my friend'.

dSin-tillassu(ILLAT)-su IX.291.i.15; XIV.98. 8 ; (Gadd 1940 : 40b ) .
( 29 .1. C)

dSin-tillassu:

'Sin is his rescue troop'.
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d ...

Sin-ub-lam

VIII.33.19; A.3151.viii.7.

(17.4)

d ...

Sin-ublam:

'Sin has brought to me'.

XVIII.55 . i.13, 14 (2).

Su-ku-ku-um
(2) Su-ku-ku

Su(k)kukum:

'Deaf'.

(38.1)
d

.._

...

SumuQan(GIR)-i-sar
(30. 5)

Su-mu-ta-Qf-is

(17 .1)

XIII.88.5; 91.5.
d

...

SumuQan-isar:

'SumuQan is just'.

II.69.13.
Sumu-taQis:
name/posterity'.

'She has presented the
A 'mixed PN' consisting of the

Amorite element sumu (Huffman 1965: 247-49)
and the Akk. element taqis

(G, pret., 3,

fem.' sing. from g_iasu).
Su-pf-le-Qe-e (F)
(22.1)

XIII.l.iii.40.
Supi-leQe:

'Accept my prayer'.

-

1 23

J

$a-bu-u-um
(38.4)
$!-ha-tum (F)
(35.1)

VII.113.3.
$abum:

'Soldier', see the Glossary.

XIII.l.vii. 35.
$iha.tum:

The plural form of sihtu, 'Giggles',

see the Glossary.
$[i?]-li-ya
(32.3)

A.3562.x. [57].
Si(l)liya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

~illu plus-~.
S[i]-il-la-an

A.3562.xiii.[15], 47 (2).

(2) $1-la-an

Silla.n:

(32.3)

9illu plus -an.

$1-il-la-ya
(32.3)

Hypocoristicon consisting of

II. 4. 7,
$illaya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

9illu plus -aya .
.,

., d

$il-ll- Addu
(32.3)
$H-H-Ak-ka
(32.3)
$11-H-An-nu
(2) $11-li-A[n-n]u-nu

VIII.48.13; IX.253.iv.14; 287.21.
$illi-dAddu:

'Protection of Addu'.

VIII.1.49 (father of An-nu-as-ri (F)).
$illi-Akka:

'Protection of Akka'.

VII.180.iv'.36'; XIII.l.x.[65] (2 ; F).
Silli-Annu:

'Protection of Annu' .

(32.3)
$11-H-¾a-gan
(32.3)
.,
,, dE"
$il-ll- -a
,,
.,,,
(2) Sil-ll-E-a
(32 . 3)

VIII.24.13; 33.18; IX.253.iii.9.
$illi-¾agan:

'Protection of Dagan' .

1.102.9, 14; vrr.180.iii 1 .14 1 (2); rx.97.16 (2).
$illi-dEa:

'Protection of Ea'.
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.,

., d

911-11- Ha-na-at
(32.3)
9ll-ll-Istar

XIII. 83. 8.
'Protection of Hanat'.

9illi-¾anat:

VIII.1.44 (father of Su-Istar); XIII.56.

(2) $i-l1-I[star?]

[7] (2); A.3562.x.45.

(32.3)

$illi-Istar:

$ll-ll-la-tim
(32.3)
$11-ll-~[u]-nu
(32.3)

'Protection of Istar'.

VII.192 .10.
'Protecti on of the goddesses'.

sHlli-ilatim:
XIII. l.x. 65.
9illi-dNunu:

'Protection of Nunu'.

II.45.3'; VI.27.6'.
(32 . 3)
$i-li(sic)-dSamas
(32.3)
91-lu-us-t,a-ab (F)
(26)

$illi-dSin:

'Protection of Sin'.

XI.12. 2.
d...-

....

9i ( 1 ) li- Samas:

'Protection of Samas'.

XIII.l.iii.77; A. 3151. ii. 77.
9i(l)lus-t,ab:

'It is sweet in his shade'.

( CAD $: 191b) .
sillus:

~

with the locative

adverbial ending -um (GAG 66) plus the
possess ive pronominal suffix (3, masc.,
sing.) apocopated (HED 1: 178).
91-is-su-na-aw-ra-a[t]
(23.2)

v.84.[6].
9issu-nawrat:

'Its rising is radiant'.

~issu:

~

nawrat:

G, stative, 3, fem., sing.

from nawaru.

plus pronominal suffix.

For the reading PI=aw see

Kupper 1957: 50, n.l and more recently
Reiner 1964.

l
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/C s-'
... ( ... ) ( )
91-it- dSa.msi
si
F
,#

( 41. 4)

9u-hu-ti-im
(38 . 1)

XIII.l.i.13; A.3151.ii.45.
.. d•
•
SitSa.msi:

' The rising of the sun.
'

A.2756.5 (gen.).
9u(h)hutum:

Exact mng. unkn. but it

refers to an infirmity of the eyes, see
the Glossary.
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...

Sa-di-ma-El
( 29 .1. C)
Sa?-di?-ya (F)
(13.2 .a)

A.3562.iii.36; viii.20 .
Sadima- El:

'El is surely my mountain'.

XIII .1. i. 3.
Sadiya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

sadu plus - ya .
Sa-du-um-La-bu-a

II.33.3' (4) , ~' (4), 11 1 (4); III.46.C8J (3);

(2) Sa-du-um-La-bi

XIV.49.5 (5) , 13 (5); 115.11 ( 3); A. 633; B.179.3;

(3) Sa-du-um-La-ba

AREP.119.C (2); S. 52, no.45 (4; cited by

(4) Sa-du-un-La-ba

Rouault 1977: 108, 128, 265) .

(5) Sa-du-La-ba

Sadum-Laba:

'Laba is the mountain'.

(30 .4)
Sa-du-sarri(LUGAL)

IX. 241. 6 ( 2) ;

II .109 . 48; VII .11 7 .13' ( 4)

(2) Sa-du-sar-ri

XIV .106 .10 ' ( 4), [17' J ( 4); 109 . 6 ( 2 ); AREC .109 ( 3).

(3) Sa-du-sa-ar-ri

Sadu-sarri:

(4) Sa-du-um-sar-ri

Although Sasson (1974 : 367) noted the possibility

(42)

that the PN could be Hurr., it does make good

'My king is the mountain'.

sense as Akk. and he recognized that it
could be taken as such.
Sa-ha-tum (F)
(35.5)

A. 3151. ii. 75.
Sahatum:
sahatum:

dv

....
Sa-la-astap- pi., ( F )

( 29 . 1. C)
Sa-lim-A-nu-um
(30 . 5)

'Pig I .
sahu plus the -at um ending.

XIII. 1. iii. 26.

a...Salas-tappi:
...
...

'Sala; is my friend '.
V

d

V

)

N.AN.15 ( father of Sa-lim-_A- sar .
Salim- Anum:

' Anum is well '.
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d A-sar
Sa-lim-

N.AN.14 (son of Se-ri-~-nim), 15 (son of
Sa-lim-A-nu-um) .

(30 .5 )

Salim-d~s:-:-

I

Asar is well'.

VII.200.l3; XII.256.6; A.3562.xii.57.

Sa-lim-be-ll
( 41. 4)

'My master is well'.

Salim-beli:

d..,,.
Sa-lim-pa-li-ihSamas-

V.86.5.
-

d-

...

Salim-palih- Samas: 'The one who fears

(33.2)

Samas is safe I
Sa-al-lu-ru[sic]-im

•

II. l28. 8 (gen. ) ; XIV .15. [ 4 1 ]

(

3 ; gen. ) ;

(2) Sa-al-lu-ri-im

16.9 (2; gen.); B.58.14 (2; gen.), 16 (2; gen.).

(3) Sa-lu-ri-i[m]

Sallurum:

'A small tree', a 'medlar'.

(35,6)
A. 3151. vii. 64.

Sa-al-mu-ta-ba (F)

Salmu-taba:

(41. 5)

taba:

'Healthiness is good'.

G, stative of ta.bu with the

archaic predicate ending-~.
d~
Samas-a-bi

VII.280.viii'.7; IX.24.ii.7; 27.ii .19;

( 29 .1. a)

XIII.l.xi.53; AB.vii.5.
d~
Samas-ab:i:

d'
.,,
Samas-an-dul-li
d...

(2)

IX.2 4 .i . 25; 27.i.25; XII.l 89. 4 ; XIII.l.vi.25 ( 2 ) ;
'

Samas-andulli(DUL.AN)

( 29 .1. C)
d~
Samas-ba-ni

(30.1)

'Samas is my father '.

77-5 (2); C.vi.ll' (F) .

d~
Samas-andull:i:

- is my protection '.
'Samas

VIII.75.8 ; IX.24.i.13; ii.31; 27.i.13; iii.[7J;
XI.199. 5.
d~
Samas-bani:

'Samas is the creator I .
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,,
Samas-be
- el-1-11

d-

IX.252.19.
dv

v

_

_ _

Samas-be 1 - l 1 1:

(30.6)
d...,.
Samas- - du-um-qi., ( F )

( 29 .1. C)

'Samas is lord of the gods ' .

IX .22. [17] ; 24.iii.52; 25.13; 26.18 1 ;
27.v . 19; XIII.l.ii.5; xi.4;
A. 3151. ii. 4.
d Samas-dumqi:
-

dv

v

Samas-[dJu?-ri

IX.291.ii.[8].

dv

( 29 .1. C)
dv

v

__

Samas - duri :

v

Samas - AN

'Samas is my wall'.

VII .180.iv '.19 '; IX.253.i.18; 288.12;

(30 .4 )

XIII . l . xiv .45; A.3562.iv.ll.
dv

v

Samas - ilum:

dv

'Samas is my grace '.

v

v

v

' Samas is god '.

Samas - ga-mil

VIII.78.32 (father of dSamas- ~ - ~) ;

(30 . 3)

IX.24.i.14; 27.i .[14J; 261.11 (son of
Hu-nu-bi - i [mJ ) .
dSamas-gamil:

dv

v

Samas-i-din-nam

XIII. l. ii. 25 .

(17 .1 )

dv

v

Samas- idinnam :

dv

- '
,,
Samas-1-11

VIII. 21.10' .

( 29 .1. b)

dv

d-

- ..

Samas- - ili:

,

,,

Samas-1-1 n- 1-l1
(30 . 6)

dv

v

'Samas is merciful'.

v

v

'Samas has given to me'.

' Samas is my god '.

IX.24.ii.9, [55]; 27 . ii.27; iii. ( 30).
d....

-

_

. _

Samas-1n-1l1:

Samas -i-in- ma- tim

X. 134 . 10, 11.

(30 . 6)

d Samas
- -1n-mat1m:
- .

'Samas is the eye of the gods '.

- is the eye of the land '.
'Samas
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d.....

.,
Samas-la-ma-si ( F)

( 29 .1. b)
d...
...
Samas-ma-gir

IX.24.iii.[57]; 27.v .24.
d-Samas-lamas
( ) si- : 'Samas is my protective genie'.
XIII. l. x.10 .
d...
... - .
Samas-magir:

(30.3)

'Samas is t he granter'.

d...
...
Samas-ma! - Cli Jk or possibly g[a-miJl?
(30.4)

VII.150 . 4 .
d...

...

Samas-malik:

d...

...

Samas-mu- ba-li - it

VII.156.6.

(30 . 2)

d-

'Samas is the counselor'.

Samas... - muba ( l ) lit: 'Samas is the life sustainer'.

d... ( GAL . ZU )
Samas-muda

(30.5)

VII.80.4 (for the reading GAL.ZU equals muda
see the Glossary).
dSamas- muda:

a....Samas-mu. ., .
sa- lim

'Samas is wise ' .

V. 81. 8.
dSamas-musa(l)lim: ' Samas is the preserver

(30 . 2)

of health'.
d ...

...

Samas - mu- tap-li

....

...

Samas-mutapli:

(29.2)
dv

IX.22.19; 25.[5J; 26.7'.
d-

,,

-

Samas- na- pi - is-ti

vrr . 120.(8 1)

( 29 .1. C)

d...,,.

d ...

...

...

...

'Samas is my requiter'.

(F) ; IX.24.ii. [5 6] ; iii. [l]; 27 . iii. 31.

Samas.... - napisti:

'Samas
is my life'.

Samas - na- sir

III. 84 . 9; VII.169 . [lJ; 190 .18; 207.3 ' ; 220 . 21;

(30.2)

249. 9';

271. [5]; VII I. 52 .22 (father o f

d

~

~-ri- Addu); 78 . 32 (son of

d...

...

Samas-e_- mil),

36 (father of !-11-at-E-lam ); IX. 27 .iv. 7 ;
234. iii.16'; 243 . 4; 287 .19, 23 ; X. 27.5 , 12 ;
XI.193.[5]; S .160 . no . 20 ( cited by Rouaul t 1977:
109, 128, 265).
d...

...

Samas - nai];ir:

' Samas is the watcher'.
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d-

..,.

-

Samas-ni-su

IX. 24.i~47 ; 27.ii.[3].

(16.2)

a....Samas-nisu:
- -

d...

...

' 0 Samas, we have (a brother)'.

Samas -nu-ri (F)

IX.24.iii.44; 27.v . [11]; XII . 265 .7;

( 29 .1. C)

XIII.l.i . 33; A.3151.ii.46.
d...

...

Samas-niiri :

d-

- ,,
Samas-pi
-i q-da-an-ni

d...

IX.24 . i.[50J; 27.ii .[ 6] .
d...

(18.1)

...

...

...

VII.200.12; VIII. 59 . 2; IX.22.5; 24 .iii.
[20J; 25 . 10; 26.Cl4'J; XVIII.67 .14; 68 .1 4.

(30 . 5)

d...

...

Samas-rabi:

...

Samas-re-di

XIV. 86 . [ 6 ] , 12 .

( 29 .1. C)

d-

...
Samas-redi:

... - , ~ (
Samas-re
um SIPA )

d...

...

..,

,-

Samas-re um:

.,

...

...

'Samas is great' .

'Samas is my guide'.

II.128.17.
d.....

(30. 4 )
d...

...

Samas-piqdanni: 'Entrust to me, 0 Samas'.

Samas-ra-bi

d...

'Samas is my light'.

'Samas is the shepherd'.

Samas-tap-pi-e

IX.24.ii.[lJ; 27 .ii.[16J ; XIII.l .vi. 23 (2) ;

...
.,
( 2 ) d...
Samas-tap-pi

A. 3562 . iii. 31 (2) .

( 29 .1. C)

d-

d...

...

...
Samas-tappi:

'Samas is my friend '.

Samas-ta-ya-ar

I X. 24 .i.[3J; 27.i . 3 .

(30.3)

d ...

...

( ) _

...

...

Samas-ta y yar: 'Samas is compassi onate ' .

d...

...
(
Samas-tillassu
ILLAT ) -su_.

(29.1.c )

I.9 .6, 9, [15J , 20; 86 .5, 9; 91.19 '; 120.7,
[19J; II.52.3; IV. 88 . 34; V. 25.11 ; 42.[llJ ;
VIII . 78.37.
d-

-

.

-

.....

Samas - tillassu: ' Samas is hi s rescue troop '.
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dv

v

.

XIII.l.xiv.54; (Gadd 1940 : 41a ) .

Samas-til-la-ti

dv

(29 . 1. C)

v

_

Samas-tillati :

Iv

v

Samas is my rescue

troop' .
d....

..,,

, ,.

Samas-tu-kul-ti

IX.24.ii.ll; 27.ii.32; (Gadd 1940: 41a) .

(29. 1. C)

dSamas-tukulti:

dv

v (v) d
Samsi
si - Addu
(

2

V

)

... .,,

1 . 1.[8 1 ] (2); 3.20, [2'], 14 1 , [16 1 ] ;
d

Sa 10 -am-si- Addu

(29. 1. C)

'Samas is my trust'.

4-107,3 (a few broken); 24.10; II.l.
[3]; 2-10.3 (some broken); 12.22; 13.28
(2); 14.5 (2); IV.1-8.3 (some broken);
9.[3]; 10.[3]; 11-15.3 (some broken);
V.5.17; 72.21'; VIII.1.2 8 , env.9; 6.[9'];
7,r.10'; 9.15; 11.29, 40; 18.[l']; IX.2.
seal [l]; 41.seal [l]; 43.seal [l];
A.2756.3; ETIQ.120-B.[3]; ARMT.5. p.
351.seal; (Gadd 1940: 41a).
d~

... _ d

;:,amsi- Addu:

Sa-am-[si]-ra-bi
(30.5)
Sa-mu-u (F)
(35,1)
[S]a-nu
(34)

I

I

Addu is my sun.

VIII.21. [18 1 ] .
Samsi-rabi:

'My sun is great'.

A. 3151. vi. 72.
samu:

'Heaven(ly)'.

XIII.1.xiv. [52].
Sanii:

'Another, second'.
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[SJa?-pi-da-di

A.3562.i.Cl3J .
Sa-pi-dadi:

( 41. 4)

Sa-pf-El
(36)

II.79.13; (Gadd 1940: 41a).
Sa-pi-El:

Sar-ra-ya

'That of the command of the darling'.

'That of the command of El'.

VI.65.7, 9; IX.24.ii.[20]; 149.9 (3); 240.[3];

(2) Sar-ra-a-ya

XIII.144.40; xrv . 94.11, [23]; 106.7', [12 1 ] , [16 1 ] ;

(3) Sa-ra-a-ya

107.7; AREC.109 (2); B.308 .22; (Gadd 1940: 41a).

(35.1)

Sarraya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

sarru plus -aya.
Sar-ri-ya
(35.1)

II.78.7, Cl6J; VII.117.18; IX.27.ii.39;
XI.259.3; A.3562.v.32; AREC.111.
Sarriya:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

sarru plus -~.
d

V

Sarrum- Addu
(30.4)
Sarrum-an-dul-ll
(42)
Sarrum-b[a?-ni?J
(42)
Sarrum-ba-as-ti (F)

XVIII.62.15.
d
Sarrum- Addu:
V

1 Addu

VIII.99.3 '.
Sarrum-andulli:

'The king is my protection '.

VII.249 .r. [8 1 ] .
Sarrum-bani:

'The king is the creator '.

IX.294.13; XI.281.4; XII . 688.3; 689.3; 691.2 ;

(2) Sarrum-ba-as-ti

692 . 3; 693. 2; 735. 2;

(42)

Sarrum-basti:

Sarrum-ki-m[aJ?-1-lf
(42)

is the king'.

c. v. 16'

( 2) .

'The king is my dignity'.

XVIII. 55 . ii. Cl].
Sarrum-kima-ili: 'The king is like a god'.
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Sarrum-ni-ri (F)

XIII.l.xiii.3; A.3151.iv.l.

(42)

Sarrum-niri:

X

~

.

..,.

uarrum-nu-ur-ma-ti-su
(42)

'The king is my yoke'.

VII.91.3'; 125.4; 126.4; 229.4; 297.2';
IX. 47. 4; 51. 5.
Sarrum-nur-matisu: 'The king is the light
of his land' .

....
.... .... ( KUR ) -ni
Sarrum-sadu

(42)

Sarrum-saduni:

Sarrum-tu-kul-ti (F)
(42)

(42)
d...,.

..,

(31.3)
Sa-ta-ak-lum
(41.3)

....
...
Sa--t:,u-bi-El
~

'The king is my trust'.

XIII.1.x.45 .
Sarrum-waqra:

Sa- Samas-ka-lu-ma

'The king is our mountain' .

XIII.l.viii.[1]; C. v. 31' .
Sarrum-tukulti:

Sarrum-wa-aq-ra (F)

.....

VII.197 . 6.

'The king is precious'.

IX.24.ii.29; 27.iii.[5] .
....

dx

....

....

A. 3562. iii. 50.
Sa-taklum:

'The one who is reliable'.

VIII.12.8', env . 4 1 ; IX.291.iv.32'; A.3562 .

(2) Sa--t:,u-bi-El

iv.74 (2).

(37_3)

Sa-tubi-El:

'The one who is the joy

of El'.
Se-le-bu-um

VII.180.iv' .34' (2); IX.283.iii. [7'];

(2) Se-le-bu

X.7 . 6; 80.4; XIII . 86.14 (3; gen.).

(3) Se-le-bi-im

Selebum:

(35-5)

....

Sa- uamas-kaluma: 'Everything is of Samas'.

'Fox' .
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Se-ep-~a-gan
(2) Sep(GIR)-~a-gan

IX.237.ii.10; XII.157,8; 164~9; 263.6 (2).
Sep-~agan:

'Foot of Dagan'.

(39.2)
Se-ra-¾a-ma (F)
(30.4)

X.110:3 (sister of Ki-na.-at-LUGAL-su).
Sera-~a(m)ma:

Ser-a·:

'Mamma is the morning star'.

Seru

with the archaic

predicate ending -1:,.
Se-re-et-dSin

ME:~173-176; 178; 239.2 (father of !-J?il-Ku-bi).

(37.3) .

Seret-dSin:

x
. ds...in
t>e-r1-

VIII. 36,12'.

(29.1.c)
Se-rum-tu-ku.1-ti (F)
(29.1. C)
Si-ib-tu (F)

...e:r1- • d Sin:
•
S

'Punishment of Sin' .

1

Sin is my morning star 1 •

XII.613.3; 740.3; 741.4.
Serum-tukulti:

'Serum is my trust'.

II.116.3; VII.206.6 1 (2); VIII. 76.3; X.4.2;

(2) Si-ib-tu-um

5.2; 6-27.3 (reading 2 in x.27.3 but 3 in

(3) Si-ib-tuni

x.15.23 and 26.3); 30.12; 114.1 (gen.);

(35.1)

119.2 (gen.); 120-136.1 (gen.); 138.1 (gen.);
139.[12]; 151.l (gen.); 156.1 (gen.); XVIII.
61.25; A.3151.v.50 (2); ME.69; 181.1 (daughter
of Ya-ri-im-li-im).
Sibtu(m):

Si-bu-na-a-ra-am
(40.6)
Si-du-ri (F)
(29.l.c)

'Old woman, grey one'.

AB. ii.11.

Sibu-naram:

'The old man is beloved'.

XIII.1.i.2; ix.20; A.3151.i.68; vi.26.
x. d-.
.:;1ur1:
'She is my wall' •
For the possibility of the name being
Hurrian, see the Glossary under duru.

L
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Si-ma-a-ha-ti (F)
(40.10)
Si-ma-at-~a-gan (F)
(36)
Si-ma-at-Istar (F)
(36)
Si-na-dam-qa (F)

IX.291.iv . 43'; XIII.l.ix.49; (Gadd 1940 : 41b).
Sima-aha.ti:

'It is she who is my sister'.

XIII.l . viii.33; A.3151.vii.65.
Simat-~agan:

'Destiny of Dagan'.

XIII.l.v.75; x.58; A.3151.vi.44.
Simat-Istar:

'Destiny of Istar'.

XIII.l.iv.29; A.3151.iv.48 (2); C.iii.7.

(2) Si-ni-dam-qa

Sina-damqa:

(40.6)

possibly 'Both are beautiful' (Birot

'The two are good' or

1956: 66, n. 7).
damqa:

Either a G, stative, 3,

fem., pl. from damaqu or damqu with the
archaic predicate ending -a.
Si-Na-an-na (F)
(30.6)
Sf-ta-tum (F)
(13.2.a)

XIII.1.i.19.
Si-Nanna:

'She is Nanna' .

XIII.l.iv.74, 82; vi.39.
Si(t)tatum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

sittu (rest, remainder) plus -atum.
Si-"t:,ab-ni ( F)

A.3151.vi.18; vii.53.

(34)
Si-i;;ab-ni-a-ya (F)
(34)

'She is our joy'.
A.3151.vii.57.
Si-tabni-aya:

Hypocoristic ending -aya

added to the above PN.
Si-ya-(rum?)-ta-ka-al
(27.2)

IX.291.iii.37'.
Siya(rum)-takal: 'Trust (in) Siyarum'.
takal:
from t akal u.

G, imp., 2, masc., sing.

I

L-
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Si-ya-rum-tak-la-ku (F) IX.24.iii.[55]; 27.v.[22]; A.3151.iv.32 (2).
(2) Si-a-rum-tak-la-ku Siyarum-taklaku: 'I trust (in) Siyarum' .
(25.2)
Su-bu-ul-a-bi
(40.4)

VII.223.9'.
Subul-abi:

'He is sent, 0 my father'.

subul:

S, stative, 3, masc.,

sing. from wabalu.
Su-bu-ul-[tum] (F)
(35.1)

C.iv.[21]; (Gadd 1940: 41b).
'Gift I .

Subultum:

Su-da-m!-iq
( 41. 4)

A. 3562. ii. 16.
Su-damiq:

Su-Ha-am-mu

'He is good/fortunate'.

VII.232.5; IX.291.iii.[23'].
Su-Hammu:

(37.3)

'One of Hammu'.

This is a 'mixed

PN', for Amorite Hammu see Huffman 1965: 196-98.
Su-Istar
Su-Istar:

(37.3)

IX.24.i.8; 27.i.8.

Su-'1<:ab-ta

Su-'1<:abta:

(37.3)
d

Sul. pa. e. a-na-~ir
V

'

(30.2)
V

'-

Sum- El
(37.1)

'One of Istar'.

'One of Kabta'.

IX.24.ii.28; 27.iii.[4].
dv

_

Sulpaea-na~ir:

v

'Sulpaea is the watcher'.

XIII.l.ii.22, 85.
Sum-El:

'Posterity of El'.

L
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Sum-ma-an-la-El
(16.3)
dSum-ma-an-laSamas-

(16,3)
Su-mu-uh-tum (F)
(35.2)

v.28.12.
Summan-la.-El:

'But for El'.

A.3562.ix.23 .
....
d.,,
Summan-la.Samas:
'But for Samas'.

XIII.l.x.49; xiv.[15J.
Su(m)muhtum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

summuhu (very abundant, voluptuous) plus -tum.
sum-su-li-tir
. 5
(42)
d...
Su-nu-uhSamas-

(21.1)

rv.80.10 1 ; v.64.5, 7; vrr.191.c4J; vrrr.62.15.
sumsu-litir:

'May he save his name/posterity'.

rx.256.23 (father of Na-bi- d~
Samas~) ;
283 .ii.17'.
-dSunuhSamas:

'He is worried/having a hard

time, 0 Samas' .
sunuh:

S, stative, 3, masc.,

sing. from ana.hu.

~ d Nu-nu
Su(37,3)

VIII.1.40 (son of ~a-gan-nu-~-~-l.§:_) ,
env.11.
Su-dNunu:

Su-qu-[r]a-tum (F)
(35. 1)

' One of Nunu'.

XIII. 1. v . [78].
Siiquratum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

siiquru (costly, valuable) plus -atum.

Su-ra-na-tum (F)
(35,5)

VII. 226 . 23 .
Sura.natum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

sura.nu (cat) plus - atum.
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Tab-ni-Istar (F)

(17.2)
Tab-ni-tum (F)

(17 . 2)

1

XIII . l.v.43 ; xiii.15; A.3151 . ii.25.
Tabni-Istar:

'Istar has created' .

XIII.l.vi.15; vii.4; ix.53.
Tabnitum:

Hypocoristicon for a PN such

as the preceding, see the Analysis Chapter.
Ta-bu-ub-im-di (F)
(29._1.c)
Ta-bu-bu (F)
(13.2.b)

VIII. 31. 10, [ 15] ; 33. 7; 72. [ 1] , [ 1' ] .
Tabub(u)-imdi:

'Tabubu is my support'.

XIII. 1. viii. 35.
Tabubu:

An abbreviated PN with only

the DN remaining.
Ta-bu-bu-um-mi (F)
(29. 1. a)
Ta-ku-un-ha-tum (F)
(23.2)
Ta-ku-un-ma-tum (F)
(23.2)
Ta-lim
(13.2.b)

XIII.1.vi.57.
Tabubu-ummi :

'Tabubu is my mother'.

A.4634.9 (daughter of Su-~-~-ma-~).
Takun-ha(t)tum:

'The scepter has become stable'.

G. vii. 27'.
Takun-matum:

'The land has become stable'.

X.122. l'.
Talim:

'Priviledged brother', see

the Analysis Chapter.
Tam-hi-ri-is-~a-bat
(38.5)

X.12.17; 106.3.
Tamhiris-tabat:

'In the (month) of Tamhiru,

she (=an unnamed female deity) is pleasant'.
tamhiris:

tamhfru (MN) plus the

terminative adverbial ending

-is.

1This reading follows the suggestion of Sasson (1972a: 180)
rather than the tab-ru? suggested in ARMT. The reading tabru
presents several difficulties: the normal G, pret., 3 , fem., sing.
is tabri, not tabru, and further, the standard reference works do
not cite any PNs using baru as one of the elements ( see for example
CAD B: 115-18 ) .
--
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Tappi(TAB.BA)-El
(29. 1. C)
Ta-p1-¾1a-ma (F)
(29. 1. C)
Ta-ri-ba-tum
(13.2.b)

v.7.10, 20.
Tappi-El:

'El is my friend'.

IX.24.iii.27.
Ta(p)pi-~a(m)ma: 'Mamma is my friend'.
IX.27.ii.14; 287.[9] (F).
Taribatum:

Abbreviated PN from the stem

taribtu (substitute), see the Analysis Chapter.
Ta-ri-bu-um
(2) Ta-ri-bi-im

V.28.28 (2; gen.), 32.
Taribum:

'Substitute'.

(40.10)

Ta-ri-is-Ad-mu (F)
(23.2)

Ta-ri-is-ha-at-tu
. . (F)
(23.2)

T[a-r]i-is-Istar (F)
(23.2)

Ta-ri-is-ma-tum (F)
(23.2)

XIII. 1. i.16.
Taris-Admu:

'Admu rejoices'.

X.104.[3]; 114.3, 8.
Taris-hattu:

'The scepter rejoices'.

A.3151.vii.[36].
Taris-Istar:

'Istar rejoices'.

IX.25.[35]; 26.r.9'; 291.iv.[10']; A.3151.
vii.28; 4634.19 (daughter of Su-m[u-N]u~-ha; see Sasson 1972a: 180 for the
reading); C.ii.26; (Gadd 1940: 41b).
Taris-matum:

Ta-si-im-Istar (F)
(17.8)

'The land rejoices'.

XIII.1.iv.28.
Tasim-Istar:

'Istar has determined'.
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Ta-tu-ur-Istar (F)
(17.10)

IX.24.iii.[60]; 27,v.27,
Tatur -I star: .

'I star has returned'.

Ta-tu-ur-ma-tum (F)

XIII.l.xiv.34 (2); A.3151.iv.31 (2); v.39 (2);

(2) Ta-tur-ma-tum

A.4634.11 (daughter of Ya-~-la-ah-@-li-im);

(23.2)

C.v,7'; (Gadd 1940: 41b).
Tatur-ma.tum:

'The land has returned (to

stability) ' •
Ta-ta-ab-E-sar (F)
(25.2)
Ti?-ra.:..tum (F)
(27.2)

XIII.l.vi.42.
Tatab-Esar:

'Esar is good 1 •

IX.291.ii.2.
Tiratum:

Hypocoristicon, see the

Analysis Chapter.
Ti-ir-E-a
(27.2)

rx.149.4; 150.4.
· Tir-Ea:
'Return (to) Ea'.
tir:
from taru.

Ti-ir-Istar
(27.2)

D, imp., 2, masc., sing.
See the Analysis Chapter.

VII.180.iii',18 1 (M); 234.[3 1 ) , [12'] (M);
A.3562.iii.56.
Tir-Istar:

-Ti-ir-Ma-ma
(27.2)
~ispak?-a-bi
(29.1. a)
Tu-li-id-dMa-ma (F)
(17.3)

'Return (to) Istar 1 •

...

VIII. 5. [ 14]; 8, 19 (both son of Ya-~-.!£.-El).
Tir-Ma(m)ma:

'Return (to) Mamma'.

VII.149.4.
~ispak?-abi:

1

Tispak is

my

father'.

IX.24.iii~[23]; 291,iv.[12 1 ] .
Tulid-dMa(m)ma:

1

Ma.mma. has borne'.
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Tu-ra- Da- gan
(22. 1 }

.x. 50.[ 19), [ 20]; A, 3562 .viii,[2]; xii.(4 3).
Tura-dDagan:
tura :

'R eturn t o me , 0 Dagan'.
G, imp., 2, ma sc . , s i ng .

from t a ru plus dative pronominal suffix
( l , c. , sing. ) .
Tu-ur-ru-nu-u-ga-mil

(30.3)

VII.139,7; XIII.118.14.
Turrunu-ga.mil:

'Turrunu is merciful';
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Ta-qa-at-sar-ru-su
(42)
1'a-ab-ba-la-ti:
(2) Ta-ab-ba-la-ti

X.82.8; XIII.14.19; 40.32.
Tabat-sarru(s)su: 'His kingship is pleasing'.
XVIII.61.11; A.1270.15 (2).

'My health is good'.

tab-balati:

( 24,.1)
ra-ab-e-li-ma-a-tim
(2) Ta-ab-e-li-ma-tim

II.72.3; A,3562.xi.71 (2); AREP.118.4.
Tab-eli-matim:

'It is pleasant for the land'.

(23.2)
Ta-ab-e-li-ma-ti-su
(23.2)
Ta-ab-e-li-um-ma-ni-su

VIII.62.8'.
tab-eli-matisu:

'It is pleasant for his land'.

I.39.[4]; IV.53.7 (2); 60.[7] .

(2) Ta-ab-el-um-ma-ni-su
(23.2)

Tab-eli-ummanisu: 'It is pleasant for his army'.
ummanisu:
sing.).

ummanu plus suffix ( 3, masc.,
For the elision in var. (2) see

Finet 1956: par. 2a.
Ta-ab-sfl-lf
.
.
(32.3)

IX. 253. i. 16.
Probably an abbreviated PN,

rab-~ini:

see the Analysis Chapter.
'
~
~ d
Ta-ab-~il-liA-sur

(32 .3)

Mentioned in the date formulae in the following:
VII.11-83; VIII.12.12 1 , env.[7']; IX.l.[8];
N.AN.16, 17.
d ......

... ...

Tab-~illi- Assur: 'The protection of Assur
is sweet'.
..
,, [ 1 ]"i- dD a-gan
ra-ab-~il(32 .3)

VII.180.ii'.[29'].
Tab-~illi-dDagan: 'The protection of Dagan
is sweet'.
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...
Ta-ab-wa-sa-ab-su
(32.3)

VIII.55.[7'J; IX.24.iii.[21]; XIII.l.v.21 .
+ab-wasabsu:

"Sweet-Is-His-Presence"

(CAD A2: 397a).
wasabsu:

G, inf. of asabu plus

suffix (3, masc., sing. ) .
Ta-ab-zi-ki-ir-su

(32.3)

IX.24.ii.42; 27.iii.18.
Tab-zikirsu:

'His command is sweet'.
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vr.15.1; 59.4; vrr.96.c1'J; 185.i.12 1 (2);

U-bar-rum
(2) U-ba-rum

IX.253.iv.15.

(37.3)

Ubarrum:

d;,:

..,..

U-bar- .::3amas

'Stranger' .

xv1rr;58.15; 59.16 (2); 60.12 (these three

(2) U-bar-rum

texts are duplicates).

(37.3)

Ubar- Samas:

Um-mi-<¾I[a-na-at?J (F)
( 29 .1. a)
Um-mi-ha-tum (F)
(42)

dv

,..

(40.7)
Um-mi-iq-ra (F)
(40.6)

V

A. 3151. iv. [7lJ.

Ummi-dHanat:

1 Hanat

is my mother'.

IX.291.iii.32 1 •
Ummi-ha(t)tum:

Um-mi-1-ll (F)

X

'Stranger of 0amas'.

'The scepter is my mother'.

XIII .1. viii. 64.
Ummi-ili:

'My mother is my god 1 •

. IX.291.iv.35'; XIII.l.vii.7; xi.48.
Ummi-iqra:
iqra:

'My mother is dear to me'.
G, pret., 3, fem., sing. from

aqaru plus dative pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).
d ..,..

Um-mi- Is-ha-ra (F)
(29.1. a)
· um-mi-mar-~a-at (F)
(41.5)
Um-mi-Na-ru (F)
( 29 .1. a)
Um-mi-sf-im-ti (F)
(41. 3)

XIII.1. v. 74.
d ...

Ummi- Ishara:

'Ishara is my mother'.

XI II . 1. iii. 5 .
Ummi-marsat:
C. vii.10 1

'My mother is difficult'.

•

Ummi-Naru:

'Naru is my mother'.

XIII.l. iv. 69.
Ummi-simti:

'My mother is my ornament'.

Um-mi-dSamsi(si) (F)
(41.3)
Um-mi-ta-ba (F)
( 41. 4)

IX.291.iii.44'; A.3151.vii.38.
- d-UmmiSamsi:

'My mother is my sun'.

IX.24.iii.17; 27.iv .[32J; 291 .i. 31;
XIII.l.v.2; viii.39; xiii.24; xiv.[27];
A. 3151.ii.[28]; vi.29, 34.
Ummi-taba:
~:

'My mother is pleasing'.
A stative form of tabu with

the archaic predicate ending -a.

Um-mi-ya (F)
(13.2.a)

X.170.10; XIII.l.xiv.[18J.
Ummiya:

Hypocoristicon consisting

of ummu plus -~.
Um-mu-um-ka-a-p1 (F)
(2) Um-mu-ka-a-p1

VIII.87.5; XIII.l.vii.56; A.3151.v.16 (2).
Ummu(m)-kapi:

'The mother is my r ock '.

(41. 3)
Um-mu-uq-qu-ra (F)

(4o.6)

IX. 291. i. 33.
Ummu-uqqura:
uqqura:

'The mother is dear'.
D,stative with the feminizing

and/or archaic predicate ending -a.

,,.

d

U-qa- Addu
(25.2)

A.3562.iv.56.
Uqa-dAddu:
uqa:

U-qa-El
(25 . 2)

'I wait for Addu'.
Pres., 1, c., sing. from qu''u.

VII .180 .iii'. 6 '; IX.291.iii.27'.
Uqa-El:

'I wait for El ' .
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U-qa-ki-El
(21 . 2)

A.3562.ix.69.
Uqa(k)ki-El:
uqakki:

'El is waiting for you'.
Pres., 3, masc., sing. from

qu' 'u plus the dative suffix ( 2, fem. , sing. ) .
U-q'.L-E[l]

(26)

A.3562.ii.C44J.
Uqi-El:
uqi:

'I waited (for) El'.
Pret., 1, c., sing. from qu''u .

.,.

U-sa-ta-an
(13.2.a)

VII.180.v'.24'; VIII.11.15; 68.5 (son of
Mu-us-tu-ka-[miJ), 10; XIII.l.xiv.42;
AB.i.61; A.3562.xiii.23.
Usatan:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

usatu (help) plus -an (Birot 1955: 30, and n. 11) .
.,.

U-i;mr-a-wa-su
(21 .2)
u-~ur-pi-sarrim

I.61.21; VIII.1.32.
U~ur-awa(s)su:

'Observe his word'.

I.5.24; 61.15; VI.49.12; XIII.1.6, 13;

(2) u-~ur-pi-i-sarrim

C.vii.34'; A.3562.x.1 (2); (Gadd 1940: 42a).

(42)

Usur-pi-sarrim:

Us-tas-ni-El

' Observe the command of the king'.

VII.180.ii'.31'; iii'.16'; VIII.50.3, 6; IX.253.ii.

(2) Us-ta-as-ni-El

15 (2); XIII.l.v.63; A.3562.vii.13; xiii.48; AB.v.12.

(11.10)

Ustasni-El:
ustasni:
from sanu.

'El has doubled'.
St, pret., 3, masc., sing.,

L
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Wa-qar-li-ib-lu-u~ (F)
(41.1)

IX.24 . iii.Cl3J; 27 . iv.(25 ).
Waqar-liblu~ :

'The dear one, may he r emai n

well ' .
waqar :
[WaJrad-dAddu
(37.3)
Warad-dAmurrim
(37.3)
Warad-1-ll.-su
(37.3)

II. 109. [33J.
Warad-dAddu:

Stat. absol. of waqru.

'Servant of Addu' .

A. 3562. xii. 28.
War ad-dAmurrim:

'Servant of Amurrum' .

II.71.[3J; 134.4 ; III.47.8; V.28.12; VII.89.2;
177 . r . 5 ' ; 180 . v '. [36 ' ] ; 190 .[ 24] ; 216 . 9 ; 218 . 12 ;
219.[12]; 225.12; 226.10, C35J, 55; VIII.87.2,
ClOJ; rx.24.ii.Cl9J; iv.41; 27.ii.38; x.126.
16, 17, [23]; XII.747.24; XIII.25.5;
S. 215. no.312 (cited by Rouault 1977: 229,
notes 32 and 36, and 266).
Warad-ilisu:

d ...

Warad- Istar?
(37.3)
Warad-Ku-bi
(37.3)

'Servant of his god'.

VII.292.seal 1 (son of!-~-[ J).
d ...

Warad- Istar:

'Servant of Istar'.

rx.24.i.26; 21.i.26; 256.28; xrv.61.4'.
Warad-Kubi:

'Servant of Kubi 1 •

Warad-dSebett i (I MIN.BI ) XII. 407 . 4 .
(37.3)

Warad-dSebett i:

' Ser vant of Sebett u '.
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d ...

Warad- Sin

V.59.3; 60.3; VII.180.ii'.24'; 223.12 1 ;

(2) Warad-Sin(XXX)
(37.3)

VIII.36.5' (father of Sin-~-ri-ba); 55.6
....
.... ) ; IX.252 . 5;
(2; father of Ya-su-ub-~-sar
XIII.l:viii.24; (Gadd 1940 : 42b).
Warad-dSin:

d-

....

Warad- Sa.mas
(37.3)

'Servant of Sin'.

VII.207 . 7 '; VIII . 44 . 7 ' ; IX.19.10; 24.ii . 8;
27.ii.13, 26; 256 .4; 283.iv.6'; XIII .l.ii.78;
XIV. 61. c4' J.
d....

....

Warad- Sa.mas:
Wardu(du?)-su-nu

(37.3)

'Servant of Sa.mas'.

VII.180. iv' . 32' .
Wardusunu:
wardusunu:

'Their servant'.
wardu plus suffix (3, masc.,

pl.), however one normally expects warassunu.
~a-ak-ru-ub-El-til-la-ti
(29.1.c)

VII.107.2'.

dYakrub-El-tillati:

'Yakrub-El is my rescue troop'.

Za-bi-la-tum (F)
(38.4)

A.3151.iii.50.
Hypocoristicon consisting of

Zabilatum:

zabilu (porter) plus -atum.
Za-bi-lim
(38.4)
Za-ka-tum (F)
(35.8)

VI.57.[9] (gen.); 58.20 (gen.).
'Porter'.

Za.bilum:
A. 3151. iv.63.
Zakatum:

Hypocoristicon consisting of

zaku (clean, clear) plus -atum.
Za-ku-u.
(2) Za-ku-um

V.35.31; VII.219.[36] (2).
Zakum:

'Clean'.

(35.8)
Za-ku-tum (F)
(35.8)
Za-ri-qum
(2) Za-ri-q[u.-umJ

XIII.l.viii.14, 28.
Zakutum:

'Clean'.

VIII.61.r.2'; A.3562.vii.[80J (2).
Za(r)riqum:

'Speckled eyed one'.

(38.1)
Zi-ki-ir-Ist[arJ
(36)
.
- d-S a.mas. k'i-ir-piZi(36)

VII. 269. [7' J •
Zikir-Istar:

'Command of Istar'.

XVIII.67.15; 68.Cl5J; S.135. no.172 (cited by
Rouault 1977: 113, n.2).
- d;(

...

....

~

Zikir-pi- ~a.mas: 'Command of the mouth of Samas'.
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Zi-iq-nu (F)

XIII.l.v.36; A.3151.iv.4 3 (2 ) .

(2) Zi-iq-nu-um

Ziqnu:

(38.1)

facial feature for a woman.

Zi-ti-Istar

(29.1. C)

'Beard', hair being an unusal

VII .180. ii' . 33' .
Zi (t)ti-Istar:

'Istar is my portion'.
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CHAPTER III
GLOSSARY
In the Listing and Analysis Chapters of this dissertation
translations of the personal names have been given.

These

translations are based upon an understanding of the elements which
make up the names.

In order to justify these translations, the

Akkadian names have been broken down into their basic components
and these are arranged in alphabetic order in the following Glossary.
All of the names containing an element have been listed under the
appropriate entries.

The names are cited in both transliterated

and normalized forms.

If all, or at least one, of the bearers of

a name are female, this has been noted.

This listing provides the

data upon which the interpretation of the element is based.
A short interpretative paragraph follows the citations of
the names.

If an element occurs in Old Babylonian with a meaning

that is appropriate for the names being studied, then one has
a fair degree of confidence in interpreting the names.

For

many of the elements, their meaning is well-known and their usage
in personal names is well-attested.
In some cases the meaning of an element is not certain.
This is especially true if it is not well-attested in Old Babylonian.
Many times, the element does not occur frequently in personal
names.

If extant, Akkadian names from the Old Babylonian and
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earlier periods are cited as illustrative of the usage of an element.
In this regard, the standard lexicons (CAD and AHw), grammar (GAG)
and treatises on Akk.adian onomastics were consulted.

2

Because of the

large number of Akkadian names known from Old Babylonian and earlier
times, the citation of illustrative names is selective.
In some cases the interpretation of a name depends not only
upon the meaning of an element but also upon its place within a
certain class of names.

Such a classification of names has been

made in the Analysis Chapter.

Following each name cited in the

Glossary a number appears in parenthesis.

This number refers to the

paragraph of the Analysis Chapter in which the name has been
classified.

Similar names can be located there.

For example,

if Dabium (bear) is being examined, it is of interest to know if
other animal names are used as personal names.

By referring to

paragraph 35.5, other names of this class can be located.
All of the divine names which appear in the Akkadian personal
names have been entered in the Glossary.

However, descriptive

comments have been kept to a minimum and the reader is referred
to Nakata's comprehensive treatment of the deities (1974).

The

Glossary also contains a complete listing of all the Sumerian
and Amorite elements which appear in the Akkadian personal names.
1 In dealing with the early attestations of an element Gelb's
Glossary of Old Akk.adian (MAD 3; 1957) and Old Akkadian Writing and
Grammar (MAD 2; 1961b) were especially helpful.
2Ranke (1905), Tallqvist (1905 and 1914), Clay (1912),
Halma (1914), Chiera (1916), Breitschaft (1918), Noth (1927 and
1928), Stephens (1928), Oppenheim (1936), Ebeling (1939), Sta.mm
(1939), Gelb, Purves, and MacRae (1943), Jean (1950a), Grondahl
(1967), and Saporetti (1970).
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-a
-aNamra-Sar'ur

1

Na-am (=PI )- r a-Sa-ru-ur (23.2) .

sera-¾arnma

2

Se-ra-¾a-ma (F ; 30.4).

X

-a
d
Admu-rub-

d

Ad-mu-ru-ba (F; 30. 5).

Annu-damq-

3
4

An-nu-drun-qa (F; 30. 5).

El-mut-

5

El-mu-ta ( 40. 8 ).

El-umm-

6

El-um-ma (40. 8 ).

Ilum-salmd ...
Ishara-damq-

1
8

I-lu-um-sa-al-ma ( 30. 5).
d ...
Is-ha-ra-dam-qa (F; 30.5).

Istar-damq-

...
...

Istar-dam-qa (F ; 30. 5).

Istar-sarr-

9
10

¾arnma-sarr-

11

Mer-kin-

12

¾a-m[a]-sar-ra (F ; 30.4).
Me-e[ r?-k ] 1. ?-na ( F ; 30 .5).

~anni-sarr-

13

~a-an-ni-sar-ra (F; 30. 4).

sa1mu-ta.b-

14

Sa-al-mu-ta-ba (F ; 41.5).

Sarrum-waqr-

15

Sarrum-wa-aq-ra (F; 42).

Sina-damq-

16

Si-na-dam-qa, Si-ni -drun-qa ( F; 40. 6).

Ummi-"t;a.b-

17

Um-mi-ta-ba (F ; 41. 4).

Ummu-uqqur-

18

Um-mu-uq-qu-ra (F ; 40. 6 ).

Istar-sar-ra (F; 30. 4).

Formerly it was thought that -a was in some way connected with
the status determinatus or emphatic of Aramaic (Jean 1950a: 71, n.33,
74; Birot 1953a: 129, n . 10; 1953b: 163-64; 1956: 60 , n.l; and 1958b: 24).
However, Gelb's interpretation (MAD 2: 146-53), that-!:!:_ is added to
the predicate, which can be a noun, adj ective or stative, is to be
preferred.

Although he deals, in the main, withOAkk. PNs, he notes that

this element also occurs in Amorite PNs.

As the examples above show ,

it can occur in PNs that have either a masc. or

fem . sub j ect.

Although

Stamm (1939: 300, n.2) had already noted this phenomenon he apparently
was not aware of its widespread occurrence in PNs. The usage of-!:!:_ as
marking the predicate

seems to be limited to PNs during the OB period.

This element may als o appe ar i n the two ' DN- muda ' patt er n PNs found at
Mari ( see mudu below) .
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-a
-a

Aromin-

1

A-mi-na ( F; 13.2.a).

Awil-

2

A-wi-la (F; 13.2.a).

Bali;;-

3

Ba-al-t,a-a (F; 13.2.a).

Gaser-

4

Ga- se- ra, Ka-se - rum (F; 35. 1).

Hunab-

5

Hu-na- ba ( F; 35. 2).

Kundul-

6

Ku- un- du-la (F; 35. 7) .

Lamass-

7

La- ma-sa ( F; 13.2.a).

Lasim-

8

La- si-ma (38 . 4).

Mahir-

9

Ma- hi- ra (F; 33 .1).

Mupahhir-

10

Mu- pa- hi-ra ( F; 40 .10) .

Nakar-

11

Na-ka- ra ( F; 35.4) .

Nur-

12

Nu-ra ( F; 13. 2. a).

Salih-

13

Sa- li-ha (f; 38. 4) .

This feminine hypocoristic ending occurs in both Akk. as well as
Amorite PNs (Birot 1965a: 60, n.l; 1958b: 23- 24; and Huffmon 1965:
133-34).

As the above listing demonstrates, this ending was not as

rare in the OB period as Stamm had indicated (1939: 113).
ultimate origin of the ending is difficult to determine.

The
Huffmon

(1965: 134) follows Birot's suggestion (1956a: 60, n.l ) that it is
a clipped form from -atum while Sta.mm (1939: 113 ) suggests that it is
derived from - aya.

Roberts' observation (1972: 11, n.13) that

" ... the ending is restricted to words with less than three
strong consonants . .. " does not seem correct in view of nos.
3- 11 and 13 listed above .

From the thirteen Akk. and fourteen

Amorite (Huffmon 1965: 134) names, it is evident that this was a
popular 'feminizing' hypocoristic suffix.

In this regard note

especially Awila (F) and compare Saliha ( f; in one instance the sex
of the bearer is not indicated) with Salihum (M ) from Mari.
Lasima and possibly Saliha are the only exceptions to the
rule that the bearers of these PNs were females.

J,
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(3-

3
Abba (DN)
Abba
d

1

Ab-ba (13.2.b).

-ilum

2

dAb-ba-ilum(AN) (F; 30.4).

-ili

3

Ab-ba-1-l!, dAb-ba-1-l! (F; 29.1.b).

Iddin-

4

I-din-Ab-ba (17.1).

Kibir-

5 Ki-bi-ir-dAb-ba (39.2).

Abba-

_dAbba

Nakata (1974: 11-14) is not certain regarding the gender of this
deity nor of its ultimate origin. The DN occurs in eight PNs; the above
five, one Amorite and two PNs of unknown origin.
abu
abum-anih

1

CA?J-bu-um-a-ni-ih (21.1).

-e-kin

2

A-bu-um-e-ki-in, A-bu-me-ki-[iJn (21.2).

-El

3

A-bu-um-El (40.7).

-waqar

4

A-bu-um-wa-qar, A-bu-wa-qar (40.6).

abi-

The nom.-acc. form of abu with the possessive
pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).
-ya

5 A-bi-ya (13.2.a).

-yatum

6

A-bi-ya-tim (gen.) (13.2.a).

-basti

7

A-bi-b[aJ-as-ti (F; 41.3).

-duri

8 A-bi-du-ri (F; 41.3).

-ili

9

A-bi-1-l! (F; 40.7).

-ilisu

10

A-bi-1-l!-su (40.7).

-kapi

11

A-bi-ka-p! (F; 41.3).

-<\a.massi

12

A-bi-<\amassi (F; 41. 3 ).
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r\. C-

abu (continued)
abi- (continued)
-libura

13

A-bi-li-bu-ra (F; 41.1).

-litir

14

A-bi-li-tir 5 (F; 41.1).

-ma-ili

15

A-bi-ma-t-lf (F; 40.7).

-qurad

16

A-bi-qu?-ra?-[ad?] (40.6).

-sadi
... -- d Samsi

17

A-bi-sadu(KUR)-i (41.3).

18

A-bi-dSamsi(si) (F; 41.3).

-tuk.ulti

19

A-bi-tu-kul-ti (F; 41.3).

¾unened Lagamal-

20

d

21

~a-ga-ma-al-a-bu-um (30.4).

-abu

-abi

Bunene(HAR.RA)-a-bu (30.4).

The nom.-acc. form of abu with the possessive
pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).
Ali-

22

A-li-a-bi (F; 40.2).

Belima-

23

Be-lf-ma-a-bi (F; 41.3).

¾unene-

24

¾u-ne-ne-a-bi (29 .1.a).

¾:nlil-

25

¾:n-1!1-a-bi (29.1 .a ).

Erra-

26

Er-ra-a-bi (29.1.a).

Ilima-

27

I-lf-ma-a-bi (40.8) .

Ilumma-

28

Ilum(AN)-ma-a-bi (29 . 1.a).

Mannum-kima-

29

Ma-an-nu-um-ki-ma-a-bi (40 . 9) .

d~

~

30

dSamas-a-bi (29.1 .a ).

Subul-

31

Su-bu-ul-a-bi (40 .4 ).

~ispak?-

32

~ispak?-a-bi (29.1 .a ).

Samas-

-abusu

The nom. form of abu with the possessive
pronominal suffix (3, masc., sing.; GAG: par.65h).

IlsudS ...in-

33

11-su-a-bu-su (29 . 1.a) .

34

d Sin-a-bu-su
...
~

( 29.1 .a.
)
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abu (continued)
Stat. const. of abu.

-abi
Aha.ta-

35

A-ha-ta-a-bi (F; 40.10).

"Father (natural or adoptive)" (CAD Al: 67a).

The element can be used

to refer to a literal father (68a-69b), to refer to a god in relation
to man (69b), as a title for deities (Tallqvist 1938: 1-2 and CAD Al:
71b) or as a form of address or honorific title (CAD Al: 71).

Since

the element is Common Semitic, the Akk.. PNs were isolated by observing
the nature of the second element.
Abu is used with reference to deities in nos. 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 28,
30, 32, 33 and 34.

It has been taken as an honorific title referring

to the master of a slave in nos. 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19 and
23.

Certainly this is the case with no. 23.

This is also very pro-

bably the case with nos. 13 and 14, as the precative verbal form does
not appear in the Mari PNs in conjunction with DNs (see the Glossary
below).

However, it must be admitted that abi could be serving in

these PNs as a theophoric element, or referring to a literal father
or any superior, even the ruler.
Among the above names, a literal father is apparently the referent in
nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16, 22, 27, 29, 31 and 35.

However, it

is also possible that a deity is being indicated in nos. 3, 9, 10, 15
and 27.

Being so far removed in time, there does not seem to be an

assured way of resolving ambiguous cases regarding the referent (see
also the various paragraphs of the Analysis Chapter).
In the Akk. PNs this is the second most common non-DN nominal
element, appearing in 3.5% of the Akk.. PNs collected.
is more frequent.

Only belu

Abu is also widely used in the Amorite PNs

collected by Huffmon (1965: 154), appearing in 28 of the 879 PNs
(=3.2%).

Thus its frequency of appearance in the PNs of both

languages is roughly equivalent.
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adammu
ada.mmu

1

A-da-mu (F; 35.7 ) .

The dictionaries translate this word as 'red', with the reference
generally being to a garment (C.A.D Al: 95b; ARw: 10a ; and MAD 3: 19).
Since the element does not refer to the color of one's skin or hair, but
rather to the color of a garment, possibly the PN was given to someone
who frequently wore such a garment.

adarum
adarum

1

A-da-ru-um (F; 35.6).

'Some type of citrus tree', the adarum-tree (CAD Al:102b; ARw: lla).
Although in both cases no PNs are cited we do find people named after
the names of plants (see Analysis Chapter 35.6).
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t

Addu (DN)
d
Addu-andulli

1

d Addu-an-dul,
li.,, ( 29.1.c ) •

-bani

2

dAddu-ba-ni (30.1).

-basti

3
4

d

-beli
-diiri
- gamil
-gugal
- ilisu
-la-tamassi

5
6
7
8

....
Addu- ba- asti ( F; 29 . 1.b).

A-du-be-11 (29 . 1.a) .
dAddu- du- ri (F; 29.1.c).
dAddu- ga-mil (30.3).
dAddu-gu-gal (30 . 5).
[dAd]du?-!-11- su (29.1.b) .
d
.... ....
Addu-la- ta- ma- as-si (27.2).

- muballit

9
10

- nasir

11

dAddu-mu- ba- al-l[i-it], dAddu- mu-ba-11-(i]t (30 . 2) .
dAddu- na-sir (30 . 2) ..
.

-niiri
....
- sarrum

12

[dAd]du? - ~u- [r]i? (F; 29 . 1 . c) .

13

dAddu- sarrum(LUGAL), d[Add]u? - s[a]r?-rum? (30.4) .

_dAdduSamsi- dAddu- tukulti
14

Sa-am- si-dAddu- tu-kul- ti (42).

Amat-

15

d
Amat- Addu (F; 37. 3).

Arsi-

16

Ar-si- A-da ( 16 . 2).

Astammar

As-ta- mar- dAddu (27.1).

Awil-

17
18

Beli-

19

Be- 11-dAddu (29 . 1.a).

Ibbi-

20

Ib- bi- dAddu, I - bi-dAddu (17. 5) .

Ibni-

21

Ib- ni - dAddu (17 . 2).

Iddi n-

22

Ile-

23

I-din- dAddu, I - ti- in-dAddu (17.1).
d
I - le- e- Addu (26 ) .

Inbi-

24

In! - bi-dAddu (37 . 1 ) .

d
- Addu

Awil-dAddu (37.3).
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S'Addu (DN) (continued)
_dAddu (continued)
Ipiq-

25

I-p1-iq-dAddu (39.2).

Isim-

26

I-si-im-dAddu (17.8).

Isme-

27

Is-me-dAddu (24 .6) .

Mar-

28

Mar-dAddu (37.2).

Migir-

29

Mi-gi-ir-dAddu, Mi-g[ir]-[ ] (36).

Mut-

30

Mu-ut-[d]Addu (37 .3 ).

Nawar-

31

Na-wa-ar-dAddu (39.2).

Pi-

32

Pi-dAd[du] (17.11).

Qu' 'u-

33

Qu-u-dAddu (27.2).

Rim-

34

Ri-im-dAddu, Ri-mu-dAddu (37.1).

Silli-

35
36

911-11-dAddu (32.3).
dvSamsi
v
("')
v
si - dAddu, Sa

Sarrum-

37

Sarrum-dAddu (30.4).

Uqa-

38

U-qa- Addu (25.2).

Warad-

39

[Wa]rad-dAddu (37.3).

dxoamsi....

.,

v, d
10 -am-si- Addu ( 29 .1. C).

d

This WSem. weather deity appears in over 130 PNs from the Mari
corpus (ARMT XVI/1: 49-51 and 258).

Addu appears primarily in

masc. PNs for only 3 , 5, 12, 15 and the Amorite dIM-niri are
feminine.

It is spelled with the logogram in all of the Akk. PNs

except nos. 4 and 16 .

The syllabic spelling occurs a bit more

frequently in Amorite PNs, although the logographic spelling
predominates there as well (Huffman 1965: 157-58 and Nakata
1974: 15).
Among the Akk. PNs only the DNs Samas and Sin occur more frequently.

Addu is used even more commonly in Amorite PNs

(Huffman 1965: 156-58, Nakata 1974: 14-42 and ARMT XVI /1
above).

For treatments of the DN as well as variants see

Huffman (1965) and Nakata (1974).

adi
This is a contraction of adi,which sometimes

admat-

is abbreviated to ad,and mati.

This occurs

in OB, in PNs as well as in poetry (GAG: par. 119a).
-ili

1

Ad-ma-at-1-11 (21.1).

Adi, 'Until' (CAD Al: 112a; AHw: 12-13; MAD 3: 16; etc.).

The

unabbreviated form of the PN is also attested, Adi-mati-ili (YOS 14: 46b and
Ranke

1905: 62a) and from Cassite times !_-di-~-ti-ilu (Clay 1912: 496).

Admu (DN)
dAdmu-balati

1

-ruba

2

d
Ad-mu-ba-la-[~J! (F; 29.1.c).
d

Ad-mu-ru-ba (F; 30.5).

_dAdmu
Iddin-

3

I-din-dAd-mu (17.1).

Qisti-

4 Qi-is-ti-Ad-mu (36).

Taris-

5

Ta-ri-is-Ad-mu (F ; 23.2).

Apparently Admu was a goddess (Edzard 1967: 65) but its origin
and meaning are uncertain (see Nakata 1974: 43-46).

The divine name

was one of the more popular DNs used in feminine PNs since eleven of
the thirteen PNs containing
(ARMT XVI/1: 51 and 258) .

the element were borne by females

The DN occurs already in Su-Ad-~ from

Sargonic times (Roberts 1972: 14).
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agalum
agalum

1

'A4-ga-lim (gen.) (35,5).

CAD (Al: 141a) translates the word as "(an equid)" while AHw (15a)
further defines it as 'a riding ass'.

Gelb (MAD 3: 21) notes several

PNs from the Sargonic and Ur III periods, A-~-la and 'A-~-lum.

aha.tu
aha.tu

1

A-ha-tum (F; 34).

-ya

2

A-ha-ti-ya (F; 34).

-abi

3

A-ha-ta-a-bi (F; 40.10).

-i

4

A-ha-ti (F; 34).

-iqra

5

A-ha-ti-iq-ra, A-ha-at-iq-ra (F; 40.6) .

-ni

ahat/u/i/a-

-sunu

6

A-ha-ta-ni (F; 34).

7

A-ha-su-nu, A-ha-su-nu, A-ha-as-su-nu (F; 34).

-ii.ta

8 A-ha-ta-am-u-ta (F; 16.1).

-aha.ti
Ali-

9

A-li-a-ha-ti, A-11-a-ha-ti, A-11-a-ha-{ta}-ti
(F; 40. 2).

Sima-

10

"Sister" (CAD Al: 171a) .

Si-ma-a-ha-ti (F; 40 . 10).
The PNs containing this element were all borne

by females and indicate that at least one older sibling was in the
family .

In comparison, ahu, with 19 occurrences, is used twice as

frequently in PNs.

It is interesting to note that this element is

attested in only one of the Amorite PNs from Mari, Ahata-nahmi (F)
(for the Amorite element NijM see Huffmon 1965: 237-38).
Diachronically, the usage of this element in PNs seems to increase
during the OB period, for Gelb lists only two OAkk. PNs (MAD 3: 23),
A-ha-ti and A-ha-tum, and Stephens (1928: 76, 100) only one "Cappadocian" PN, A-ha-tum.
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G-

ahu

Ii

1

ahu.m.

A-hu-um (nom.), A-hi-im (gen.), A-ha-am (acc .)
(34) .

ahu(m)-damiq

2

A-hu-um-da-m!-iq (40.6).

-El

3

A-hu-El (40.7).

-kinu

...
-sina

4

A-hu-ki-nu (40.6).

5

A-hu-si-na (34).

-waqar

6

A-hu-wa-qar (40.6).

-ya

7

A-hi-ya ( 34) .

-ili
- dS~
in

8

A-hi-!-11 (F; 40.7).

9

A-hi-dS[in] (29.1.a).

10

A-hi-sa-gi-is (40.6) .

-arsi

11

A-ha-am-ar-si (16.1).

-nu.ta

12

A-ha-am-nu-ta (16.1).

-dari

13

A-hu-um-ma-da-ri (40.6).

-El

14

A-hu-um-ma-El, Ahum(SES )-ma?-El (40.7).

ahi-

... ...
-sagis

aham-

...

ahumma-

Nominative and vocative.

-ahum
Anna-

15

An-na-a-hu-um (16.1).

Arsi-

16

Ar-si-a-hu-um (16 .1 ).
Nom .-acc. form of ahu with the possessive

-ahi

pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).
Ali-

17

A-li-a-hi, A-lf-a-hi (F; 40.2) .

Anum-

18

A-nu-um-a-hi (29.1.a).
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ahu (continued)
-ahamds•
"
in-ah am-i"dinnam

19
'Brother'.

dSin-a-ha-am-i-din-nam (17.1).

Stamm (1939: 128-29) is probably correct in observing that

the bearers of the PNs in which ahu occurs are probably the first male
offspring in the family.

Names such as 8, 11 and 16 indicate that the

newborn male had one older sister while nos. 5 and 12 suggest two or
more older sisters.

PNs such as 6, 8, 13, 15 and 19 emphasize the

importance of the arrival of a male.
No. 17 is taken to be a reference to a recently deceased family member
on the basis of the parallel names Ali-abi (F), -ummi (F) and -ahati (F)
(see Analysis Chapter par. 40.2).

However, it can not be excluded that

no. 17 could be an expression reflecting disappointment at the birth of
another daughter, and the PN was 'placed in her mouth'.

No. 18 is a

rather rare type of PN, but compare the frequent 'DN-ummi/abi' patterns
in par. 29.1.a in the Analysis Chapter.
Ahu is the fourth most frequent nominal element which appears in Akk.
PNs, being surpassed only by belum, abu and ummu.

For 18 Amorite PNs

using this element see Huffman 1965: 160-61, although since some of
his examples could be Akk., they have been entered here (nos. 1, 7 and
14 above).

Akka (DN )
1

Ak- ka (13.2.b).

-bani

2

Ak-ka- ba- ni (30.1).

Iddin-

3

I-din- Ak-ka (17.1).

Nanna-

4

Na-na-Ak-ka ( F; 30.6).

5

S11-ll-Ak- ka ( 32. 3).

Akka
Akka-

-Akka

The meaning of this DN is not clear .

Nakata (1974: 47) was not able to

confirm Huffman's suggestion that Akka might be related to Agga
" ..• the legendary king of Kish and opponent of Gilgamesh" (Huffman
1965: 162).

However, given Akka's usage in the above PNs it is

apparently either a DN or a theophorous element (Huffman 1965: 162
and Nakata 1974: 47) .

The DN also appears in three non-Akk. PNs

including the Amorite name Ya-tar-Ak- ka (ARMT: XVI / 1: 258).
does not appear outside of PNs in the Mari corpus of texts.

Akka
Further-

more it occurs only in masc. PNs, except for the badly broken name
in ARM X. 140.[l] which was apparently borne by a female.

Akkadu
Fem. adj.

Akkaditum
1

A-ka- di-t[um?] (F; 38.4) .

'Akkadian' (CAD Al: 272a-73a and AHw: 29).

Probably the ethnic background

of the bearer is indicated, although it cannot be excluded that the
bearer was associated with the city of Agade ( see ARMT XVI/1: 3
for references to the city in the Mari corpus ) .
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ala.du
G, fem., part . , sing.

Alittum
1

G, pret., 3, fem., sing.

tiilid-~a.mma

"

A-li-tum, A-li-tim (gen. ) (F; 35.4).

2

Tu-li-id-~a-ma (F; 17.3).

to give birth, to bear ..• " (CAD Al: 28Tb).

ala.du in PNs see CAD Al: 292a.

For the use of

The PN Tu-li-id-¾TU-si, "She-Bore-

My-Sun" (292a and Stamm 1939: 127) is not parallel to 2 cited above
in that in 2 the subject of the verb is the goddess and not the mother.

ali
ali-abi

1

A-li-a-bi (F; 40.2).

-ahati

2

A-li-a-ha-ti, A-11-a-ha-ti, A-ll-a-ha-(ta}-ti (F; 40. 2) .

-ahi

3

A-li-a-hi, A-lf-a-hi (F; 40.2).

-ummi

4

A-li-um-mi (F; 40.2).

"Where?" (CAD Al:338b).
in PNs.

In general, this element is very common

Gelb (MAD 3: 3-6) cites numerous examples of names from the

Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III periods using this element.
his names are parallels to nos. 1, 3 and 4 above.

Among

After raising

the possibility that in some of his names alum mi ght mean 'city',
he correctly
'where?'.

decides that in most of the names the meaning is

This is the meaning in all of the Mari names.

For

additional names from all periods see CAD Al: 339a and Stamm
1939: 285.

In Amorit e PNs not e t he usage of *~

.

Huf fman

(1965 : 161 ) cit es ni ne i nst ances; compar e fo r example his
~-~-~-~-bu-~ wit h no . 1 above.

- a(m) (1, c., s i ng. dative pronominal
- - suffix)
-a (m):2ribam-dSin

1

E-ri-ba-am-dSin , E- r i-ba-dSin (40 . 4).

Pu~ram-ili

2

Pu-ut-ra-am-t-11 (22.1).

Riba-El

3

' (40.3).
Ri-ib-a-El

Tiira-¾agan

4

Tu-ra-¾a-gan (22.1).

Abi-libur-

5
6

A-bi-li-bu-ra (F; 41.1).

-a(m)
Ahati-iqirBala-t:am-qisiBeli-idinBeli-libur-

7
8

A-ha-ti-iq-ra, A-ha-at-iq-ra ( F ; 40.6).
Ba-la--t;.a.-am-q1-si-im ( F; ·22. 4) .
Be-1[1-i-dJin-nam (41.5).
Be-11-li-bu-ra (F; 41 . 1 ) .

Ea-idin-

9
10

E-a-i-din-nam (17.1).

¾:ziul-iibil-

11

¾:zi-111-ub-lam (17.4).

Ili-atpal-

12

I-11-at-pa-lam (22.1).

Ili-erib-

13

I-11-e-ri-ba ( 40.4).

Ili-idin-

14

I-11-i-din-nam (17.1).

15
Ili-turd ....
....
Ishara-tasbi- 16
....
Napser17
dsin-aham-idin- 18
dS1.n-er1.
•
ib 19
ds•
"
20
1.n-1."d in-

I-11-tu-ra (22 . 1).
d ....

....

Is-ha-ra-ta-as-ba-am ( F ; 40.4).

Na-ap-;e-ra (22.1 ) .
dSin-a-ha-am-i-din-nam (17.1).
ds·1.n-e-r1.. b a-am, ds...1.n-e-r1.. b a, Sin
... ( XXX )- e- ri. ba- am ( 40 . 4 ) .
dSin-i-din-nam, dSin-idinnam(MU)-n~,

21

Sin (XXX) -i-din-nam (17 . 1) .
dS... . ., ....
... (
) . ., ....
d ... . ., ....
S1.n-1.-qi-sa,
1.n-1.-qi-sa-am, Sin XXX - i - qi- sa- am (17 . 1 ) .

22

d Si...n-na-ap-se-ra-am
....
( 22 .1.
)

Sin-put;urds•1.n-u
-b·l
1. dS amas-1.
..... d.in-

23
24

Sin(XXX)-pu-u~-ra-am (22 .1 ).
dsin-ub-lam (17.4).

25

dSamas-i-din-nam (17. 1 ) .

Ummi-i qi r-

26

Um- mi- iq- ra (F ; 40 . 6 ) .

d ... . _....
S1.n-1.q1.sd...
....
Sin-naps er-
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-am (continued)
The 1, c. , sing. dative pronominal suffix appears quite frequently in
the Mari names, meaning "to me," " for me" or "me."

This often reflects

the fact that a deity had done something on behalf of either the bearer
or the name giver .

This is evidenced in the fact that it is affixed to

the preterite in fifteen cases.

In nine instances the deity is requested

to do something and it is affixed to the imperative verbal form .

Only

two precative plus 1, c., sing. dative pronominal suffix names are attested.
The normal word order in names is 'subject - verbal form plus suffix',
but four names have the verbal form in the initial position .

Three of

the four instances contain the imperative verbal form (nos . 3, 4 and 5).
However, it should be noted that the imperative appears in the second
pos ition as well (nos . 7, 12, 15 , 22 and 23).

4 and 15 as well as 2 and 23 .

Compare especially nos.

This fluid situation regarding the posi-

tion of the imperative was also noted by Stamm (1939: 110).
Formally, the 1, c. , sing. dative pronominal suffix is identical to the
ventive ending, but in all of the above names , the former meaning predominates.

For the pronominal suffix see GAG: par . 42 and compare GAG:

par. 82 for the ventive ending.

See also the Glossary below for the

single instances of -niasim and - akki- in the Mari names .

a.maru

amur-

G, pret., 1, c ., sing.
d ........

- Assur

1

nimmard ...
- Sin

d

....

A-mur- A-sur (23.1).
G, pres., 1, c ., pl.

2

[Ni] -mar-dSin, Ni-me- er- dSin (25.2) .
G, voluntative, 1 , c., s ing .

-lumur
Nawarsa-

3

Na-wa-ar-sa-lu-mu- ur (22.1) .

Nawarsi-

4

Na-wa-ar-si-lu-mu-ur (F ; 22 . 1) .

Rabussu-

5

Ra-bu-su-l[u-m]ur (22 . 1).

"To see, behold, look at . . . " (CAD A2: 5a) .

It is possible to interpret

PN no. 1 as an imp. with MacRae (1943 : 298b) and Gelb (MAD 2: 181).

However,

in view of a name such as .:6_-mur-_i-lu-su (Ranke 1905 : 66a and YOS 14: 48b),
'I saw his divinity', the preterite interpretation is to be preferred
(Stamm 1939 : 110 and 183 and Roberts 1972 : 100 , n . 278) .

The OB Ata.mar-dSin

(Ranke 1905 : 68a), in the perfect, also argues against the 'imp .' interpretation.

ammaru
ammaru

1

"Overseer" (CAD A2: 70a) .

Am- ma-ru (38 . 4) .
The difficulty with this interpretation is

that the word is attested only in SB and NB .

However , I have followed

van Soden (AHw: 44a) who has noted the Nuzi PN Am-ma-~/ ri, which is an
abbreviated PN for Ammar-sa-ili, ' Overseer of the god ', and who has also
noted the OA PN Assur-a-ma-ru-um.

Certainty on this poi nt is not possible

and CAD (A2 : 9a) may be correct in considering this element a G, present,
1 , c., sing . from a.maru, abbreviated from a longer name such as Am- mar- saAdad , " I - Will- See- (the- Works- )of- Adad. "
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ammini
ammin-a

1

A-mi-na (F; 13.2.a).

2

A-mi-ni-An-nu (21.1).

ammini-

-Annu
'Why?' (AHw: 44).

Compare Tallqvist (1914: 22a) Am-me-ni-ilu.

amtu (GEME)
amtum

1

Am-tum (F; 41.5).
Stat. const.

amat-

d

_dAddu

2

Amat- Addu (F; 37.3).

-Kiibi

3

Amat-Ku-bi (F; 37.3).

4

Amat-dSin (F ; 37.3).

5

Amat-dSamas (F; 37.3).

- ds•
in

d,:

...

- oamas

"Slave girl, servant girl ... 11

(

CAD A2 : 8oa) .

The pattern found in

2-5 is very common (CAD A2: 84b-85a; AHw: 45; Ranke 1905: 182b-83b;
Tallqvist 1914: 268b).

Amurril
amurritum

Fem. adj.
1

"Amorite" (CAD A2: 93b).

A-mu-ri-tum (F; 38.4).
For other instances

of the usage of this element

in masc. as well as fem. PNs see CAD A2 : 94 .

The Land of Amurru was lo cated
to the south of Qatna but to the north of Ra zor, and was apparently divided
int o at least four polit i cal units (Mala.mat 1970a : 165- 66 and Kupper 1957 :
179) .

For addit i onal r ef erenc es s ee Huffman 1965 : 168 and 279- 80 and note

the Amo r ite name La- ~- mu- ri- im (ARM III : 66 . 5 ) .

I:.
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;q'·

Amurrurn (DN )
d

Amurrurn1

dAmurrurn-na- ~ir (30 . 2 ) .

2

dAmurrurn-tillati(ILLAT) (29 . 1.c).

Ibbi-

3

Ib-bi-dAmurrurn (17.5).

Ibni-

4

Ib- ni-dAmurrurn (17 .2).

Iddin-

5

I-din-dAmurrurn (17 .1).

Warad-

6

Warad-dAmurrim ( 37. 3).

-tillati
d

- Amurrurn

This DN is always written ~.TU and occurs only in Akk . PNs .

Since

the DN does not appear in any Amorite PNs, even outside of the Mari
corpus, and since its cult centers were in Babylonia proper it does not
appear that the deity was an Amorite one (Nakata 1974: 53) .

Huffman

also notes that "MAR.TU is not associated with Amorites in the Mari texts
and that it appears only in Akkadian names" (1965 : 280) .

Rather , it

seems that the Babylonians deified a social group, the Semites from the
western regions whose invasion was compared to a storm (Edzard 1960:
97-98, Roberts 1972: 16 and Nakata 1974: 53- 57) .

Thus there is a real

probability that the deity is a Babylonian 'invention', in that they saw
a divine force driving the nomads from the west, and they called it
MAR.TU/Amurru (Nakata 1974: 54).
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-an

-an
Awat-

1

A-wa-ta-an (13.2.a).

Bal"t;-

2

Ba!-al-"t;a.-an ( 13. 2. a) .

Bussur-

3
4

Bu-su-ra-an ( 38 .1).

5
6

I-ga-ra-an ( 13. 2. a) .

HurrusIgarKannik-

Hu-ru-sa-an ( 38 . 1).
Ka-ni-ka-an ( 38. 4) .

...

7
8

Ka-ar-sa-an ( 38 .1) .
tRJi?-ma-an (37.1).

Ruba.-

9
10

Ru-ba?-an (35.1).

?ill-

11

SC1J-i1-la-an
.
, S1-la-an ( 32. 3) .

Usat-

12

U-sa-ta-an (13. 2. a).

KarsQurdRim-

Qil-ur-da-an (35.3).

.

A hypocoristic-diminutive suffix (GAG: par 56r).

Among the Akk.

PNs from Mari this suffix appears much more frequently than -anum
whieh occurs only twice.

However, like the

-anum

suffix it does

appear more frequently in Amorite PNs than in Akk. PNs (Huffman
1965: 136-37 and Buccellati 1966a: 224-25).

It is interesting to

note that among the Akk. Mari names, this suffix appears only on
PNs borne by males.

Compare the usage of-~, -atum, -aya and -tum

endings with feminine PNs.
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ana
ana-belti-tak.la.ku

1

A-na-be-el-ti-ta.k-la-ku (F ; 41.3).

-¾agan

2

A-n[aJ-¾a-gan (13.2 . b).

-¾agan-tak.la.ku

3

A-na-¾a-gan-ta.k-la-ku, A-na-¾a-ganta-ak-la-ku (25.2) .

-Ea-taklaku

4

A-na-E-a-ta.k-la-ku (25.2).

-Il-aba-takla.ku

5 A-na-Il-a-ba 4-ta.k-la-ku (25.2).
-Istar-takla.ku
6 A-na-Istar-ta.k-la-ku (F; 25. 2) .
_ditur-Mer-takla.ku
7

A-na-dI-tur-Me-er-t[a?-ak?-la?-ku?J (25.2).

-pan-El

8 Ap-pa-an-El (31.3).

_dSin-tak.la.ku

9

d:i:

...

A-na-dSin-ta.k-la-ku (25.2).
d...

...

...

(

)

- oamas-anattal 10

A-na- Samas-a-na-~a-al

25.2.

_dSamas-tak~~u 11

A-na-dSamas-ta.k-la-ku (25.2).

-ana....

d:i:

...

Aqal-ana- oamas 12

)
A-qa-al-a-na- d...
Samas... ( 25.2.

Atkal-ana-dSamas
13

At-ka-al-a-na-dSamas (26).

"To, :for ... upon ... " (CAD A2: 100a). Wi th no. 8 compare Ana- pani- ili
( Ranke 1905 : 66a ) and ~-na-~-ni-I star-~-di (YOS 13 : 67 . 8). An exact
equi valent to no . 8 i s foun d in YOS 14 : 50a .
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anahu
Atanah

G, perf., 1, c., sing.
1

a.nah-

[A?] - ta- na!-ah (21.1).
G, pret., 1, c., sing.

- El

2

anih-

A-na- ah- El (21.1).
G, stative , 3, masc . , sing .

3

-libbi.

- anih

A- ni - ih- li- [i]b- bi (21.1).
G, stative , 3, masc ., sing .

Abum-

4

sunuh-

[A?] - bu- um- a- ni- ih (21.1).
S, stative , 3, masc., sing .

d....

....

- Samas

5

Su- nu- uh- dSamas (21 . 1) .

" . . . to be come tired, exhausted ... sunuhu ... to have a hard time . . . " (CAD A2:
101b).

No . 1 is apparently an abbreviated name from a longer one such as

Atanah- Istar (YOS 13 : 235 . 7) or Atanah- ili (Ranke 1905 : 68a) among other
po s sibilities (Stamm 1939: 163 and 368) .

From the Ur III period compare

A- da- na- ah and with no. 2 above, A- ~ - ah- l - H

(MAD 3: 51) .

Gelb ' s sup-

posed "' to sigh' , " attested in PNs only, seems to be a derived sense from
the very well attested meaning cited above (both CAD and AHw are in agreement in this regard; A2: 10lc- 105d; and 48d- 49b respectively ) .

anaku
ana.ku- ilumma
d

- Lamma
"I" (CAD A2: 106a ) .

1

A-na- ku- ilum (AN )- ma (16 .1 ) .

2

A- na- ku- Lam- ma (16 . 1 ) .

d

The usage of independent personal pronouns is not

common in PNs, see also atta .

For a discussion o f the above PNs see the

Analysis Chapter as well as atta .
14: 49a .

For a name identical t o no . l see YOS
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andullu
Andullu with the possessive pronominal

-andulli

suffix (1, c., sing.).

dAddu-

1

dAddu-a.n-dul-11 (29.1.c).

2

d

Beli-

3

Be-l!-an-dul-11 (41.3).

~agan-

4 ~a-ga.n-andulli(AN.DULX )(11)(29.1.c).

Ha.mmi-

5

Ha-a.m.-mi-an-dul-11 (40.10).

Ili-

6

I-l!-an-dul-11 (29.1.c).

7

Istar-an-dul-11 (f; 29.1.c).

Samas-

8

d:,:

Sarrum-

9

Sarrum-an-dul-H ( 42) .

d ......

Assur-

Istard•

...

...
...
., (
A-sur-an-dlil-11
29.1.c ) .

...

...
...
., d:,:
...
•( '
oamas-an-dlil-11,
oa.m.as-andulli
DUL.AN ) ( f; 29 , 1. C )

"Canopy, cover, 2. protection ... " (CAD A2: 115a).

Number 5 noted

above is a 'mixed PN' (Huffman 1965: 169 ). The element is a Sumerian
loan word which occurs in Ak.k. and in Akk.. PNs.
usage of puzru, §illu and sululu in PNs .

Compare semantically the

The Amorite cognate "*sitr-,

'protection' . .. ' cover'," oc curs in five Amorite PNs (Huffman 1965: 253- 54) .
Compare for example si-i t-ri-dIM with no . 1 above.
anna (anni)
a.nna-ya

1

An-na-ya (F; 13 . 2.a).

-ahum

2

An-na-a-hu-um (16.1).

-El

3

An-ni-El ( 16 . 3) .

anni-

...

CAD (A2: 125) and AHw (52) both have two entries but they seem to
be closely related; in fact, AHw cross references them.
seems to be 'indeed 1 •

The sense

Semantically compare Amari te "*ki, 'indeed ' , "

but Huffman is not completely convinced of its occurence in the three
PNs that he cites (1965 : 219) . See the Analysis Chapter for further
discuss i on .

•

Annu (DN)
Annu-asiya

1

An-nu-a-si-ya

-basti

2

An-nu-ba-as-ti (F; 29 . 1.b ) .

-damqa

3

An-nu-dam-qa (F; 30.5).

-dunni

4

An-nu-du-un-ni., An- nu- du- ni (F ; 29.1.c) .

-gamilti

5 An-nu-ga-ml-il-ti (F; 29.1.c).

-lamassi

6

An-nu-la-ma-sf, An- nu- dLa.ma ssi (F ; 29 . 1 . b ).

...
-napisti

7

An-nu-na-p1-(is)-ti (29.1.c).

-pu~ri

8

An-nu-pu-u~-ri (F; 22.1).

9

An-nu-ri-im-si (F; 29.1.c) .

-suliili

10

An-nu-~u-lu-lCiJ (29.1.c).

-tale

11

An-nu-ta-al-e ( F; 26).

-tappi

12

An-nu-tap-p1 (F; 29.1.c).

-tillati

13

An-nu-til-la-ti (F ; 29 . 1 . c) .

-tukulti

14

An-nu-tu-kul-ti, An-nu-tu-ku-ul-ti (F; 29.1.c).

-tab

15

An-nu-~ab(DUG) (30.5).

-ummi

16

An-nu-um-mi, An-nu-un!-um-mi (F ; 29.1.a).

Ammini-

17

A-mi-ni-An-nu (21.1).

Iddin-

-

.. ....
-rimsi
.

(F; 29.1.c) .

-Annu

Idi-

18

I-din-An-nu, I-din-An-nu-um (17 . 1) .

19

I - di - An- nu (25 . 2) .

Ili-

20

[I? - l] f ?- An- nu (29 . 1. b ) .

Nabi-

21

Na- bi-An- nu (36) .

$illi-

22

911- lf -An-nu , $11-11-A[n- n]u- nu (f ; 32 . 3) .

Thi s DN , which occurs mai nly i n fem . PNs, has been extensively treated
by Nakata (1973 and 1974: 59- 74) .
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Anum (DN)
Anum-

-ahi

1

A-nu-um-a-hi (29.1.a).

2

Sa-lim-A-nu-um (30.5).

-Anum
Salim-

The above are the only two instances of the sky god Anum, the chief god of
both the Sumerian and Akkadian pantheons, in the PNs of the Mari texts.
For discussions see Edzard 1960: 40-41 and Nakata 1974: 85-86.

-anum
-anu(m)

Bel-

1

Be-la-nu-um, Be-la-nim (gen.) (35.1).

Damq-

2

Dam-qa-nu (F; 35.2).

A hypocoristic-diminutive ending (GAG: par. 56r).

In the attested

examples from Mari the names are declined in accordance with sentence
syntax.

In view of the sex of the bearer of no. 2 above, Stamm's

'rule', that this was affixed only to masc. PNs, meets with an
exception (1939: 114, n. 2).

Buccellati (1966a: 226) noted that

this element is rare in connection with Akk. PNs.

With only two

occurrences of this ending in Akk. PNs, this element was not a
very productive one.

Compare on the other hand the numerous instances

with Amorite PNs (Huffman 1965: 135-36 and Buccellati's additions
1966b: 231a).
MAR.TU PNs

Gelb noted that the ending appears in numerous Ur III

(1961a: 33- 34) .

For additional treatments of this

element see Ranke 1905: 73 and 99, Jean 1950a: 73 and 76 and MacRae
1943:

299a.

apa.lu
-atpalam

Gt, imp., 2, masc., sing . wi th the ventive.
1

Ili-

I-11-at-pa-lam (22 .1 ) .

"To reciprocate ... " (CAD A2: 156a).
cited by CAD (A2: 164b).

Compare dNa-b i -um-at-E!!:_-l am

Further, see mutaplu.

apil-ili

1

A-pil-t-11 ( 37 .1).

-ilisu

2

A-(pJil-t-lf-su (37.1).

-Istar

3

A-pil-Istar ( 37. 1).

-kin

4

A-pil-ki-en ( 40. 6 ) .

-Kiibi

5

_dsin

6

A-pil-Ku-bi ( 37 .1).
...
A-pi' l - d81.n,
A-pil-Sin(XXX) ( 37 .1).

7

dSin-be-el-ap-lim, dSin-be-el-ap-li-im (30 .1 ) .

-aplim
dSin-bel-

"Heir, oldest son ... " (CAD A2: 173b).
very common (CAD A2: 1 74b).

The pattern Apil-DN is

Stamm (1939: 39) suggested that this

element should refer to the first-born son; however, the PNs from Mari
contribute little towards the discussion of this proposal due to the
paucity of patronymics.

Compare the usage of wardu and maru with nos. 1,

2, 3, 5 and 6 above ( see the respective Glossary entries).

-appaIksud-appasu
"Nose" (CAD A2: 184b).

1

Ik-su-ud-ap-pa-su (16 .1 ) .
For this PN see Stamm (1939 : 127) who feels t hat

it refers to a child that was born breech, or feet first, so that
the nose was the last part of the body to appear.
cites an OB passage "awelum eli bel awatisu

However

~-£!!:_-SU

CAD (A2 : 187a) ,

ikassad the man will

triumph over his adversary'~ andit is possible t hat the PN should be
interpreted in a similar fashion, i.e., ' He (father or po ss ibly the god)
has conquere d hi s nose (i . e ., of his enemy) '.
at Mari,

Compare the PN , also found

Iks ud- ayabi su, ' He (the god) has conquer ed hi s enemies'.
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aqaru
D, stative, evidently with the archaic predicate

-uqqur-

ending -~, see Glossary entry.
Ummu-uqqura

1

Um-mu-uq-qu-ra (F ; 40 .6).
G, pret., 3, fem., sing . with the ventive.

-iqra

Ahati-

2

A-ha-ti-iq-ra, A-ha-at-iq-ra (F; 40.6).

Ummi-

3

Um-mi-iq-ra (F; 40.6).

S, imp., 2, masc., sing .

-siiqir
Ilaka-

4

I-la-ka-su-q1-ir, AN-ka-su-q1-ir, I-la-ak-su-qir,
I-la-ak-su-qir ( =HA ) (27 , 2) .
X

"

to become precious, valuable, ... uqquru ... to be precious

siiquru . . . hold in esteem, to give honor ( to gods) ... " ( CAD A2: 205a) .

arnabu
arnabum

1

Ar-na-bu-um (F; 35,5).

2

Ar-na-ba-tum (F; 35,5).

arnab-atum
"Hare" (CAD A2: 294).

Common as a PN: Sargonic Ar-na-ba (MAD 3: 65) ,

Nuzi Ar-~-:e£ (NPN: 30b) and further references in the dictionaries
(CAD A2: 294 and AHw: 70a).
Amorite (Huffman 1965: 152).

It is possible that the PN is
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G-

~t
arrabu
· arrabum

1

A[r?-rJa?-bu-um (35.5).

A small rodent, possibly "Dormouse(?)" (CAD A2: 302a).

Further PNs

cited by CAD (A2: 303a) and AHw (70b).

arwium,
arwium

1

arwum

Ar-wi-um (nom.), Ar-wi-im (gen.), Ar-wi-u-[umJ
(gen.), Ar-wi-e-[emJ (gen.)

arwitum

2

"Gazelle" (CAD A2: 294a).

(35.5).

Ar-wi-tum (f; 35.5).
This animal PN is quite popular, see the

references in CAD (A2: 294a) and AHw (73a).

It is attested in the

Pre-Sar. and Ur III periods as a PN (MAD 3: 60).

For this animal

see Landsberger 1934: 90-95 passim.

Asdu (DN)
-Asdu

rtur-

1

I-tur-As-du, I-tur-As-du-u (17.10).

Nakata (1974: 454) is not certain whether this is a DN or merely a
theophorous element, for it does not appear with the DINGER sign in
the Mari PNs, but compare Nur-dAs-du (Tallqvist 1914: 252a) .

The

element is common in Amorite PNs, but is considered by Huffmon as an
appellative and a theophorous name (1965 : 169) .

Whether a DN or

theophoric element, it is much more common in Amorite PNs (ARMT XVI/1:
67 and 259) .

asiru
asirum

1

A-si-rum, A-sf-rum, A- s1- ri- fxj-im (35.4).

"Prisoner of war, captive foreigner used as a worker" (CAD A2: 331a).
A PN equivalent to the above Mari name is attested in YOS 13:
280 . 3 and YOS 14 : 50b .

The element also appears in other OB PNs such as

Asir-dAddu and Asiratum (CAD A2 : 331b) .

However, I have not taken

the name as an abbreviation from a longer two-membered PN because
the low social status of the bearers would be congruent with the
primary meaning of the element (see the Listing and ARMT XVI/1: 67
for references).

See also the Analysis Chapter par. 35 . 4 .

asqiidu
asqiidum

1

As-qu-du-um, As-qu-di-im (gen . ),

As-qu-di (gen . ),

As-qu-du (35,5).
The exact definition of this rodent is in question so it seems best to
translate 'the asqiidum-rodent' (CAD A2: 340a , AHw: 75b and Landsberger
1934: 109).

Its usage as a PN is attested as early as the Ur III

period (MAD 3 : 76) .

Huffmon (1965: 152) suggests that ie_-as-~-da-an

might possibly be the Amorite equivalent.

assinnu
assinnum

1

A-sf-nu-um, A- sf- na- am (acc. ) , A- s1 - nim
( gen . ) ( 38 . 4 ) .

A member of the cultic personnel of Istar (CAD A2: 341a) , possibly
a male prostitute (AHw: 75b- 76a) .
LU Asinnu.

For the PN at Nuzi see NPN: 151a,

For further references see also Ranke (1905 : 67b- 68a) ,

Stamm (1939 : 271) and Huffmon (1965 : 109, n. 62) .
translate ' the assinnum- prie st '.

It seems best to
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G3o
asu
as-atum

1

"Bear" ( CAD A2: 344a).

A-sa-tum, A-sa-[tum.J (F; 35.5).
Common as a PN, see Analysis Chapter.

For the

animal see Landsberger 1934: 80-83.

asu

...

asum.

1

A-su-um. (38.4) .

Annu-asiya

2

An-nu-a-si-ya (F; 29.1.c).

Ili-asiya
d .,.
•
Ishara-asiya

3
4

Istar-asiya
Kakka-asiya

5
6

I-H-a-si-ya (F; 29.1. C).
d ...
Is-ha-ra-a-si-ya (F; 29.1.c).
...
...
,.
Istar-a-si-ya, Istar-a-su-ya (F; 29.1.c).
Ka-ak-ka-a-s!-ya (F; 29.1.c).

El-

7

El-a-su, El-a-su ( 30. 4).

-asi-

-asu

...

...

"Physician" (CAD A2: 344b).

...

Quite common in PNs (CAD A2: 347a and

AHw: 76b), occurring in PNs in the Sarg. and Ur III periods, e.g.,

DINGIR-~-zu (MAD 3: 68, compare no. 7 above) among others.
Semantically compare the root RP' which is common in Amorite PNs
(Huffmon 1965: 263-64).

For the rather unusual form in DN-asiya

(nos. 2-6) see GAG: par. 65i. With the ' DN-asiya ' pattern compare
semantically the ei ght DN- muballit names listed below (Glossary
under balat u) .
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63/

as a.bu
G, inf .

-wasabTab-wasabsu

1

Ta-ab-wa-sa-ab-su (32.3).

" .•. to reside and live somewhere ... " (CAD A2: 386a).
eral other occurrences of an identical PN in OB .

CAD (A2: 397a) notes sev-

For the usage of the verbal

infinitive with suffix at Mari see Finet 1956: par . 31a.

Apparently the Amo-

rite PN Ya-aw-si-bu is formed using the Amorite equivalent (Huffmon 1965: 185).

Asar (DN)
d ....

Asar-ilisu

1
2

A-sar-i-1!-su (29 .1. b) .
dA....
I
•
-sar.-na-sir
(30.2) .

3

Sa-lim- A-sar (30.5).

d ....

- Asar
Salim-

....

d

....

A DN, distinct from Assur, appearing in at least 6 PNs found in the Mari
texts.

Three of the PNs are Amorite and the above three are Akk.

nature and the origin of the deity is not known" (Nakata 1974: 88) .

"The
For

the possibility of this DN appearing in Old Semitic PNs see Roberts 1972:
16-17 and 71-72, n . 74.

asaredu
-asared
Belid ...

Sin-

The stat. absol. of the adj. serving as a stative.
1

Be-1!-asared, Be- lf-a-sa-re- ed (41.4).

2

d Sin-a-sa-re-ed
...
....
( 30 . 5 ) .

"First in rank , foremost .• ," (CAD A2: 416a) .
417b, AHw: 78a and Tallqvist 1914: 145 etc . ).

Quite common in PNs (see CAD A2:
It is conceivable that the above

PNs could be considered abbreviations from a longer PN of the type noted by
Ranke, Samas-asared-ili, 'Samas is the first one of the gods' (1905: 143a).
Semantically the Amorite element YTR, "'be surpassing '," which occurs in at
least 19 PNs, seems to be related to this Akk . element.

Compare for example

the Yatar- DN pattern with the above pattern (Huffman 217- 18).

Asaredu is

common as both a divine and royal epithet (Tallqvist 1938: 35- 37 and Seux 1967:
43- 44).
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asaru
-asranni

G, imp., 2, masc., sing . with the acc. suff ix
(1,

...

Ili-

1

C• ,

Sing. ) .

I-11-as-ra-an-ni (22 .4 ).

Although this element often has a secular usage , "To provide with food
rations ... " ( CAD A2: 42Ob) , it can refer to ". . . the care of gods
toward man ... " ( 422b) .

The above PN occurs in OA as well as OB ( 42Ob) .

The element also appears in PNs from the Sarg. and Ur III periods:
¥

...

¥

EN-~-si-ra-ni and 1-H-~-ra-ni (MAD 2 : 182 and MAD 3 : 76) .

¥¥

assum

assUI!li

aSSumi-ya-libur

1

As-su-mi-ya-li-bur (F; 41.1 ) .

"Concerning, on behalf of, on account of •.• "(CAD A2: 467b).
CAD and AHw do not cite

Although

any PNs in thei r respective entries for this

element the form does occur in OB and MB with the pronominal suffix
and follows the pattern found in t his PN (CAD A2: 469a and AHw: 84a).
Thus I have basically followed Stamm's lead in interpreting this PN
as 'May he remain in good health on my behalf' (1939: 159).

However, it

is also possible thatthe PN could be interpreted as ' May he remain
in good health for my name/posterity', for assumiya could possibly
be from ~ sumiya

( GAG par. 114s ) .
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C33

Assur (DN)
d ......

· Assur-andulli

1

d A-sur-an-du.1-11
....
'
,, ( 29.1.c.
)

-bani

2

d A-sur-ba-ni
....
. ( 30.1.
)

-malik

3

dA-sur-ma-lik (30.4).

-na~ir
_....
-nisu

4

dA-sur-na-~ir (30.2).
d A-sur-ni-su
....
. .... ( 1 6 .2.
)

5

d ........

- Assur
Amur-

-

6 A-mur-dA-sur (23.1).

Ennam-

7

En-nam-dA-sur (22.1).

Lam.assi-

8

La-ma-s!-dA-sur (F; 29.1.b).

Tab-silli. .

9

'
,,
,, d ....
)
ra-ab-~11-11A-sur ( 32.3.

Of the ten PNs in which this DN occurs, only one is Amorite while nine
are clearly Akk.

Most of the PNs are dateable to the Assyrian interregnum

(Nakata 1974: 91-93).

Asu (DN?)
d ....
Asu-

-nada

1

dA-su?-na-da (F; 27.1).

This is the only known occurrence of this DN (Nakata 1974: 455).

Possibly

the PN is to be read dA-su(-ur-}!!!!:.-da, but then the reading of Assur
would not follow the normal pattern noted above.
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atta
atta-ilumma
"You".

1

At-ta-ilum(AN)-ma (16.1).

It is possible that the PN was addressed to the newborn who was

referred to as ilum (Sta.mm 1939: 129-30 and 145) but it is also possible
that a deity was being addressed (136) or even that there was a
reference, through ilum, to a deceased brother (100).

In view of the

PN Anaku-ilumma, the second alternative is not likely and further the PN
Anaku-~amma would not support the third interpretation.

Thus the first

interpretation seems to be the more probable one.

atu
G, pret., 1, c., sing.

-uta
Ahatam-

1

G, pret., 1, c., pl.

-nuta
2

AhamII

A-ha-ta-am-u-ta (F; 16.1).

A-ha-am-nu-ta (16.1).

to search for and find .•. " (CAD A2: 518a).

already in Sarg. and Ur III PNs (MAD 3: 81-82).

This element appears
In OB note A,-ha-~-ta

cited by Ranke (1905: 62b) and also see CAD A2: 520b for further
references.

Semantically compare the Amori te element

"*~,

'find,

attain to (something)'," although the four Mari names c ited by
Huffmon do not parallel the above in any way, e. g ., Ya-am-_tl-AN
(1965: 232-33).
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G-

3f°
-atum
-atum
Arnab-

1

Ar-na-ba-tum (F; 35.5).

As-

2

A- sa.-tum, A-s a-[tum] ( F; 35. 5) .

Bab-

3

Ba- ba-tum ( F; 13 . 2 . a).

Batiil-

4

Ba-tu-la- tum ( F; 35 .1 ) .

Bel-

5
6

Be-la-tum, Be-la- a- tum (F; 35 . 1).
Hu-ra- 9a-tum ( F; 38 . 2) .

Huza.1-

7
8

Hu-za- la- tum ( F; 35.5) .

Ibbi-

9

Ib-ba-tum (F; 17 . 5 ; for an infle cted form

DabiHura. 9-

Da-bi-a-tum ( F ; 35 . 5) .

of the PN see below).
Inb-

10

In-ba-tum (F ; 37 . 1).

Ire-

11

I -ra- tum (F ; 13 . 2 .a).

Kisibirr-

12

Ki-s1-bi-ra-tum (F ; 35. 6).

Kundul-

13

Ku-un-du-la- tum ( F; 35 . 7) .

Lalu-

14

La-la-a-tum, La-la- a- tim (F; 35 . 2) .

Lamassu-

15

[La]-ma-sa.-tum ( F; 13. 2 .a).

Mamma-

16

[M]a-a [m] - ma- tum (F; 13.2 . a).

Mann-

Ma-an-na-tum (F; 13 . 2.a) .

Ma9i-

17
18

Mash-

19

Ma-as- h[a] - tum ( F ; 35 . 7) .

Nakar-

20

Na- ka-ra- tum (F; 35 . 4) .

Nanna-

21

Na-na-tum (F; 13 . 2 . a).

Narbu-

22

Na- ar- ba- tum ( F; 35 . 3).

Purus -

23

Pu-ru-sa-tum (F; 13 . 2 . a).

Rabb-

24

Ra- ba-tum ( F; 35 .1 ) .

Rim-

25

Ri - ma- tum (F; 37 . 1 ) .

Sahu-

26

Sa- ha-tum ( F; 35 . 5 ) .

Sitt-

27

81- ta- tum ( F; 13 . 2 . a ) .

Siiqur-

28

su- qu- [r]a- tum ( F ; 35 . 1 ) .

sura.n-

29

Su-ra- na- tum ( F; 35. 5) .

Tfr-

30

Ti? - ra- tum ( F; 27 . 2) .

Za.bil-

31

Za- bi- la- tum ( F; 38 . 4) .

Zaku-

32

Za- ka- tum ( F ; 35 . 8) .

,.,

Ma-~1-a-tum (F; 21. 1) .
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3~ .

-atum (continued)
-atum (continued)
Ibbi-

33

Ib-ba-tim (gen., and probably masc.; compare the
fem. PN listed above, no. 8 ; 17 . 5) .

Ipq-

34

Ip- qa-tum, Ip-qa-tim (gen . ) , Ip- qa- ti- im (gen.)
(All known occurrences of this PN are masc .; 39 . 2) .

It is clear from nos. 1-32 that this is a feminizing hypocoristic
ending.

It was not very productive in masc. PNs as

only two,

nos. 33 and 34, are attested among the Akk. PNs from Mari .

When it does

occur in masc. PNs it is inflected according to sentence syntax,
but in fem. PNs it is not inflected.
This observation seems to hold for the fifteen Amorite PNs bearing this
element which are cited by Huffmon (1965: 133).

That is, the feminine

PNs are never inflected while a masc. PN such as Zi -im-ra-tum is
inflected according to sentence syntax.

Only ~-ku-na-tum, which is

apparently masculine and which is not inflected in ARM VIII . 71 .18 as
expected, seems to be an exception to this general observation.
Possibly this text is poorly written

since _!- din-dDi - ri-tim seems

to be unusually written as well (see ¾iritum below).

G-

3't .
awatu
awatum

1

A-wa-tum (F; 13.2.b).

-an

2

A-wa-ta-an (13.2.a).

-El

3

A-wa-ti-El, A-wa-ti-El (29.1.c).

4

6-sur-a-wa-su (27.2).

awati/a-

.

-awat-

U~ur-awassu
"

word ••• " (C.AD A2: 29a, listed under amatu).

Although the entry in

C.AD does not note any PNs using this element ARw (89a-90a) does, but
the patterns are not similar to those noted above.

For example from

OB Rabiat-!_-wa-su (89b). Also attested are PNs such as Awat-er;;etim
(Ranke 1905: 68b) and Amat-bel-u;;ur (Tallqvist 1914: 20b).
not list any PNs from the

early periods (MAD 3: 2).

Gelb does

Possibly no. 4

listed above could be compared to U;;ur-Ef_-sarrim found at Mari. From
the 'Cappadocian' names note ~-sur-be-el-~-~-tim (Stephens 1928: 15b).

awilu (LU)

awili-ya

1

A-wi-li-ya (13.2.a).

-a

2

_dAddu

3

A-wi-la ( F; 13.2.a).
Awil-dAddu ( 37. 3) .

-~agan

4

Awi1-¾ca-gJan (37.3).

-El
..
- dS 1n

5

Awil-El ( 37. 3).

6

Anl- dSin ( 37. 3).

awil-

II

man ... " (C.AD A2: 48b).

"In relation to a deity (servant, devotee

of a deity, in personal names only)" (CAD A2: 57a).

The pattern

'Awil-DN'is common in PNs (ARw; 90b, Tallqvist 1914: 21 and Ranke 1905:
68b-7lb among others).

However this pattern is not found among the

Sarg. or Ur III PNs listed by Gelb (MAD 3: 6-7).

None of the PNs
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found in the Mari corpus follow the pattern Awil-GN noted by Stamm
(1939: 268-69).

For an element which is used in a way similar to

awilu, and which is semantically similar, compare the mutu PNs.

-ayIli-ay-abas

1

I-11-a-ya-ba-as (22.3).

Abum-e-kin

2

A-bu-um-e-ki-in, A-bu-me-ki-[iJn (21.2).

-e"Not" (CAD Al: 218a).

Occurs quite frequently in PNs, for example

OB PNs cited by CAD (219a) include

dSin-~-~-ba-as, !-~-ba-as-,t-H, etc.

See also AHw (23) and Stamm (1939: 174-75) for more

examples.

For the element see also GAG: par. Bli-k.

~ (DN)

d

- Aya

Eristi-

1

E-ri-is-ti-dA-a (F; 36).

The etymology of Aya is uncertain.

Since she appears exclusively in

Akk. sources she seems to be an Akk. deity (Roberts 1972 : 14 and
Nakata 1974: 94-96).

The bearer of this name was a naditum-woman of

Samas in Sippar (see Batto 1974: 93-110 for a prosopographic study
with references).
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G-

39

-aya
Bu~iu•-

1

Bu-~u-a-ya (F; 35. 7).

Huras-

2

Hu-ra-l}a-a-ya (F; 38 . 2) .

Mann-

3

Ma-an-na-ya (F; 13.2.a).

Ruba'-

4

Ru-ba-ya, Ru-ba-a-ya (F; 35 .1).

Sill-

9!-il-la-ya ( 32. 3).

Sarr-

5
6

Sar-ra-ya, Sar-ra- a- ya , Sa-ra- a- ya (35 .1).

Si-~abni-

7

Si-tab-ni-a-ya (F; 34)

Hypocoristic ending.

The above names indicate that this ending

was much more common in earlier times than Stamm had thought
(1939: 113).

Huffmon (1965: 135) noted that it is found mainly

in fem. PNs.

This is true for at least five out of the seven names

listed above, although the sex of the bearer in
known.

It should be noted that parallels with the

are attested for nos. 2, 4 and 5 above.

-an

some cases is not

-an

ending

Those names with the

ending are masculine.

ayabu
Acc. plural.

-ayabi-

...
- _...
Iksud-ayabisu

1

"Enemy" (CAD Al: 222a).

Ik-su-ud-a-ya-bi-su (26) .
The element i s not common in Akk. PNs

but

see the example cited by Tallqvist (1914: 210b) Samas-kasid-ayabi.
See also the alternate interpretation of Iksud-appasu entered
under~-
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t/0

ba'asu
,-abas

G, pres., 1, c., sing.
Ili-ay-

1

I-li-a-ya-ba-as (22.3).

"To come to shame ... " (CAD B: 5a).

From Sargonic times note

La-ba-~-sum cited by Gelb (MAD 3 : 92).

In OB note ' also dSin-

~-~-ba-as cited by CAD (6a ) , among others, and from Cassit e times
a PN identical to the Mari name listed above (Clay 1912: 85b).

Babi (DN)
~aba/i-atum

1

Ba-ba-tum (F; 13.2.a).

-Ea

2

¾a-bi-E-a (30. 6 ).

According to Nakata (1974: 456) and ARMT XVI/1 (25 9 )
the only reference to this DN in the Mari texts.

PN no. 2 contains

This Sumerian deity

was the city goddess of Lagas (Edzard 1960: 45) and occurs in PNs from
earlier periods; e.g., Baba-ilum cited by Roberts (1972 : 17) and see
also Limet 1968: 356-57.

Some of the later names cited by Tallqvist

(1914: 105b), from the MA, NA and LB periods contain a reference t o
this deity,~= dBaba/~ (AHw: 95b ) .

Although it is possible that

PN no. 1 could be from ba.bu, "Opening ... gate ... " (CAD B: 14b ) , plus
the -atum ending, it seems more probable that the name is f ormed on t he
DN plus -atum pattern as found in the Mari names Lamassatum ( F),
Mammatum (F), Nannatum ( F ) and Purusatum ( F ) .

The f i rst three of these

four names are attested in other Mari PNs wit h t he DI NGIR si gn, but
they do not have it when the -atum ending is added.

Purus as a DN is

problematic (see the Glossary entry ) .
ba 'iru
ba.'irum

1

Ba-i-rum (38 . 4) .

"Fisherman, hunter

" (CAD B: 31a ) .

Als o used to refer to a t ype of

soldier in t he Mari t exts (Sasson 1969 : 23) .
collection note Ba-1:_-rum (1912 : 62 a ) .

Fr om Clay ' s Cassite

For addi t i onal occupati onal

names see t he Analy sis Chapt e r par. 38 . 4 .

GL/ I
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balatu (substantive)
balatam-

.......

1

Ba-la-~a-am-q1-si-im (F; 22.4) .

dAdmu-

2

dAd-mu-ba-la-CtJi (F; 29.1.c).

'rab-

3

Ta-ab-ba-la-~i, '!'a.-ab-ba-la-"t,i ( 24 . 1) .

-q1s1m
-balati

"Life, vigor, good health ... " (CAD B: 46a).

The element is common in

PNs occurring as early as the Ur III period as a PN, Ba-la-ti (MAD 3: 97).
With no. 2, compare the DN-napisti pattern attested at Mari.

bala~u
G, precative, 3, masc., sing.

-liblu~
Waqar-

1

Wa-qar-li-ib-lu-u1 (F; 41.1).
D, part., masc., sing., stat. absol. serving

-muballi~

as the predicate.
dAddu-

2

dAddu-mu-ba-al-l[i-i~J, dAddu-mu-ba-11-CiJt (30.2).

ElIli

3

El-mu-ba-1{-i~ (30.2).

4

I-lf-mu-[ba?-l]i?-it? (30.2).

5

~arduk-mu-ba-li-it (30.2).

~ardukdSindv
v
Sa.mas-

"To get well

6 dsin-mu-ba-li-it. , dSin-mu-ba-lf-it., dsin-mu-ba-al-li-it
1

(30 . 2) .
dv
v
Sa.mas-mu-ba-li-it (30.2) .

bullutu to heal ( a person) ... 11

(

CAD B: 52b).

The prec. form found in no. 1 occurs already in Sar. and Ur III PNs

(MAD 3: 97).

Semantically compare the usage of*~ in six Amorite

PNs cited by Huffman although the Amorite names do not seem t o parallel
the Ak.k. PNs (Huffman 1965 : 191- 92 ) .
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baltu
·bal~u/a-a

1

Ba-al-ta-a (F; 13.2.a).

-an

2

Ba!-al-~a-an (13.2.a).

-kasid

3

Ba-al-tu-ka-si-id (16.1).

Adj •

"Alive, safe and sound . . . heal thy

11

(

CAD B: 66b) .

For another

OB instance i dentical to no . 3 see PBS 7 56 : 3 cited by CAD (B: 68b) and
YOS 14:

51a .

The element also appears in several PNs from the

Nuzi corpus (NPN: 111), one being identical to no.3 above as well.

balu
balu-!star
dx

...

- .:;a.mas

1

Ba-lu-Istar, Ba-la-Istar (33.1).

2

Ba-lu- Samas (33.1).

d•

...

-baluMannum-balu-{ ] 3
Mannum-balu-dSamas

Ma- an- nu- um- ba- lu- [ ] (33.1) .
d ...,.

...,.

d ....

...,.

4 Ma- an- nu- um- ba- lu- Samas, Ma- an- nu-ba- lu- Samas
( 33 . 1) .
11

Wi thout 11

(

CAD B: 70a) .

f'uller forms.

See Analysis Chapter for discussion of the

The element occurs already in OAkk. and Ur III PNs,

e.g. , Ma-an-ba-lum-~a-gan (~.AD 3: 95) among others.

Several

Amorite PNs contain the related element BLT, fo r example Ma- ~ - na-

ba-al-ti-AN, which seems to be the Amorite pattern relation to the
patter n found in no. 4 above (Huffman 1965 : 175) .

Huffman's Ba- al-

ta- an (175) has been read as Ba- al-~-an and taken as Akk . ( see above
~and-an ) .

The ' Mannu- balu- DN ' pattern occurs in Cassite PNs as

well (Clay 1912: 164a).
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'i 3.
banu
ibni-

G, pret . , 3 , masc., sing.
_dAddu

1

Ib-ni-dAddu (17 .2 ) .

_dAmurrum

2

Ib- ni-dAmurrum (17 . 2).

- ¾rra
- dS ...in

3

Ib- ni- Er- ra (17 . 2) .

d -..

4 Ib- ni - dSin (17 . 2) .

tabni-

G, pret.", 3 , fem ., sing .

- tum

5 Tab-ni-tum (F ; 17.2) .

- Istar

6

Tab- ni - Istar (F ; 17 . 2) .
G, pret ., 3 , masc., sing .

-ibni
dS ...in-

7

- tabni

dSin-ib-ni (17 . 2) .
G, pret ., 3 , fem., sing .

¾unu-

8

¾u- nu- ta- ab- ni (F; 17 . 2) .
G, part ., stat. absol . serving as a stative.

-bani
dAdduAkkad

vv

Assur-

9

dAddu- ba- ni (30 . 1) .

10

Ak- ka- ba- ni (30 . 1) .

11

d

A-sur- ba- ni
V

(

30 . 1) .

El-

12

El- ba- ni (30 . 1) .

Ili-

13

I - 11-ba- ni (30 . 1) .

Ilsudi sum-

14

11- su- ba- ni (30 . 1) .

15

dI - sum- ba- ni (30 . 1).

~a.massu-

16

dLa.massu- ba- ni (30 . 1) .

Sa.mas -

17

dSa.mas-ba- ni (30 .1 ) .

Sarrum-

18

Sarrum- b[a? - ni?] (42) .

d v

v

" ... to create ( said of a deity ... ) " ( CAD B: 83a) .
see CAD B: 88a .

For additional PNs

Gelb (MAD 3: 98) cites 18 examples of names from the

Sargonic and Ur III periods , formed on patterns similar to those attested
above.

With the Ibni - DN pattern , compare semantically the Amorite PN

Ya- ~ - .§!:!:- AN, from *y:;;r, " ' form, design' " (Huffman 1965: 21 4) .
2 above compare Ya- ab- ni- dIM ( Huffman 1965: 177 ) .

With no .
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Cl/'/

banu
banu- ~agan

1

Ba- nu- ~a- gan (30 .4 ) .

- ka- El

2

Ba- nu- ka- El (29.1 .c ) .

" Creator, begetter" (CAD B: 94a) .
used as a predicate .

In the above two PNs the element is

Possibly the OAkk . PNs Ba- na- Da- da and DINGIR- ba- na

(MAD 3 : 99) also employ this element as a pr edicate, marked by the archaic
pr edi cate ending - ~ (see the Glossary above , and for Da- da as a possible
DN , see MAD 3: 104) .

The concept of the deity as a creator is well attested.

Note the numerous names of the patterns ' Ibni-DN ' and ' DN- bani ' listed in the
pr eceding entry .

In Amorite PNs the construct pattern of ' Bu- ~ - DN ', ' Creation

of DN ', seems to predominate (Huffman 1965: 176) but cognate Akk . PNs us i ng
this pattern are not attested in the Mari corpus .

banu
banum

1

Ba- ni- i - im (gen . ) (38 . 4) .

"Hous ebuilder" (CAD B: 95a) .

CAD cites several PNs in its entry although

their attestation is from the MB period and onwar d .

However , it is not

impossible that the element was used in OB PNs as well .

On the other hand

it is also possible that the above PN is an abbr eviati on from a longer type
of PN s u ch as ' Ba nu-DN ' noted above .

baqqum

1

Certainty does not seem possible .

Ba- aq- qum , Ba- qu- um (f; 35 . 5) .

" Gnat " (CAD B: 101a) with PNs.

It is possible that the PN could be Amorite

(Huffman 1965 : 152 and 178) in v iew of its attested companion with the
characteristic Amorite - anum ending, i . e . , Baqaanum .

However it seems

preferable to take it as Akk . especially since th e element occurs in OAkk .
(MAD 3 : 99) .

It is also cited in MAD as a PN in the Ur III period .

the element see also Landsberger 1934: 131 .

For

See also buaaqum noted below.
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baru

G, precative, 3, masc ., sing .

libur- bast i

1

Li- bur-ba- as- ti , Li- bur- ba-as- ti (F; 41.1).

-beli

2

Li- bur-be- lf (41 . 1) .

-nadinsa

3

Li - bur- na- di- in- sa (F ; 41.1).

-nadinsu

4

Li - bur- na- di- in- su (41.1) .

- niya.s

5

Li - bur- ni-ya- as (F; 41 . 1) .

- r e'i

6

Li -bur-re-i (42) .

-re ' ini

7 Li- bur-re- i - ni (42) .

- za.nni

8

Li - bur- za- an-ni , [L]i - bur- za- ni (F; 41 . 1) .
G, precative, 3, masc . , sing .

- libiir
As sumi ya-

9

As- su- mi- ya- li- bur (F ; 41 . 1).

Da.r i s-

10

Da- r i-i s-li- bur (f; 42) .

Dumqi-

11

Du-um- qf- li- bur (F; 41 . 1) .
G, pr e c ative, 3, ma sc . , sing . , with the ventive.

- libiira
Abi-

12

A- bi- li- bu- ra (F ; 41 . 1) .

Beli-

13

Be-lf - li - bu- ra (F; 41 . 1).

"To stay firm , stabl e , in good health ... " (CAD B: 125b).
(1939 : 155, n . 4) had t r anslated "klar , heiter sein . "

Ear lier , Sta.mm

Numerous PNs using

thi s element ar e att est ed in th e Pre- Sar . , Sarg . and Ur III periods (MAD
3: 91) .
a DN .

It is inter esting to note that none of the above PNs occurs with
This is in agr eement with Sta.mm ' s observation (1939: 310) .

Thus

most of the PNs ar e placed in pars . 41 and 42, which deal with the relationshi p between the bearer and his master or mistress, and those which refer
to the king and hi s kings hi p .

With nos . 6, 7 and 10 compare Li - bur- dSul- E.i

f r om the Ur III per iod (MAD 3: 91), and with no . 5 the parallel Li - bur-ni - as

(BIN 9: 438 . 21) .

Compare the longer MB name of a royal official, Li- bu[r-z]a-

nin- f - kur (CAD B: 126b) , with no. 8 above .

In earlier times, the element

could appear with a DN , e . g ., the OAkk.. PN Li- bur- ~N.ZU cited by Gelb
(MAD 3 : 91), but this was not common .
In view of a name such as We- du- ~ - Li - bur, ' May the only chil d remain in
good health ' (MAD 3: 91 from Ur III ) , it is conceivable that in some of
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1/&
baru ( continued )
the above names a request is being made regarding the child ' s health ;
e.g. nos. 1 , 5, 9 and 11 .

It is possible that bastu could refer to the

'life force' of the child, but it does not appear that dumqu refers to
a quality attributed to or desired fo r a child (s ee bastu and dumqu below
as well as CAD D: 181c ) .

Since the majority of the above names contain

references to adults other than the bearers (nos . 2 , 3 , 4, 6, 7 , 8 , 11,
12 and 13), and since the possible references to the child or its health
are ambiguous at best, it seems preferable to interpret the uncertain
names (nos. 1 , 5 , 9 and 11) in light o f the certain ones .

Thus , these

names express requests that the giver, master , mistress , father and /or
king might continue to enjoy good health and stability.
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bastum
bastum

1

Ba-as-tum (F; 35 .1).

-nusri

2

Ba-as-ti-nu-u~-ri , Ba-as-ti-nu-u~(IZ)-ri (F; 41.1).

-u~ri

3

Ba-as-ti-us-ri (F ; 41 . 1).

Abi-

4

A-bi-b[aJ-as-ti (F; 41.3).

dAddu-

5

dAddu-ba-as-ti (F; 29.1.b).

Annu-

6 An-nu-ba-as-ti (F; 29.1.b).

Beli-

7

Be-lf-ba-as-ti , Be-lf-ba-as-ti (F; 41 .3).

<iuagan-

8

~a-gan-ba-as-ti (F; 29.1.b).

Ea-

9

E-a-ba-as-ti, E-a-ba-as-ti (F; 29.1.b).

Ili-

10

I-11-ba-as-ti (F; 29.1.b).

Libur-

11

Li-bur-ba-as-ti, Li-bur-ba-as-ti (F; 41.1).

Sarrum-

12

Sarrum-ba-as-ti, Sarrum.- ba-as-ti (F; 42) .

basti-

-basti

The element has been interpreted in various ways :

"dignity" (CAD B: 142a),

"pr otective spirit" (CAD) , "vigor" (MAD 3 : 92) and ' life fo rce' (AHw: 112) .
In names of the ' DN- ba-sti I pattern the mng . is probably "di gnity" personified
as "protective spirit" (see also Stamm 1939 : 210) .

This mi ght be extended

to include 'vitality' (AHw: 112c) , in that the deity may have been considered
to be the invigorating fo r ce in the bearer ' s life .

The element is also used

to describe the king (no. 12) and the master of a slave (no. 7 and probably
nos . 2 , 3 , 4 and 11) .

In no . 1 the name is a name of endearment given to

the child (Analysis Chapter par . 35 . 1) .

It is pos sible that in nos. 2, 3

and 11 that the child 's 'li fe force ' is in view, but there does not seem to
be a way to prove this conclusively .

Although none of the above names have

been primarily interpreted this way, it is also possible that the father of
the child was being referred to in nos . 2 , 3 , 11 and especially 4 .

In this

regard compare the OB names Mu- ti- ba- as- ti and ~- H - ba- as- t[i] (F) (CAD B: 143c).
This element occurs already in Ur III PNs (MAD 3: 92) .

Note the ' mixed PN '

found at Mari , ~

- basti (F) (Huffman 1965 : 179) and compare the Akk . PN

no . 7 cited above .

This element was very popular in fem . PNs .

listing above demonstrates, all o f the twelve PNs are feminine .

As the
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batulu
batiil-atum

1

Ba-tu-la-tum (F; 35.1).

"Young man (adolescent)" (CAD B: 174a).

Apparently the -atum

ending feminized this element (see the -atum entry above to note
the almost exclusive usage of this ending in fem. PNs).
feminine substantive is batultu.

The common

Note also the appearance of Ba-tu-

la-tum in YOS 13 (333.8), but there apparently a male fisherman.
Belet-ekallim (DN)
¾elet-ekallim-un,.mi

1

¾elet-ekallim(~IN.E.GAL)-um-mi,
¾elet-ekallim(~IN.E.GAL(lim))-um-mi (F ; 29 .1.a ) .

For a treatment of this feminine DN see Nakata 1974: 103-8.

The DN is

common in the Mari texts as she was considered a patron of the royal
family along with Dagan and Itur- Mer (103) .

However the DN appears in

only two PNs; the above and the Amorite Belet-ekallim-niri (ARMT XVI/1: 77).
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beltu (NIN)
belt-ani

1

Be-el-ta-ni (F; 34).

-sunu

-

2

Be-la-su-nu, Be-la-as-su-nu (F; 34 ) .

-Erah

3

Belti(ti)-E-ra-ah (29.1.a).

-liwwer

4

Belti(NIN?)-l(i]-we-er (41.1) .

belat-

belti-

-beltiAna-belti-taklaku
5
"Lady •.• mistress

A-na-be-el-ti-ta.k-la-ku (F; 41 . 3).

"(CAD B: 187b) .

The element can refer to a

goddess (188a- 90b), a woman (sometimes mother), the queen (190), a
female owner of property (191a) or the mistress of a slave (191) .
Although not included among the common referents for beltu, I have
taken nos. 1 and 2 to be endearment PNs, referring to newborn sisters
because of parallels such as Ahassunu (F) and Ahatani (F) .

No. 3

above is the only certain example in which the element is used in
conjunction with a DN in the Mari corpus of names.

It seems probable

that belti in no. 4 refers to the mistress of a slave or possibly
the mother of the bearer, since precative verbal forms are used
almost exclusively in PNs referring to humans (see the Glossary) .
pattern

The

'Ana-DN-taklaku' is common among the Mari PNs, occurring in

seven instances, and it seems that no. 5 is a slave name based upon
this pattern .

However, it can not be excluded that belti could

refer to an unnamed female deity.

Unfortunately, in the cases of nos.

1, 2, 4 and 5, certainty does not seem possible with regard to
the referent .

The single Amorite PN from Mari containing the cognate

element is Ha-ab-du-ba-ah- la-ti (Huffman 1965: 174), which lacks an

- -The
---masculine counterpart

Akk. parallel .

is much more frequent in

both Akk. and Amorite names (see belu below ) .
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,ro.
belum
belum-

...

-kima- El

1

Be-lum-ki-ma-El ( 42) .

-a.num

2

Be-la-nu-um, Be-la-nim (gen . ) (35.1).

-atum

Be-la-tum, Be-la-a- tum ( F; 35 .1).

-sunu

3
4

-ya
d
- Addu

5
6

Be-H- ya (35.1) .

-andulli

7
8

bel-

-

Be- el-su-nu ( 34).

beli-

-asared
-ba.sti

Be-H-dAddu ( 29 .1. a) .
Be-H-an- dul-H ( 41. 3) .
Be-H-asared, Be-12 - a- sa-re-ed ( 41. 4).
Be-H-ba-as-ti, Be-ll-ba- as- ti ( F; 41.3).

- dayya.n

9
10

- dumqi

11

Be- H - du- um- q2 (F ; 41.3).

-duri

12

Be-H- du-ri ( F; 41.3).

-idinnam

13

Be- 1[2- i - d]in- nam ( 41. 5) .

-ili

14

Be-H-t-H (F; 41.3).

- ka.pi

15

Be- H-ka-pf ( F; 41.3) .

-kiri

16

Be- H-ki - ri ( F ; 41.3) .

-<\amassi

17

Be- lf-la- ma- sf, Be-H-dLa.massi ( F; 41.3) .

- libura

18

Be-H-li-bu-ra ( F; 41.1) .

-liwwer

19

Be-12-li-we- er (41. 1).

-lu-dari

20

Be-H-lu- da- ri ( 41. 1) .

- ma- abi

21

Be-H-ma-a- bi ( F; 41.3).

- musteser

22

Be- 1 [ 1., ] - mu-us-te-se-er ( 42).

-nuri

23

Be- H-nu-ri (F; 41.3).

-nusri

24

Be- 12-nu-u~ ( IZ )- ri ( F ; 41.1) .

- qarra.d

25

Be- 11'.- qar-ra!- ad! ( 42 ) .

-simti

26

Be-H-sf-im-ti (F; 41.3) .

-sagim
- -- d Sa.msi

27
28

Be- H -sa-gi - im ( 41. 4) .
., d-Sa.msi
- Csi ) ( F; 41.3) .
Be-11-

-tukulti

29

Be-H - tu-ku.1-ti ( f; 41.3) .

-waqar

30

Be- 12- wa- qar (41. 4) .

--

Be-H- da- ya-an (F ; 41. 4) .

- -
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belum (continued)
-beld~in-bel-aplim
dv
- _
...
Samas-bel-ili

31

dSin-be-el-ap-lim, dSin-be-el-ap-li-im (30.1).

32

dv

Addu-

33

A- du-be-11 (29.1.a).

Libur-

34

Li-bur-be-11 (41.1).

Puzurds ...in-

35

Puzur-be-lf ( 41. 5) .

36

dSin-be- 11 (29.1.a).

Salim

37

Sa- lim-be- lf ( 41. 4).

v
-. _, (
)
Samas-be-el-i-li
30 .6 .

-beli

"Master , ruler ... owner ... " ( CAD B: 191b) .

This is the most common

nominal element used in the Akk. PNs collected, appearing in 3.9% of them.
The element can be used to refer to gods (CAD B: 193a-94a), to the king
(194a- 95b), to an official (195b-96a), to the head of a household (196),
and to the owner of real estate or slaves (196b- 98b) .
In most of the PNs, nos. 1, 7- 24 , 26- 30 , 34- 35 and 37, the referent is probably
the master of the slave.

However, since belu often refers to a de i ty

(see CAD above), and since the 'Beli-element' pattern in no s. 7-1 5, 17,
21, 23, 24 and 29 has parallels from Mari in a corresponding ' DN- element'
pattern, it seems possible that in some of the cases Beli could refer to
an unnamed deity .

In later times belu could occur with the divine deter-

minative, indicating the possibility that the PN could have been an abbreviation of a theophoric PN, but this is not attested as early as the OB
period (Stamm 1939: 245).
a divine epithet.

In nos. 6, 31- 33 and 36 the element serves as

With no. 32 compare dAdad-be- el-l- lf (YOS 14: 46a) .

In addition, in PNs nos. 1, 7, 9, 29 and 30, the 'Beli-element' pattern
is paralleled by PNs from Mari of the pattern 'Sarrum-element', implying
that possibly beli may refer to the king and not to an unnamed deity as
indicated above .

In nos . 2- 4, the names have been taken as endearment

PNs although other interpretations are po ssible.

In many cases, the

referent - master, king, deity - can not be identified with certainty .
For no. 25 see qarradu below .

The Amorite cognate, ba(h)l i - , appears in

t wenty- four of the names (2 . 8%) cited by Huffma n (1965 : 174) .
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Bunene (DN)
1

Bu-[ne?J-ne (F; 13 . 2.b).

-abi

2

dBu-ne-ne-a-bi (29.1.a).

-abu

3 ¾unene(H.AR.RA)-a-bu ( 30. 4 ).

Bunene
¾unene-

The deity was cons i der ed to be the vizier of Samas, but di d not pl ay an
i mportant ro le i n t he Mar i cult (Nakat a 1974: 109) .

The DN appear s in the

t hree Ak.k. PNs as well as t he Amorit e PN Ibal-Bunene (AR.MT XVI / 1 : 81 and 260) .
buqaqum
buqaqum

1

Bu-qa-qum, Bu-qa-qu-um, Bu-qa-q1-im (-),
Bu-qa-qa-am (acc.) (35.5) .

"Little gnat (occ. only as personal name)" (CAD B: 323a).

Both

CAD (B: 323a) and AHw (139a) suggest the possibility that the
element may be a diminutive for baqqu (see the Glossary).
(1965: 152 and 178) considers
a brief discussion.

the PN to be Amorite.

Huffmon

See baqqu for

C-
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buru
bur/i-ya

1

Bu-ri-ya (35.5).

-~amma

2

Bur-~a-ma, [B]ur- Ma-ma (37 . 2) .

-~unu

3

Bur-<\ru-nu (37.2).

"Young calf ... " (CAD B: 340b).

The element is very common in OB

PNs (see CAD B: 342a for PNs similar to nos. 2 and 3 above).

This .

type of PN occurs already in the Sarg. and Ur III period PNs:
Bur-dIN and Bur-Ma-~ (MAD 3: 92). The logogram used is .AMAR.
. 11y compare th e p·irh'i- ds·in an d I ni'b - ds· amas PN s f oun d'in th e
Semant ica
¥

Mari corpus.

bu:;i:;iuru
bu~~ur1

-an

Bu-su-ra-an

(38.1).

This is most probably a quttulu formation, which as Holm.a (1914) has
shown indicates some type of bodily defect, to which the hypocoristic
ending -an has been added (see the Analysis Chapter par. 38.1 and
the Glossary entry).

Basaru, mng. "to tear" (CAD B: 134a) would be a

suitable root from which the element was derived.
in OB and SB.

The verb is attested

Compare for example the verb hara:?u/hurrusuand the PNs

Hurru~;um and Hurru:?an.

/:..
'--
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busu

1

Bu-~u (35.7).

-ya.

2

Bu-~1-ya (35.7).

-aya

3

Bu- 7u-a-ya (F; 35,7).

-i

4

Bu-~! (F; 35.7).

bu~u/i-

Most take the element used in the above PNs to refer to an animal:
CAD (B: 349b) "(a bird)", Stamm (1939: 255) 'hyena' or Huffman
(1965: 151) 'partridge(?)'.

However, due to the fact that four out

of five references to Bu9i are to weavers I prefer the meaning of
"byssus" (CAD B: 350a). However, against my preference it should be
noted that this meaning is attested in only NA and NB, but on the
other hand bu9u mng. a type of bird (CAD B: 348) or "hyena" (349a)
are also late as well, i.e., SB.

bututtu (var. butumtu)
butumtum

1

Bu-~u-um-tum (F; 35.6).

"Pistachio tree ... pistachio nut" (CAD B: 359a).
Sargonic PN cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 103).

Note the identical

The word even occurs outside

of this PN in the Mari letters (ARM IV 42 .18) as well as elsewhere in
OAkk. OB, etc. (see CAD B: 359).

For the usage of plant names as

PNs see the Analysis Chapter par. 35.6.
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dabu
1

Da-bi-um (35 . 5) .

-a

2

Da-bi-a (3 5 . 5).

-atum

3

Da-bi-a-tum (F; 35.5).

dabium
dabi-

"Bear" (CAD D: 17a ) and note the OB fem. PN Da-bi-tum cited there.
Also Stamm 1939: 253 and Landsberger 1934: 82-83 .

da.du
-da.di
sa-pi-

1

[S]a?-p1-da-di (41.4).

" .•. darling ... " (CAD D: 20a).

This element is very frequent in PNs as

early as the Pre-Sarg ., Sargonic and Ur III periods (MAD 3: 104).
However, in the Mari corpus most of the PNs containing this element
are probably Amorite; Huffmon (1965: 181-82) cites eleven examples,
but the above PN is clearly Akk.
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Dagan (DN)
~agan-andulli

1

~a-gan-andulli(AN.DUL ) (lf) (29 . 1.c).

-basti

2

~a-gan-ba-as-ti (F; 29 .1.b).

-ili

3

~a-gan-t-lf (F; 29.1.b).

-kibri

4

~a-gan~ki-ib-ri (F; 29.1.c).

-nadi

5

~a-gan-na- di (F; 27.2).

-nasir

6

~a- gan-na- ~ir (30.2 ) .

-re~iisu

7

~a- gan-re-su-su (29.1 . c).

-~inusu

~a-gan-~f-nu-su (29.1.c).
~a- gan-sadu(KUR)-ni (29.1.c).

- oams1.

8
9
10

-tillassu

11

~a- gan-tillassu([s]u) (29 .1.c).

-sadiini
d;,;

... _

X

~a-gan-dSamsi (si) (F; 29.1 . c).

-~aganAna-~agan-taklaku
12

A- na- dDa-gan- tak-la- ku, A- na- ~a-gan-ta-ak-la-ku
(25 . 2).

-~agan
Ana-

13

A- n[a]-~a-gan (13 . 2.b).

Awil-

14

Awil- ~[a-g]an ( 37. 3).

Ba.nu-

15

Ba-nu-~a-gan (30 . 4 ) .

Gimil-

16

Gi-mil-~a- gan ( 32. 2).

Ibbi-

17

I - bi - ~a- gan (17.5 ) .

Iddin-

18

I-din-~a-gan (17 . 1).

Ipqu-

19

Ip-qu-~a-g[an] (39 . 2) .

Isme-

20

Is-me-~a-gan (24. 6) .

Kibri-

21

Ki - ib-ri-~a-gan ( 29 .1. C) .

Kiri-

22

Ki - ri-~a- gan ( 37. 2) .

Le'i-

23

Le- i-~a-gan ( 30. 5 ) .

NiirPuzur-

24

d
Nu- ur-~a-gan, Nu-ur- Da-gan ( 39 . 2) .
Puzur-~a-gan (39 . 2) .

Qu' 'u-

26

Rim-

27

25

Qu-u-~a-gan ( 27. 2) .
R"1.-im. dDa-gan ( 37 . 1) .
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Dagan (DN) (continued)
-¾agan (continued)
Silli-

28

~11-1!-¾a-gan (32.3).

Sep-

29

Se-ep-~a-gan, Sep(GIR)-~a-gan (39.2).

Simat-

30

Si-ma-at-¾a-gan (F; 36).

Tura-

31

Tu-ra-¾a-gan (22.1).

t'ab-~illi-

32

1a-ab-~!l-[1]1-¾a-gan (32.3).

The deity was popular in the Mari region during this period and occurs
in 103 Mari PNs.

Because of the deity's association with atmospheric

deities such as Enlil and Adad, it too is considered an "atmospheric
deity" (Nakata 1974: 119 and also Robert 1972: 18-19).

During the OB

period, its cult seemed to be centered in the middle Euphrates region
(Nakata 1974: 118).

The ultimate origin of the deity is not known (for

various views see Nakata 1974: 120-21).
Nakata 1974: 111-51.

For an extended treatment see

Also, see Huffmon for the Amorite PNs containing

this DN (1965: 180-81).

dalalu
adallal

G, pres., 1, c., sing.
1

A-da-[l]a-al (27.1).

2

A-dal-la-al-dSin (27.1 ) .

adallald ...

- Sin

G, voluntative, 1, c., sing.

-ludlul
dsin-

3

dSin-lu-ud-lu-ul (27.1 ) .

"To proclaim, to glorify" ( CAD D: 46b).

The element is common in PNs

(see for example CAD D: 47) and occurs already in Ur I I I PNs.
too, the usage of nadu and samaru.

Compare
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da.miqtu
damiqtum

1

Da-mi-iq-tum, Da-mi-iq-tim (gen . ),
Da-mt-iq-tum (F; 35.2).

"Favor, good will, luck ... " (CAD D: 64a).
(1905 : 185) similar to the above.

Note the OB PN cited by Ranke

Gelb also cites a similar name, written

syllabically as well as with the logogram SIG 5 (MAD 3: 110-11), from the
Sargonic period.

damq1

Da.m-qa-nu (F; 35.2).

Ahum-

2

A-hu-um-da-mt-iq (40.6).

Purus-

3 Pu?-ru-us-da-mi-iq (F; 30.5).

d ...

. .
( 30 .5 .
)
4 dS...in- d a-mi-iq

Sii-

5

-anu

-damiq

Sin-

Su-da-mt-iq (41.4).
The adj. serving as the predicate with the

-damqa

archaic predicate ending .
Annu-

6

dishara-

7 dis-ha-ra-dam-qa (F ; 30 . 5) .

Istar-

8

Istar-dam-qa (F; 30.5).

Sina-

9

Si-na-da.m-qa, Si-ni-da.m-qa (F; 40 . 6) .

An-nu-dam-qa (F; 30.5).

"Good, fine, pleasant ... beautiful ... " ( CAD D: 68b).

The above names have

been entered under the adjective, for it appears that in the cases of nos.
2-5 the stat. absol. of the adj. is serving as the predicate .

The ortho-

graphy of the Mari names does not suggest a reading of the element as a D,
stative as some have taken it (CAD D: 63b , AHw: 156b and Roberts 1972: 5).
The element appears already in OAkk . names; f-~-da-~-_!_q_

(MAD

3 : 110 ) .
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. damqu (continued)
Semantically compare the usage of tabu in Akk. PNs.

It is . possible

C

that among the Arnorite PNs, NtJM, *!!.....!!l carries a similar semantic notion.
Huf.fmon (1965: 237-39) cites eleven examples of various types.
,

The

'

Amorite names such as As-di-ni-hl:_-im and .I-11-ne-h!.-im (Huffmon
1965: 238.) seem to reflect a pattern similar to that found in the
Akk. PNs listed above.

da.mu
dam-hura~i(m)

1

Da-am-hu-ra-~1, Dam-hu-ra-~1-im,
Da-am-hura~im(KU.GI) (F; 38.2).

"Blood" (CAD D: 75b).
Gold'.

The above name is interpreted as 'Blood of

The reference may be to a special color.

For example, a stone,

carnelian, was considered to be of this color: NA 4 .GuG US.MES and
NA 4 .GUG sa US cited in CAD (D: 80a). In addition, some objects of gold,
mentioned in the el-Amarna letters, lacked this particular color (CAD
D: 79b).

Like Samtum (F), Samu, Hurasatum (F) and Hurasaya (F),

it may refer to the color of the bearer's hair. Professor Gaster
has drawn my attention to the fact that among the items of the
:furniture of El, as described in Ugaritic Literature, that his
throne was covered by dm.~ (UT 51.I.33). This is variously translated
1
2
as "adorned with red gold" or "coated with . a film of gold."
In
view of this name, perhaps the translation "red gold" is to be preferred.
1 c. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Literature (Rome: Pontificium Institutum
Biblicum, 1949): 28.
2T. H. Gaster, Thespis (New York: Harper Torchbook, 1966): 174.
See also his original discussion "The Furniture of El in Canaanite
Mythology," Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research
93 (1944): 20-21.
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dannu
Adj. used as the predicate.

dannum-tahaz

1

Dan-nu-ta-ha-az, Da-nu-um-ta-ha-az (42).
Stat. absol. of the adj. serving as the predic ate.

dan-Erra

2

Da-an-Er-ra (30.5).
Fem. form of the adj. in the stat. absol. used

-dannat

as the predicate.
d ....
Ishara-

3

d ....

Is-ha-ra-dan-na-at (F; 30 . 5) ,

" ... strong, powerful, mighty, great ... " (CAD D: 92b) .

The element is

very frequent in Pre-Sar., Sargonic and Ur III PNs.

For example Es 4dar-da-na-at and Ma-ma-dan-na-at, among many cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 113-14).

Alternatively, it is possible to consider the verbal forms in nos. 2 and 3
as G, statives from dananu (Roberts 1972: 5 and AHw: 159a) .

For an OB name

identical to no. 2 see YOS 14: 53b and a king na::-(d)Dannum- tahaz, YOS 14:
53b .

Apparently a vocative .

-daqqu
Arse-

1

Ar-si-e-da-qu (F ; 16.1).

"Small (child) ... " (CAD D: 107a).
cited by Gelb (MAD 3 : 115),
formations with the vocative.
and Da(q)qum (YOS 14 : 54a) .

Note the Sargonic PN Da- kum

See the Analysis Chapter for parallel
Note also the OB names Daoqatum, Daqqiya

G-
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&I
da.ris
da.ris

1

Da-ri- is (42).

2

Da-ri-is-li-bur (f; 42).

da.ris-libur

Adv . "forever " (CAD D: 113a) .
be limited.

The usage of the element in PNs seems to

CAD does not cite any PNs in its entry while AHw (163b)

only refers to no. 2 from above.

However, note the OAkk. PN Da- r!-is-

ma- tum cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 169) .

See the Analysis Chapter for a

discussion of these PNs and see below for the related usage of daru.

daru
dari-ya

1

-dari

Da-ri - ya (13.2.a) .
G, stative, 3, masc . , sing .

Ahumma-

2

A-hu- um- ma- da- ri (40.6).

Beli-lu-

3

Be-11 - lu- da-ri (41.1) .

Lu-

4

Lu-da- ri (41.1).

'To be enduring, everlasting'.

I have followed AHw (164b) in taking this

as a denominative verb which appears only in the stative since it occurs
with the precative particle lu .

However, it is also possible to take it

as a stative usage of the adj. da.ru as CAD (D : 116b).

For its very fre -

quent appearance in OAkk. PNs such as DN- , Sarrum- , Re'um-, Su- , lu- ,
dari,

see MAD 3: 106, as well as CAD D: 116b and AHw: 164b.

see Ranke 1905: 238b .

For OB PNs
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dayyanu
Stat. absol. used as a predicate.

-dayyan

BeliEl-

1

Be-lf-da-ya-an (F; 41.4).

2

El-da-a-ya-an (30.3).

¾-arum-

3

¾-arum(ID)-dayyan(DI.KU5) (30.3).

"Judge" (CAD D: 28b).

In Sargonic and Ur III PNs the element is

written DI.KU 5 (CAD D: 32b-33a and MAD 3: 105). Note also the OB
dx
....
PN cited by AHw (151a) ua.mas-da-~/~-.§:-an. See also Ranke 1905:
225a for the 'DN-dayyan' pattern.

In view of the common 'DN-dayyan'

pattern in which the DN is Mesopotamian rather than Amorite, Naru(ID)
and Marduk, it seems best to consider no. 2 above as Akk. rather than
Amorite (see Ranke above for references).

*ill,

Semantically compare "SP1'

'exercise authority, judge'," which appears in the Amorite PN

Sa-~-ta-AN, apparently a aatala verbal formation (Huffman 1965: 268).

dimtu

Stat. canst. of the plural.

dimat-ummi

1

Di-ma-at-um-mi (F; 40.2).

"Tear •.. weeping" (CAD D: 147a).
which use this element.

To date, no Akk. PNs have been found

However, the name may be descriptive of con-

ditions surrounding the birth of the child (see paragraph 40.2 in the
Analysis Chapter).
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Diritum (DN)
~iritum-kapi

1

~i-ri-tum-ka-pf (F; 29.1.c).

-sarrat

2

~i-ri-tum-sar-ra-at (F; 30.4) .

-ummi

3

~i-ri-tum-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

Iddin-

4

I-din-~i-ri-tim (nom. and gen. usage) (17.1).

Qisti-

5

Qf-is-ti-¾i-ri-tim (36).

-~iritum

Six PNs from the Mari corpus contain the DN.
Akk.

Of these, five are

This female deity was worshiped at Dir on the Euphrates.

Her

masculine counterpart may possibly be Dir, a DN that appears in two
Amorite PNs from Mari (Nakata 1974: 152-60 and 456).

dumqi1

Du-um-qf-li-bur (F; 41.1).

Beli-

2

Be-11-du-um-qf (F ; 41.3).

Ili-

3

I-11-du-um-qf (F; 29.1.c).

4

dis-ha-ra-fda,-du-um-qf (F; 29.1.c).

5

d....

-libur
-dumqi

d ....

Ishara-

d....

....

Samas-

....
., (
Samas-du-um-qi
F; 29.1.c ) .

"Good luck .•. favor, (divine) grace ... " ( CAD D: 180a) .

The element

is common in PNs appearing early in Sargonic and Ur III PNs.

Gelb

cites parallels to nos. 2, 3 and 1 although in each instance the
word order in the Gelb PNs is reversed from that found in the Mari
PNs.

For further PNs see also CAD D: 181b for example .
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dunnu
-dunnI
Annu-

1

An-nu-du-un-ni, An-nu-du-ni (F; 29.1.c).

~amma-

2

~a-ma~du-un-ni (F; 29.1.c).

" ••• strength, power ..• " (CAD D: 184a).
Ur III PNs as a one word PN:

Occurs in Sargonic and

Dun-num and Dun-ni-~ (MAD 3: 114).

The element also appears in GNs, see CAD D: 185b, e.g., Dunnu-DN.
It is also possible the element could refer to a "fort, fortified
house;" etc., and in this connection compare the duru PNs listed below.

duru
-durI

Abid
Addu-

1

A-bi-du-ri (F; 41.3).

2

dAddu-du-ri (F; 29.1. C).

Belids amas..,

3

Be-11-du-ri (F; 41.3).

4

dSamas-[d]u?-ri (29. 1. C).

Si-

5

Si-du-ri (F; 29 .1. C).

"City wall, fortification wall. •• " (CAD D: 192a).

In the above PNs

the reference seems to be to the protection afforded by the deity,
master, father, etc.

The element occu~s in Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and

Ur III PNs (MAD 3: 106-7) where the use of the logogram
inates over the syllabic rendering.

BAD

predom-

Clear parallels to nos. 2-5 are

cited by Gelb.
However, as Professor Gaster has observed, Si-du-ri could be considered
as Hurrian although Sasson (1974a) fails to list it as such. For the
tur/turi element in Hurrian see NPN (269-70), Speiser1 , Hass and
Wilhelm 2 , and Sasson (1974a: 368).
1 E. Speiser, Introduction to Hurrian , Annual of the American
Schools of Oriental Research, vol. 20 (New Haven: American Schools of
Oriental Research, 1940-41), pp. 40-41, 55 and 112.
2 v. Hass and G. Wilhelm, "Zuro hurritischen Lexikon I,"
...
Orientalia 41 (1972): 6-7.
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dussupu
dussuptum

Fem. adj.
1

Du-su-up-tum (F; 35 . 1).

"adj.; sweet" (CAD D: 200a).

Note the OB PN identical to the above

cited by CAD (D: 200b) from YOS 8 149:25.

The pattern seems to be

the quttulu pattern studied by Halma (1914: 47) but the PN does not
seem to refer to a bodily defect as do many PNs based upon this pattern.
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Ea (DN)
Ea-basti

1

E-a-ba-as-ti, E-a-ba-as-ti (F; 29.1.b).

-ilum

2

E-a-ilum(AN) (30.4).

-idinnam

3

E-a-i-din-nam (17.1).

-kabar
- dL amassi-

4 E-a-ka-bar (30.5).
5 E-a-la-ma-s!, E-a-~amas s i (F ; 29 . 1 . b ) .
E-a-ma-lik (30.4).

-malik
-musa.kil

6

-musallim

8

E-a-mu-sa-lim (30.2).

-nada

9

E-a-na-da (F; 27.1).

-na~ir
-rabi

10

E-a-na-sir (30.2).

11

E-a-ra-bi (30.5).

-saduni
_dSamsi

12

E-a-sadu(KUR)-ni (29.1.c).

13

E-a- oamsi ( Sl) (F; 29 .1. c).

-tappi

14

E-a-tap-p! (29 .1.c ) .

-tillati

15

E-a-til-la-ti (29.1.c).

-tukulti

16 E-a-tu-kul-ti (29.l.c).

Ana-Ea-takla.ku

17

A-na-E-a-tak-la-ku (25.2).

dBabi-

18

~a-bi-E-a (30.6).

IddinIddin-pi-

19
20

I-din-E-a (17.1).
I-din-pi-E-a (17 . 1 ).

Isim-

21

I-si-im-E-a (17.8).

rtur-

22

I-tur-E-a (17.10).

Kibir-

23

Ki-bi-ir-E-a (39.2).

Lipit-

24

Li-p!-it-E-a (37.1).

Silli-

25

S11-11-~-a ' S11-11-E-a (32. 3) .

Tir-

26

Ti-ir-E-a (27 . 2 ) .

7 E-a-mu-sa-ki-il (30.5).

,.

dx

...

....

,.

-Ea-

,.

.

~

,.
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Ea (DN) (continued)
Because of his association with Enki, Ea seems to be a water deity
(Roberts 1972: 21) .

Although Edzard (1960 : 56) is uncertain of his

origin, most consider Ea as an Akk.. deity (Nakata 1974: 163 ).

One

reason is the appearance of the DN without a determinative in almost
exclusively Akk.. contexts (Roberts 1972: 20-1 ).

This observation

agrees with the Mari data, as 26 of the 33 PNs containing the DN are
Akk.. (see above and ARMT XVI/1: 87-89 and 260) .

With no. 21, Isim-

Ea, compare the Amorite PN Yasim-Ea (Huffman 1965: 267).

ekallu
-ekallim
Mut -

1

Mu-ut-e-kal-lim (gen.; 42) .

"Royal palace ... " (CADE: 52b).

The element is not too common in

PNs, but compare the OAkk. PN Um-mi-E. GAL (F) cited by Gelb (MAD
3: '26) and Istar-ekalli noted in OB (AHw: 192a).

eli

-eli-

Ili-elis

1

I-11-e-li-is (37.3).

tab-eli-matim

2

ra-ab-e-li-ma-a-tim, ra-ab-e-li-ma-tim (23.2).

tab-eli-matisu

3

1a-ab-e-li-ma-ti-su (23 . 2).

Tab-eli-ummanisu 4

Ta-ab-e-li-um-ma-ni-su, Ta- ab-el-um-ma-ni-su (23 . 2) .

"On, above, upon, over, to, towards ... " (CADE : 89a ) .
par. 1140.

See also GAG:
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elu
Adj. used as a predicate.

-eli
Iskur-

1

Is-kur-e-li (F; 30.5).

In PNs the mng. seems to be 'high, exalted' (CADE: llla).

In OB

compare for example !-li-l-na-~-tim cited by CAD, "He(the deity)Is-Exalted-in-the-Land" (E: llla), and possibly !-li-ad-da (YOS 13: 164.5).

emu.qi-El

1

E-[m]u-qf-El (29.1.c).

"Strength (in physical sense as localized in the arms ... )" (CADE:
157a).

The element is common in OB PNs.

Compare for example Ili-

~-~-_gi noted in CAD (E: 158b) among others.

Semantically compare

the usage of d-winu noted above.

Enlil (DN)
¾:nlil-abi

1

¾:n-lfl-a-bi (29.1.a).

-ublam

2

¾n-lfl-ub-lam (17.4).

Enlil, 'Lord Wind', was the chief god of the Sum. pantheon.

He was

considered the "embodiment of executive power in the universe ... "
(Roberts 1972: 21).

For his limited roll in the Mari texts see

Nakata (1974: 170-72).
taining this DN.

The above are the only PNs from Mari con-
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ennu
enna.md ......

- Assur

1

En-na.m-dA-sur (22.1).

"Grace, mercy ... (in personal names only)" (CADE: 170).
interpretation of this element is difficult.

The

Gelb (MAD 3: 51-53)

was not able to reach a satisfactory conclusion.

Due to the lack of

a suitable alternative, most (CADE : 170, AHw: 219b and Roberts 1972: 78- 79, n . 110 )
consider this as a vocative expression.

It could possibly be

related to the Akk. verb enenu ( CAD E: 164) mng. "to grant a
privilege" which appears in PNs such as I-nun-!-!!!:.·

Although the

element appears in only one PN from the Mari corpus it is very common in
Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III PNs.

Gelb for example lists over

forty PNs that contain this element in one form or another.

Further,

Stephens cites thirty-nine ' Cappadocian' names with this element (1928: 78) ,
while eight additional OB names are found in YOS 14: 55.
Erah (DN)

-Erah

Belt!-

1

BeltI(ti)-E-ra-ah (29.1.a).

The three lunar deities appearing in the PNs from Mari are Nanna (Sum . ),
Sin (Akk . ) and Erah (WSem . ) .

Their distribution agrees with their back-

gr ound ; i . e ., Nanna mainly in Sum . PNs (see ARMT XVI/1: 161) , Sin in Akk .
names (s ee Glossary below) and Erah in Amorite ones (ARMT XVI/1 : 261- 62,
Huffmon 1965: 170 and Nakat a 1974 : 177- 81) .

Out of twenty- eight names

in which Erah occurs, the above is the only Akk . name .

Belt i-Erah has

been considered a ' mixed PN ', since the non- DN element is Akk . (WSem .
words are never rendered by logograms in the Mari texts; Tadmor
130, n.12) .

1958:
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c;..

to
eresu
G, :pret., 3, fem., sing.

eris-su-matum

1

E-ri-1s-su-ma-tum, E-ri-su-ma-tum,
E-ri-su-ma-tum., E-ri-1 s-su-um- ma-tu[ m] (23 . 2).

-eris

G, :pret., 3, masc., sing.
2

Ilam-

Ilam(lam)!-e-ri-i[sJ (26).

"To express a wish for (something) (said of a deity)" (CADE: 281a).
Compare for example the OB PN dSin-!:._-ri-is with no. 2 above (CAD
E: 284b).

The element appears already in Sargonic and Ur III

PNs: e.g., DINGIR-!:,_-ri-is (MAD 3: 67), again no. 2 above.
names identical to nos. 1 and 2 , see YOS 14 : 55b and 59b .

For OB

eristu
eristum

1

E-ri-is-tum (F; 35.1).

2

E-ri-is-ti-dA-a (F; 36).

eristid

- Aya

In PNs the sense is "object of desire" (CADE: 299a).

There are

several other occurrences of both nos. 1 and 2 in other OB contexts
(see CAD).

Ranke (1905: 186b) translates no. 2 as "Aj a is my

desire" but eristi
42lb-42a).

is the normal stat. const. of eristu (AHw:

Thus I have translated the PN as 'Desire of Aya'.

For a long :proso:pogra:phic discussion of the status of no. 2 and
her :position as a naditum see Batto 1974: 93. Semant ically compare
"*.;;bw, 'desire' , " which appears in five Amori te PNs ( Huffman 1965:
256) ; e.g., $[1]-bu-um.
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Erra ( DN)
Erra-abi

1

Er-ra-a-bi (29.1.a).

-gamil

2

Er-ra-ga-mil (30.3).

-qura.d

3

Er-ra-qu-ra-ad (30.5).

Dan-

4

Da-an-Er-ra (30.5).

Ibni-

5

Ib-ni-~r-ra (17.2).

-~rra

Erra is a deity which appears in ten names from Mari (ARMT XVI / 1: 91 and 262),
of which five are Akk.

He is one of the deities of the nether world (Edzard

1960: 63-64) and is associated with war, anarchy, famine and dry scorched
earth (Roberts 1972: 2-29 and 80-88 nn. 124-190 and Nakata 1974: 182-84),
but not with plague as Edzard had thought.

For exact paral lels t o nos. 2-5

see YOS 14 (53b, 58b and 63a).
Esar (DN)
-Esar
Nawa.r-

1

Na-wa-ar-E-sar (F; 39. 2 ).

Tatab-

2

Ta-~a-ab-E-sar (F; 25.2).

The DN is more common in its Amorite form, Esar, app earing in seven
Amorite PNs (Nakata 197 4 : 283 and ARMT XVI / 1: 262 ).

However, the read-

ings of the above two names are apparently no longer certain.

The

suggested alternatives are Na-wa-ar-~-li? (ARMT XVI / 1: 163) and Ta-da~-~-l i? (203).

Roberts (1972: 37 ) suggests t he mng . as "The Just One,"

possibly referring to a " j udici al funct i on he p erfo rms i n th e underworld."
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eseru

l

G, precative, 3, masc., sing., nominalized.
Li-se-rum (19 . 2).

2

G, precative, 3, masc., sing.
_,
....
....
Li-pi-su- li-se-er, Li-pf-su-li-ser,

liserum

-li!er
Lipissu-

Li-pf-su-li-~ir 5 (sic) (19 . 2).
-must es er

St, part. in stat. absol. serving as the predicate.

Beli-

"

3

Be-l[f]-mu-us-te-se-er (42).

to thrive, to prosper ..• sutesuru ..• to see that justice is

done ..• " (CADE: 352a).

With no. 2 compare the OB PN of the pattern

Li-se-er-GN (place name) cited in AHw (254b) and with no . 1 the abbrev. one word
PN Li-se-rum (YOS 13: 470 obv.4) .

Also to be noted is Ahi -liser

(Tallqvist 1914: 17a) and others cited by Stamm (1939: 155).
Sargonic times note Q-~-se-ir-Da-~-an (MAD 3: 77) .

From

PNs of the pattern

'DN-musteser' are quite common in OB (AHw: 256 and CAD M2: 289b) .

etellu
etellum

1

E- te-el- lum, E-tel-lim (gen.) (35 . 1).
In the following PNs the element appears in

etel-pi- Samas

2

the stat. absol. serving as an adj. predicate.
- dxoamas,
.... E-te-el-pi- dxoamas,
....
E-tel-pidx
....
E-tel-pi5- oamas (32.1) .

-pi-sarrim

3

E- tel- pi-sarrim (42).

_ dv

....

The element, meaning "prince, l ord" (CADE: 381a ) or as an adj .
'lordly', is common as a divine epithet (Tallqvist 1938 : 38 ) .

The

pattern found in no. 2 above occurs al ready in OAkk. (CADE: 382b) and
this pattern, Etel-£1-DN is very common in OB, see fo r example
Ranke 190 5: 8lb- 82b f or t en examples, plus additional occurrences of
nos. l and 3.
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G-

r3
eteru
G, precative, 3, masc., sing.

litir-sarrussu

1

Li-"t;ir 5-sarru(ru)-su, Li-~ir 5-sarru-su (42 ).

Abi-

2

A-bi-li-~ir 5 (F; 41.1).

Sumsu-

3

Sum-su-li-~ir5 (42).

-litir

II

to save a person ... " (CADE: 401a) and also AHw (264).

Note the OB PN DINGIR-li-~-er cited by CAD (E: 403a) as well as
PNs from later periods.

Note that Birot (ARMT XII.158.4) acknowledges

the reading tir 5 (the readings adopted above) at Mari. The alternative
tir, rendering litir, does not seem satisfactory for this implies
a D precative from taru but appropriate PN examples are lacking
even though the meaning would make sense.

Dossin's rendering,

(1970a: passim 33-38) Liter-sarrusu, seems to imply eteru
although his lack of the use of the emphatic~ leaves this open to
question.

A PN parallel to no. 3 above, Sum-su-li-E_-er, is found in

YOS 13: 74a and adds support to the above readings.
The above PNs all seem to be addressed to humans.

Compare the usage

of gamalu in PNs serving as the verbal form in conjunction with deities.
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gallabu
1

gallabu
"Barber" ( CAD G: 14b).

Ga-la-bu (38.4).
See 16b for its occurrence as a PN.

It

is even attested in Sargonic and Ur III PNs (MAD 3: 117).

ga.malu
igmilum

Nominalized form of the G, pret. 3, masc., sing.
1

Ig-mi-lum, Ig-mi-li-im (gen.), Ig-mi-li (gen.)
(24.6).

igmil-

G, pret., 3, masc., sing .

..
- dS in

2

Ig-mi-il-dSin, Ig-mil-[dS]in (24 . 6).
G, imp., 2, masc., sing.

gumul- ds ..
in

3

-gimlanni

Gu-mu-ul-dSin (22.1).
G, imp., 2, masc., sing. with the acc.
pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).

4 I-11-gi-im-la-ni (22.1).

Ili-

-gumli

G, imp., 2, fem., sing.

d ....

Ishara-

"

5

d ....

Is-ha-ra-gu-um-li (F; 22.1).

to spare, to save ... " ( CAD G: 21a).

In the G, this verb can

be i/i (common) but also a/u which is attested in OAk.k. (ARw: 275b).
In this regard compare the Sargonic and Ur III PNs cited by Gelb
!5_-mul-Ir-ra and .!.g-:-~-lum (MAD 3: 118).

In OB, PNs of the above

patterns are very common (see CAD G: 23a for further examples).
all of the above examples a deity is being addressed.
usage of ~

In

Compare the

in Mari PNs where a human is being addressed.

The

usage of gamalu in Akk. PNs seems to be semantically related to the
usage of *czb in Arnorite PNs, e.g. the causitive Ya-ab-zi-ib- AN
(Huffmon 1965: 192).
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gamilu
The stat. absol. of the adj. serving as

-ga.mil

a predicate adj.
d

1

dAddu-ga-mil (30.3).

El-

2

El-[ g]a-[ m]il, El- ga-mi-il (30 . 3).

ErradSin-

3

Er-ra-ga-mil (30.3).

4

dsin-ga-mil, Si n(XXX )- ga-mil ( 30 . 3 ).

5

dSamas-ga-mil(30.3).

Addu-

d•

.,.

Samas-

Turrunu-

6 Tu-ur-ru-nu-u-ga-mil (30.3).
Stat. absol. of the fem. form of the adj.

-ga.milat

serving as a predicate adj.
'1!ubat-

7

¾u-ba-at-ga-mi-la-at (F; 30.3).

~inhursagga-

8

d Nin.hur.sag.ga.-ga-mi-la-at (F; 30.3).
The fem. form of the adj. with the

-ga.milti

pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).

Annu-

9

An-nu-ga-nu-il-ti (F; 29.1.c).

"Merciful, fore bearing" ( CAD G: 32b).

PNs similar to the above are

very common in the OB period (see CAD G: 33a and Ranke 1905: 227b

for example) .

gapa.su

...

guppusum
"To be huge, massive

1

Gu-up-pu-si-[imJ (gen.) (38.1) .
"(CAD G: 43b).

Although thi s PN was not

treated by Halma (1914) it is based upon the outtulu pattern studied by
him.

This pattern is often used to indicate bodily def ormities (see

par. 38.1 in the Analysis Chapter ).

The D f orm , guppusu, is used

to describe enlarged parts of the bodies of animal s (CAD G: 44a).
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-

-gasera

1

"Strong" (CAD G: 56b) .
the readings.

Ga-se-ra, Ka-se-rum (F ; 35.1 ) .
See the Listing Chapter for references and

The element appears in Ur III PNs Ir-ra-~-se/!_-ir

(MAD 3: 121) as well as in other OB PNs, Ga-as-ru-(_~], et c . (CAD G:
57a).

The-~ ending has evidently feminized this PN (see the Glossary

above).

-geriMannum-gerisu

1

Ma-an-nu-um-ge-ri-su (33.1).

"Foe, adversary" (CAD G: 62b).

The element occurs already in

Sargonic and Ur III PNs, Ga-ri-DINGER, the abbreviated PN Ga-ri-um,
etc. ( ~ 3 : 119) and in an OB PN as well, Ma-~-~-~-_sl-ri-dSamas
(Ranke 1905: 120a).

It is probable that the pronominal suffix in the

PN noted above refers to an unnamed deity.
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G-

tt
gimillu
gimillu

1

Stat. const.

gimil-~agan
dx

[GJi-mi-il-lu (32.2).

....

- oamas

2

Gi-mil-~a-gan (32.2).

3

)
Gi-mil- dSamas.., ( 32.2.

-gimil-

dv

..,

Mad-gimil- Samas

d....

....

4 Ma-ad-gi-mil- Samas (32.2).

"An act of kindness .•• mercy ... " (CAD G: 73b).

PNs such as the

above are very common in OB (see Ranke 1905: 84-85).

Compare also

the usage of the element in the OB PN Lu-~-_gi-mil-dSamas cited
by CAD (G: 74b) among others.

Stamm (1939: 274) has suggested that

the element refers to favor exercised

toward the child for a fortunate

birth, deliverance from sickness, etc.

See also the Analysis Chapter

regarding the above PNs.

gugallu
Stat. absol. serving as the predicate.

-gugal
d

Addu-

1

dAddu-gu-gal (30.5).

"Inspector of canals ... " (CAD G: 121a).

Although the element

appears in OAkk and Ur III contexts CAD (G: 122a) has noted that
it does not appear in OB texts except as a PN.

It also appears

in the Ur III period as a PN, Gu-.@_-lU (MAD 3: 117).
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gullatu
Gullatum

1

Gul-la-tum (F; 35.7) .

"(an ornament of gold)" (CAD G: 128b).

CAD notes that the word

appears in OB (Qatna) and thus its usage is approximately contemporary
with the Mari texts.

For the usage of the names of jewels and

other items as PNs see the Analysis Chapter par. 35.7 .

....
guppusum
See gapasum.

gurruru
gurruru

1

Gu-ur-ru-ru (38.1).

The mng. of this element is not known (CAD G: 141a and Aliw: 930a).
In spite of this fact it seems probable that it describes some
type of bodily trait for it appears to be based on the quttulu
pattern which is thus used (Holma 1914: 43).

c-
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fl
habazi'.l
1

habazi'.l

Ha-ba?-zu (F; 38.4).

"(an agricultural worker); lex.•; Sum. lw.

lu.se.ha.ba.zi

sa ha-ba-zi-,!. he who .•• s (barley) (mentioned between muqallipu,
'barley husker, ' and babilu, 'barley carrier' ) OB LuA 202 11
12b-13a).

(

CAD H:

For additional occupational PNs see the Analysis Chapter.
hammu

hammi-andulli

... . ...
-sagis

1

Ha-am-mi-an-du.1-11 (40.10).

2

Ha-am-mi-sa-gi-is (40.6).

"'Paternal uncle'" (Huffmon 1965: 196).

The element is Amorite and

occurs primarily in Amorite PNs, see Huffmon 1965: 196-98 for numerous
examples.

The above PNs can be considered 'mixed PNs' consisting

of clearly Altlc. elements and this Amori te one.

Hammu (DN)

-Hammu
su-

1

Su-Ha-am-mu (37,3),

The deity is clearly Amorite (Nakata 1974: 191-97) and appears in
over thirty Amorite PNs.

The above PN is a 'mixed PN' for the

Su- element is Akk. (see the Glossary below for further examples ) .
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Hanat (DN)
-¾anat

Mut-

1

Mu-ut-¾a-na-at (37 . 3).

Silli-

2

~f l -lf-dHa-na-at (32 . 3).

Ummi-

3

Um-mi-¾[a-na-at?] (F ; 29 .1.a ) .

This is a female WSem. deity used in three Akk. PNs, although no. l
could possibly be Amorite.

It appears in four Amorite PNs as well

(Nakata 1974: 198-203 and .ARMT XVI/1: 262) .

Nakata 's research

has shown that little is known about this deity in Mesopotamia (198).

Hanna (GN)
-Hanna
1

Mut-

Mu-ut-Ha-na (38.4).

For this GN see .ARMT XV: 124, Beitzel 1976 : 69 and ARMT XVI/1: 13.
Kupper (1957: 38, 44) locates this country in the Terqa region.

-haHu(m)
Takiin-

1

Ta-ku-un-ha-tum (F ; 23.2) .

Taris-

2

Ta-ri-is-ha-at-tu (F ; 23 . 2).

Ummi-

3

Um-mi-ha-tum (F; 42) .

"Scepter ... staff

" (CAD H: 153b).

This element 's primary reference

in the above PNs seems to be as a metonymy for the rule of the
d ...
monarch. In this regard note the PNs from Ur III times : Su-EN. ZUli-la-bi-ir-ha-da-am, ' May Su Sin's rule last long ', Tu-ki-in-PAmi-~-ri-sa, 'She e stablished the rule of her favorite ', and
Wa-at-~-at-ha-tum, 'Surpassing is the rule' (MAD 3: 136 and CAD H: 154b55a) .

In view of these extra-Mari names as well as Takiin-, Taris-matum

it does not seem best to postulate a DN being used here as does ARMT
XVI/1 : 263 .

It is i nteresting to note that two of the three Mari PNs

were borne by pe ople clo sely as s ociated with the ruling classes .
~as

No. l

the daughter of Su- mu- ya-~-am , a king of Mari , while no . 2 was the

'mother ' (nurse?) of Kibri- Dagan (?) and of the Queen, Sibtu (ARMT
XVI/1 : 186 , 201 and 202) .
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hiddu
hiddurn

1

' A pearl ' (AHw: 344b).

Hi-id-di-im (gen. ) ( 35. 7) .
Birot (1974: 229) concurs with this interpretation

and cites another example of the PN from PBS II /2 , 132:82.

hiqum

1

Hi- ir-~u- um (34) .

"Block ... exact copy . . . " (CAD H: 199b) .
the PN is to be interpr eted .

It is in the latter sense that

A similar PN appears already in an unpub .

OAkk . text cited by CAD (Hi - ir- ~ ) (H: 199b).

Hubat /Humat (DN)
¾ubat - gamilat

1

¾u- ba- at - ga- mi-la- at (F ; 30 . 3) .

- remeni

2

dHu- ba- at - re- me- ni (F ; 30 . 3) .

- tukulti

3

dHu- ba- at - tu~kul- ti (F; 29 . 1 . c).

The DN appears at Mari only in the above three PNs .

Nakata (1974 : 460)

does not propound any special treatment of the DN, merely noting the
literature.

Kupper (1973: 40) proposes that these names are ' mixed

names' composed of an Akk . element plus Hubat, which is a special form
of the Hurrian goddess Khepat.

Edzard (1967: 65 , n . 3) does not offer any

interpretation but notes, on the basis of the above PNs, that Hubat is
probably an Akkadian goddess .
would tend to support his view .

The non- DN elements in the above names
Recently Anbar has noted that the correct

reading should be dHu- ma- at - based upon his texts and those from Tell
ed- Der (1976: 61- 62, n . 3).

He notes that the - ma- and the - ba- signs

are often very similar in the Mari letters .

The compilers of ARMT XIV / 1

(109- 110 ) have accepted this proposal whic h makes Kupper's interpretation
improbable .
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hulalum
1

hulalum

Hu-la-lum (35.7).

"(a precious stone)" (CAD H: 226b).

As

a PN occurs already in Ur III

PNs such as Hu-la-lum, Hu-la-11, etc. (MAD 3: 128) .

Compare also

in OB Hu-la-lum cited by Ranke 1905: 87a.

hunm!U';U

-hununu~im
1

Mut-

Mu-ut-hu-mu-~1-im (nom.) ( 38.2).

"Baldheaded (acc. only as personal name)" (CAD H: 235a).
one word PNs from the Sargonic and Ur III periods:
and Hu-um-~ (MAD 3: 129).

Note the

Hu-mi-zum, Hu-~-~

The element is based upon the quttulu

pattern which indicates bodily characteristics (Halma 1914: 55-56)
although it is more common for names of this pattern to be one word
PNs.

The element in the PN above is clearly part of a construct

pattern PN.

hunabu
hunab1

-a

Hu-na-ba (F; 35.2).

The mng. of this PN is difficult to determine .
~oluptuousness'.

AHw (356a) suggested

The element seems to be related to the verb hanabu

which can mean "to grow abundantly" ( CAD H: 75b) .

In OB either the

one word PN appears or some variant of it with a hypo coristic suffix
as above .

Compare Ranke (1905 : 87b) Hu-E.,§:- bu-~

(CAD H: 237a) .

and Hu- E.,§:- bi - Y,§l: (F)

The name has tentatively been interpreted as ' luxuriant

(growth of hair ) '.

For a full discussion, see hunnubu f ollowing .
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hunnubu ·
hunnubum

1

Hu-nu-bi-i[m] (gen.) (35.2).

The interpretation of this element is difficult. - Von Soden translates it
as 'very voluptuous' (AHw: 356a), but CAD (H: 237d) states "mng. uncert.,
occ. only as personal name."

The element is apparently a quttulu

formation which normally refers to bodily peculiarities (Holma 1914: 57).
The element is quite common, appearing in the Ur III period name
Hu-~-bf-~ (MAD 3: 129), in the OB name Hu-nu-bu-um (Ranke 1905:87b)
and in Hu-un-nu-bu and Hu-un-nu-ub-tim from Cassite times (Clay 1912:
81b).

Both CAD and AHw list additional occurrences, and the element

even appears in a feminine name, Hu-nu-ub-tum (UET 5: 295r,6 cited
by CAD H: 237d).
The element is apparently related to the verbal form hanabu which in
turn means "to grow abundantly," "to be radiant" (CAD H: 75d).

This

· verb is used in the second sense in MB names such as fI-na-,!_-si-in-ha-an-bat,
"She-is-Radiant-in-Isin" (CAD H: 76c).

It does not seem that this

mng. is applicable to the quttulu formation under discussion.
However, the primary meaning, "to grow abundantly" is used referring to
vegetation, hair, clouds and figuratively of desire (lalu; CAD H: 76b).
The derived adj., hanbu, is not common, but is translated by CAD (H: 78d)
as "luxuriant (in the physiological sense)."
from its equation with dutu in a syn. list.

This mng. is derived
Since dutu pertains to

"verility, manliness" (CAD D: 202c) this would strengthen the sexual
connotation associated with hanbu, hanabu and consequently hunnubu.
Drs. Cohen and Waldman have drawn my attention to several words whose
semantic range seems to be similar to that of ~ anabu/hunnubu.

These

include kuzbu (Sum. HI.LI) which also has to do with "abundance,
attractiveness •.. sexual vigor" (CAD K: 614b).

HI.LI is used in

numerous Sum. names from the Ur III period (Limet 1968: 252-54).
Its Akk. equivalent, ku zbu, appears in a three membered name such as
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hunnubu (continued)
DN-~-zu-ub-~-tim from the OB period (Ranke 1905: . 18lb and YOS
8 95:21).

Note also the usage of the PN Ku-~-ba.-tum, "beautiful,

well-formed" ( CAD K: 613b) as a. name borne by both males and females in
the OB period.

In addition, from a later period, it is possible that

the semantic ra.nge of Hebrew
hunnubu.

f Dmight

overlap with that of ha.nabu/

Usually the word is translated 'grace, favor, or cha.rm' but

on occasion it seems to refer to 'sexual a.ttra.ctivness' as in

Th Sl<v~(Keth.

17aand Snh. 14a).

Since hanabu can refer to hair growing abundantly (CAD H: 76b), possibly
this is the concept behind the related quttulu, 'bodily characteristic',
formation.

That is, the reference would be to the fa.ct that the

bearer bore an expecially luxuriant growth of hair and that this was
considered (sexually?) attractive.

This type of 'bodily peculiarity'

would account for the fact that the name, and related feminine forms
could be borne by both ma.le and females.

An abundant growth of hair

would be one of the few 'bodily characteristics' considered attractive
which could be characteristic of both males and females.

It should be

noted that the related element hunabu is also used in both masculine
and feminine names; e.g., Hu-na-bu-um (Ranke 1905: 87b) and Hu-na-bi-~
(F) (CAD H: 237b).

Possibly comparable in this regard are the biblical

characters of Samson (Judges 14-16) and especially Absalom (2 Sam 14: 25-26).
The relatively greater number of masculine names based upon the hunnubu
formation and the biblical characters noted above would account for
the fact that 'luxuriant hair', while probably common among females,
was considered special for a male, and thus noteworthy of a special

name.

Compare in this regard the description of Enkidu in Gilg.

I ii 37 "itiq pirtisu ~-tan-na-ba kima Nisbaba the locks of hair on
his head grow abundantly like barley" (CAD H: 76b).

Thus it is proposed

that names such as Hunnubum and Hunaba (F) mean 'Luxuriant (growth
of hair)' and in an extended sense refer to voluptuousness.

,,.
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hurasu
hura~-atum

1

Hu-ra-sa-tum (F; 38.2) .

-aya

2

Hu-ra-sa-a-ya (F; 38.2).

3

Da- am- hu- ra- ~f, Dam- hu- ra-sf - im,

-hura~i(m)
Dam-

Da- am- hurasim(KU . GI) (F; 38.2).
"Gold" (CAD H: 245b) .

Note the Ur III PN Hu- ra- zi cited by Gelb (MAD 3:

133) and other PNs based upon this element such as Hu- ra- ~ - ~• etc.
(CAD H: 245b).

From OB note Hu- £§:_- ~ - tum ( F) (Ranke 1905 : 87) .

The

element has been taken to refer to the color of the bearer's hair, since
the name Da.m- hura. 9i(m) seems to refer to hair color ( see damu above ) ,
and because names like Sa.mum and Samtum demonstrate that unusually
colored hair could form the basis for naming.

In addition, hura. 9um is
apparently not used in a figurative sense referring to humans as ' precious '

(CAD H: 246-47), so it seems best to take the above names as referring to
the color of the bearer's hair ( see Analysis Chapter p ar . 38 . 2 for name s
of this type and also damu above).
element waqru is used.

To express the idea of ' precious ' , the

It appears in six Akk. names from Mari and in four

of these the father, brother, master and king are called precious.
other two the referent, while possibly the child, is ambiguous .

In the
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hurrusu
hurru~um

1

Hu-ru-~um (38.1).

2

Hu-ru-~a-an (38.1).

hurrus-

-an

CAD (H: 253b) merely notes that this element describes a bodily
trait and that it is used only as a PN.
the quttulu pattern (Holma 1914: 59).

The element is based on
Following both CAD's

and AHw's (359b) suggestion that the element may be related to the
verb hara$U

which among other mngs. means "to incise, to cut in

deeply" (CAD H: 92b).

The above PNs may thus refer to persons who

bore distinctive scars.

huza.latu

huzilatum

1

Hu-za-la-tum (F;

'Young gazelle' (AHw: 362b).

35.5).

Ranke has noted several occurrences

of this PN in OB (1905: 8To) as a one word PN , Hu-za-lum.
(1965: 192-93)notesthe relationship to Arab. gazal-.

Huffmon

It is difficult

to determine with finality whether the element is Akk. or WSem.
also Landsberger 1934: 154 for the element.

See

Fr om OB, both Huz alum and

Huzalatum are att est ed i n YOS 14 : 57b.
huzzu
huzzum

1

Hu-uz-za-am (acc.) (38 .1).

"Lame, limping (occ. only as personal name)" (CAD H: 266b).
probability a quttulu formation.

In all
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-i

-i-

Abi-ba.sti

1

A-bi- b[a] - as-ti ( F; 41.3) .

Abi-duri

2

Abi-ili

A-bi- du-ri ( F; 41. 3) .
A-bi- t - H ( F; 40 . 7) .

3
4 A- bi - t-H - su ( 40. 7) .
5 A- bi - ka- pf ( F; 41.3).

Abi- ilisu
Abi- ka.pi
- dLamassiAbi-

6

A-bi - dLamassi (F; 41.3).

Abi-li"t,ir

7
8

A- bi-li- bu- ra ( F; 41.1).
A- bi- li- tir 5 ( F ; 41.1).

Abima- ili

9 · A- bi - ma- t - H ( F ; 40 . 7).

Abi- libura

Abi- qura.d

10

A- bi-qu? - ra? - [ad?] (40 . 6) .

Abi- sadi

11

-Abi- d Samsi

12

A- bi- sadu(KUR )- i ( 41. 3) .
- Csi) ( F; 41.3).
A- bi - d-Samsi

Abi - tukulti

13

A- bi - tu- kul- ti ( F; 41.3) .

Aha.ti- iqra

14

A- ha- ti - iq- ra , A- ha- at- iq- ra (F; .40 . 6).

Ahi- ili
Ah-i - dS'in
..

15
16

A- hi - t - H ( F; 40. 7).
A- hi- dS[in] ( 29 . 1. a ) .

Ahi- sagis

17

A- hi-sa- gi- is (40 . 6) .

Ana- belti-takla.ku
18

A- na-be-el - ti - tak- la- ku (F ; 41 . 3) .

Assumiya- libur

19

As- su- mi- ya- li-bur (F; 41 . 1 ) .

Awa.ti-El

20

A- wa- ti - El, A- wa- ti - El (29 .1.c ) .

Ba.sti- nu 9 ri

21

Ba- as- ti - nu- u 9- ri, Ba- as- ti- nu- u 9 (IZ) - ri
(F; 41.1) .

Ba.sti- ul?ri
Beli- dAddu

22
23

Ba-as- ti - U1? - ri (F; 41 . 1) .
Be- 11- dAddu (29 . 1 .a ) .

Beli- andulli

24

Be- lf- an- dul- 11 (41 . 3 ) .

Beli- asared

25

Be-11 - asared, Be- 11- a- sa- re- ed (41 . 4 ) .

Beli- ba.sti

26

Be- 11- ba- as- ti , Be- 11- ba- as-ti (F; 41 . 3 ) .

Beli - dayya.n

27
28

Be- 11- da- ya-an (F ; 41 . 4) .

Beli- dumqi

Be- 11- du-um- qf (F ; 41 . 3) .
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-i (continued)
-i- (continued)
Beli-diiri

29

Be-lf-du-ri ( F; 41.3).

Beli-idinnam

30

Be-1[1-i-dJin-nam ( 41. 5 ) .

Beli-ili

31

Be-H-1-H (F; 41.3 ) .

Beli-kapi

32

Beli-kiri
B-1•
e 1.- dLamassi•

Be-11-ka-p! (F; 41.3).
Be-11-ki-ri (F; 41.3 ) .

Beli-libiira

33
34 Be-11-la-ma-s1, Be-H-dLamassi ( F ; 41.3).
35 Be-H-li-bu-ra (F; 41.1).

Beli-liwwer

36

Beli-lu-dari

37
3.8

Belima-abi
Beli-musteser

Be-H-li-we-er ( 41.1).
Be-H-lu-da-ri (41.1).
Be-H-ma-a-bi (F; 41.3).
Be-l[!J-mu-us-te-se-er ( 42).

Beli-niiri

39
40

Beli-nuf}ri

41

Be-11-nU-Uf!!(IZ)-ri ( F ; 41.1).

Beli-qarrad

42

Beli-simti

43

Be-1!-qar-ra!-ad! ( 42) .
Be-H-s!-im-ti (F; 41.3).
Be-H-sa-gi - im ( 41. 4).

- ·-.

Bel1-sag1m
B-1•
....
e 1.-dS amsi

Beli-tukulti
Beli-waqar

44
45
46

Be-H-nu-ri ( F; 41.3).

' dsamsi
... Csi ) ( F; 41.3).
Be-liBe-1!-tu-kul-ti ( f ; 41.3).
Be-H-wa-qar ( 41. 4).

Belti-Erah

47
48

Belti-liwwer

49

Dumqi-libur

50

Emuqi-El

51

Ha.mmi-andulli

52

E-[mJu-q!-El (29.1.c).
Ha-am-mi-an-dul-1! ( 40.10).

Ha.mmi-sagis

53
54

Ha-am-mi-sa-gi-i s ( 40. 6).
'
.,
'
., ( 29 .1. C).
I-ll.-an-dfil-ll.

55
56

CI?-lJ!?-An-nu (29.1. b ) .

Ili-andulli
Ili-Annu
Ili-asiya
Ili-asranni
Ili-atpalam

57
58

Ili-ay-abas

59

Belti(ti)-E-ra-ah (29.1.a).
Belti(NIN?)-l[iJ-we-er (41.1).
Du-um-q!-li-bur (F ; 41.1).

...

I-H-a-si-ya ( F ; 29.1.c ) .
... , ...
I-li-as-ra-an-ni (22. 4 ).
...
I-H-at-pa-lam ( 22 .1) .
-li-a-ya-ba-as (22 . 3 ).

r ,

..
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-i (continued)
-i- (continued)

•

Ili-ba.ni

60

'
I-li-ba-ni
(30 . 1) .

Ili-basti

61

I-li-ba-as-ti (F; 29.1.b).

Ili-dumqi

62

I-li-du-um-qi (F; 29.1.c).

Ili-elis

63

I-li-e-li-is (37.3).

Ili-errba

64

I-li-e-ri-ba (4o.4).

Ili-gim.lanni

65

I-li-gi-im-la-ni (22.1).

Ili-idinnam

66

I-li-i-din-nam (17.1).

Ili-ismenni

67

I-li-is-me-ni (24.6).

Ili-Istar

68

I-11-Istar (29.1.b).

Ili-ite

£9

!-li-i-te-e (29.1.c).

Ilima-abi

70

I-li-ma-a-bi (40.8).

Ili-<¾-famma

71

I-1!-<\ra-ma (29.1.b).

Ili-ma~~ari

72

I-li-ma-sa-ri , I-11-[mJa?-as?-sa-r[iJ
(29.2).
. .

Ili-muballi ~

73

I-li-mu- [ba?-l ]i?-it? (30 . 2) .

Ili-miitapli

74

I-li-mu-tap-li (29,2).

Ili-pu~ranni

I-li-pu-u~-ra-an-ni (22.1).

Ili-rabi

75
76

I-li-ra-bi (30.5).

Ili-remeni

77

I-li-re-me-ni (30.3).

Ili-Sakim

78

I-li-Sa-ki-im (29.1.b).

Ili-sarri

79

I-li-sar-r[i] (42).

Ili-Serum

So

I-li-S[e?-r ]u?-um (29.1.b).

Ili-tillati

81

I-li-ti-la-ti, I-li-ILLATI(ti) (29.1.c).

Ili-tukulti

82

I-li-tu-kul-ti (29.1.c).

Ili-tura

I-li-tu-ra (22.1).

Ili-u~ranni

83
84

Ili-Ull!Ursu

85

I-li-u-sur-su

Ili-wediku

86

I-li-we-di-ku (21 . 1) .

Ini-irmuk

87

I-ni-ir-mu-uk, I - ni 5- ir- mu- uk (26) .

Kibri-~agan

88

Ki-ib-ri-~a-gan (2 9 .1.c ) .

Kibri-Istar

89
90

Ki-ib-ri-Istar (29.1.c ) .

- d Assur
.......
Lamassi-

.

I-li-us-ra-an-ni
(22 . 4).
.
' I-li-sur[sicJ-ra-ni
.
....

.,

,i#

....

(

)

19.5 .

., d ...
)
La-ma-siA-sur ( F; 29 .1.b.
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-i (cont i nued )

-i- (continued)

Supi'- leqe

91

Su-pf- le- qe- e (F; 22. 1) .

Sadima-El

92

Sa-di-ma-El (29.1.c).

d•

93

X
""•
oams1.-rabi

.,.. ("") d
x
d
oamsi
si - Addu, oa
10-am-s1.- Addu ( 29 .1. C).
94 Sa-am-[si]-ra-bi (30,5).

x-. d 8 ...
oer1.1.n

95 Se-ri-dSin (29.1.c).

Tappi-El

96 Tappi(T.AILBA)-El (29.1.c).

Tappi-~amma

97

Ta-p!-~a-ma (F; 29.1.c).

Ummi-<¾lanat

98

Um-mi-¾Ca-na-at?J (F; 29.1.a ) .

Ummi-ha"t:1;um

99

Um-mi-ha-tum (F; 42).

""• d

Sams1.- Addu

dx

Ummi-ili

100 Um-mi-t-1! (F; 40.7).

Ummi-iqra

101 Um-mi-iq-ra (F; 40.6).

• d .,..

•1

Umnu.- Ishara

102 Um-mi-dis-ha-ra (F; 29.1.a).

Ummi-mar~at

103

Ummi-Naru

104 Um-mi-Na-ru (F; 29.1.a).

Ummi-simti

105 Um-mi-s1-im-ti (F; 41.3),

Ummi-dSamsi

106 Um-mi-dSamsi(si) (F; 41.3).

Ummi-~aba

107 Um-mi-ta-ba (F; 41.4).

Zitti-Istar

108

Zi-ti-Istar (29.1.c).

-i, -ya
dAbba-ili

109

,ed
, 1 ( F; 29.1.b ) .
Ab-ba-1.-li,
Ab-ba-1.-11.

Abi-basti

110

A-bi-b[aJ-as-ti (F; 41.3).

Abi-diiri

111

A-bi-du-ri (F; 41.3).

Abi-ili

112 A-bi-t-11 (F; 40.7),

Abi-kapi
Abi-dLamassi

113

Abima-ili

115

Abi-sadi

116 A-bi-sadu(KUR)-i (41 . 3).

• dx

""•

Um-mi-mar-sa-at (F; 41.5),

A-bi-ka-p! ( F; 41.3).

114 A-bi-dLamassi (F; 41.3).
A-bi-ma-t-11 (F; 40,7),

Ab1.- oams1.

117 A-bi-dSamsi(si) (F; 41.3) .

Abi-tukulti

118 A-bi-tu-kul-ti (F; 41.3 ) .
'
.., ( 29.1.c ) .
119 dAddu-an-dill-11.

d
d

Addu-andulli
_.,.. •

Addu-bast1.

120

dAddu-ba-as-ti (F; 29.1.b).
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-i (continued)
-i (continued)
Addu-beli

121

A-du-be-11 (29.1.a).

dAddu-duri

122

dAddu-du-ri (F; 29.1.c).

dAddu-niiri

123

[dAdJdu?-nu-[rJi? (F; 29 .1.c ) .

Admat-ili

124

Ad-ma-at-1-l! (21.1).

dAdmu-balati

125

d Ad-mu-ba-la-[~Ji... ( F; 29.1.c ) .

Ahati

126

A-ha-ti (F; 34).

Ahi-ili

127

A-hi-1-l! (F; 40.7).

Ali-abi

128

A-li-a-bi (F; 40.2).

Ali-ahati

129

A-li-a-ha-ti, A-11-a-ha-ti, A-lf-a-ha-fta)-ti (F ; 40 . 2).

Ali-ahi

130

A-li-a-hi, A-11-a-hi (F; 40.2).

Ali-ummi

131

A-li-um-mi (F; 40.2).

dAmurrum-tillati
132

dAmurrum-tillati(ILLAT) (29.1.c).

Anih-libbi

133

A-ni-ih-li-[iJb-bi (21.1).

Annu-asiya

134

An-nu-a-si-ya (F; 29.1.c).

Annu-basti

135

An-nu-ba-as-ti (F; 29 .1. b).

Annu-dunni

136

An-nu-du-un-ni, An- nu- du- ni ( F; 29 .1. c) .

Annu-gamilti

137

An-nu-ga-mt-il-ti (F; 29. 1. c).

Annu-lamassi

138

An-nu-la-ma-s!, An- nu-d,La.massi (F ; 29 . 1.b).

Annu-napisti

139

An-nu-na-pl-(is,>-ti ( 29 .1. C).

Annu-!;lUluli

140

An-nu-~u-lu-HiJ ( 29 .1. c).

Annu-tappi

141

An-nu-tap-pi ( F; 29 .1. c) .

Annu-tillati

142

An-nu-til-la-ti ( F ; 29 . 1 . c) .

Annu-tukulti

143

An-nu-tu-kul-ti, An-nu-tu-ku-ul-ti (F; 29. 1. c).

Annu(n)-ummi

144

An-nu-um-mi, An-nu-un!-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

Anum-a.hi

145

A-nu-um-a-hi (29.1.a).

dAssur-andulli 146

d A-sur-an-dfil-li
...
'
.,, ( 29 .1.c ) .

~elet-ekallim-ummi
147

¾elet-ekallim-um-mi, ¾elet-ekallim(lim)-um-mi
( F ; 29 . 1. a) .

Beli-andulli

148

Be-H-an-dul-11 ( 41. 3) .

Beli-ba.str

149

Be-H-ba-as-ti, Be-H-ba-a.s-ti (F; 41. 3) .

Beli-dumqi

150

Be-11-du-um-q! ( F ; 41 . 3) .
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-i (continued)
- i (continued)
Beli- duri

151

Be- 11-du- ri (F; 41 . 3).

Beli-ili

152

Be- 11- i - 11 (F; 41.3).

Beli- kapi

153

Be- 11- ka- pi (F; 41 . 3).

Beli- ki ri

154

Be- 11-ki- ri (F ; 41 . 3).

Beli-c\amassi

155

Be- 11- la- ma- s1 , Be- 11- dLamassi (F; 41 . 3) .

Belima- abi

156

Be- 11- ma- a- bi (F ; 41.3).

Beli-nuri

157

Be- 11- nu- ri (F ; 41 . 3) .

Beli- s i mti
Beli- dSamsi

158

Be- 11- s 1-im- ti (F; 41 . 3) .

159

Be- 11- dSams i(si) (F; 41 . 3) .

Beli- tukulti

160

Be- 11-tu- kul- ti (f ; 41 . 3) .

¾unene- abi

161

dBu- ne- ne- a- bi (29.1 . a) .

Bu~ i

162

Bu- ~1 (F; 35 . 7) .

~agan- andull i 163

~a- gan- andulli(AN . DUL )(11) (29 . 1 . c) .
X

~agan- bast i

164

~a- gan- ba- as- ti (F ; 29 . 1 . b) .

~agan- ili

165

~a- gan-i-11 (F; 29 . l . b) .

~ agan-kibri

166

~a- gan- ki- ib- ri (F ; 29 . 1 . c ) .

~ agan- dSamsi

167

~a- gan- dSamsi(si) (F ; 29 . 1.c) .

~ i r i tum- kapi

168

~i- ri - tum- ka- u1 (F; 29 . 1 . c) .

~iritum- ummi

169

~i- r i-tum- um- mi (F ; 29.1 . a) .

Ea- basti

170

E- a- ba- as- ti, E- a- ba- as- ti (F ; 29 . l . b) .

Ea- c\amassi

171

E- a- la- ma- s1 , E- a- dLamassi (F ; 29.1 . b) .

Ea- Samsi

172

, , . a- d Samsi(si)
E(F; 29 . 1 . c ) .

Ea- tappi

173

E- a- tap- p1 (29.1.c).

Ea- tillati

174

E- a- til- la- ti (29 . 1 . c) .

Ea- tukulti

175

E- a- tu- kul- ti (29 . 1.c) .

~nlil- abi

176

~n- 111- a- bi (29 .1 . a) .

Erra- abi

177

Er- ra- a- bi (29 . 1 . a) .

d-

... _

Hammi - andulli 178
dHubat - tukulti 179

Ha- am- mi - an- dul- li (40 . 10) .
dHu- ba- at - tu- kul- ti (F ; 29.1.c ) .

Iddin- ili

180

I - din- i - 11 (17 . 1 ) .

Ili- andulli

181

I - 11- an- dul- 11 (29 . 1 . c ) .

Ili- asiya

182

I - 11- a- si - ya (F; 29 . 1.c ) .

ni- basti

183

I - 11- ba- as- ti (F; 29.1 . b) .

Ili- dumq_i

184

I - 11- du- um- qi (F; 29 . 1 . c).

-i (continued)

-i (continued)
I-11-i-te-e (29.1.c).

Ilima-abi

185
186

Ili-ma~~ari

187

Ili-miitapli

188

I-11-ma-~a-ri, I-11-[mJa?-a~?-~a-r[iJ
I-1!-mu-tap-li (29.2).

Ili-sarri

189

r-11-sar-rciJ (42).

Ili-tillati

190

I-1!-ti-la-ti, I-11-ILLATI(ti) (29.1.c).

Ili-tukulti

191

Ilumma- abi

192

I-li-tu-kul-ti (29.1.c).
Ilum (AN) - ma-a-bi (29 .1,a ) .

Inuh-libbi
d...
Ishara-asiya

193 I-nu-uh-li-bi (26).
194 dis-ha-ra-a-si-ya (F; 29.1.c).

Ili-ite

dIshara-dumqi
...
- 195
d...
Ishara- ~ amassi-

I-1!-ma-a-bi (40.8).
.....
.,
,.,

()

29.2.

dis-ha-ra-(da]-du-um-q1 (F; 29.1.c).

...
d Lamassi ( F; 29.1.b.
)
196 d Is-ha-radis-ha-ra-dSamsi(si) (F; 29.1.c).

d...
d
... _
Ishara- 8amsi 197
d...
198
Ishara-ummiIstar-andulli
Istar-asiya

199
200

201
Istar-ili
...
d
!star- Lamassi 202

dis-ha-ra-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).
Istar-an-dfil-1! (f; 29.1.c).
Istar-a-si-ya, Istar-a-su-ya (F; 29.1.c).
Istar-1-11 (F; 29.1.b).
Istar-~amassi, Istar-la-ma-s! (F; 29.1.b).

Istar-~illi

203
204

Istar-~illi(GIS.MI(l!)) (F; 29.1.c).

!star- Samsi

205

Istar-dSamsi(si) (F; 29.1.c).

Istar-tappi

206

Istar-tap-p1 (F; 29.1.c).

Istar-tillati

Istar-til-la-ti, Istar-[ t]i- la-ti (F ; 29 . 1 . c ) .

Istar-tukulti

207
208

Istar-ummi

209

Istar-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

Istar-milki

....

a...

.....

Istar-m.1-il-ki (F; 31.1).

Istar-tu-kul-ti, Istar-tu-ku-ul-ti (F ; 29.1.c).

Itti-ili-milki 210

ICtJ-ti-ili-mil-ki (31,1).

Itti-dSamas-milki
211

It-ti-dSamas-mil-ki (31.1).

Kakka-asiya

QKi s itum- ummi

212 Ka-ak-ka-a-s!-ya (F; 29.1.c ).
. ~.
. . ~ ~.
213 d Kisi- tum- um-mi. , d Kiis - si- tum- x- x (F; 29 . 1 . a ) .
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-i (continued)
-i (continued)
Kumri

214

Ku-um-ri (38.4).

Libiir-basti

215

Li-bur-ba-as-ti, Li-bur-ba-as-ti (F; 41.1).

Libiir-beli

216

Li-bur-be-lf (41.1).

Libiir-re'i

217

Li-bur-re-i (42).

Libur-za.nni

218

Li-bur-za-an-ni, CLJi-bur-za-ni (F; 41.1).

Lipit-iliya

219

Li-pf-it-t-lf-ya (37.1).

~amma-dunni

220

~a-ma-du-un-ni (F; 29.1.c).

~amma-numri

221

~a-ma-nu-um-ri (F; 29.1.c).

~a.mmitum-ummi 222

~a-am-mi-tum-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

Mannum-kima-abi
223

Ma-an-nu-um-ki-ma-a-bi (40.9).

Mutu-kumri

224

Mu-tu-ku-um-ri (38.4).

~ingal-ummi

225

~in-gal-um-m[iJ, ~in-gal-um-mi-a? (F; 29.1.a).

~inhursagga-ummi

226

~in.hur.sag.ga-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

~umusda-nahrari

227

~u-mus-da-na-ah-ra-ri, ~u-mus-da-ne-eh-ra-ri
(29 .1. C).

~umusda-niiri

228

~u-mus-da-nu-ri (F; 29 .1. c).

~umusda-tillati

229

~u-mus-da-tillati (ti) ( 29 .1. c) .

Putram-ili

230

Pu-ut-ra-am-1-H ( 22 . 1) .

Ribeti

231

Ri-be-ti (40 .4 ) .

Rimsi-ili

232

Ri-im-si-1-H ( 30 . 4) .

Samsi- dP.ddu-tukult i
233
dS...in- b-1
e -i
dS ...in-i·1·i

235

dS...i n- nuri
- -

236

234

Sa-am-si-dAddu- tu- kul-ti ( 42) .
d ...
.,
Sin-be-li ( 29 .1. a ) .
d...
Sin- AN ( li-' ) ( 29 . 1. b) .
dS...in-nu-ri. ( F ; 29 . 1. C) .
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-i (continued)
d St n-tappi...

237

dstn-tap-p1 (29.1.c).

Sadu-sarri

238

Sa-du-sarri(LUGAL), Sa-du-sar-ri,
Sa-du-.sa-ar-ri , Sa-du- um-sar-ri (42) .

d•

,..

...

Salas-tappi

239

d•

....
., (
Sa-la-as-tap-pi
F; 29.1.c ) .

Salim-beli

240

Sa-lim-be-11 (41.4).

dx
•
oamas-abi

241

dSamas-a-bi (29.1.a).
dxoamas-an-dul-li,
•
,
., dxoamas-andulli
....
·( DUL.AN
'
)

dSamas-andulli 242

( f; 29 .1. C )

dx
•
oamas-dumqi

243

dx
• - oamas-duri

244

dx
•
oamas-ili

245
dxoamas-lamassi
.;.
- 2 46
dxoamas-mutapli
•- 2 47
,..
,.. - 2 48
dxoamas-napisti

•

dSamas-du-um-q1 ( F; 29.1.c).
dSamas-Cd]u?-ri (29.1.c).
d•

,.. ,
., (
)
Samas-i-li
29.1.b.

dSamas-la-ma-s1 (F ; 29.1.b).
d~amas-mu-tap-li (29.2).
dSamas-na-p1-is-ti (f; 29.1.c).

dxoamas-nuri
• - dxoamas-redi
• - ..

249

dSamas-nu-ri ( F ; 29.1.c).

250

dxoamas-tappi
•
...

251

dSamas-re-di (29.1.c).
dxoamas-tap-pi-e,
•
.,
dSamas-tap-pi
•
....
., ( 29.1.c ) .

dSamas-tillati 252
dxoamas-tukulti
....
- 253

dSamas-til-la-ti (29.1.c).
d•Samas-tu-kul-ti
•
,,.
( 29.1 . c ) .

Sarrum-andulli 254

Sarrum-an-du.1-H (42).

Sarrum-basti

255

Sarrum-ba-as-ti, Sarrum-ba-as-ti ( F; 42).

Sarrum-niri

256

Sarrum-ni-ri (F; 42).

Sarrum-tukulti 257

Sarrum-tu-ku.1-ti (F; 42).

Serum-tukulti

258

Se-rum-tu-ku.1-ti (F ; 29 . 1 . c) .

Si-duri

259

Si-du-ri (F; 29.1.c).

Sima-aha.ti

260

Si-ma-a-ha-ti (F; 40.10).

Subul-abi

261

Su-bu- ul- a- bi (4o . 4) .

Tabub(u) -imdi

262

Ta- bu- ub- im- di (F; 2~. l . c ) .

Tabubu-ummi

263

Ta-bu-bu-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

~ispak-abi

264

~ispak?-a-bi (29.1.a).
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-i (continued)
-i (cont inued)
~ab- balati

265

ra- ab- ba- la-t1, ~a-ab-ba-la- ti (24.1).

Umrni - ili

266

Um- mi -1-11 (F ; 40.7).

Ummi- simti
- dS amsi
-Umrni-

267

Um-mi-s1- im- ti (F; 41.3 ) .

268

Um-mi-dSamsi(si) (F; 41.3).

Ummu(m)-kapi

269

Um- mu-um-ka-a-p1, Um- mu- ka- a- p1 (F ; 41.3) .

~akrub-El-tillati
270

dYa-ak-ru-ub-El-til-la-ti (29 . 1 . c) .

'My ', posse ssive pronominal suffix (1, c., sing . ) (GAG : pars . 42g and 65) .
Since most of the above nouns, to which the suffix is attached , are in the
nom . or acc. sing., the normal

-I

form predominates .

the ge n . plural and thus has the -~ ending.
entry in the Glossary .

Name no. 219 is in

For no. 19 , see the assum

The names with -asiya (nos . 134 , 182 , 194 , 200 and

212) are formations parallel to that of .EQ plus the pronominal suffix (GAG:
par . 65i) .

Idiglat
-Idi glat
Mi gir'Tigris'.

1

Mi- gi-ir-I -di- ig- [la- at] (36) .

The usage of ' River names' in personal names is not too common .

However, from the OB period compare DUMU- i7IDIGNA (YOS 14: 54a ; for the
reading s ee Labat 1976 : no. 74) .

Note also a river name as a PN in OB

Su-Purattim (i7UD . KIB . NUN .NA ) in YOS 14 (81a) .

In view of the ' Migir- DN ',

' Mar- DN ' and 'Su-DN ' patterns it would seem that the rivers were thought
of as deified .

See also Naru below with references to the ' river ordeal '.
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i du
G, pret. , 3 , masc., sing .

idi-Annu

1

I -di -An-nu (25 . 2) .

-El

2

I-di-El (25.2).

-lidi

G, precative, 3, masc., sing.
Kakka-

3

Ka-ak.-ka-li-di (F; 22.4).

" ( CAD I/ J: 20b) . The element

"To know (something or somebody)

appears more frequently in later PNs, e.g., Ili-i-da-!!E,_-ni, "MyGod-Knows-Me" (CAD I/J: 27a) MB, as well as in OB PNs, e.g, Abam-la-i-di ,
"He-Does-not-Know-(his )-Father" ( 27b).

With no . 2 compare the Amori te

Ya-da-AN (Huf fman 1965: 209) .

igaru
igar-

-

-an

1

I-ga-ra-an (13.2.a).

"Wall .•. enclosure wall ..• " (CAD I/J: 34a). The preceding PN
I - dS... - . d
might be an abbreviated PN from a 1 onger type sue h as ~---1:E_-~
( 38a).

Semantically compare duru

noted above.

I GI.KUR (DN)
d

- IGI.KUR
Iddin-

1

I-din-~GI.KUR (17 . 1).

Mut-

2

Mu-ut- IGI.KUR (37.3).

d

For a short treatment of this relatively unknown netherworld deity se e Nakata
1974: 212-13.

The above two PNs are the only PNs us i ng this DN among

the PNs in the Mari corpus.

However, it does appear as a month name

(ARMT XVI/1 : 271) and as a geographical name (17 ) .
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El/ilum (DN)
ilum-

Names with AN = Ilum .
-ma-abi

1

Ilum (AN) - ma- a- bi (29 . 1 . a).

-salma

2

I-lu-um-sa-al-ma (30.5).

-eris

3

Ilam(lam ) !-e-ri-i[sJ (26).

Anaku-ilumma

4

A-na-ku-ilum(AN) - ma (16 . 1).

Atta-ilumma

5

At-ta-ilum(AN)-ma (16 . 1) .

dAbba-

6

dAb-ba-AN (F; 30.4).

Ea-

7

E-a-AN (30.4).

Mati-

8

Ma-ti-ilu (21.1).

9

dS!n-AN (30.4).

ilam-

-ilum-

-ilum

d

srn-

d...

...

Samas-

10

d.,.

.,.

Samas-AN (30.4).

Names with El.

-El
Ahu-

11

A-hu-El (40.7).

Awati-

12

A-wa-ti-El, A-wa-ti-El (29.1.c).

Emuqi-

13

E-[mJu-q!-El (29.1.c).

sa-~ubi-

14

Sa-~u-bi-El, Sa-1u-bi-El (37.3).

Uqakk.i-

15

U-qa-ki-El (27.2).

Uqt-

16

U-q!-E[l] (26).

.

Na.mes with AN =

El-

El .

-dayyan

17 El-a-su, El-a-su (30.4).
18 El-ba!-ni (30.1).
19 El-da-a-ya-an (30 .3).

-gamil

20

El- [g]a- [m]il , El- ga- mi - il (30 . 3 ) .

-muballit

21

El-mu-ba-lf-it (30 .2 ) .

-asu
-bani
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El/ilum (continued)
El- (continued)
- muta

22

El- mu- ta (40 .8).

- na:;;ir

23

El- na-~ir (30 .2 ) .

-rabi

24

El- ra- bi (30 .5) .

- umma

25

El- um- ma (40 . 8) .

- El

Names with AN : El .
Abum-

26

A- bu- um- El (40 . 7).

Ahumma-

27

A- hu- um- ma- El, Ahum(SES) - ma? - El (40 . 7) .

Anah-

28

A- na- ah-El (21 . 1).

Anni-

29

An- ni - El (16.3) .

Appan-

30

Ap- pa- an- El (31 .3) .

Awati-

31

A- wa- ti- El, A- wa- ti- El (29 . 1.c).

Awil-

32

Awi l-El (37 . 3) .

Banuka-

33

Ba- nu- ka-El (29 .1 . c ) .

Belum- ki ma-

34

Be- lum- ki - ma- El (42) .

Idi -

35

I - di- El (25 . 2) .

Iddin-

36

I - din !-El (17.1) .

Iddin- pi -

37

I - din- pi- El (17 . 1) .

Ma9i Mutum-

38

Ma- ~1 - El (21 . 1) .

R- , ...

39
4o

Mu- tum-El (40 . 7) .
Re'um(sIPA) - El (3o . 4).

Riba-

41

Ri- ib- a- El (40 . 3) .

Rimsi-

42

Ri- im- si- El (30 . 4).

Sadima-

43

Sa- di - ma- El (29 . 1 . c ) .

sa- pi-

44

sa- p1 - El (36) .

Sa- t,ubi-

45

Sa- t,u- bi - El, Sa- tu- bi-El ( 37 . 3) .

e um-
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El/ilum (continued)
-El (continued)
sum-

46

Sum-El (37.1).

summan-la-

Sum-ma-an-la-El (16 . 3 ).

Tappi-

47
48

Tappi(TAB.BA)-El (29 .1.c).

Uqa-

49

U-qa-El (25 . 2).

Ustasni-

50

Us-tas - ni - El , Us - ta- as- ni - J:!,l (17 . 10) .

ili-

..

...

...

-

.....

.....

-

~

With pr onominal suffix (1 , c ., sing . ).
-andulli

51

I-l!-an-dul-1! (29.1.c).

-Annu

52

-asiya

53

-asranni

54

r-11-as-ra-an-ni (22.4).

-atpalam

55

I-11-at-pa-lam (22.1).

-ay-abas

56

I-1!-a-ya-ba-as (22.3).

-bani

57

-basti

58

I-1!-ba-ni (30.1).
....
.,
.,. ... .
)
I-l1-ba-as-t1 (F; 29.1.b.

-dumqi

59

I-l1-du-um-q1 (F; 29.1.c).

-elis

60

I-11-e-li-is (37.3).

-eriba

61

I-1!-e-ri-ba (40 .4).

-gimlanni

62

I-11-gi-im-la-ni (22.1).

-idinnam

63

I-11-i-din-nam (17.1).

-ismenni

64

r-11-is-me-ni (24.6).

-!star

65

I-11-Istar (29.1.b).

-ite

66

I-11-i-te-e (29.1.c).

-ma-abi

67

I-11-ma-a-bi ( 40.8).

-~amma

68

I-11-~a-ma (29.1.b).

-ma~~ari

69

I-11-ma-sa-ri ' I-11-[mJa?-as?-sa-r[iJ
(29.2).
. .

-muballi"t;;

70

I-11-mu- [ba? - l] i? - it? (30 . 2) .

-mutapli

71

I-11-mu-tap-li (29 .2 ) .

-pu~ranni

72

I-11-pu-u~-ra-an-ni (22. 1) .

-rabi

73

I-11-ra-bi (30.5).

-remeni

74

I-11-re-me-ni (30.3 ) .

-sakim

75

I-11-Sa-ki-im (29 . 1 .b ) .

-sarri

76

I-11-sar-r[iJ (42 ) .

[I?-lJ!?-An-nu (29.1.b).

...

I-1!-a-si-ya (F; 29 . 1.c).

..

...

.

...
...

..
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El/ilum (continued)
ili- serum

TT I-11-S[e? -r ]u?-um (29.1. b).

-tillati

78 I-H-ti-la-ti, I-H-ILLATI(ti) (29.1.c).

-tukulti

79 I-ll.-tu-kul-ti ( 29 .1. C).
80 I-H-tu-ra (22 .1).
81 'I-1!-us-ra-an-ni
.
, 'I-11-sur[sicJ-ra-ni (22.4).

-tura
-ull!ranni
...
-usursu

'

i

.,

-wedi ku

82 I-H-u-sur-su (19. 5).
83 I-ll.-we-di-ku (21. 1 ) .

d
Abba-

With the pronominal suffix (1, C• , sing. ) .
d
... .,
84 Ab-ba-1-H, Ab-ba-i-ll. (F; 29.1.b).

-ili
AbiAbima-

'

i

85 A-bi-1-H (F ; 40. 7).
86 A-bi-ma-1-H (F; 40.7).

Beli-

87 Ad-ma-at-1-H (21.1).
88 A-hi-1-H (F; 40. 7).
89 Be-H-1-H (F; 41.3).

'1lagan-

90 '1la-gan-t-H (F; 29.1. b).

IddinIstar-

91 I-din-1-H (17.1).
92 Istar-1-H (F; 29.1. b).

PutramRi ms i dS ...in~
dSamas-

93 Pu- ut-ra- am-1-11 ( 22 . 1) .
94 Ri- im-si-1-H (30 . 4) .
95 dSi n- AN( H ) (29 .1. b ) .
dSamas~ ...
i - li., (29 . 1. b) .
96

UmmI-

97 Um- mi-1-H (F; 40 . 7) .

AdmatAhi-

Ilka-/Ilak.a-na'ad

Wit h pr onomi nal suffix (2 , masc ., sing . ) .
98 I-la-ak.-na-ad ( 27. 2) .

-pilah

99 I-la-ak.-p1-la.h ( 27. 2 ) .

d ...

- Sin
-suqir

'

d

100 Il-ka- Stn (29.1.b ) .
101 I-la-ka-su-q1-ir, AN-ka-su-qf-ir,
I-la-ak.-su-qir, I - la- ak- su- qirx (=HA ) ( 27 . 2) .
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El/ilum (continued)
Ilsu-

With p r onominal suffix (3 , masc., sing . ) .
-abusu

102 Il-su-a-bu-su ( 29 .1. a) .

-bani

103 Il- su- ba- ni ( 30 . 1) .

-

-

-ibbisu

' ...
... Il.....
104 Il-su-i-bi-su,
su- i b - bi - su ( 17 . 5) .

-niidii

105 h-su-na-da (27 .1).

-niisir

106 h-su-na-~ir, h-<su )-na-~ir

-tillassu

107 Il-su-tillassu(su) (29.1.c).

-ilisu

c30. 2) .

With p r onominal suffix (3 , masc., s i ng . ) .

Abi-

108 A-bi-1-H-su ( 40. 7).

dAddu-

.. ., .... (
109 Cd AdJdu?-1.-ll.-su
29.1.b ) .

Apil-

Asar-

110 A-CpJil-1-H-su ( 37 .1).
....
., .... ( 29 .1. b ) .
111 A-sar-1.-ll.-su

Nabi-

112 Na-bi-1-H-su ( 36).

Narazn-

113 Na-ra-a.m-1-H-su ( 37. 3).

Nur-

114 Nu-iir-1-H-su ( 39. 2) .

Sin-

115 Sin(XXX)-1-C11J-su? (29.1.b).

Warad-

116 Warad-1-H-su ( 37. 3).

.

Wi th p r onomi nal suffix (1 , c. , pl . ) .
117 I-lu-ni ( 34).

iliini

ili-

See Analysis Chapter for discussion and 125 below.
-milku

118 I-H-mil-ku (F; 31.1).

Stat. const.

-ili-

Itti-ili-milki 119 ICtJ-ti-ili-mil-ki ( 31.1).

-ili

Stat . const.
Apil-

120 A-pil-1-H ( 37 . 1).

Ki ma-

121 Ki - [m]a-1-H

Mar-

122 Mar- 1- H

Nabi-

123 Na- b i-1-H

( 36) .

Nur-

124 Nu- ur- 1- H

( 39 . 2) .

Puzur-

125 Puzur- 1- H

(39 , 2) .

( 13 . 1) .

( 37 . 2) .
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El/ilum (continued)
- ili (continued)
Qis-

126

Qf- is-l-ll, Qi- is-l-ll (36).

Qisti-

127

Qf-is- ti - l - lf (36).

Sarrum- kima-

128

Sarrum- ki - m[a]?-l- ll (42) .
Pl. , stat. canst .

-ili
d~

~

-

Sa.mas- bel-

d Sa.mas- -in-

129

d-Sa.mas- - be- el-i... li
., ( 30 .6).

130

d Samas
~
~
- i - in- i... - li., ( 30 .6).

Pl . with pronominal suffix (1 , c., sing . ).

- iliLipi t - iliya

131

Li- pf - it - l - lf- ya (37 . 1).

It has be en noted by both Huffman (1965: 162) and Nakata (1974 : 222) that
it is very difficult to make fine distinctions regarding El/Il, Ilum and
Ila .

Thus all of the Akkadian names contai ning one of these elements

have been collected together in this entry .

1

The initial question is whether El/Il could have represented a specific
de i ty or not .

The texts from Ugarit have shown that indeed, a certain

deity can be referred to by these terms .

2

More recently Roberts has

persuasively argued in favor of considering El/Ila distinct deity .

His

arguments include the following .
Morphologically il could be either the absolute or the predicate
state of ilum , but there are strong syntactical arguments against
taking il~
either of these senses in the above names. (1) In the
verbal- sentence names such as Islul- Il or Istup- il the element il
functions as the subject and thus should be in the status rectus,
not the absolute or predi cate state . Therefore it cannot be merely
the general word "god," or it would have the case ending and mimation of the normal nominative form, Islul- ilum . (2) The occurrence
of il in a nominal sentence name with a stative as the other element
of the name is also hard to explain on any other analysis than that
1 But Ila seems to be attested in th e Amorite rather than the Akkadian
names (se e Huffu.on 1965 : 165) . The only possible Akkadian instances would
be nos. 98 , 99 and 101. These, however, have been interpreted as object s,
in the accusative with the pronominal suffix (2 ,' m. , sing. ) . See -ka below .
2

See the summary of M. Pope, El in the Ugarit i c Texts.
to Vetus Testamentum, 2 . Leiden: E. J . Brill, 1955.

Supplements
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El/ilum (continued)
il is a proper divine name serving as the subject of the nominal
sentence. (3) Finally, the occurrence of il as the nomen rectum
in the genitive- construction name Puzur-Il offers conclusive proof
that il must be taken as a proper divine name, since ilum in such
a position would be declined in the genitive case with mimation,
Puzur-ilim. (Roberts 1972: 31- 32) .
As Huff'mon had noted (1965 : 162) the Sumerogram AN could represent both
el or il. 1 However, among the Akkadian names the . reading as el has been
adopted.

. . IEl, ~
,, This is on the basis of names such as ~-wa-ti-El
Sa-E-bi

El/El as well as nos. 11, 13, 15 and 16 above.

In many of the above names,

especially where El is in the initial position, the names have parallels
where specific deities appear in this position.
18, 20, 21 , 23 , 24, 32 , 35 , 36 , 37 , 47. and 49 .

2

These include nos . 17,
These parallel names

confirm the correctness in considering El a distinct deity.
It appears that in many names the generic term for god is used.

The name

AN(lam)-~-ri-i[s], with the phonetic complement , indicates that AN, on

occasion, should be read ilum.

Proposed instances of this have been

assembled in names nos. 1-10.
The most frequent occurrence of the generic usage of ilum are in those
names which employ l-lf.

Huffmon noted (1965: 162 and 165) that in the

Amorite names t-lf occurs almost exclusively in the initial position .
In the case of the Akkadian names the situation is not so clear- cut, for
of the forty-seven occurrences of l-lf, thirty-three (70%) are initial
while fourteen (30%) are in the final position .
That AN can, on occasion, stand for ili is evidenced in the name dSin- AN(lf),
where the phonetic complement indicates the correct reading.

It is possible

that names of the pattern ' DN- AN ' (nos . 6 , 7, 9 and 10) could be interpreted
as ' DN-i li ', but these have been taken as simple predications of the ' DNilum' type.

Certainty in these latter cases does not seem possible.

1 It is not certain that i and e are phonemically distinct in the
Akkadian of the Mari letters,-Finet-1956 : pars . 5j - l .
2

Parallels can be found under the appropriate Glossary entries .

-
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El/ilurn (continued)
Tho se names in which the predication ' DN is your/his god' is made , also
indicate the usage of the generic term for god .

These include nos. 52 (?) ,

65 , 68, 75, 77 (?), 90, 92, 95, 96, 100, 109 (?) , 111 , 112 and 115 .
Given the usage of ilum, ili, il(i )su and il(a)ka in the above names, it
seems that in the Old Babylonian names from the Mari texts, ilum is most
commonly used as a generic term for god (Roberts 1972: 122), leaving open
the question of whether or not a specific deity can be referred to in
.
ear 1 ier
names. 1

The significance of El in Mesopotamian contexts is difficult to determine .
Nakata has noted that
The mythological texts from Ugarit have shed much light on El in
Syria, but the usefulness o f the information that has been acquired
of El from these texts is almost null for our purpo se, because
these myths are largely products of Syr ian climate and geography .
(Nakata 1974: 225) .
Although El / Il is well attested in the personal names from Mari, little
is known about his character .

After examining the Old Akkadian names

which contain the DN, Roberts concludes with the general statement that
11 is a "high, but gracious god, who is i nterested in man's welfar·e, and
who is part icularly active in the giving of children .

This characteriza-

tion corresponds in great part to what we know of ' El in the rest of the
Semitic world" (1972: 34).

1

d
For example, Nakata (1974 : 224) cites ~ - lum f r om a Fara text.
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Il-aba (DN)
Il-aba-rabi

1

Il-a-{ba 4 ]-ra-bi ( 30 . 5) .

-Il-abaAna-Il-aba-taklaku
2

A-na-Il-a-ba 4-tak.-la-ku (25.2).

Iddin-

3

I-din-Il-a-ba 4 (17.1).

Puzur-

4

Puzur-Il-a-ba 4 (39.2).

Qisti-

5

Q1-is-ti-Il-a-ba4 (36).

-Il-aba

The problem of the reading of the DN has been solved by the appearance of
l_-la-ba in a god list (Roberts 1972: 34 and Nakata 1974 : 278) .
of the DN is 'Il is the father'.
1974 : 280).

The mng.

He seems to be a Semitic war deity (Nakata

The DN was popular in PNs of the Sargonic per iod ( see Roberts

1972: 34 for a l isting) . Il-aba appears in six PNs from Mari, the five Akk.
names above and the unknown PN Il-aba 4-DU?-IN? (ARMT XVI/1 : 263) .
iltu
Gen. pl.

-ila.tim
9illi-

1

911-11-la-tim (32.3).

"Goddess, female deity" (CAD I/J: 89a).
PNs:

Is used quite commonly in OB

1.,-la-!!.-su-~ (F), Il-ta-ni, etc. (90a).
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imdu
-imdi
Tabub(u)-

1

Ta-bu-ub-im-di (F; 29.1.c).

'Support' (AHw: 375). The element occurs already in Sarg. and Ur III PNs
such as Es 4-dar-im-ti and Im-tum, among others cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 4445). The construct pattern 'imid-DN' is common not only among these
earlier names but also in OB (see AHw: 375b).

With the above 'DN-imdi'

pattern compare the OB name Sin-1_-im-di (Ranke 1905: 159a).

ina
ina-

dx

..,

-qat- oamas

1

"In •.. " (CAD I/J: 141b).

I-qa-at-dSamas (31.3).
For the type of assimilation that occurs in the

above PN see GAG: par. 114c.

For a longer, but NB PN, see Stamm (1939:

231) Ina-qat-~abu-bultu.

inbu
inbum

1

In-bu-um (37.1).

2

In-ba-tum (F; 37.1).

3

In!-bi-dAddu (37.1).

4

In-bu-sa (gen.) (37.1 ) .

5

I-ni-ib-dSamas ( 37.1).

inbu/i/a-tum
_dAddu
..,

-sa
inibdx

..,

- oamas
.,,.

-sarri

6 I-ni-ib-sar-ri, I-ni-ib-sarri (F; 42) .

-sina

7

I-ni-ib-si-na (F; 37.1 ) .

8

I-ni-ib-su-nu (F; 37.1) .

..,

-sunu

"Fruit tree ... offspring, child ... " (CAD I/J: 144a ) . Parallels to all of
the above PNs, save no. 2, can be found in CAD ( I /J : 146b). This element
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inbu (continued)
appears already in Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III PNs.

Compare for

example En-b1-Es4-dar cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 51) and no. 3 ~bove. In
no. 3 above, inbi- is a stat . .const. form which is attested elsewhere

(AHw: 381b) but the form used in nos. 5-8 is more common.
.

.

d

Among the

V

'Cappadocian' names In-bi- Adad/Istar appears (Stephens 1928: 78)
while the Inib- form does not.

From the OB names published in YOS 14,

Inbi-Istar and Inbusa are to be noted (p.62a; compare nos. 3 and 4 above).

inu
ini-irmuk

1

I-ni-ir-mu-uk, I-ni 5-ir-mu-uk (26).

dx
• •.•
i:>amas-1n-1l1

2

dv
v
~
1
Samas-i-in-1-11

3

dSamas-i-in-ma-tim . (30.6).

-indx

... •

-

i:>amas-in-matim

"Eye" (CAD I/J: 153b).
Ranke 1905: 145.

(

30 .6)
•

For exact OB parallels to no. 3 above see

Compare also the OE PN dSamas-IGI-~-li-su cited

by CAD among others (I/J: 156b).
Dr. Cohen has pointed out that in a name such as no. 3 above, "'eye'=:;
sun." 1 An instance of this is found in the Lamentation over Sumer and
Ur, "igi im-la.-e" which is translated as "the eye (the sun) was
eclipsing. 112 Cohen has also noted this usag~ of T~~ = eye in Exodus
10:5 and 15 where the locust are said to cover the "eye of the land."
Note the readings in Targum Onkelos

)('

jf

NJ ~ff.ii?~- r ~

'the

J7 8 f-;;T /( (j!'J? (fl T ¥,

eye of the sun of the land' ( 10: 5) and )('
'the eye of the sun of all of the land' (10:15).

7

1 s. Cohen, "Studies in Sumerian Lexicography, I," Kramer
Anniversary Volume, ed. B. L. Eichler, vol. 25: Alter Orient und
Altes 'J'estament (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Butzon & Bercker, 1976): 108, n.82.
2 cohen 1976: 108.
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ipiqum

1

I - pf-qum? (39.2).

- Addu

2

I - pf- iq- dAddu (39 . 2) .

- Nunu

3

I - pf- iq- Nu- nu (39 . 2) .

ds ...i n

4

I - p f- iq- dS[ i n] (39.2).

- at um

5

Ip- qa-tum, Ip- qa- tim (gen . ) , Ip- qa- ti - im (gen . )

ipiqd

-

ipq(39.2) .
i pqu- ~ agan

6

Ip- qu- ~a- g[an] (39 . 2) .

- I st ar
- d Itur-Mer

7
8

[I]p- qu- I s [tar ] (39 . 2) .
... d I - tur-Me...
Ip- quer ( 39 . 2 ) .

- ¾ as si

9

I p-qu- ¾ a-a s- s f (39 . 2) .

- dSala

.,, d.,, Ip- quSa-l a, Ip- quSa- la

10

" Gr a ce ... (per sonal names only) " (CAD I / J : 165b) .

additional~ names .
common .

39 . 2 ) .

This element occurs

already in PNs in the Sar gonic and Ur III periods.
lists sev en PNs of the '~

(

Gelb (MAD 3 : 203)

- DN ' pattern ; see also pp . 56- 57 for several

In OB pers onal names the element~ is very

In YOS 13 , twelve name s of the ' Ipqu- DN ' pattern are cited (61) ,

while in YOS 14 , eight name s of the pattern '~

- DN ', three names of

the pattern '1..E.91:.- DN ' and four names of the '~

- DN ' pattern are noted

(62 ) .

The stat. const . form o f ~- is cha r acteristic of the HED

dialect (GAG: par . 64a) .
The mng. of the element is not certain, but it is probably related to
the verb epequ which appears in lexical lists (CADE: 184b) with the
mng . "to be merciful , gracious ."

On the other hand von Soden (AHw:

385a) t ranslates ' friendly embrace '.

This uncertainty re garding the

mng . is reflected in Borger 1971 (no . 592 ) where both translations
are given .

Unfortunately , there does not seem to be any certain way

of resolving the question of its meaning .

G-
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I Ja

-

-is
-is-

Tamhiris--t;;abat

1 Da-ri- is-li-bur ( f; 42).
2 Ki - ni -is-ma- tum ( F; 23.2).
3 Tam- hi-ri-is-~a-bat ( 38 . 5).

Daris

4 Da-ri-is (42).

Daris-libur
Kinis-matum

-is

This is the terminative adverbial ending (GAG: par 67 and HED 2: 90-130) .
The element is common in 0Akk . PNs as noted by Gelb in MAD 2 (142-44).
In the cases of daris and kinis, the adjectives daru and kinu were
changed to adverbs by the addition of the ending (see GAG above and
MAD 2: 143).

Compare the usage of daris in the 0Akk . name Da-r!-is-~-tum

cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 169).

In the case of tamharis , the terminative

function comes to the fore (again MAD and GAG) .

For this function com-

pare the 0Akk . name DUG-b!-ti-is-~, "'he is good unto his house I,"
which contains the -is element plus the pronominal suffix.

&
I II
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isaru
V

isar-

The stat. absol. form of the adj. used as a
predicate.
-Lim

l

I-sar-Li-im (30.5).

-isar
d

Sumuqan-

2

d

...

V

Sumuqan(GIR)-i-sar (30.5).

-" ... just .•. " (CAD I/J: 224a).

The element was very productive in PNs

in the Sargonic and Ur III periods.

Gelb cites over forty-five PNs

using this element (MAD 3: 77-78).

I have followed CAD in entering

this element under the adj. form, however it is possible that it could
be considered as a stative of the verb eseru as von Soden has done
(AHw: 254b).

PN no. l is a 'mixed PN' containing an Amorite, Lim

(Huffman 1965: 226-27) and an Akk. element (1965: 216) .

The Amorite

equivalent, which occurs in three Mari PNs, is YSR (Huffman 1965: 212).

isdu
isdi-ya

1

Is-di-ya (F; 13.2.a).

" ... foundation ... assurance of continuation (of a family) ... " (CAD I/J:
235a).

The element appears in OB PNs such as Is-du- ki -nu-um cited by

CAD (238b).

The above PN seems to be an abbreviation from a longer PN,

possibly from one such as Isdi-ahhe or Isdi-Addu (Tallqvist 1914: 103b).
It is probable that isdu in some cases is a metaphor referring to 'posterity' (as Stamm 1939: 144, 246) .

Notice how it appears in parallel

with zeru in the curse "[l-ih_-su lissuhu zera[su] lilqutu 'may (the
gods ) uproot him (like a plant) and (even) gather up his seed (so that
nothing will spr-out ) '" (AfO 12 365: 32 apud CAD I/ J: 240 a ) .
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Ishara (DN)
d.,.

Ishara-asiya

1

-damqa

2

dis-ha-ra-a-si-ya (F; 29.1.c) .
d ...
Is-ha-ra-dam-qa (F; 30.5).

-dannat

3

dis-ha-ra-dan-na-at (F; 30.5).

-dumqi

4

dis-ha-ra-tdal-du-um-qf (F; 29 . 1 .c ) .

-gumli
- ;;;amsi

5 dis- ha- ra- gu-um-li (F; 22.1).
d...
d
6 Is-ha-ra- Lamassi (F; 29.1.b).
7 dis-ha-ra-dSamsi(si) (F; 29.1.c) .

-sarrat

8

-~amassi
dx

.,._

-seme'at
-tasba.m
-ummi

9

10
11

dis-ha-ra-sar-ra-at (F; 30 .4 ) .
d .,.

.,.

Is-ha-ra-se-me-at (F; 30.3).

dis-ha-ra-ta-as-ba-am (F; 40.4).
d .,.

Is-ha-ra-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

d ...

- Ishara
d ...

d ...

Iddin-

12

I -din- Is-ha-ra, I-din- Is-ha-ar (gen .) (17.1).

Nur-

13

,. d...
)
Nu-urIs-ha-ra ( 39 . 2.

Ummi-

14

Um-mi-dis-ha-ra (F ; 29.1.a).

Edzard (1960: 90) comments that the etymology of the name of this
goddess is unclear and her character cannot be sharply defined.
However, Roberts (1972: 37) notes that she is the guarantor of
oaths as well as being connected with judgments and oracles.
She seems to be similar to Istar in that she combines the traits of
the goddess of war and love at the same time.

Nakata (1974 : 286)

agrees with this suggested similarity to Istar, adding that both
goddesses are associated with marriage and midwifery .
, d ...

From Sargonic
...

d ...

times note her occurrence in the PNs Pu- Is-ha-ra and Su- Is - ha-ra
(MAD 1: 33, obv.3 and 328, rev.2).

The majority of the 23 PNs

containing this element are Akk. while only 6 are of Amorite
provenance .

The goddess's name was a very popular component in

feminine PNs (only 4 of the 23 are borne by males) .

tt3
Iskur (DN)
Iskur-eli

l

Is- kur- e- li (F ; 30 . 5).

Iskur i s the Sumerian weather god appearing in four Sumerian names and
the above Akk . name in names from the Mari corpus (ARMT XVI / 1: 130).
For a brief treatment with r efer ences see Nakata 1974 : 460 and note 20 ,
as well as Limet 1968: 132 and Edz ard 1960 : 135 .

I s tar (DN)
I s t ar - andulli

1

I s tar- an- dul - 11 (f ; 29 . 1 . c) .

- a siya

2

Istar- a- si- ya , I s tar- a- su- ya (F ; 29 . 1 . c) .

-damqa

3

I s tar-dam- qa (F ; 30 . 5) .

- ili

4 I s tar-!-11 (F ; 29 . 1 . b) .

- kabar
- dL amas si-

5
6

Istar- ka- bar (30 . 5) .

-mi lki

7

Istar-m!-il - ki (F ; 31 . 1) .

- putri

8

I s t ar-pu- ut - ri (F ; 22.1).

- i;iilli

9

I s tar- ~illi(GIS . MI (lf)) (F ; 29.1 . c) .

I -s tar- d Lamass i, Istarla- ma- s f (F ; 29 . 1 . b) .

--i
- d Sams

10

d-Sams- i(si)
( F ; 29 . 1 . c ) .
Istar-

- s arr a

11

Istar-sar -ra (F; 30 . 4) .

- tale

12

Istar- ta- al- e (F; 26) .

- tapp i

13

Istar- tap- pf (F ; 29 . 1 . c) .

- tillati

14

Istar- til- la- ti , Istar- [t]i - la- ti (F ; 29 . 1 . c) .

- tukult i

15

Istar- tu- kul- ti, Istar-tu- ku- ul- ti (F ; 29 . 1 . c) .

- urnmi

16

Istar- um- mi (F; 29 . 1 . a) .

-

- IstarAna- Istar- taklaku
11

A- na- Istar- ta.k- la- ku (F ; 25 . 2 ) .

Apil-

18

A- pil- Istar ( 37.1 ) .

Balu-

19

Ba- lu- Istar , Ba- la- Istar (33 . 1 ) .

Ibbi-

20

I - bi - Istar (17 . 5 ) .

- I star
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Istar (DN) ( continued )
- Istar (continued)
Iddin-

21

I - din- Istar (17.1 ) .

Ili-

22

I - lf- Istar (29.1.b).

Ipqu-

23

[I]p- qu-Is[tar] ( 39 . 2) .

Kaspu-

24

Ka-as-pu-Istar (40.10) .

Kibri-

25

Lipit -

26

Ki - ib- ri- Istar (29.1 . c ) .
., · t - r~t
., · t - dr~t
Ll. - pl-l
s ar, 1 l· - pl-l
s ar (37.1).

Mar-

27

Ma.r- Istar (37 . 2) .

Nabi-

28

Na- bi-Istar (36) .

Qurud-

29

Qu- ru- ud- Istar (39 . 2).

Rim-

30

[R]i- im- Istar (37.1) .

s,illi-

31

911- 11- Istar, $i- lf - I[star?] (32 . 3 ) .

Simat-

32

Si- ma- at - Istar (F ; 36) .

su-

33

Su- I star ( 37 . 3) .

Tabni-

34

Tab- ni - Istar (F; 17 . 2).

Taris-

35

T[a-r]i - is- Istar (F ; 23 . 2) .

Tasim-

36

Ta- si- im- Istar (F; 17.8).

Tatur-

37

Ta- tu- ur-Istar (F; 17.10).

Tir-

38

Ti- ir- Istar (27.2 ) .

War ad-

39

Warad- dlstar? (37.3 ) .

Zikir-

40

Zi- ki-ir-Ist[ar] (36).

Zitti -

41

Zi - ti - Istar (29 . 1.c ) .

Istar, Sum . ' Inanna ' (Edzard 1960: 81- 89) , t he goddess of war, love, sexual
life and the planet Venus (Nakata 1974 : 291), appears in over sixty- five
PNs from the Mari corpus (ARMT XVI/1: 131- 33 and 263 ) .

Approximately two

thirds of these are Akk .

She appears in both masculine and feminine PNs

as the list above shows .

With no . 27 above compare the Amorite Bi- na-

ISDAR

~

with no . 39 ~ - ab- du- ISDAR and with no . 34 the conc ept in the

...

Amorite Bu- ~ - ISDAR (all Huffman 1965: 172 ) .

For ext ende d t reatments

of the DN see Nakata 1974: 291- 307 and Roberts 1972: 37- 40 .
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Istaran (DN)
d ....

Istaran-nalilir

1

d ....

Istaran-na-~ir (30.2).

d ....

- Istaran
2

Ibbi-

I-bi-d[IsJtaran (17.5).

In the Mari corpus the deity appears only in the above two PNs.
The reading is <¾c.A.DI, see Nakata 1974 : 461 and note 21 wher e the deity
is briefly r eferred to as a god of Der . I n thi s connect i on see also
Roberts 1972 : 40 .

Isum (DN)
d ....

Isum-ba.ni

1

dI - sum- ba- ni (30.1) .

-musallim

2

d_.,..

Puzur-

3

Puzur-I-su--u (39.2) .

.,..

-r-sum-mu-[sJa-lim

(

)

30.2.

-Isu

Nakata (1974: 461 and note 22) notes that this is an Akk. deity,
the brother of Samas and the herald and counsel of Nergal and Erra.
Although not noted by Nakata, I take PN no. 3 to contain the DN
listed here in spite of the fact that it lacks the divine determinative.
This,in view of the fact that the second element in the PNs of the
pattern Puzur-DN

are all DNs (see the puzru entry in the Glossary).

save for Puzur-beli.

Deities such as Abba, Addu , Admu , Asar , Bunene,

Ea , Err a , I s t ar, Ki situm , Laba, Lrunas su , Larnma , Marnma , Nabu, Nanna ,
Nar u , Nunu and Si n o c cur in the Akk . Nari nrunes both with and without the
DINGI R s i gn, and twenty- thre e other DNs never have it , so the lack of
it in Puzur-Isu i s not that unusual .

See also Roberts (1972 : 40- 41)

and Edzar d (1960 : 90) fo r the DN and compare now PUZUR- dI . SUM (YOS 14 :
52b) an d ~dI ~ - b-ani. , - ~ (64a ) .
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.......

1SU

.

_...

G, pret., 1, c., plural.

-nisu
d ......

Assur-

1

dA-sur-ni-su (16.2).

~arduk-

2

~arduk-ni-su (16.2).

3

dSamas-ni-su (16.2).

"To have, to own ••• " (CAD I/J: 289b).
in Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III PNs

The element appears already

3: 72-73). Among over
d
...
...
fifteen examples should be noted PNs such as Sin-ni-su and !-ha-ni-su.
(MAD

Note also !-ha-am-ni-su cited by CAD (291a) from the OB period.
For the interpretation of these PNs see the Analysis Chapter.

itti
itti-ili-milki
dx

...

dx

...

•

- ;:;;amas-millu
- oamas-milku

1

I[tJ-ti-ili-mil-ki (31.1).

2

It-ti-dSamas-mil-ki (31.1).

3

It-ti-dSamas-mil-ku (31.1).

"With" (CAD I/J: 302b).

For a discussion of the PNs see the Analysis

Chapter.

itu
-ite
Ili-

1

I-11-i-te-e (29.1.c).

"Border ... " (CAD I/J: 312b).
cited by Ranke (1905: 101b).

In OB compare the PN Ili-1:-te-~
The idea of 'border' may be an allusion

to the concept of protection or shelter; compare the usage of kibru
in PNs from Mari.
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Itur-Mer (DN)
_ditiir-MerAna-ditur-Mer-taklaku
1

A-na-dI-tur-Me-er-t[a?-ak?-la?-ku? ] (25.2) .

Iddin-

2

I-din-dI-tur-Me-er (17.1).

Ipqu-

3

.,d
.,
(
)
Ip-quI-tur-Me-er
39.2.

_ditur-.Mer

The deity, although appearing in only four PNs from Mari (ARMT XVI/1:
264), was the patron of the city of Mari and appears quite frequently
outside of PNs in the texts from Mari.

It is evidently a local vari-

ation of the Mesopotamian weather god Mer, meaning "'Mer has returned'"
(see Nakata 1974: 308-16 and Huffmon 1965: 271-72).

izuzzu
-lizziz

G, precative, 3, masc., sing.

Kittum-

1

Ki-it-tum-li-zi-iz (22.1).

Maqtum-

2

Ma-aq-tum-li-zi-iz (22.1).

'To stand' (AHw: 408b).

For an OB PN from Sippar, identical to no. 2

above, see Stamm 1939: 172.

The cognate element, used in six Amorite

PNs from Mari, is "*g_um, 'rise'" (Huffmon 1965: 259).

However, none

of the Amorite names seem to be related to the above Akk. ones.
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-ka
-ka-, -k-

...

Ba.nuka-El

1

Ba-nu-ka-El (29.1.c).

Ilaka-suqir

2

I-la-ka-su-qf-ir, AN-ka-su-qf-ir, I-la-ak-su-qir,
I-la-ak-su-qir (=HA) (27.2) .
X

Ilak-na'ad

3

I-la-ak-na-ad (27.2).

Ilak-pilah

4

I-la-ak-pf-lah (27.2).

Ilka-dSin

5

...
d Sin
.. ( 29.1.b.
)
Il-ka-

'Your', the pronominal suffix, 2, masc., sing.

In several of the above

cases, nos. 2, 3 and 4, an apocopated form is used.

Von Soden (HEDI :

178-79 and GAG: par. 42i) allows for such a phenomenon .

In view of the

variants found in no. 2 above it seems that this is the correct view
rather than following Gelb (MAD 2: 215) who attempts to argue that a
DN, Ilag, is involved. With no. 5 compare Ea-ilka (YOS 14: 54b).

kabru
-kabar
Ea-

1

E-a-ka-bar (30.5).

Istar-

2

Istar-ka-bar (30 . 5) .

"Fat ... large" (CAD K: 22a).

These PNs have been entered under the adj.

form and appear in the stat. absol., serving as predicates in the above
PNs.

It would also be possible to consider the elements in these PNs

as stative verbal forms from kabaru.

The mng. seems to be that the

'deity is strong' (CAD K: 4c), although the references in CAD are to
humans and animals, not deities.

Compare Heb .

7":P;2.

For several

OAkk. PNs using this element see CAD (K: 23a), for example i-lum-~-bar.
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Kabta (DN)
-¾:abta
Nur-

1

Nu-ur-¾:ab-ta (39.2).

Su-

2

Su-¾:ab-ta (37.3).

The DN only appears in t wo PNs f r om the texts found at Mar i (ARNT XVI / 1 :
264 ).

Nakata (1974: 462, note 23) remarks that this is the "brick

god, as we know from a Sumerian myth ... ", with literature. Both of the
above names appear in an OB letter (AbB I : 74 ) and also compare PUZUR- ~
. TA
(YOS 14 : 53a ) .
Kakka (DN)
1

Ka-ak-ka (F; 13.2.b).

-asiya

2

Ka-ak-ka-a-s!-ya (F; 29.1.c) .

-lidi

3

Ka-ak-ka-li-di (F ; 22.4).

-rimsi

4

Ka-ak-ka-ri-im-si (F ; 29,l,c).

Iddin-

5

I-din-Ka-ak-ka, I - di n- ~ a-[ k] a (17 . 1) .

Nabi-

6

Na-bi-Ka-ak-ka, Na-bi-Ka-ka (36).

Puzur-

7

Puzur-Ka-ak-k[aJ (39.2).

Kakka
Kakka-

-Kakka

In the Mari corpus Kakka appears only in PNs, and its occurrence
outside of Mari and Terqa is very limited (Nakata 1974: 317-20).
Nakata (318) is tempted to associate the deity with the underworld
but does not reach a firm conclusion.

He notes the possibility

that the deity might be of Amorite ori gin.
PNs in which the DN occurs are Akk.

Most of the others are of

unkn . . ori gin (ARMT XVI / 1 : 135 and 264) .
were borne by women.

Seven of the sixteen
Twelve of the s ixt een PNs
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I~
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kalbatu
kalbatum

1

"Bitch, female dog

"(CAD K: 67b).

Ancient Near East.

Ka-al-ba-tum (F; 35.5).
Very frequent as a PN in the

For references see Huffmon 1965: 152, n.40.

kalu
-kalux dx
....
oaoamas-kaluma
1

.... d....
(
)
SaSamas-ka-lu-ma
31.3.

"Whole, entirety, all ... " ( CAD K: 87b).
in OAkk. PNs.

The element appears already

Among others Gelb (MAD 3: 144) cites Ka-1!-.!.-li.

kanasu
G, imp., 2, fem., sing.

kunsr-matum

1

mukannisum

Ku-un-si-ma-tum (F; 42).
D, part., masc., sing.

2

Mu-ka-an-ni-sum, Mu-ka-an-ni-si-im,
Mu-ka-ni-si-im, Mu-ka-ni-si, Mu-ka-an-ni-sa-am (42).

"

to bow down ... kunnusu to force into submission, to make

submissive ... " (CAD K: 144a).

Note the Ur III PN similar to no. 1

above, Ku-~-si-ma-tum (MAD 3: 148). In all the instances, save one,
Mukannisum is inflected correctly according to sentence syntax.
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&
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Kanis (GN)
Kanisitum

Fem.
1

A GN.

adj.

Ka-ni-si-tum (F; 38.4).

For other PNs based on place of origin see Analysis Chapter

par. 38.4.

The GN appears in ARM VII.173.5 (see also ARMT XVI/1: 18).

From the OB texts in YOS 13 note the PN Ka-ni-si-_i (169 .19) .
kanniku
kannik-an

1

Ka-ni-ka-an (38.4).

"Official in charge of sealing" (CAD K: 154a).

Occurs several times

in OB texts as the title of an official (see CAD above).
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kanu

"ikun-

G, pret., 3, masc., sing.
-pi
• dS 1n
...
-pi-

1

I-ku-up-pi (F; 17.11).

2

I - ku-un-pi-dSin (17.11) .
G, pret., 3, fem., sing.

takun-ha"t:~um
-matum

3

Ta-ku-un-ha-tum (F; 23.2).

4

Ta-ku-un-ma-tum (F; 23.2).

kinat-

....
-sarrussu

G, stative, 3, fem., sing.

5

Ki-na-at-LUGAL-su, Ki-na-at-sar-ru-su (42).
G, stative, 3, masc., sing.

-kin

Abum-e-

6

A-bu-um-e-ki-in, A-bu-me-ki-[iJn (21.2).

Apil-

7 A-pil-ki-en (40.6).

Pusu-

8

Pu-su-k[i-iJn! (32.1).

"To be firm in place . . . to last . . . to be loyal, honest, reliable

CAD K: 159a).

This, plus the related adj., were very popular in

Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III PNs (MAD 3: 138-40 for numerous
examples as well as CAD K: 162a).

Amorite PNs are also formed

using this common Semitic element, e.g., the ' Ya-ku-un-DN ' pattern
among twelve Amorite PNs cited by Huffmon (1965 : 221 ) .

"
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C/~ 3

-kapi
Abi-

1

BelidDiritumUmmu(m)-

2 Be-1!-ka-p! (F; 41.3).
3 dni-ri-tum-ka-p! (F; 29.1 . c) .
4 Um-mu-um-ka-a-p!, Um- mu- ka- a-p! (F ; 41 . 3) .

A-bi-ka-p! (F ; 41 . 3).

This element is apparently related to the relatively late word
(SB) meaning "cliff, embankment" (CAD K: 191b and AHw: 445a).
AHw enters PNs under this. lexical entry and the above PNs make
good sense if this is the mng. of kapu.

Note also the OB PN

A-hi-ka-P..i among others cited by CAD (K: 192a).
to note that kapu is used in fem. PNs.
PN ~-bi-~-ri (Huffmon 1965: 258)

It is interesting

Compare with no. 1 the Amorite

and the Akk. Abi-sadi.

Possibly

a PN such as Ka-bi-dIM, - ~a-gan and~-~-~ (Huffmon 1965 : 49) should
be read Ka-l4.-dIM, - ~a- gan and -~-~-ub and included as Akk. rather than
Amorite.
karanatu
kara.natum

1

Ka-ra-na-tum, Ka-ra-na-[tiJm (gen.) (F; 35.6).
" ( CAD K: 202b) .

"Grape cluster; OB, Mari

References to other

OB PNs identical to the above are gathered by CAD.

karsu
kars-

-an

l

Ka-ar-sa-an (38.l).

"Stomach ... " (CAD K: 223a).

It is possible that the above PN referred

to a bodily peculiarity of the bearer.
the Analysis Chapter.

For names of this type see
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kaspu
kaspu-Istar

l

Ka-e.s~pu-Istar (40.10).

2

Kasap(KU.BABBAR)-dSamas (40.10).

kasapd•

•

- Samas

"silver ••• price, value, payment ••• " (CAD K: 247a)

Stamm (1939:

301-302) suggests the sense of 'ransom' and sees a development from

...

the older KU-DN PNs.

kasidu
iksud-

G, pret., 3, masc., sing •

..
-appasu

l

-ayib{su

2 Ik-su-ud-a-ya-bi-su (26).
G, stative, 3, masc., sing.

-kasid
Bal~u-

"

Ik-su-ud-ap-pa-su (16.1).

3

Ba-al-~u-ka-si-id (16.1).

to arrive ..• to conquer ••• " (CAD K 271).

'conquering' in PNs is

The mng. of

found in no. 2 above and is also attested

in extra-Mari PNs such as Samas-kasid "'Shamash captures'" (Ranke
1905: 145b) and Samas-kasid-ayyib{ 'Shams.sh is the one conquering the
enemies' (Tallqvist 1914: 210b-lla and Huf:f'mon 1971: 288).

No. 2

above clearly indicates that this usage in PNs is not merely 'late'
(Stamm 1939: 132-33, n.2).

From the 'Cappadocian' names note the use

of kasa.du in _!-sur-~-si-id and El-~-si-id ( Stephens 1928: 88) . For
the possibility that no. 1 should be interpreted in a similar fashion
see the note in the Glossary under~On the other hand it might be that the subject in nos. 1 and 2 was the
king but this usage is apparently late; Assurnasirpal II is called
•
, ·~ ( Seux 19 67: 137.
)
Ka-sid
_!-_!-be-~
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C1'2!"

-ki
· -a.kki-

Uqakki-El

l

,,.
U-qa-ki-El (27.2).

'For you', the dative pronominal suffix, 2, fem., sing. (GAG:
par. 42g).

kibru
kibru...
-sa

l

Ki-ib-ru-sa {39.2) •

kibrr-~agan

2 Ki-ib-ri-~a-gan (29.1.c).

-Istar

3 Ki-ib-ri-Istar {29.1.c).

kibir_dAbba

4 Ki-bi-ir- d Ab-ba {39,2).
5 Ki-bi-ir-E-a {39.2).

-Ea
-kibrr.

6

~agan-

~a-gan-ki-ib-ri

{F; 29.1.c).

"Bank {of' a canal, a river), seashore ••• " {~ K: 334a).

PNs
using this element are attested in the Ur III period, e.g.,El:-n- and
... ,,.
I-Y.-!!.-ll.-E. (MAD 3: 141 and AHw: 471). Birot (1956: 62) is
probably correct in suggesting that the idea is that of'
divine protection.
In view of' the above, it does not seem necessary
~

to follow Buccellati {1966a: 147) who associates the kibri-DN
PNs with the root kbr "'to be great, big'" and considers the related
PNs to be Amorite.
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kima
kima-ili

-kimaBelum-kima-El
Mannum-kima-[ ]
Mannum-kima-abI
§arrum-kima-ili

1

Ki-[m]a-i-1! (13.1).

2

Be-lum-ki-ma-il (42).

3 Ma-an-nu-um-ki-ma-[

] (33.1).

4 Ma-an-nu-um,-ki-ma-a-bi (40.9).
5

~arrum-ki-m[a]?-i-1! (42).

"Like, in the manner of, as, according to .•• " (CAD K: 367a).
In Amorite PNs from Mari compare the usage of *ka, for example in
!-bu-ka-AN among others cited by Huffmon (1965: 219).

kinis
kinis-matum

"

1 Ki-ni-is-ma-tum (F; 23.2).

correctly • • • loyally • • • firmly" ( CAD K: 385a) •

to be used as a predicate in the above PN.

This adv. seems

Compare the usage of

diris in the OAkk. PN Da-r!-is-!!!!,-~ cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 169)
and semantically Takiin-matum which is attested at Mari.

kinnaru
kinnarum

1

Ki-in-na-ri-im (gen.) (35,7).

"Lyre; Mari, RS; WSem. word" (CAD K 387b).

It is possible that the

PN is Amorite, although Hufflnon (1965) omits it from his treatment
of Amorite names.

\
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k!nu
·krnu-vaqar

-kinMer-kina

1 Ki-nu-wa-qar (4o.6).

2 Me-e[r?-k]!?-na (F; 30.5).

-k.inu
Ahu-

3 A-hu-ki-nu (40.6).

"True, reliable, Just ••• loyal ••• legitimate ••• I' (CAD K: 389a).
The element was very common in Sargonic and Ur III PNs.

See

MAD 3: 138-40 for numerous examples and compare kanu in this

Glossary.

The Amorite equivalent is apparently "*lli, 'be

right, Just, reliable'," which occurs in five Mari PNs cited
by Huff'mon (1965: 256:..57); e.g., §1-id-.9!:.- ~M.

With no. 1

compare Cassite Li-~-ki-~ (Clay 1912: 102b) •.

kirt'.i

kirOm

l

Ki-ru-um, Ki-ru-u, Ki-ru-u-um (preceding are nom.),
Ki-re-e-em (gen.) (F; 35.6).

ld.rf-

-'1>agan

2 Ki-ri-<¾,a-gan (37.2).

-kirf
Beli-

"Garden, orchard

3 Be-1!-ki-ri (F; 41.3).
"(~K: 411b).

Compare Ki-~-~-~ from YOS 14: 64b.

c-

\
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/)f
kisibirru
kisibirr-atum

l

Ki-s{-bi-ra-tum (F; 35.6).

"Coriander" (CAD K: 420b).

See the Analysis Chapter for related

PNs.

Kis{tum (DN)
~srtum-Lammasa

-ummr

l

~-si-tum-La-ma-sa (F; 29.1.b).

2

~-si-tum-um-mi, ~-is-si-tum-x-x (F; 29.1.a).

Kisrtam-nidi

3 Ki-sCiJ-tam-na-da (F; 27.1).

The above three· PNs are the on1y PNs t'rom Mari containing this DN
(ARm' XVI/1: 139) • For ·a brief treatment of the DN see Nakata 1974:

321-22, who considers it to be a local "Erscheinugsform" or Istar.

kittu
kittum-lizziz

"Truth, justice

l

Ki-it-tum-li-zi-iz (22.1).

" ( ~ K: 468b).

For identical PNs from OB

see Stamm 1939: 173 and YOS 14: 64b. The element appears in Pre-Sarg.
PNS like I-H-ki-ti and ~a-ma-as-ki-ti cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 140).
For :f'urther PNs using this element see also CAD K: 470, and note its

---- -----

-

usage in the OB PN Ki-it-ti-~arduk-lu-~ (YOS 13: 62).
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kizu

kizum
11 • • •

1

Ki-zu-um (38.4).

groom. personal. attendant 11

(

CAD K: 477b).

For other occupational.

PNs see the Analysis Chapter.

kubbulu
kubbulum

1

Ku-ub-bu-lum (38.1).

"Lame. paralyzed. crippled" (CAD K: 483a) and al.so Holma 1914: 63
for this PN which is based upon the guttulu pattern.

G-
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Kiibi (DN)
-Kubi
.AmatApilIddinWarad-

1 .Amat-Ku-bi (F; 37.3) •
2 A-pil-Ku-bi (37 .1).
3 I-din-Ku-bi (17.1).
4 Warad-Ku-bi (37. 3).

A demon of the nether world (see Nakata 1974: 323-25). Besides the
Akk. PNs listed above, the DN appears in tvo Amorite PNs: Habdu-,
Mut-Kubi. For numerous additional PNs containing the element see CAD K:
488b, often written without the DINGER sign, as at Mari.
kumru

kumr-

-r
-kumrMutu-Itumrr

1

Ku-um-ri (38.4).

2 Mu-tu-ku-um-ri (38.4).

"(a priest)", the element occurs in the Mari texts apart from
PNs (CAD K: 534b-35a). AHv (506a) notes the MA P1' Ku-~-!!!·

6131
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kundulu
·klJDdul.-

-a
-atum

35.7).
2 Ku-un-du-la-tum (F; 35. 7).

1

Ku-un-du-la (F;

"(a metal object)" (~K: 538b).

The term occurs outside of the

a'bove PNs in OB ( see CAD above).

kurrtl
kurrtlm
"Short" ( ~ K: 565b).

1 Ku-ur-rum, Ku-ru-um (38.1).
This bodily characteristic makes use

of the quttul.u pattern studied by Holm& ( 1914: 67-68) .
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la

.

-tibtum

l

La-ta-ab-tum, La-ta-ab-tum (F; 38.3).

-ladAddu-la-tamassi 2

dAddu-la-ta-ma-as-si (27.2).

dS.1.n-la-sanan
•
- ... -

3 dSfn-la-sa-na-an (33.1).

§umman-la-El

4 Sum-ma-an-la-El (16.3).
§um-ma-an-la-dSamas (16.3).

x
- dx
oumman-laoamas• 5

"No, not, without

" ( CAD L: la) •

Laoa (DN)
Laoa-

...

1

La-ba-sa-ar (30.4) •

Iddin-

2

I-din-'\a-ba (17.1).

Sadum-

3 Sa-du-um-La-bu-a, Sa-du-um-La-bi,

-sar

-'\a.ca
Sa-du-um-La-ba, Sa-du-un-La-ba,
Sa-du-La-ba (30.4).
Becawse

of the DINGIR sign in no. 2 above the element is treated

as a DN although the element could merely be an epithet or theophoric

element (see Nakata 1974: 326-27 and Roberts 1972: 42).
It is probable that the DN is related to the Akk. labbu (CAD L:
24a-25a) mng. "lion."
See in this connection also Gelb in MAD 2:
147-48 and MAD 3: 159-60, where numerous PNs containing this element
from earlier periods are cited, and also Edzard (1960: 93) who further
notes that La(b)bu appears as a monster in a late mythological text.
Compare its usage in the Amorite PN Su-~-la-ba (Huffmon 1965: 225 and
Kupper 1957: 230, n.l).
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ladinnu
ladunum

1

La-du-nim (gen.} (35.6).

The above spelling is listed as a var. of ladinnu i n ~ L: 36,
"(an aromatic}."

The difficulty is that the word is attested only in

SB and NB but for other PNs based upon the names of plants see the
Analysis Chapter.

Ligamil. (DN)
~gamil.-

1

-abum

¾.a.-ga-ma-al-a-bu-um (30.4).

For a short discussion of the various possibilities of the identification
of this deity see· Nakata 1974: 328-30.

The, above is the only PN

f'rom the Mari corpus in which the DN occurs.

lalu
Lali'um

1

La-la-i-im (gen.} (35 . 2).

2

La-la-a-t~ La-la-a-tim (F; 35.2).

lalil-atum
"Wish, desire

pleasant appearance, charms (of a woman or

man) ••• n- ( CAD L: 49a}.
and Ur III PNs:

The element appears already in Sargonic

La-la-.!_, La-1!-sa, etc. (MAD 3: 161-62). For

other OB occurrences of no. 2 above see CAD L: 50a.

It is also

possible that the PNs listed above could be considered animal PNs
mng. "kid"(~ L: 51b}.

If this were the case then they should be

entered in the Analysis Chapter in par. 35.5.
matter does not seem possible.

Certainty in this
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131/
Lamassu (DN)
~amassu/a/i-

-a

1

La-ma-sa (F; 13.2.a).

-atum

2

[La]-ma-sa-tum (F; 13.2.a).

-ya

3

La-ma-s1-ya (13.2.a).

- Assur

4

La-ma-s!- A-sur (F; 29.1.b).

-bani

5

~a.massu(LAMMA)-ba-ni (30.1).

Abi-

6

A-bi-~a.massi(LAMMA) (F; 41.3).

Annu-

7

An-nu-la-ma-s1, An-nu-~amassi(LAMMA) (F; 29.1.b).

Beli-

8

Be-1!-la-ma-s!, Be-11-~a.massi(LAMMA) (F; 41.3).

d ......

d

...

-~a.massi

E-a-la-ma-s!. f-a-~a.massi(LAMMA) (F; 29.1.b).
10 . dis-ha~ra-~amassi(LAMMA) (F; 29.1.b).
9

Ead ...

Ishara-

Istardga.mas-

11

Istar-~a.massi(LAMMA), Istar-la-ma-s1 (F; 29.1.b).

12

dSa.mas-la-ma-s! (F; 29.1.b).

"Protective spirit (representing and protecting the good fortune •.. of
human beings ••• )"

(CAD L: 60d-6la).

The element appears in many PNs

( CAD L: 64c and MAD 3: 162) • At Mari it was a popular element in female
names; in ten out of twelve instances the bearers were women.

Among the

Mari names it appears without the DINGIR sign when written syllabically,
but with it when written logographically.

For an extended discussion of

the DN at Mari see Nakata (1974: 331-37).

Lamma (DN)
-Lamma'1tisitum-Lammasa 1

~i-si-tum-La-ma-sa (F; 29.1.b).

Aniku-

A-na-ku-~am-ma (16.1).

2

"La.mma is a Sumerian protective genie" (Nakata 1974: 338).

It appears

in the two Akk. PNs noted above as well as in one Amorite and one Sum.
PN in PNs from the Mari corpus.
Lamassu above.

Sumerian La.mma corresponds to Akk.

See Nakata 1974: 338-40 and Limet 1968: 129-31 for

treatments of the DN.
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lasimu
lasim-a

1

La-si-ma (38.4).

"Express messenger .•• " ( CAD L: 106b) •

For another related OB PN

see La-d-!!:!,-~ cited by ~ (107a). The element also occurs as
a PN in PNs from Elam and Nuzi (107a).

G, imp., 2, masc., sing.

-leqe
Supt-

1

Su-p{-le-qe-e (F; 22.1).

"To take something ••• " ( ~ L: 131a).

Compare the OB PN cited by

Tallqvist (1914: 200a) dSin-leqe-unninnI, 'Sin, accept my- entreaty'.

le'ii
ile1

G, pret., 3, masc., sing.
I-le-e-dAddu (26).
G, stative, 3, masc., sing.

le'i-~agan

2 Le-i-dna-gan (30,5).

Annu-

G, pret., 3, fem., sing.
3 An-nu-ta-al-e (F; 26).

Istar-

4 Istar-ta-al-e (F; 26).

~a.mm.a-

5 ~a-ma-ta-al-e (F; 26).

-tale

"To be able (to do something) •.. to overpower someone •.. " (CAD
L: 151b). The element appears already in Sargonic and Ur III PNs
.,.

d

3: 158), e.g., compare Il-~- Sin, with no. 1 above. With no. 2
compare the OB PN, Sin-li-~-!., cited by Ranke ( 1905: 160b) • Huffmon
suggests ( 1965: 224) that a related element "*u" appears in four Amari te
(MAD

PNs such as Ya-al-~-~a-gan; however his last two examples,

5, have been interpreted as Ak.k.

my

nos. 3 and
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libbu
-libbi
Anih-

1

A-ni-ih-li-[i]b-bi (21.1).

Inilh-

2

I-nu-uh-li-bi (26).

"Heart ••• mind, thought, intention ••• " (CAD L: 164b).

Although

libbu occurs in other PNs, none seem to be related to those noted
above, (CAD L: 171a) e.g., Summa-li-ib-ili in OB, among others.

lillu
1

Ullum
"Fool, moron

Li-li-im (gen.) (38.3).

"(CAD L: 189a).

The name appears already in the Sargonic

and Ur III periods; Li-li and Li-lum (MAD 3: 161).

From OB note

Li-il-lum/lu (YOS 8: 80.21) and the feminine name Li-lu-tim (YOS 13:
511.3).

Dossin (et al. 1964: 166) and Burke (1964: 87, n.8 and 89)

attempt to relate this name to La-la-,i-im (see lalu above) but this
seems unnecessary.

The Analysis Chapter par. 38 :3 notes other 'insulting names'.

Lim (DN)
-Lim

Isar-

1

I-sar-Li-im (30.5) .

Qisti-

2

Q!-is-ti-Li-im!?(=SI) (36).

The DN is found in over thirty PNs from the Mari corpus (ARMT XVI/1:
128 and 264).

Most of the names in which it occurs are Amorite, the

above two being the only Akk. examples.

At Mari, Lim does not appear

outside of PNs and never occurs with the DINGIR sign.

Nakata (1974:

344) and Huffmon (1965: 226), among others, accept Dhorme's
interpretation of the deity as a collective representation of all the
gods and goddesses.

The DN also appears in the PNs from Chagar Bazar,

Alalakh, Aleppo and Carchemish (Huffmon 1965: 227).
affiliations are not in doubt.

Its WSem.
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liptu
·lipit-

-Ea
-iliya
-Istar
d
- Sin
-su-liser

11

1 Li-p!-it-E-a (37.1).
2 Li-p!-it-t-1!-ya (37.1).
....

d.,..

3 Li-p!-it-Istar, Li-p!-it- Istar (37.1).
4 Li-p!-it-dSin (37,1).
5 Li-p!-su-li-se~er, Li-p!-su-li-ser,
Li-p!-su-li-~ir 5 (sic) (19.2).

(handi )work, craft., creation ••• 11

(

CAD L: 200b). PNs of this type are

found in OAkk., Li-b!-it-1-1! (t-tAD 3: 163). From OB compare Lipit-Istar,
-Sin among others cited by Ranke (1905: 117b-18a), Finkelstein (YOS 13:
63a) and Simmons (YOS 14: 66a).

lu.- (precative)
lu.-dari

1

Lu-da-ri ( 41. 1) .

-ibur-bast i

2

Li-bur-ba-as-ti, Li-bur-ba-as-ti , (F; 41.1).

-ibu.r-beli
-ibu.r-nadinsa

3 Li-bur-be-1! (41.1) • .
4 Li-bur-na-di-in-sa (F; 41.1).

-ibu.r-nadinsu
-ibu.rniya.s

5 Li-bur-na-di-in-su (41.1).
6 Li-bur-ni-ya-as (F; 41.1).
7 Li-bur-re-i (42).
8 Li-bur-re-i-ni (42).

-ibu.r-re'i
-ibu.r-re'ini
-ibu.r-zanni

......
-1.serum

9 Li-bur-za-an-ni, [L]i-bur-za-ni (F; 41.1).
10 Li-se-rum (19.2).

-i~ir-sarriissu 11

Li-~ir 5-sarru(ru)-su, Li-tir 5-sarru-su (42).
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lii- (precative)
(continued)
-liiAbi-libiira

12

A-bi-li-bu-ra (F; 41.1).

Abi-li~ir

13

A-bi-li-~ir 5 (F; 41.1).

Assumiya-libiir

14

As-su-mi-ya-li-bur (F; 41.1).

Beli-libiira

15

Be-1!-li-bu-ra (F; 41.1).

Beli-liwwer

16

Be-1!-li-we-er (41.1).

Beli-lii-dari

17

Be-1!-lu-da-ri (41.1).

Belti-liwwer
Diris-libiir

18 Belti(NIN?)-lCiJ-we-er (41.1).
19 , Da-ri-is-li-bur (f; 42).

Dumqi-libiir

20

Du-um-q!-li-bur (F; 41.1).

Kakka-lidi

21

Ka-ak-ka-li-di (F; 22.4).

Kittum-lizziz

22

Ki-it-tum-li-e:i-iz (22.1).

Lipissu-liser

23

Li-p!-su-li-se-er, Li-p!-su-li-ser,

24

Li-p!-su-li-~ir1sic) (19.2).
Ma-aq-tum-li-zi-iz (22.1).

§umsu-litir

25

Sum-su-li-~ir5 (42) .

Waqar-liblu~

26

Wa-qar-li-ib-lu-u~ (F; 41.1).

Maqtum-lizziz

.

Precative particle used with the preterite (GAG: par. 81c) and with
the stative as a wish form, see nos. 1 and 17 above (?AG par. 81b).
The element occurs already in OAkk. (MAD 2: 172-73) but it is not
too common in early names.

Among the several examples cited by

Gelb(~ 3: 155-56) only parallels to nos. 1 and 3 are noted.
Most of the preceding names are such that they are wishes which
are expressed for one's master or the king.

Only nos. 21 and 23

make direct reference to a deity although conceivably others
could refer to a deity as well. With nos. 2, 5 and 26 compare identical names in YOS 13: 63a and 76a.

Also cited is a shortened nom-

inalized form of no. 26, namely Li-ib-lu-tum (63a).

Note how the

verbal form has been nominalized in the case of no. 10 above.
su-li-te-er (YOS
------

13: 74a) is similar to no. 25 above.

Sum-
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!!!_ ( voluntati ve)

lu-istammar

1

Lu-us-ta-mar (27.1).

Mannam-luplah

2

Ma-an-na-am-lu-up-la-ah (F; 27.1).

Nari.rsa-lumur

3

Na-wa-ar-sa-lu-mu-ur (22.1).

Nari.rsi-lumur

4

Na-wa-ar-si-lu-mu-ur (F; 22.1).

Rabussu-lumur
dSfn-ludlul

5

Ra-bu-su-ltu-mJur (22.1).

6

d

-lu-

Stn-lu-ud-lu-ul (27.1).

Voluntative-cohortative particle (QM!_: par. 81c) used with the
1, c., sing. preterite form of the verb.

For a discussion of the

preceding PNs see the respective paragraphs in the Analysis Chapter.
A name identical to no. 1 is cited in YOS 13: 63b along with two
longer names of the 'Lusta.mar-DN' pattern.
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-ma
-maAbima-ili

1

A-bi-ma-1-H (F; 40. 7).

Ahumma-dari

2

A-hu-uin-ma-da-ri (40.6).

Ahumma-El

3 A-hu-um-ma-El, Ahum(SES)-ma?-El ( 40 . 7).
4 Be-H-ma-a-bi (F; 41.3).

Belima-abi
Ilima-abi
Ilumma-abi
Sadima-El
Sima-aha.ti

5
6

I-1!-ma-a-bi ( 40. 8).

7
8

Sa-di-ma-El (29.1.c).
Si-ma-a-ha-ti (F; 40.10).

Ilum(AN)-ma-a-bi (29.1.a).

-ma
Aniku-ilumma

9 A-na-ku-ilum(AN)-ma (16.1).
10 At-ta-ilum(AN)-ma (16.1).

Atti-ilumma
Sa- dS amas-kaluma
...
-

11

Sa-dSamas-ka-lu-ma (31.3).

Enclitic -~ (GAG: par. 123a), and see especially Rainey 1976 for .its
usage with the logical predicate in OB.

For the use of the "enclitic

emphatic particle" in eleven Amorite PNs see Hui fmon 1965: 228.

With

nos. 5 and 6 compare from Cassite times Ilu-ma-a-hi and I-1!-ma-a-hi
(Clay 1912: 182b).

,.
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c'

1!1/

maga.ru.
imgurum

1

imgur-

Im-gu-rum, Im-gu-r[i?-im?] (gen.) (24.7).
G, preterite, 3, masc., sing.

-<¾vinurta
d

- Sin
dx ·

...

2

Im-gur-<¾vin-urta (24.7).

3

Im-gu[r]-dSin (24.7).

4 Im-gur~dSamas (24.7).

- .:;a.mas

-magir

G, ppl., stat. absol. serving as the
predicate.

dS1n•
d• ·

dSin-ma-gir X (=HA) (30.3).
5 dSin-ma-gir,
.
6 dSamas-ma-gir (30.3).

...

Samas-

"

to . grant a person something, to grant a prayer ••• " ( CAD Ml: 34b) .

For other OB examples based upon identical patterns see CAD Ml: 39a.

mahiru
mahir1

-a

Ma-hi-ra (F; 33.1).

"Rival, adversary ••• " (CAD Ml: 99a).

The element occurs already in

Sargonic and Ur III PNs, e.g. Ma-!!!;!-hir (Man-mahir) cited by
Gelb (MAD 3: 173).

See also CAD (Ml: 100b) for further examples,

including the longer OB name Ma-an-nu-um-ma-hi-ir-su-nu.

Mahira

is considered to be an abbreviated name with the feminizing
particle -a affixed to the element (see the Analysis Chapter
entry).

On the other hand it can not be excluded that the name

might indicate a negative feeling toward . the bearer on behalf of
the name giver.

If this were the case, it might be classified

among the names which are considered to be insults; e.g. Lillum,
'Fool', Meku, 'Lazy one', etc. (see Analysis Chapter par. 38.3).
Certainty in this matter does not seem possible.
compare semantically ayabu and geru noted above.

With mahiru
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C-

t'I~
miliku
G, part., sing., stat. absol. serving

-milik

as a stative.
d ......

1

dA-sur-ma-lik (30.4).

Ea-

2

E-a-ma-lik (30.4).

~abu-

3 ~a-bu-u-ma-lik, ~a-bu-um-ma-lik (30.4).

d

Sin-

4

dStn-ma-lik (30.4).

~amas-

5

d~amas-ma!-CliJk (30.4).

Assur-

_

"Counselor, advisor" (CAD Ml: 162b). The above pattern occurs in
O.Akk. PNs, see for example Gelb's !-!_-!!!!_-li-ik (MAD 3: 176) among
other PNs using this element. For further PNs see also CAD (Ml:
164).

Those PNs containing WSem. DNs and this element have been

considered as Amorite PNs.

A good number of PNs contain an

Amorite element and a DN which is similar in form to this element.
The above PNs have been entered here because of the Akk. DN found
in the PNs.

For a treatment of the Amori te DN and element see

Huffmon (1965: 230-31) and Nakata (1974: 354-63). Note the usage
of the verbal form in Im-lik-!-!. (MAD 2: 176) and additional names
of the 'Imlik-DN' pattern in OB (YOS 14: 61b).
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Mamma (DN)
~amma-

-atum

1

[M]a-a[m]-ma-tum (F; 13.2.a).

-dunni

2

~a-ma-du-un-ni (F; 29.1.c).

-numri
....
-sarra

3

~-ma-nu-um-ri (F; 29.1.c).

4 ~a-m[a]-sar-ra (F; 30.4) •
5 ~a-ma-ta-al-e (F; 26).

-tale
-~amma

Bur-

6

Bur-~a-ma, [B]ur-Ma-ma (37.2).

Iddin-

7

I-din-~-ma, I-din-~-a.m-ma (17.1).

Ili-

8

I-11-~a-ma (29.1.b).

Puzur-

9

Puzur-~a-ma, Puzur-~a-a.m-ma (39.2).

Qisti-

10

Q!-is-ti-~a-ma, Q!-is-ti-~a-a.m-ma (36).

sera.-

11

Se-ra-~a-ma (F; 30.4).

Tappi-

12

Ta-p!-~a-ma (F; 29.1.c).

Tir-

13

Ti-ir-Ma-ma (27.2).

Tu.lid-

14

Tu-li-id-~a-ma (F; 17.3).

For a treatment of the DN see Nakata 1974: 364-69.

PNs containing this

DN were frequently borne by females; that is over half were borne by
females.

Of the over twenty PNs containing this element over half are

Akk., the remainder being either Amorite or unkn. (see Nakata's listing).
At Mari, the DN does not occur apart from its usage in PNs.

The deity

seems to be related to motherhood and birth (Roberts 1972: 44); see nos.
6, 7, 10 and 14 above.
(Edzard 1960: 105).

The DN may be derived from a baby word for mother

With no. 4 compare the OA.kk. PN Ma-~-sar-~-at (MAD 3: 289).

Ma.mmitum (DN)
~tum-ummi

1

~a-am-mi-tum-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

The above is the only occurrence of the DN in Mari PNs or texts.

For

various possibilities of interpretation, possibly a diminutive of Mama, a
personification of an oath, or a derivation of a Sum. lw. "marnmu(!!),
ice'," see Nakata 1974: 462, n.25.
Mari (.ARM!' XVI/1: 272).

1

frost,

Note its appearance as a month name at
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mannu
Mannum

1

Ma-nu-um (13.2.b).

mannu/i/a-ya

2 Ma-an-ni-ya (13.2.a).

-atum

3 Ma-an-na-tum (F; 13.2.a).

-aya

4 Ma-an-na-ya (F; 13.2.a).

-balu-[ ]

5 Ma-an-nu-um-ba-lu-[ ] (33,1).

-balu-dSamas

6 Ma-an-nu-um-ba-lu- ~amas,

dx

...

Ma-an-nu-ba-1u-dSamas (33.1).

- _...
-ger1su

7 Ma-an-nu-um-ge-ri-su (33.1).

-kima-[ ]

8

-kima-abi

9 Ma-an-nu-um-ki-ma-a-bi (40.9).

Ma-an-nu-um-ki-ma-[ ] (33.1).

-luplah

10

Ma-an-na-am-lu-up-la-ah (F; 27.1).

-sininsa

11

Ma-an-nu-um-sa-ni-[in-sa] (F; 33.1) .

-sininsu

12 Ma-nu-sa-ni!-in!-su (33.1).

...
-se

13

Ma-an-na-se (F; 16.1).

"Who (interr.) ••• " (CAD Ml: 213a).

The element appears already in 0Akk.

PNs, see for example Ma-~-ba-lum-~a-gan cited by Gelb among others
(MAD 3: 177-78).

It occurs very frequently in PNs of all periods (CAD

Ml: 213b, 214a and 216a).

For various usages, see the relevant para-

graphs in the Analysis Chapter.

For the usage of the element, or a

close cognate, in three Amorite PNs see Huffman 1965 : 231-32.

With

no. 5 above compare the Amorite pattern found in Ma-~-na-ba-al-ti-AN
cited by Huffman.

maqtu
maqtum-lizziz

1

Ma-aq-tum-li-zi-iz (22.1).

" ••• (in substantival use) destitute, uprooted person ... " (CAD Ml: 254b55a).

For a PN identical to that noted above see Stamm 1939: 172.
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G, stative, 3, fem., sing •

.-mar~at
1

Ummi-

Um-mi-mar-~a-at (F; 41.5).

" ••. to be difficult ..• " (CAD Ml: 269a).

The usage of this element in PNs

is not all that common, but compare the Kassite Bilti-~-~-~ cited
by CAD (Ml: 273a), "My-Load-Is-Painful."

The element also appears in

Amorite PNs from Mari, such as Ya-~-!,!-g-AN and Ya-~-~-.!§.-AN (Huffman
1965: 233).

In Amorite the qatala formation is also attested; e.g., !-h!-

~-!,!-g and Bi-ni-~-!,!-g (Huffman 1965: 234).

The latter two are not

Akk., for one expects mari§ for the stative form (AHw: 609b) and the Bi-nielement is clearly Amorite.

In view of names such as Ya-~-!,!-g-AN and

Ya-~-~-.!§.-AN, in which it is difficult to conceive of the deity as being
sick, I have taken the element to mean 'difficult'.

With the above name

compare the Amorite name !-bi-~-!,!-g (Y0S 13: 94.4, 6, seal D).

Marduk (DN)
~duk-

.

-muballit

1

~duk-mu-ba-li-it (30.2).

-na.~ir

2

¼duk-na-~ir (30:2).

-nisu

3

'1'1arduk-ni-su ( 16. 2) •

-'1-Iarduk
Niir-

4 Nu?-ur?-~a[rduk] (39.2).

Marduk (AMAR.UTU) was known since the Ur III period as the city god of
Babylon (Nakata 1974: 463, n.26).
in the above four Akk. PNs.

It appears in the Mari materials only

See Nakata for a discussion.

Ma.ritum
ma.ritum

1

Ma-ri!-tum (F; 38.4).

"From Mari" (CAD Ml : 282b).

The adj. based upon the GN, Mari.
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\

mar-

d
- Addu
-ili
....
-Istar
d•
....
- Samas

1

Ma.r-dAddu (37.2).

2

Mir-i-1! ( 37. 2).

3 Mir-Istar ( 37. 2).
- dS amas.... (37.2).
4 Mar-

"Son, descendant, offspring ••• " (CAD Ml: 308a).

AHw (616a) suggests

that the type of PN listed above is based upon the older •su~DN'
pattern.

Stamm (1939: 260) has indicated that the sense of this

pattern seems to be that of

I

DUMU- d IM should be

,
,
I
protege
of DN.

kept distinct from Bi-_!!!-dIM (contrary to ARMT XVI/1: 80), for Akk.
logograms are not used to render West Semitic words in the Mari
corpus of texts (Tadmor 1958: 130, n.12).

The 'Mar-DN' pattern is

also attested among the names cited in YOS 13: p. 64, including
names identical to nos. 3 and 4 above.

With nos. 1, 3 and 4 compare

Amorite [B]i-_!!!-dIM, Bi-_!!!-ISD.AR and Bi-in-¾[D] (Huffmon 1965: 175-76).

masku
maskum

1

Ma-as-ku-um, Ma-as-ku (38.1).

Fem. form of the adj.

masiktum
2

Ma-si-ik-tum (F; 38.1).

"Bad, rotten, ugly" ( CAD Ml: 324b).

CAD (Ml: 325a) also cites other

OB occurrences of the PNs, and see also YOS 13: 453.4 for a PN identical
to no. 2.

-ma~~arIli-malll~ari

1

I-li-ma-~a-ri, I-li-[m]a?-a~?-~a-r[i] (29.2).

"Guardian .•• " (CAD Ml: 341a).

Gelb (MAD 3: 207-8) cites another OB

occurrence of a PN identical to the first variant entered above.
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G, stative, 3, masc., sing.
-atum

1

Ma-~1-a-tum (F; 21.1).

-El

2

Ma-~1-El (21.1).

" •.• to be sufficient for ••• " (CAD Ml: 344b).

Compare the OB PN cited by

Ranke (1905: 123b) Ma-J!-.!-!:!;!!-ili, "'It is enough,

my

god'."

For addi-

tional PNs, similar to the above in OB, see CAD (Ml: 345b) where further
examples are cited as well as YOS 14: 68a.

mashu
Mashum

1

Ma-as-hu-um, Ma-as-hi-im (gen.) (35.7).

mash-atum

2 Ma-as-h[a]-tum (F; 35.7).

Although certainty is not possible I have taken this word to refer to "a
piece of jewelry," in spite of the fact that it is attested a bit later
than the OB period, i.e., EA, MB Alalakh and Qatna (CAD Ml: 365b).
Soden (AHw: 625b) translates 'Pearl?'.
lated 'Jewelry' PNs.

Von

See the Analysis Chapter for re-

Gelb notes (MAD 3: 185) the occurrence of mashu as

a copper container for beer in Ur III times, URUDU mas-hu-~ KAS.U.SA
(from UET 3: 739.5).

Since the name of a vessel was used as the basis

for PNs, Kundula (F) and Kundulatum (F) (see par. 35.7), it is also
possible to interpret this element in a similar fashion .

.......

masu
G, pres., 2, masc., sing.

-tamassi
dAddu-la.-

1

dAddu-la-ta-ma-as-si (27.2).

"To forget ( a matter, a person, an act) , to neglect •.. " ( CAD Ml: 397b) .
The element is quite common in OB PNs.

See for example !-hi-.!_-~-!:!;!!-Si

among other examples cited by CAD (Ml: 400a).
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_...

masu

_...

masum

1 Ma-sum, Ma-si-im (gen.), Ma-sa-am (acc.) (34).

misi-ya

2 Ma-si-ya (34).

"Twin" (CAD Ml: 401a).

Occurs a1ready in Sargonic and Ur III PNs

(MAD 3: 184) as no. 1 above.

See also

~

(Ml: 402a).

mati
mati1 Ma-ti-ilu (21.1).

-ilu
•mati-

Admat-ili

2 Ad-ma-at-t-1! (21.1).

"When" (CAD Ml: 4o6a).
~

with mati

In no. 2 above there is a contraction of

(~: par. 114j).

From the Ur III period compare

Ma-at-!.-1! with variant cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 187).

From OB

note !1!,-i!_-ilu listed by Ranke (1905: 123b), and from Cassite times
!-di-.!!!!_-ti-ilu (Clay 1912: 49b).
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mitu
. -mitiSarrum-niir-mitisu 1 sarrum-nu-ur-ma-ti-su <42).
Tab-eli-mitisu

2 ra-ab-e-li-ma-ti-su (23.2).

-mitum

-

ErissuKinisKunsITa.kilnTarisTatiir-

3 E-ri-ts-su-ma-tum, E-ri-su-ma-tum,
E-ri-su-ma-tum, E-ri-1s-su-um-ma-tu[m] (23 .2).
4 Ki-ni-is-ma-tum (F; 23. 2).
5 Ku-un-si-ma-tum (F; 42).
6 Ta-ku-un-ma-tum (F; 23.2).
7 Ta-ri-is-ma-tum (F; 23.2).
8 Ta-tu-ur-ma-tum, Ta-tur-ma-tum (F; 23. 2) .

-mitim
Niiri-

9

CNJu-ri-ma-a-tim (gen.) (42).

Sabid%
...
1:>amas-In-

10 Sa-bi-ma-tim (F; 38.4).
11 dSamas-1-in-ma-tim (30.6).

fab-eli-

12

Ta-ab-e-li-ma-a-tim, !a-ab-e-li-ma-tim (23.2).

"Country ••• land ••• population of a country" (CAD Ml: 414a).

In all of

the above PNs, save possibly no. 11, the element seems to refer to the
"population of a country."
PNs using this element are rather common,
see CAD Ml: 42Ob,and for Sargonic and Ur III examples (MAD 3: 168-69),
e.g., Ku-~-si-!!!!_-tum, compare no. 5 above.

Compare semantically
Ku-na-ma-tum and apparently Da-ku-um-ma-tum (MAD 3: 168-69) with
no. 6 above. Compare also Su-¾:N.ZU-~-ur-ma-ti-is-E:! (MAD 3: 192)
with the shorter name from Mari, no. 9 above.
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meku

mekum

1

M[e-k]!-im (gen.) (38.3).

"To be negligent" ( CAD M2: 8b).
period onwards.

This element is attested from the OB

The above name, broken, is interpreted as a G, part.,

masc., sing. (GAG: par. 105d and paradigm 32) based on the verbal form
even though no additional names are cited as containing this element
(CAD M2: 8 and AHw: 643a).

The name could be descriptive of the bearer's

character, i.e., "negligent" in either secular or religious duties (see
the Analysis Chapter).

Mer (DN)
Mer-kina

1

Me-e[r?-k]!?-na (F; 30.5).

Nur-

2

Nu-ur-Me-er (39.2).

-Mer

A Semitic weather deity attested in names as early as the Sarg. and Ur III
periods (MAD 3: 180 and Nakata 1974: 463-64, n.27).
phonetic variants.

Mer and Wer appear as

In a list of deities Adad is glossed as Iluwer and

Ilumer, 'The god W/Mer' (Edzard 1960: 135-36 and Nakata 1974: 310).

The

DN also occurs as an element in the DN Itur-Mer, the patron deity of the
city of Mari (Nakata 1974: 308), and in two Amorite names (Huffmon 1965:
272 and ARMT X:VI/1: 265).

merhu
merhum

1

Me-er-hu-um, Me-er-hi-im (gen.) (38.4).

"(a high official in Mari)" (CAD M2: 26a).

For OAkk. PNs with this element

see CAD above and MAD 3: 182, e.g., Me-~-ah-~ul-~ from the Ur III period.
For a discussion of the roll of this functionary at Mari see Marzal (1971b:
194-203), who shows that the element refers to an official belonging to the
civil administration of the state.

See also Sasson 1977: 102, n.29.
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miadu
G, stative, .3, masc., sing.

middx
...
-gimil- cam.as

1

Ma-ad-gi-mil-dSamas (32.2).

"To be or become much, numerous, plentiful, abundant
(CAD Ml: 24a).

"

For the occurrence of this element in OAkk. PNs see

CAD Ml: 24b and for additional OB examples 25a, e.g., Ma-addum-~-~-Nabium, "Plentiful-Is-the-Grace-of-Nabu."

migir_dAddu
-Idiglat
"

1

Mi-gi-ir-dAddu, Mi-g[ir]-[ ] (36).

2

Mi-gi-ir-I-di-ig-[la-at] (36).

person endowed with divine or royal favor, grace .•• " (CAD

M2: 48b).

The pattern 'Migir-DN' is a common one in PNs (for

additional OB PNs, including ones based upon this pattern see
CAD M2: 49).

Note the longer OAkk. PNs Su-¾:N.zu-mi-kir-°l:n-111

and Me-kir-DINGIR.DINGIR along with others cited by Gelb (MAD
3: 170-71).

Migir-DN is also a common epithet of kings in the

OB period (Seux 1967 : 161-68).
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milku
milku

1

M1-il-ku (F; 13.2.b).

2

Mi-il-ki-ya (13.2.a).

Ili-

3

I-1!-mil-ku (F; 31.1).

Itti-dSama.s-

4

It-ti-dSamas-mil-ku (31.1).

Istar-

5

Istar-nu-il-ki (F; 31.1).

Itti-ili-

6

I[t]-ti-ili-mil-ki (31.1).

Itti-dSamas-

7

It-ti-dSamas-mil-ki (31Ll).

milki-ya
-milku

-milki

Milku refers to the advice, order and/or decision given, usually by a
deity (CAD M2: 66b-69b).

The above PNs are expressions of trust, ac-

knowledging the personal acceptance of the divine decision or counsel
on the part of the bearer; or at least such a statement was placed in
his/her mouth (especially PNs nos. 5-7).

PNs nos. 3 and 4 are more

abstract, but are interpreted in light of those PNs which bear the
pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).

Also note abstract names of the

pattern 'Itti-DN-balatu, -ahutu' (Tallqvist 1914: 108b and 109a as
well as Stamm 1939: 230).
Five attribute PNs of the pattern 'DN-malik', 'DN is the counsellor' are
attested in the Mari corpus (see maliku in the Glossary above and the
Analysis Chapter par. 30.4).

This 'DN-malik' pattern is common in early

names (MAD 3: 176-77) while the 'Itti-DN-milku/!' pattern is not found
among the names cited by Gelb.

The above PNs are considered Akk. in

view of the DNs and the· itti element.

Huffman was not able to reach a

decision regarding the meaning of the related .Amorite element ttmilk-;
either "'counsel'" or "'king'" (1965: 231).

For a parallel to the longer

PNs compare It-ti-dSin-mil-ki cited by CAD (68a) among other OB examples.
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mi/era.nu
mera.nu(m)

1

Me-ra-nu-um, Me-ra-nu (acc.), Me-ra-n[i]m (gen.)
(35.5).

"Young dog, puppy" (CAD M2: 105b).

From Sargonic and Ur III times note

Me-.!:!-num among other examples cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 182).
tion see CAD (M2: 106a) for examples from later periods.

In this connecFor the diminutive

usage of -a.num see GAG: par. 56r where this element is cited as an example.

miru
Mirum

1

'Bull' (AHw: 658c).

Mi-i-rum (35.5).

Although no PNs are cited in van Soden's entry, the

element can readily be classified with other animal names (see Analysis).

muOne of the characteristics of the OB names from Mari are the participial
forms in mu- which are used as one word names or as predicates in twoelement names.

Participial forms from the D stem include muballitu,

musallimu, muhaddu, munawwiru, mupahhiru, mupettu and mukannisu.

Other

stems, less frequently represented, are the Gt, mutaplu and musta.lu, the
S, musa.kilu and the St, musteseru (see the various Glossary entries).
The following appear as the second, or predicate element in two-membered
names of the 'DN/Beli-predicate' pattern: -muballit (six names), -musallim
(four names), -musteser (one name), -mutapli (two names), -musa.kil (one
name) and -musta.l (one name).

In all cases, except the latter two, corre-

sponding verbal forms, from the appropriate roots, are attested in the
Mari names.
The remaining names occur as 'One Word' names which are often descriptive
of the character of the bearer (see the respective paragraphs in the Listing).
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mu- (continued)
A survey of the Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III names, as listed in MAD III,
reveals that none of the above elements were used in the personal names of
these earlier periods.

This indicates that the usage of these•~-• parti-

cipial forms in personal names is probably a rather recent development.
Similar elements occur in the early OB names found in YOS 14.

These include

the patterns 'DN-muballi~' (eight names), 'DN-mustesir' (one name), 'DNmupahhir' (one name), 'DN-mustal' (one name), 'DN-musallim' (one name), 'DNmusallimat' ( one name) , Muhaddum and Muhaddi tum.

These names thus confirm

the widespread usage of this type of element in names of the OB period.

miidu
Stat. absol. serving as the predicate.

-miida
d

Sin-

d;:,:

1

dSin-muda(GAL.ZU) (30.5).

2

dSamas-muda(GAL.ZU) (30.5).

....

oamas-

" ••• wise, competent, learned .•. " (CAD M2: 163b).

From the Sargonic and Ur III

periods Gelb (MAD 3: 18) cites numerous PNs containing this element including:
Be-11-~-da

and

Be-H-GAL. ZU

DINGIR-mu-da

and

DINGIR-GAL.ZU

--

and ¾:n-1!1-GAL.ZU
---indicate that GAL.ZU should be read muda and not mu.du

~N.ZU-mu-da
These names

ARM!' XVI/1: 183 and 192).

(e.g.,

Since the base form is muda'um, an irregularly

formed G participle (GAG: par. 56d, 106q; AHw: 666a; MAD 2: 168 and MAD 3:
18) , muda can be interpreted as the stat. absol. of the part. , serving as
the predicate adj. (see the Analysis Chapter par. 30.5 for additional examples of this type).

It might even be that the predicating element -a is

added to muda, but this is not certain.

From the OB period note the usage

of the element in Samas-mu-di (Ranke 1905: 146a).

\
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muhaddu
muhaddum

D, part., masc., sing. from hadu used as adj.
1

M[u-h]a.-di-im (gen.) (35.1).

"Who gladdens the heart, causes joy (acc. as personal name only); OB"

(CAD M2: 171b).

CAD (172a) lists numerous citations to identical OB

occurrences of this PN and its variants.

See also for example

Mu-ha-ad-du-u, Mu-ha-du-um and Mu-ha-ad-di-tum (YOS 13: p. 65a and
similar names in YOS 14: 68b).
munammiru
munawwirum

1

Mu-na-wi-ru-um, Mu-na-wi-ri-im (gen.) (35.1).

This adj. means the "brightener(?)" but occurs only as a PN (CAD M2:

CAD lists a good number of occurrences of the above PN in OB.

199).

mupahhiru
mupahhir-a

1

Mu-pa-hi-ra (F; 40.10).

"Gatherer" (CAD M2: 209a).

The above PN can be considered a D, part.,

masc., sing. from paharu with the feminizing -a ending (see the Glossary
above).

CAD notes other occurrences of mupahhiru as a PN in other OB texts.

mupettu
mupatti-ya

1

Mu-pa-at-ti-ya, Mu-pa-ti-ya (F; 38.4).

"Regulating irrigation (lit. opener)" (CAD M2: 210b).
as a PN (see CAD above).

Occurs in OB texts
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musa.kilu
-musa.kil

Ea-

1

E-a-mu-sa-ki-il (30.5).

"Purveyor" (CAD M2: 254b).
masc., sing. of akalu.

The element is based upon the

S, part.,

The element occurs several times in OB

although CAD does not cite any PNs.

In the above PN the element

appears in the stat. absol. as the predicate.

mustalu
-mustal
1

Sin"Judicious, thoughtful

Sin(XXX)-mu-us-ta-al (30.5).
" ( CAD M2: 283b).

A PN similar to the above,

as well as related PNs, are common in OB times (see CAD: 284 for
further references).

mutaplu
-miitapli

nrdx

•

l:>am&S-

1

I-1!-mu-tap-li (29.2).

2

dSamas-mu-tap-li (29.2).

"Requiter (occ. only in personal names)" (CAD M2: 297a).

For other

occurrences of identical PNs, as well as PNs based upon this pattern
but using other DNs, see CAD above.
in PN noted above in the Glossary.

Compare also the usage of apilu
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G-

l~r
mutu
mutu(m)-

...

Mu-tum-El (40. 7).

-El

1

-kumri

2 Mu-tu-ku-um-ri {gen.) (38.4).

d
- Addu

Stat. const.
CdJ
Addu (37. 3).
3 Mu-ut4 Mu-ut-e-ka.J.-lim (gen.) ( 42).

mut-ekallim
-~anat

5 Mu-ut-Ha-na (38.4).
6 Mu-ut-~-na-at (37.3).

-humm~im
d
- IGI.KUR
-Nirim

7 Mu-ut-hu-mu-~!-im (nom., acc.) ( 38. 2).
8 . Mu-ut-dIGI. KUR ( 37. 3).
9 Mu-ut-Na-ri-im (nom.) (37.3).

-Hanna

...

-Sakim

10 Mu-ut-Sa-ki-im (nom.) (37.3).

-ya

ll

Mu-ti-ya ( F ! ; 13 .2 • a) •

El-

12

El-mu-ta (gen.) ( 40. 8).

muti-

-muta

...

"Husband • . . man, warrior" ( ~ M2: 313b).

All of the above PNs can

be considered Akk. although nos. 3-10 include some PNs with Amorite
DNs and it is difficult to ascertain whether these PNs are Akk.
or Amorite PNs 'Akkadianized' (Huffmon 1965: 119).

The form of the

stat. const. in these PNs follows the normal Akk. pattern which is
attested earlier.

...
(
Compare the King of Akkad, Mut- d Istar
M_ 9:

34.ii.7) and the PNs cited by Gelb from the Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and
Ur III periods (MAD 3: 186).

Huffmon deals with a Mu-ti-dIM (1965: 119)

possibly related to nos. 3 and 11 above.
or Akk.

This PN could be either Amorite

In the PNs noted above, mut- was combined with DNs (3, 6,

8, 9 and 10), a GN (5) and other elements (4 and 7).
the Awil-DN PNs found

in

the

Semantically compare

Mari corpus and for a treatment of twenty-

one Amorite PNs using mutu see Huffman 1965: 105, n.42, 119 and 234-35.
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nabium, nabu
Stat. canst.

nabi-Annu

1

Na-bi-An-nu (36).

-ili

2

Na-bi-t-11 ( 36).

-ilisu

3

Na-bi-t-1!-su (36).

4

Na-bi-I star ( 36).

...
-Istar

-Kakka

-re'isu
- dS amas...

5 Na~bi-Ka-ak-ka, Na-bi-Ka-ka ( 36).
6 Na-bi-re'i(SIPA)-su ( 42).
dS
...
7 Na-bi- amas (36).

nab- dS amas...

8

Stat. canst.
Na-ab- dS amas... (36).

'One called' (AHw: 697b-98a).

For five OAkk. PNs with the

'Nabi-DN' pattern, including Na-bi-¾:n-111 and -~.ZU, see Gelb
MAD 3: 195,

AHw (698a) also cites additional PNs of this pattern

as well as several abbreviated names.

Although the stat. canst.

form found in name no. 8 above is unusual, it is found in
Na-!!£_-Suen which is also attested in the more common form Na-bi-Suen

(AHw: 698a). In this regard compare no. 8 with no. 7 above.
This 'Nabi-DN' pattern .i s quite common in the OB period, see for
example the five names of this type from the texts collected in
YOS 13 (p. 65b).
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nabu
Nominalized form of the G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

ibbum
1

Ib-bi-im (gen.) (17.5).
G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

ibbi_ 2

-atum

Ib-ba-tum ( all fem. ) , Ib-ba-tim (gen. and masc. )
(17.5).
d

d

_dAddu
_d.Amurru

3 Ib-bi- Addu, I-bi- Addu (17.5}.
4 Ib-bi-d.Amurrum ( 17. 5}.

-<¾>agan

-~staran

5 I-bi-<¾>a-gan (17.5).
6 I-bi-Istar (17.5).
7 I-bi-distaran (KCAJ.DI) (17.5).

-Nehum

8

Ib-(bi~-Ne-hu-um (17.5).

-~insubur
_dSahan

9

I-bi-~in-subur (17.5).

-Istar

-

dx

•

l:ia.m&S

10

I-bi-dSa-ha-an, I-bi-dSAH.AN, Ib-bi-dSa-ha-an

11

(17.5).
I-bi-dSamas, Ib-bi-dSamas (17.5).

12

Il-su-i-bi-su, Il-su-ib-bi-su (17.5).

-ibbiIlsu-ibbrsu

'To name, call' (AHv: 699b-700a).

For the occurrence of this element

in Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III PNs see Gelb (MAD 3: 194-95),
e.g., I-b!-DN is very frequent among the PNs cited by him. For
additional OB examples see

~

( 700a) .

For Amori te parallels , only five

in number, based upon the Yabbi-DN pattern see Huf'fmon 1965: 236.
For comments on t h e - ~ ending in no. 2, see the Glossary above.
Note the variant spellings in nos. 3, 10 and 11.
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Nabu (DN)
.Naba'um

1

Na-ba-i-im (gen.) (13.2.b) •

2

~a-bu-u-ma-lik, ~a-bu-um-ma-lik (30.4).

~abu-

-milik

For a discussion of Nabu, the city god of Borsippa, see Nakata 1974:
464, n.28.

The DN also occurs in one Amorite PN (Huffmon 1965: 272-73).

PN no. 1 is unusual due to the fact that this is the only DN which is
inflected according to sentence syntax.

Further, the -ba- in Na-ba-.!,-im

is unusual, in that normally one would expect Na-bi-.!,-im, since the DN
is written Nabu/Nabium (Edzard 1960: 106).

Due to this uncertainty, the

interpretation of this name must remain somewhat doubtful.
compare OB ~a-bu-~-_!!!!-lik (YOS 14: 69a).

With no. 2

nadanu
G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

iddin-ya

1

I-din-ya (17.1).

-yatum

2

I-din-ya-tum (nom.), I-din-ya-tim (gen.),
I-din-ya-tam (one occurrence; nom. [sic?]) (17.1).

-Abba
d
- Addu
d
- Admu

3
4

I-din-Ab-ba (17.1).

5
6

I-din-dAd-mu (17.1).

7
8

I-din- Amurrum (17.1).
I-din-~a-gan (17.1).

-~Iritum

9
10

-Ea

11

I-din-~i-ri-tim (nom. and gen.) (17.1).
. ,.
I-din-E-a (17.1).

-El

12

I-din!-El (17.1).

-¾GI.KUR

13
14

I-din- !GI.KUR (17.1).

-Akka
d
- Amurru
-Annu
-~agan

-Il-aba

I-din-dAddu, I-ti-in-dAddu (17.1).
I-din-Ak-ka (17.1).
d

I-din-An-nu, I-din-An-nu-um (17.1).

d

'
I-din-Il-a-ba
4 (17.1).
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nadanu (continued)
iddin- (continued)
-ili

15

I-din-t-1! (17.1).

- Ishara

16

I-din- Is-ha-ra, I-din- Is-ha-ar (gen.) (17.1).

-Istar

17

I-din-Istar (17.1).

-~tiir-Mer

18

I-din- I-tur-Me-er (17.1).

-Kakka

19

I-din-Ka-ak-ka, I-din-~a-[k]a (17.1).

-Ku.bi

20

I-din-Ku-bi (17.1).

-~a.ba

21

I-din-~a-ba (17.1).

-~

22

I-din-~a-ma, I-din-~-am-ma (17.1).

-~insubur

23

I-din-~in-subur (17.1).

-~umusda

24

I-din-~u-mus-da (17.1).

-~unu

25

I-din-~u-nu (17.1).

-pi-Ea

26

I-din-pi-E-a (17.1).

-pl-El
- ds·•in

27

I-din-pi-El (17.1).

d ...

d...

d

28

I-din-dSin (17.1).

dx
...
- ,:)am.as

29

I-din-dSamas (17.1).

-Tabubu

30

I-din-Ta-bu-bu (17.1).

-na.din-

d ...

G, part. , masc. , sing. , stat. canst.

Libiir-nidinsa

31

Li-bur-na-di-in-sa (F; 41.1).

Libiir-nidinsu

32

Li-bur-na-di-in-su (41.1).

-idinnam

G, pret., 3, masc., sing. with the ventive.

For discussions regarding the normalization
of this element see below.
Beli-

33

Be-1(!-i-d]in-nam (41.5).

Ea-

34

E-a-i-din-nam (17.1).

IlIdS ...in-

35

I-1!-i-din-nam (17.1).

36

dSin-i-din-nam, dSin-idinnam(MU)-nam,
Sin(XXX)-i-din-nam (17.1).

d

Sin-aham...
,:)am.as-

dx

37

dSin-a-ha-am-i-din-nam (17.1).

38

dSamas-i-din-nam (17.1).
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nadanu (continued)

.'To give' (AHw: 701a).

This element is one of the most common

verbal elements used in the Mari names.

It already appears in

numerous Sargonic and Ur III PNs (MAD 3: 198-99).

The element

is very common in OB PNs in general (see for example Ranke 1905:
230b).

In contrast to the extensive usage of this element in

Akk. PNs, Huffmon lists only seven examples of Amorite names
using the cognate "NTN *ntn, 'give'" (1965: 244), formed basically
using the 'Ya-,!!!-ti-in-DN' pattern.
The spelling of idinnam in the 'DN-idinnam' names is difficult,
and I have followed the 'traditional' spelling of von Soden (AHw:
701a and GAG: par. 102b; see also Ranke 1905: 230, n.4 and Stamm
1939: 138-39).

However forms such as *1,-di-in-~ or *1,-di-in-~,

which would confirm this spelling, are not attested and thus one
must leave open the possibility that the correct spelling might
be iddinam as Lieberman has recently suggested (1977: 45, n.211).
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nadu
G, imp., 2, masc., sing.

-na'ad
1

Ilak-

I-la-ak-na-ad (27.2).
G, imp., 2, fem., sing.

-nadi
~agan-

2

~a-gan-na-di (F; 27.2).

3

G, imp., 2, c., plural.
dA-su?-na-da
•
( F; 27.1).

-nada
d •

AsuEa-

4 E-a-na-da (F; 27.1).

Kisitam-

5 ll-su-na-da (27.1).
6 Ki-s[i]-tam-na-da (F; 27.1).

<istn-

7

Ilsu-

d

Sin-na-da (F; 27.1).

'To praise' (AHw: 705a) with additional OB PNs.

For names of the 'DN-nada'

pattern from the Ur III period, including !-!!:-~-da, see Gelb in MAD 3: 188-89 .
Names based upon the 'DN-nada' pattern are frequent among the 'Cappadocian'
names; however they were borne by males, not females as among the Mari names.
For example !-s!r-.!!!:-da was borne by eleven males (Stephens 1928: 20).

The

variety of imperatives among the Mari names (masc., sing.; fem., sing.; and
c., _pluralf support Stamm's interpretation of the above names as imperatives
(1939: 103, 122 and 202 as well as AHw: 705a and GAG: par. 107q) rather than
as some type of stative with a predicate-!!: ending (MacRae 1943: 309a and MAD
2: 149-50).

For actual occurrences of the-!!: ending marking the predicate in

the Mari PNs see the Glossary above.

Roberts (1972: 91, n.212) had noted that

if a name such as Ilam-nada could be found, the case for the imperative interpretation of .!!!:-da would be established.

The name Kisitam-nada is just such a

case and thus the imperative interpretation of ~-dais established.
Semantically these PNs would be associated with dalilu and samaru, which however are not found in the imperative.

Thus while these elements are used pri-

marily in the first person (voluntative), nadu appears in the imperative.

nahraru, ne/a'raru
-nahrari
~umusda'Help' (AHw: 779b).
see AHw.

1

~u-mus-da-na-ah-ra-ri, ~u-mus-da-ne-eh-ra-ri (29.1.c).

For additional OB instances of PNs similar to the above

See also PNs of the 'DN-rejusu' pattern (re 9u above).
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nahsu
Stat. canst.

nahis-re'isa

1

Na-hi-is-re'i(SIPA)-sa (F; 42).

'Fullness, abundance' (AHw: 715b) with OB PNs.

The element occurs

already in Sargonic and Ur III PNs, e.g., Na-ah-sum, Na-hi-is-tum
and _Es4-dar-~-uh-si, among others cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 200-1).

nahu

G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

iniih-libbi

1

'To rest' (AHw: 716-17).

I-nu-uh-li-bi (26).
PNs containing this element appear in

Ur III times (MAD 3: 189-90), although none of those cited by Gelb
are exact parallels to the above PN.

Note however, the LB PN

Liniih-libbi-ilani cited by Stamm (1939: 169).

The above PN could be

an abbreviation from a longer three-membered PN similar to this LB
example, but it makes sense as it stands.

The Amorite cognate,

"*nwn, 'rest, be satisfied'," occurs in four names, none of which
are similar to the above (Huffman 1965: 237).

nakaru
nakar-a

1

Na-ka-ra (F; 35.4).

-atum

2

Na-ka-ra-tum (F; 35.4).

-tum

3

Na-ka-ar-tum (F; 35.4).

'Strange, foreign, an enemy' (AHw: 718b).

Note the OB PNs cited by

Ranke: Na-ka-rum (1905: 127b) and Na-kar-tum (192a).

----

------

The same two

PNs are also attested in the texts published in YOS 13 (p. 66a).
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Nanna/i (DN)
Nanna

1

Na-an-na (F; 13.2.b).

-atum

2

Na-na-tum (F; 13.2.a).

-Akka

3

Na-na-Ak-ka (F; 30.6).

Nanna-

~anni-ya
....
-sarra

4 Na-an-ni-ya, Na-ni-ya (F; 13.2.a).
5

~a-an-ni-sar-ra (F; 30.4) •

6

Si-Na-an-na (F; 30.6).

-Nanna

SI-

The DN appears already in OAkk. and Ur III PNs (Roberts 1972: 45-46 and

-MAD
.-· 3:

202).

Nakata agre.e s with Roberts I hesitation in identifying the

goddess,, and neither offers a sure identification of the deity.

Although

the character of the goddess is unkn., Roberts suggests (1972: 46) that
the deity is Semitic due to the general lack of the determinative with it
in the OAkk. names.

The DN also appears in five 'Cappadocian' names

(Stephens 1928: 91).

napistu
-napisti

Annudx

....

i::iamas-

1

An-nu-na-p!- is -ti (29,1,c).

2

dSamas-na-p!-is-ti (f; 29.1.c).

'Life' (AHw: 738).

For the use of this element in Sargonic and Ur III

PNs see MAD 3: 204.

The Amorite cognate "NPS naps-, *naps-, 'breath,

life'" is found in seven Amorite names cited by Huffman (1965: 240-41).
Semantically compare the usage of balatu.

'v
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naramtu
naramtum

1 Na-ra-am-tum, Na-ra-am-tim (gen.) (F; 35.1).

'Beloved one' (~: 745b).

For an identical PN from the Ur III

period see MAD 3: 231, and for OB examples Ranke 1905: 192b.

naramu
narim-ilisu
d

- Stn
-narim
sn,u-

l

Stat. const.
Na-ra-am-l-1!-su (37 . 3).

2

Na-ra-am- Stn (37.3).

d

Stat. absol. serving as the predicate.
3 Si-bu-na-a-ra-am (40.6).

'Beloved' (ABw: 745b). For Sargonic and Ur III PNs identical to
nos. 1 and 2 above, as veil as additional PNs, see MAD 3: 231 and
for additional OB names YOS 14: 70a.
narbu
narbu

l

Na-ar-bu (35.3).

narb-atum

2 Na-ar-ba-tum (F; 35.3).

'Sof't, gentle, weak' (ABw: 746b). In OB compare Na-~-ub-tum (F) (Ranke
1905: 192b) and Na-~-bu-~ (M) (YOS 14: 70a). See also AHw above for
further OB examples.
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Naru (DN)

-dayyan

-Naru
Mut-

2

Mu-ut-Na-ri-im (37.3).

Ummi-

3

Um-mi-Na-ru (F; 29.1.a).

"River (as a divinity)" (CAD I/J: Ba).

Although the reading of d'ID is

difficult (Nakata 1974: 381 and Roberts 1973: 46 as well as CAD above
and AHw: 748), name no. 1 certainly reflects the role of the river as
a divine judge in the river ordeal (CH 2 and 132; and among many studies,
J. Kl!ma, "L'ordalie par le fleuve en Elam," RA 66 (1972): 39-60 and
G. Dossin 1958b).

The DN appears already in Presargonic names, e.g.,

Iddi(n)-Naru cited by Roberts, among others (1973: 46 and also Gelb in
MAD 3: 191).

Besides the above, the DN also occurs in three Amorite

names from Mari (Huffmon 1965: 243 and ARMT XVI/1: 265).
d,
-OB name ID-da-.!:_-.!!::!!, from YOS 14 (70a).

Note also the

Nassi (DN)
-~assi
Ipqu-

1

Ip-qu-~a-as-s! (39.2).

This DN is listed by Nakata but he is not certain of its interpretation
or whether in fact all of his entries are DNs.

Of the nine PNs contain-

ing this element, five are Amorite, three Hurrian (?) and the above one
is Akk.

See also Huffmon 1965: 219 and 240 as well as Sasson 1974: 378b.
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naeiru
· G, imp., 2, masc., sing.

~ur-awissu
-pr-sarrim
-~urur-ui,ranni
ur-UfurSU
-(n)~rr
BistrBistrBelr-

l U-'i5ur-a-wa-su (27.2).
2 u-,ur-pr-sarrim, u-,ur-p!-i-sarrim (42).
G, imp., 2, masc., sing.
'
'
3 I-1!-~-ra-an-ni,
I-H-,urCsicJ-ra-ni
(22.4).
4 r-1!-u-~ur-su (19.5).

G, imp., 2, fem., sing.
5 Ba-as-ti-nu-u,-ri, Ba-as-ti-nu-Uf(IZ)-ri (F; 41.1).
6 Ba-as-ti-U'i5-ri (F; 41.1).
7 Be-1!-nu-~(IZ)-ri (F; 41.1).
G, stat. absol., of the part., masc., sing.
serving as the predicate.

-nitir
dAddudAmurrumd •

Asar-

d ......

Assur-

~aganEaEl-

Ilsu~staran~arduk
d

Stn-

dx

•

i:>am&S-

dSulpaea-

d

8 Addu-na-'i5ir (30.2).
9 dAmurrum-na-!ir (30.2).
10 dA-sar!-na-,ir (30.2).
11 dA-sur-na-,ir (30.2).
12
13
14
15
16

~a-gan-na-,ir (30.2).
E-a-na-,ir (30.2).
El-na-!ir (30.2).
Il-su-na-sir, Il-(su)-na-sir (30.2).
distaran(~.DI)-na-,ir (3~.2).

17 ~rduk-na-!ir (30.2).
18 dstn-na-,ir (30.2).
19 dSamas-na-,ir (30.2).
20

~ul.pa.e.a-na-~ir (30.2).
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na§arU (continued)
'To guard, protect, watch' (AHw: 755a).

Numerous PNs, even from the Pre-

Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III periods (MAD 3: 207), are found to contain this
element in its various forms.

For PNs from the OB period parallel to the

above see for example Ranke 1905: 242a and 250b.
5 and 7 above are unusual.

The forms found in nos.

I have taken them as unusual forms for the

more common Basti-, Beli-u§ri although I could not locate precedents for
this.

It is to be noted that these PNs occur in the lists ARMT XIII and

A.315~ and the divergencies may be due to foreign origin of the bearers
or scribal peculiarities.

ARMT's solution (XVI/1: 76) of emmending the

more common reading, no. 6, for the more difficult, i.e. Ba-as-ti-(!!!!)-~-ri,
does not seem to help solve the problem.
It does not appear possible to consider these PNs as Bastinu-u§ri and
Belinu-ueri, as the normal Akk. pronominal suffix (1, c., pl.) is -ni not
-nu.

Possibly ~nU§ri

could be considered an abstract noun meaning 'guard',

based on. the purs pattern (GAG: par. 55d) similar to dumqu.

If this were

the case then a PN of the type Beli-nueri could be parallel to Beli-dumgi.
However, a nu§ru is not noted by von Soden in AHw and thus is apparently
unattested.

These latter two possibilities have been rejected while the

first has been tentatively accepted.
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nal}ri1

-ya

Na-a~-ri-ya (30.2).

'Watched' adj. (AHw: 757a).

The above PN is either a hypocoristicon

from this verbal adj. or from the very common PNs noted above
(nos. 8-20).

From the Sargonic period note the occurrence of

!!.-!:!.-~-~ (MAD 3: 207).

natllu
-anattal
d:c
..
Ana- i:iamas-

1

..
...
(
)
A-na- dx
i:iamas-a-na-~a-al
25.2.

'To look upon' (AHw: 766b).
PNs.

The element is not a common one in

But in OB compare Li-tul-ilu cited by Ranke (1905: 118b).

Also compare Ana-qiti-dSamas-anattal cited by Stamm (1939: 196).
Semantically

related to this element is amiru cited above.
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nawaru

nawar_dAddu

G, inf., stat. canst.
1

Na-wa-ar-dAddu (39.2).

-Esar

2

Na-wa-ar-E-sar (F; 39.2).

-sa-lumur

3

Na-wa-ar-sa-lu-mu-ur (22.1).

-si-lumur

4

Na-wa-ar-si-lu-mu-ur (F; 22.1).

-nawrat

G, stative, 3, fem., sing.
5

f?issu-liwwer

~!-is-su-na-aw-ra-a[t] (23.2).
G, precative, 3, masc., sing.

Beli-

6

Be~l!-li-we-er (41.1).

Belti-

7

Belti(NIN?)-l[i]-we-er (41.1).

'To be/become bright, to shine' (AHw: 768b).

The element occurs

already in OAkk. PNs but usually the form there is the stative,
e.g., Es4-dar-B,!-wi-ir (MAD 3: 192).

This is also the case with

~-~-wi-ir (AHw: 769a) from the OB period.

In OAkk •. note also the

· 'stat. const.-DN' patt~rn in Ni-~-.!!:,-Mer, 'The light of Mer'
(MAD 3: 192), but here the initial element is from nimru and not from
the inf. canst. as is the case with nos. 1 and 2 above.

AHw (769a)

lists other OB PNs containing the element including one identical
to no. 5 above, as well as Samas-li-wi-ir which has affinities with
no. 6 above.

Semantically compare the frequent usage o f " ~ ,

'be brilliant'" in Amorite PNs (Huffman 1965: 212-13).

Apparently the

Akk. element is used in the mixed PNs which have been considered
Amari te; ~-ab-du-~-~-!:!: ( Huffman 1965: 237) and Na-~-.!!:,-ka-~-51,
which might be Amorite (Huffman 1965: 219, 237 and 240) or Hurrian
(Sasson 1974a: 365).

Amorite "*spr, 'be fair, shining'" also seems

to be semantically related to nawaru, but Huffman cites only one PN
containing the element; Ba-!:b.-li-!!_-E!:-.!!:, (1965: 252).

\
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nawru

namr-a-Sar'ur

1

Na-amX (=PI )-ra-Sa-ru-ur ( 23. 2) •

Adj. to the above verb mng. 'bright, light' (AHw: 770b).
above PN see AHw above.

For the

Note -a attached to the predicate adjective

(see the Glossary above).

nayyalu
nayyalum

1

Na-ya-lam (nom.) (38.4).

'A waterer, a gardener' (AHw: 717a).

This name has been considered

an occupational name (see the Analysis Chapter), in spite of the fact
that the element is not attested earlier than the MA period (AHw: 717a).

Nehum (DN?)
-Nehum
Ibbi-

1

Ib-(bi)-Ne-hu-um (17.5).

It is uncertain whether this element is a DN or merely a theophoric
element possibly derived from
(Huffm.on 1965: 237-38).

"NlJM

*ncm, 'be pleasant, gracious'"

Nehim as a DN appears in eight PNs, all of

which are Amorite (ARMT XVI/1: 265).

Apparently the reading of Ibbi-

Nehum is uncertain, for now ARMl' XVI/1: 112 has [I]b!? (-bi?)-Ne-hu-~
or perhaps .!E!.!l(=SIG)?-Ne-hu-~.

If the reading Ibbi-Nehum is correct,

then Nehum appears in a position where DNs often occur in the common
'Ibbi-DN' pattern, and thus it probably should be considered a DN.
In any case, since the element appears in eight Amorite names, it is
probable that the element is Amorite.

The above name, at best, could

be considered a 'mixed-PN'; i.e., Akk. verbal form with an Amorite DN
or theophoric element.
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-ni
-ni
Ili-a.sran-

1

I-l!-as-ra7an-ni (22.4).

Ili-gimlan-

2

I-1!-gi-im-la-ni (22.1).

Ili-ismen-

3
4

I-1!-is-me-ni (24.6).

Ili-putranIli-~rand
...
Sin-ismendS amas-piqdan...

...

...

.

I-1!-pu-ut-ra-an-ni (22.1).

5 I-1!-u~-ra-an-ni, I-1!-~ur[sic]-ra-ni (22.4).
6 dSin-is-me-ni, dStn-is-me-an-ni (24.6).
7

dx ·

...

~amas-p!-iq-da-an-ni (18.1).

'Me', acc., pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).

For a discussion of this

suffix see GAG: pars. 42 _and 84 as well as Finet 1956: par. 17.

Huffmon

notes six Amorite PNs bearing the Amorite equivalent-~ (1965: 235).
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-ni
-ni-

SI-tabni-aya
.

1

Aha.ta-

2 A-ha-ta-ni (F; 34).

Belta-

3

~agan-sadu-

4 ~a-gan-sadu(KUR)-ni (29.1.c).

Ea-sadu-

5

E-a-sadu(KUR)-ni (29.1.c).

Ilii-

6

I-lu-ni (34).

Libur-re'I-

7

Li-bur-re-i-ni (42).

Sarrum-sadu-

8

Sarrum-sadu(KUR)-ni (42).

SI--t;ab-

9

Si-~ab-ni (F; 34).

'

Si-~ab-ni-a-ya (F; 34).

-ni

Be-el-ta-ni (F; 34).

'Our', possessive pronominal suffix (1, c., plural) (GAG: par. 42).

-nia.sim
-niya.s
Libur-

1

Li-bur-ni-ya-as (F; 41.1).

'To/for us', dative pronominal suffix (1, c., pl.) (GAG: par. 42 and
AHw: 785b).

Compare the form with the more common -nisim found in the

letters from Mari (Finet 1956: par. 17j).
suffixes see -a(m) and -ki above.

For additional dative pronominal
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nidintu
nidnat_dSin

1

'Gift' (AHw: 786a).

Ni-id-na-at-dSin (36).

Additional OB occurrences of this name are

attested (e.g., YOS 13: 67a, YOS 14: 70b and Ranke 1905: 131b).
See also nidnu below.

nidnu
nidnu-sa

1

Ni-id-nu-sa (36).

'Gift' (AHw: 786b). Ranke (1905: 131b) and YOS (13: 67a and 14: 70b)
cite additional OB instances of this name. The PN occurs already
in the Ur- III period as the name of the King of Der, ~i-id-~-sa
(MAD 3: 199).

OB Nidnum is a simple nominal name based upon this

element, while Nidnatum is formed by the affixing of -atum

(both

found in Ranke 1905: 131b).

Ningal (DN)
~ingal-

-ummi

1

~in-gal-um-m[i], ~in-gal-um-mi-a? (F; 29.1.a).

2

I-tur-~[i]n-gal (17.10).

-~ingal
Itur-

The above two PNs contain the only occurrences of the DN in the
Mari texts.

Ningal is the consort/wife of the Sum. moon god Nanna

and of Akk.. Sin (Edzard 1960: 111 and Nakata 1974: 465, n.30).
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Ninhursagga (DN)
~inhursagga-gamilat

· h ur.sag.ga-ga-m1.
'
. 1 a-at ( F ; 30 •3)•
1 dN in.

-ummi

2 dNin.hur.sag.ga-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

The DN literally means "'Lady of the Mountain'" (Nakata 1974: 398).
Jacobson relates the DN to the mother-goddess concept not only of
animals but also of human beings on the basis of her epithets (see
Nakata 1974: 399-400 for references).

well with this concept.

PN no. 2 above would fit in

For an extended discussion of the DN see

Nakata 1974: 398-406.

Ninkarrak (DN)
-~inkarrak
Puzur-

1

Puzur-~in-kar-ra-ak (39.2).

This deity is the goddess of healing and her name appears only "once
in the Pantheon List in the entire corpus of the Mari texts" (Nakata
1974: 407; Panth. 24).

However, on the basis of an improved reading,

it is now known that the DN appears in the above PN (.ARMI' XVI/1: 170).
Although the name is Sumerian, 'Lord of the quay(?)', the deity appears
only in Ak.kadian contexts

(Edzard 1960: 78).

In OB note also

Su-~in-kar-~-ak (YOS 14: 81a) and PUZUR-~in-~-~-ak ( 53a).

Ninsubur (DN)
-~insubur
Ibbi-

1

I-bi-~in-subur (17.5).

Iddin

2

I-din-~in-subur (17.1).

The vizier of An and Inanna.
references (1974: 466, n.33).
Earth'" (466, n.33).

See Nakata for a brief treatment with
Literally, the DN means "'Lady of the

The above two PNs contain the only references to

this deity in the Mari texts.

See also Edzard 1960: 113-14.
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Ninurta (DN)
-~inurta
Imgur-

1

Im-gur-~in-urta (24.7).

"'Lord of the Earth'" (Nakata 1974: 466, n.34).

The above is the only

reference to the deity in the Mari texts, although it appears in other
OB PNs.

See YOS 13: 67 for five PNs and YOS 14: 70b, ~in-urta-~-da.

For further discussion see Edzard 1960: 114-15.

niru
-niri
Sarrum-

1

Sarrum-ni-ri (F; 42).

'Yoke' (AHw: 793b). Although no PNs are cited by AHw this interpretation
would be a recognition of the sovereignty of the king.

Possibly a PN

such as Beli-niri, which Huffman (1965: 243) has considered as containing
the Amorite element "NR 2 nir-, *nir-, 'light'," should be entered here as
Akk.

AHw (794a) does in fact note the yoke of 'lordship'.

numru
-numri
~amma-

1

~a-ma-nu-um-ri (F; 29.1.c).

'Brightness' or 'cheerfulness' (AHw: 803b).

Although the element is not

attested until MB times, and no PNs are noted by AHw, the above interpretation is accepted on the basis of the pattern found in par. 29.1.c in
the Analysis Chapter and due to the fact that the translation of the PN
makes reasonable sense.

Note the usage of nawaru in the PN above.
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Numusda (DN)
d

...

Numusda-nahrar{

1

~u-mus-da-na-ah-ra-ri, ~u-mus-da-ne-eh-ra-ri

(29.1.c).

-nurr

2

~u-mus-da-nu-ri (F; 29.1.c).

-tillatr

3

~u-mus-da-tillatl(ti) (29.1.c).

4

I-din-~u-mus-da (17 .1) •

-~umusda
Iddin-

The DN is considered to be the son of Stn and Ningal.
Edzard 1960: 118 andNakata 1974: 408-9.

For discussions see

The above PNs are the only ones

among the Mari PNs in which the DN occurs (ARMT XVI/1: 165-66 and 265).

Nunu (DN)
~unu-tabni

.1

~u-nu-ta-ab-ni (F; 17 •.2).

-~unu
Biir-

2

Bur-~u-nu (37.2).

Iddin-

3

I-din-~u-nu (17.1).

Ipiq-

4

I-p!-iq-Nu-nu (39.2).

PuhhurQ{st1-

5

Pu-hu-ur-~u-nu (40.4).

$i1u-

6
7

Q!-is-ti-~u-nu, Q!-is7-ti-~u-nu (36).
~!1-1!-~[u]-nu (32.3).

su-

8

Su-~u-nu (37.3).

Roberts' suggested interpretation as 'fish' (1972: 47) has been
tentatively accepted by Nakata (1974: 410-12).

The only non-Akk.

PN with this element would be Nunu-neri since neru is to be con-

-- --

sidered Amorite in most cases (see above and Huffman 1965: 243-44).
Parallels to nos. 2 and 8 are found among the 'Cappadocian' names
(Stephens 1928: 91).
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niiru.

.niir-a

l

Nu-ra (F; 13.2.a}.

-tum

2

Nu-ur-tum (F; 13.2.a}.

-~gan

3 Nu-ur-~a-gan, Nu-ur-~a-gan (39.2}.

-ili

4

Nu-ur-l-1! (39.2}.

-nrsu

5

Nu-ur-l-1!-su (39.2}.

-"-Ishara

6

Nu-ur-"1:s-ha-ra (39.2}.

-~bta

7

Nu-ur-~b-ta (39.2}.

-~arduk

8 Nu?-ur?-~aCrdukJ (39.2}.

-Mer
dS ...in
d ... ·

9 Nu-ur-Me-er (39.2).
10 Nu-ur-dSin (39.2).
...

- Samas

11

Nu-ur-dSamas (39.2).
Stat. const. For this form see GAG: par. 64c.

12

CNJu-ri-ma-a-tim (gen. } ( 42}.

niiri-mitim

-niir-

§arrum.-niir-dtfsu
13

sarrum-nu-ur-ma-ti-su ( 42} .

dAddu-

14

[dAd]du?-nu-[r]i? (F; 29,1.c).

Bel!-

15
16

Be-1!-nu-ri (F; 41.3}.

17
18

d

-niirr

~umusdad

Stn-

d,:

,..

,:;a.mas-

'Light' (AHw: 805}.

~u-mus-da-nu-ri (F; 29.l.c}.
Stn-nu-ri (F; 29.l.c).
dSamas-nu-ri (F; 29.l.c}.

With nos. 3-11 compare the Narir-DN PNs noted above.

The element occurs already in Sargonic and Ur III PNs, some of which are
either identical to the above or of similar patterns, see Gelb
(MAD 3: 192) for numerous examples.

It is instructive to note the

distribution of the masc. and fem. names between the 'Niir-DN'
and 'DN-niiri' patterns.

Compare the use of *nir- in six Amorite

PNs (Huffmon 1965: 243-44). With no. 15 compare Amorite Ba-~-li-ni-ri
(243). The Amorite PNs are also formed on the pattern 'DN-niri' and
four out of five of them are fem., agreeing with the distrbution noted above.
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paharu
D, stative, 3, masc., sing.

pubhur-tum
-~unu

1

Pu-hu-ur-tum (F; 40.4).

2

Pu-hu-ur-~u-nu ( 40. 4) •

'To assemble, to gather together' (AHw: 811b).

The G form of the

verb appears already in Sargonic and Ur III PNs (MAD 3: 212).
In OB note the DN-mupahhir pattern cited in AHw above as well as
the abbreviation from this pattern Mupahhira (F) (see the Glossary)
found in the Mari corpus. Note the cognate element *ppr
PNs from Mari, e.g., Ya-!E_-.lE,-~- (Huffmon 1965: 254).

used in Amorite

palahu
-pilih-

G, part., masc., sing., stat. const.

~alim-pilih-d~amas

1

G, voluntative, 1, c., sing.

-luplah

2 Ma-an-na-am-lu-up-la-ah (F; 27.1).

Mannam-

G, imp., 2, masc., sing.

-pilah

3 I-la-ak-p!-lah (27.2).
4 dSin-p!-lah (27.2).

Ila.ltd

~a-lim-pa-li-ih-~amas (33.2).

Sin-

'To fear, venerate, serve' (~: 812a).

The element occurs already

in OAkk. PNs although none of the examples cited by Gelb are exact
parallels to the above PNs (MAD 3: 214).
no. 1 in OB see Ranke 1905: 142a.
examples of no. 4.
4 see GAG: 87e.

For an exact parallel to

Ranke (163a) also cites further

For the form of the G, imp. found in nos. 3 and

In the OB PN Pilha-dAddu (YOS 13: p. 68a) the

G, imp., 2, c . , plural form occurs.

For an Amorite PN using

palahu, or a cognate element, compare Ya-!E_-la-~-AN (Huffmon
1965: 255). With nos. 3 and 4 compare the OB name Ilam(lam)-.Pi-la-ah
(YOS 14: 59b).

G-
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/<JI
palasu
. naplisum

Nominalized form of the N, imp., 2, masc., sing.
l

'To look at' (AHw: 814a).

Na-ap-li-si-im (gen.) (13.2.b).
The element appears already in Sargonic

and Ur III PNs: Na-!!:P_-li-is-DINGIR, -Ea and Na-!!;P_-H-su-~ cited
by Gelb among others (MAD 3: 215).

For further names see also

Stamm 1939: 167,

-panAppan-El

1

'Front side' (AHw: 818b).

.

Ap-pa-an-El (31.3).
The above is a contracted form from

.!!!!,-Pini (see AHw: 821a; GAG: par. 1151; Ranke 1905: 6Ta; Stamm
1939: 231; Finet 1956: par. 9p).

With the above PN compare the PNs

cited by Ranke from the OB period: !,-.!!.!,-l2!:,-ni-ili (1905: 66a) and
&-l2!:,-!:!!,.-ili (67a). See the Analysis Chapter for the mng. of this expression.

paqadu
-piqdanni

G, imp., 2, masc., sing. plus the acc.
suffix (1, c., sing.).

dx
•
l:>a.mas-

l

dSa.mas-p!-iq-da-an-ni (18.1).

'To trust, entrust' (AHw: 824b).

The verbal form is well attested in

OB (see AHw: 825b for references) but I was not able to locate
other PNs using this element in this way.
of the PN see the Analysis Chapter.

For the classification _
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pasaru

..
..
-napseram

napsera

d

stn-

1

Na-ap-se-ra (22.1).
N, imp., 2, masc., sing. with the ventive.

2

d

....

Stn-na-ap-se-ra-am (22.1).

'To forgive, pardon' (AHw: 843b). For :further OB PNs see AHw as well as
Stamm (1939: 168) and also Samas-!!!:,-!E,-se-!!_(-~) cited by Ranke 1~05:
146b.

pataru
pu~ram-ilI
-pu~ram
Stn-

G, imp., 2, masc., sing. with the ventive.

1

Pu-u~-ra-am-l-1! (22.1).
G, imp.,2, masc., sing. with the ventive.

2

Stn(XXX)-pu-u~-ra-am (22.1).
G, imp., 2, masc., sing. with the acc.
pronominal suffix (1, c., sing.).

-pu1:ranni

nr-

3

I-l!-pu-u1:-ra-an-ni (22.1).
G, imp., 2, fem., sing.

-pu~rr

Annu-

4

An-nu-pu-u1:-ri (F; 22.1).

Istar-

.5

Istar-pu-u~-ri (F; 22.1).

'To redeem, ransom, absolve ,- (AHw: 849a).

For the frequent usage

of this element in PNs see AHw (849b) and Stamm (note the paragraphs
above).

Ranke cites an OB PN identical to no. 2 above (1905: 163a).
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pateru
1
'Deserter' (AHw: 851b).

Pa-~l-rum (38.3).
Al.though no PNs are cited, the element

appears in the Mari letters and thus could form the basis of a PN.

For other PNs which may be derogatory in nature see the Analysis
Chapter.

per'u, perhu
pirhi-%tn

1

d

P{-ir-hi- stn (F; 37,1).

'Shoot, off~pring, descendant' (AHw: 856a). The element occurs
already- in OAklt. although. no PNs are cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 217)~
The above pattern of PN, as well as similar abbreviated PNs, were
common in the OB period (M!'!_: 856a, Ranke 1905: 135b-36a,
Tallqvist 1914: 302b and YOS 14: 72a).
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pu/id
- Addu
- dS amas...

1
2

Pi-dAd[du] (17 .11).
Pi-dSa.mas (17 .11).

-su-kin

3

Pu-su-k[i-i]n! (32.1).

Etel-pi- dS amas...

4

... E-te-el-pi- ds a.mas,
...
E-tel-pi- ds a.mas,

-piE-tel-pi5-dSamas (32.1).
Etel-pi-sarrim
Iddin-pi-Ea

5 E-tel-pi-sarrim (42).
6 I-din-pi-E-a (17.1).

Iddin-pi-El
Ik-un-pi- ds•in

7
8

Sa-pi-de.di

9
10

...

I-din-pi-El (17.1).
I-ku-un-pi-dS!n (17.11).
[S]a?-p!-da-di ( 41. 4).

Zikir-pi-dSamas 12

Sa-p!-El (36).
.,.
...
(j
...
U-~ur-pi-sarrim, -~ur-p1-i-sarrim (F; 42).
Zi-ki-ir-pi- dS a.mas... (36).

Ikun-

I-ku-up-p! (F; 17.11).

Sa-pi-El

.

Usur-pi-sarrim 11

-pi
13

'Mouth, word, command' (AHw: 872a).

The element occurs in numerous

PNs (see especially AHw: 873a, MAD 3: 210-11, Ranke 1905: 224b and
Stamm 1939: 146-48 and 232-34).

In the above the logogram KA alter-

nates with the syllabic writing, note especially nos. 4 and 11.

In

the twelve .Amorite PNs using this element the logogram is never employed (Huffman 1965: 254).
than awe.tu (see above).

This element is much more common in PNs

Compare however, with no. 11 above, U§ur-

awassu found in the Mari corpus.

For several PNs of the 'Etel-tl-DN'

pattern see YOS 13: 52c and with no. 10 compare Sa-.Ei-ili (YOS 13: 73c).

c1ir--
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Purus

(DN)

Purus1 Pu-ru-sa-tum (F; 13.2.a).
2 Pu?-ru-us-da-mi-iq (F; 30.5).

-atum
-damiq
Nakata

states that "the element seems to be a di vine name, but

nothing is known about the element" (1974: 467, n.37). The above
two PNs contain the only occurrences in the Mari corpus.

puzur-

-Kakka

1 Puzur-be-11 (41.5).
2 Puzur-~a-gan (39.2).
3 Puzur-Il-a-ba4 (39.2).
4 Puzur-l-lt (39.2).
5 Puzur-I-su-u ( 39. 2) •
6 Puzur-Ka-ak-kCaJ (39.2).

-<\ramma

7

Puzur-~-ma, Puzur-<\ra-am-ma ( 39. 2).

-dwinkarrak
dS
.,.
- amas

8

Puzur-~in-kar-ra-ak (39.2).
Puzur-dSamas ( 39. 2) •

-beli
-~agan
-Il-aba

-ili
-Isu

9

'Security, protection, mystery' (~: 885a).

The first two mngs. cited

seem to reflect the sense of this element in the PNs. Gelb (MAD 3:
220-22) translates "'shelter,' 'protection'." There, numerous
PNs based upon the above pattern are cited. For further OB examples
see AHw: 885b and Ranke 1905: 115-16, etc. The logogram for puzur
in the above PNs is PU.ZUR8 •

.
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G, pres., 1, c., sing.

aqal-ana- dx;:;a.mas•

1

A-qa-al-a-na-dSamas (25.2).

'To pay attention, be attentive' (AHw: 895a).

For OB PNs based upon

the above pattern see AHw: 895b as well as Stamm 1939: 195 where
Aqal-!!!!_-~rduk is cited.

qaqqadinu
qaqqadinum

1

qaqqadin

Qa-qa-da-nim (gen.) (38.1).
Evidently an abbreviated form of this element.

2

Qa-qa-da-an (38.1).

'The one with the big head' (~: 899a).

Occurs already in Sargonic

times as a PN, Ga-a!.-da-num (MAD 3 : 226) •

qarridu
qarridum

1

Qar-ra-du-um (nom.), Qar-ra-du (nom.),
Qar-ra-da-am (acc.), Qar-ra-di-im (gen.) (35.3).

-qarrid

Stat. absol. used as a predicate.

Beli-

2

Be-1{-qar-ra!-ad! (42).

'Warlike, warrior, hero' (~: 905a) . . The element is used to refer to
deities and the king. and thus no. 1 is tak~n to be an abbreviated name
from a longer name of the type 'DN-qarrad 1 ; e.g. from the Ur III period
compare DINGIR-gar-ad (MAD 3: 226) and in OB Samas-qarrad (Ranke 1905:
147b).

For other examples of this element in PNs see AHw: 905a.

As a

secondary development it probably referred to the bearer's character.
Since the usage of qarradu is basically limited to a deity or king,
no. 2 has been tentatively classified as a 'name referring to the king'
( see the Analysis Chapter).
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-qat- dxi::i&maS•
Iqqat-

1

'Hand 1 (AHv: 908b).
Chapter.

Iqqat

I-qa-at-dSamas (31.3).

For a discussion of this PN see the Analysis

is a contraction of ina qat

(GAG: par. 114c).

For other PNs using this element from OAkk. times onward, see
AHw: 909a.

qiasu
G, pret., 3, masc., sing. plus the ventive.

-iqrsam
~rn-

1

d

•

srn-i-q!-sa,

d

•

stn-i-q!-sa-am, srn(xxx)-

i-q!-sa-am (17.1).
G, _pret., 3, fem., sing.

-taqrs

Sumu-

2

Su-m:u-ta-q!-is (17.1).
G, imp., 2, fem., sing. plus the ventive.

-qrsrm

.

Balitam-

3

Ba-la-ta-am-q!-si-im (F; 22.4).

'To give, to present' (~: 919a).

PNs using this element occur

in the Ur III period, I-1!-.!.-~-sa-~ (MAD 3: 223). In the OB
period names using this element are quite popular as well. See

AHw: 919 and Ranke 1905: 159,who cites many occurrences of PNs
identical to no. 1 above.

No. 2 above is a mixed PN, see the

Glossary under~- In view of the fact that the verbal element
is Akk., the name has been considered Akk. rather than Amorite as

Huffman ( 1965: 259) .

With no. 2 compare Addu-ta--92:_-sa from

Cassite times (Clay 1912: 49a).

Semantically compare the more

frequent usage of nadanu in PNs from the Mari corpus.
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qrstu
. q{stum
q{satum

1

Q!-is-tum (f; 35.1) .

2 Q!-sa-t[u-u]m, Qf-sa-tum, Q1-sa-tim (gen.) (13.1).

qrsti-

-Admu
-~rrrtum

3 Q!-is-ti-Ad-mu (36).
4 Qt-is-ti-~i-ri-tim (36).

-Il-aba

5

-ili
-Lim

6 Q!-is-ti-t-11 (36).

-~
-~unu
d

- stn

....
-sunu

.

...

Q!-is-ti-Il-a-ba4 (36).

7 Q!-is-ti-Li-im!?(=SI) (36).
8 Qt-is-ti-~-ma, Q!-is-ti-<\ia-am-ma (36).
9 Q!-is-ti-~u-nu, Q!-is7-ti-~u-nu (36).
10 Q!-is-ti-dStn (36).
11 Q!-is-ti-su-CnuJ (36) •

'Gift, present' (~: 923b).

The usage of this element in OB PNs is very

common; e.g., 8 examples in YOS 13 (68).

Among others Ranke (1905: 136-37) cites

Qisat-Stn, Qisatum, and several wsti-DN types. In contrast, compare
the less frequent usage of nidintu and nidnu in similar type PNs in
the OB period.

q{sum

1

Q!-si-im (gen.) (35.1).

2

Q!-is-t-11, Qi-is-t-11 (36).

qrs-

-ni

'Gift 1 (AHw: 924a). From Sargonic times note Gi-sum cited by Gelb
(MAD 3: 226). From the OB period note Qis-Nunu cited by Ranke
(1905 : 136b). Further PNs based upon the pattern found in no. 2
above are cited in~. YOS 13 (68b) and YOS 14 (72b).

quradu
Stat. absol. serving as the predicate.

-qurad
AbI-

1

Erra-

2

A-bi-qu?-ra?-[ad?J (40.6).
'
Er-ra-qu-ra-ad
(30.5).

'Warrior, hero' (AHw: 928b).

The element is common in OAkk. PNs.

Note for example ~-1!-ku-!!_-ad and Ir-!!_-kU-!!_-ad among others cited
by Gelb (MAD 3: 227). See also AHw for additional PNs using this
element.

qurdu
qurd-!n

1

Q.u-ur-da-an (gen.) (35.3).

2

Qu-ru-ud-Istar (39.2).

qurud-Istar

'Warlike,strong,heroic deed'(~: 929a).
already in OAkk. PNs, e.g.,
(MAD 3: 227).

~-!!.-~a-~

The element occurs
among others cited by Gelb

Note also the numerous PNs cited by Tallqvist (1914:

184b-85a) of the Qurdi-DN pattern.

See also AHw for additional PNs.

gurgurru
qurqurrum

1

Qu-ur-qu-ri-i[m] (gen.) (38.4).

'Metal worker, coppersmith' (AHw: 929b).
PN in OB see~ above.

For an additional,identical,
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I

G/1"0
qurrudu
· qurrudu(m)

1

Qu-ru-du-um, Qu-ru-du, Qu-ru-di-im (gen.) (38.2).

'With thin/sparce hair' (AHw: 930a).

This is a quttulu formation

indicating a bodily peculiarity (Holma 1914: 42).

qu' 'u
uqi-

Fret., 1,

sing.

C• ,

1

U-q!-ECl] (26).

d
- Addu

2

Pres. I 1, C • , sing.
.,.
d
U-qa- Addu (25.2).

-El

3

U-qa-El ( 25. 2).

-El

...

uqa-

....

uqa-

...

.,.

Pres., 3, masc.,. sing.
-ki-El

.,.

4 U-qa-ki-El (27 .2).

qu' 'u_dAddu

5

Stative, 3, masc., sing.
Qu-6.-dAddu (27 .2).

-<¾,agan

6

Qu-u-

.,. .,. <¾,a-gan

(27. 2).

This D formation means 'to wait for' (AHw: 931a).

For additional

PNs using this element see Stamm 1939: 195 and AHw: 931b.

Note

especially U-.9!::(-.!,)-.ll!!!, cited by AHw and compare with nos. 1-3 above.
Several instances of OB PNs of the type

Q-~/.9!-£!.-DN (AHw:

931b and

YOS 13: 421.4) are attested. One wonders if a collation of text A.3562,
regarding no. 4 above, would yield a PN of this pattern since the
parallels to no. 4 as it stands are lacking. For the element see also
GAG: par. 1O6u.
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G-

lf /.
rabbu
rabb-atum

1 Ra-ba-tum (F; · 35.1).

'Soft, weak' (~: 934a). Note also the Sargonic and Ur III
occurrences of identical PNs (MAD 3: 234).

rabrtu
rabrtum

1 Ra-bi-tum (F; 38.1).

'The big one' (~: 936a), this is the fem. of the adj. rabu.

rabu
rabum

1

'Big, great' (AHv: 936b).

Ra-bu-u-um (38.1).
For the verbal form see the following.
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C19).

rabu
rabI-ya

l

Ra-bi-ya, Ra-bi-a (F; 30.5).

G, stative, 3, masc., sing. The same signs

-rabi

can be read -!!_-E!_ in .Amorite PNs (Huffmon
1965: 263-64) and the problem of separating
the two types of PNs is not simple.

Usually

the determining factor is the other element
of the PN.
Ea-

2 E-a-ra-bi (30.5).

El-

3

Il-aba-

4 Il-a-(ba 4 ]-ra-bi (30.5).
...

El-ra-bi (30.5).

IlI-

5 I-1!-ra-bi (30.5).

d

6 dsin-ra-bi, sin(X:XX)-ra-bi (30.5).

Sin-

dx
...
;:;amas-

SamsI-

dx

...

7 . ;:;amas-ra-bi (30.5) .,
8 Sa-am-(siJ-ra-bi (30.5).

'To be/become big, great' (AHw: 938b).
,,,.

in numerous OAkk. PNs.

For example E-,!-!!_-bi among others cited
For numerous OB examples see Ranke 1905:

by Gelb (M@. 3: 233).
244a.

This element appears already

Four Amorite PNs are evidently based upon the cognate "RB'

*rby, 'be, become large'" (Huffmon 1965: 260) .
rabutu
rabut-

-su-lumur
'Majesty' (AHw: 940b).

l

Ra-bu-su-l(u-mJur (22.1).
The element can refer to the majesty of the

deity (see AHw above) and indeed appears in PNs of the pattern
rabut-DN (AHw for references).

The above PN is a three-membered

example from which the shorter two-membered PNs may be derived.

G-
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ra.maku
G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

-irmuk

1

Ini-

I-ni-ir-mu-uk, I-ni 5-ir-mu-uk (26).

'To bathe, wash' (AHw: 948b).

The element is not common in PNs but

note the Ur III PN Ir-~-uk-Ir-!:!_ (MAD 3: 235) .

.......

rasu

....

G, pret., 1, c., sing.

arsi-Adda

1

Ar-si-A-da (16.2).

-ahum

2 Ar-si-a-hu-um (16.1).

-daqqu

3 Ar-si-e-da-qu (F; 16.1).

Aham-

4 A:-ha-am-ar-si (16.1).

-arsi

'To acquire, obtain' (AHw: 961a).

PNs similar to no. 4 above occur

already in Sargonic and Ur III times: !-ha-!!_-si and Ar-si-!_-ha among
several others(~ 3: 236).

In OB see Ranke 1905: 62a.

redu
With the pronominal suffix ( 1, c. , sing. ) •

-red.i
dx

•

oamas-

1

dSamas-re-di (29.1. c).

'Guide, escort, soldier' (AHw: 968a).

Although not attested elsewhere

in a PN the element does occur in OB.

In a late text, it is used

in connection with Samas (968b).
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rehtu
. rih1

-atum

Ri-ha-t:um (F; 40.10).

'Rest. remaining' (AHw: 968d-69a).

The PN is abbr. from a longer name of

the pattern 'Rihat-DN', 'Remainder of DN'.

The element was then nominalized.

For an identical PN from the Ur III period see MAD 3: 230.

For the larger

pattern compare for example Ri-hat--dAnu (BIN 2: 72 apud Stephens 1928: 93).
remenu
-remeni

Stat. absol. serving as the predicate.

<¾rubat-

1

<¾ru-ba-at-re-me-ni (F; 30.3).

Ili-

2

I-1!-re-me-ni (30,3).

Sin-

3

dSin-re-me-ni, Sin(X:XX)-re-me-ni (30.3).

'Compassionate'

(AHv: 970a).

d

For additional PNs based upon this

pattern see Ranke ( 190J: 244b) where four additional PNs of the
DN-remeni type are noted. See also AHw above.

-resu.su
<¾>agan-

1

~a-gan-re-,u-su. (29.1.c).

d

2

dSin-re-~u-su (29.1.c).

Sin-

'Helper' (ARv: 972a).

The element occurs in several OAkk. PNs,

such as Ri-z!-DINGIR among others cited by Gelb (MAD: 232).
For numerous additional PNs using this element see ARw above.

C19s
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re'u
. ire-

G, pret., 3, masc., sing.
-atum

1

I-ra-tum (F; 13.2.a).

'To lead to pasture, to shepherd' (~: 976b).
for a longer two-membered PN.

Probably an apbreviation

Compare from earlier periods

PNs such as Ir-!:_-~a-lik and I-r!-DINGIR among others cited by Gelb
( ~ 3: 228) from the Sargonic and Ur III periods.
numerous additional PNs.

AHw (977a) cites

See also Stamm 1939: 189.

re'u
re'um1

' (30.4).
Re'um(SIPA)-El

Libiir-

2

Li-bur-re-i (42).

Libur-re'Ini
NabI-re'Isu

3 Li-bur-re-i-ni (42).
4 Na-bi-re'I(SIPA)-su (42).

Nahis-re'Isa

5 Na-hi-is-re'I(SIPA)-sa (F; 42).

-El
-r~'I:..

-re'Uill
dx

•

,:;a.mas-

6

'Shepherd' (~: 977a).

dSamas-re'um(SIPA) (30.4).
For numerous additional PNs using this

element see ~ : 977b-78a. The element is used with reference to
deities, nos. 1 and 6 above (AHw: par. B, 2), and to the king,
nos. 2-5 (AHw: par. B, 1).
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riibu
G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

erfb-am- Sin

1

.
ds·in ( 40. 4).
E-ri-ba-am- ds·in, E-ri-ba-

- d srn

2

E-ri-ib-dStn (40.4).

d •

G, imp., 2, masc., sing.

rib-

-a-El

3

-erfba

Ri-ib-a-El (40.3).
G, pret., 3, masc., sing. plus the ventive.

Il!-

4

i-11-e-ri-ba (40.4).

cigrn-

5

dSin-e-ri-ba-am, dSin-e-ri-ba, Sin(XXX)-e-ri-ba-am
( 40. 4) •

'To replace, to compensate' (AHw: 978b).

Although the element appears

in Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III PNs they are mainly one word PNs of
the type I-ti:_-!b, with variants (MAD 3: 229).

Indeed, among the PNs

cited by Gelb (above),. there are no two-membered examples similar to
the- above.

However the above patterns are common in OB.

See for

example R~e (1905) where PNs identical to nos. 3-5 are cited
(227a and 139) among others.

AHw (978b) also cites a number of

similar OB examples.
__ ...
riasu

taris-

G, pret., 3, fem., sing.

-Admu

1

Ta-ri-is-Ad-mu (F; 23.2).

-hat;t;u

2

Ta-ri-is-ha-at-tu (F; 23.2).

-!star

3

-matum

4

T[a-rJi-is-Istar (F; 23.2).
Ta-ri-is~ma-tum (F; 23.2).

'To rejoice 1 (AHw: 979b).

In OAkk. a PN identical to no. 4 above occurs

among others cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 232).
examples are cited by AHw.

Additional OAkk. , OA and OB

See also r!su below.

ribatu
· ribatum

1

Ri-ba-tum (F; 4o. 4).

'Compensation' (AHw: 980b).

This hypocoristic PN is related to

the verbal form riabu treated above.

For identical PNs from

the Sargonic and Ur III periods see MAD 3: 230 and for additional

OB examples Ranke 1905: 193 as well as AHw above.

ribu
rib-eti

1

Ri-be-ti (40.4).

-ku

2

Ri-ib-ku (F; 40.4).

'Compensation 1 (AHw: 981a). The element appears already in Sargonic
PNs,. compare for example Ri-b! (MAD 3: 229-30) and the later
Ri-be-tu cited by AHw.

In no. 2 the status absolutus of the noun

is 'stativized' in the 1, c., sing. (see GAG: par. 77a-c for this
phenomenon).

Compare also Ili-wediku among the Akk. Mari names.
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rimu
Stat. const. with AHw: 986b •

.rim-

-an

1

[R]i?-ma-an (37.1).

-atum
_dAddu

2

Ri-ma-tum (F; 37 .1).

3

Ri-im-dAddu, Ri-mu-dAddu (37.1).

-~agan-

4

Ri-im-~a-gan (37.1).

-Istar
_dsin

5

[R]i-im-Istar (37.1).

6

Ri-im-dSin (37.1).

This element is very difficult to classify as it might be either Amorite
or Akkadian.
bull'.

Albright (1954: 228, n.39) suggested the meaning of 'wild

This suggestion would leave open an Akkadian origin for the ele-

ment rimu
- (AHw: 986bc) or an Amorite one, Ugar. rum and Hebrew

--

--

..

OM~.

:
However, since none of the Akkadian 'Animal Names' from Mari (see Analysis

par. 35. 5) are such that the animal element is used in construct with a
DN, and sinceStamm had not noted such names (1939: 253-54), it seems
improbable that names of. the pattern 'Rim-DN' should be translated as
'Wild bull of DN 1 •
MacRae (1943: 313b) and Ranke (1905: 244b) suggested that the element
was an Akkadian imperative from remu, and thus the 'Rim-DN' pattern
should be interpreted as 'Mercy, 0 DN'.

Although formally this is pos-

sible, the affixation of the hypocoristic suffix

-an

would argue against

such an interpretation in that there are no examples from Mari, of
being added to an imperative.

-an

Further,-~ (see no. 2 above) is only

rarely attested as being affixed to an imperative (see the Glossary above;
the only possibility being the questionable Ti?-.!:,!!-~).

In addition,

among the Mari names, the cognate Amorite root does appear, but it can be
indicated by the appearance of the middle radical,"~" (Huffmon 1965:
261).

Note the name Ya-ar-ha-~ but compare also An-E£-ta-ar-a.m.

marily because of the necessity of supposing that

-an

Pri-

and -atum were

added to the imperative, which is not common, this hypothesis does not
seem too probable.
If the element is Akkadian, it is possible to follow von Soden's lead in
translating the 'Rim-DN' pattern as 'Gift of DN'.

It would be semantically
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rimu (continued)
parallel to names of the 'Qisti~DN 1 · pattern.

However, there is also the

possibility of translating as 'Beloved of DN' (AHw: 986d and Nakata 1974:
424 and passim) or 'Love of DN' (MAD 3: 231). Nos. 1 and2 are abbreviated
names with the hypocoristic suffixes added to the first member of a construct chain.

Compare for example Qurud-Istar to Qurda.n and '6illi-DN'

to 6illan ., Since the DN Sin, no. 6 above, appears almost exclusively in
Akkadian names, its appearance with the rimu element would argue .in favor
of interpreting the element as Akkadian.
On the other hand, there are certain indications that Buccellati (1966a:
178) is correct in interpreting the element as Amari te, "rimum 'lofty' , "
that is, as a passive part. from the root~-

The hypocoristic suffixes

added are frequent in Amorite names as well as in Akkadian ones (Huffman
1965: 133 and 137).

In addition, names of the pattern 'Ya-ri-im-DN' are

a powerf'ul argument in favor of the Amorite classification (Huffman 1965: 262).
The difficulty in interpreting this element has been felt by many scholars
(Stamm 1939: 259; MacRae 1943: 313b; Gelb in MAD 3: 231).

It would appear

that the 'wild bull' and the imperative interpretations can be ruled out.
The 'Ya-ri-im-DN' names are certainly Amorite.

But given the ambiguous

nature of the remainder of the evidence it seems that the question should
be left open as to whether one of the Akkadian interpretations or the
Amorite option should be adopted.
'Gift of DN' has been adopted.

Tentatively, the interpretation as
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rimu

rrm-

......

-si-El

l

Ri-im-si-El (30.4).

-si-ilI

2

Ri-im-si-l-1! (30.4).

-rrmAnnu-rflllSi ·
Kakka-rbisi

3 An-nu-ri-im-si (F; 29.1.c).
4 Ka.-alt-ka-ri--im-si (F; 29 .1. c).

'Beloved' (AHw: 986b).

For comments regarding the difficulty in

interpreting this element see rimu above. In nos.land 2 above
the pronominal suffix ( 3, fem. , sing .. ) probably refers.. to an unnamed
female deity since the bearers are probably masc.

On

the other hand

in nos. 3 and 4 it is possible that the female bearers are referred

-

to. It is possible that these PNs should be entered under rrmu above,
but no objective criteria for such a decision have come to light.

risu
rrs(i)-ya
dx

•

- ;:samas

l

Ri-si-ya (39.2).

2

Ri-is-dSamas (39.2).

'Rejoicing' (~: 989b).

While the first name noted above is a

hypocoristicon in the second I have taken the element as being
in the stat. const. For no. l above see also Jean 1950a: 91a.
"110t e th e S argonic
. an d Ur III
R. . • b l"' an d -1:_-,!!.•
R. . • 1 - dIM,
. PN s ...1:_-.!!_-~-...1:.
cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 233).
pattern see YOS 14: 73a.

For five OB names of the 'Ris-DN'
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rubitu

1

· rubitum

Ru-ba-tum, Ru-ba-tim (gen.) (F; 35.1).

'Princess' (ARw:
__,_ 991b). This P1' occurs already in Sargonic and Ur
III tililes ( ~ 3: 234) as well as elsewhere in OB (Ranke 1905: 193b).
'

-

rubQ, rubi'u

rubi.-

.

-an

1
'

-aya

2

Ru-ba?:..an (35 .1).
Ru-ba-ya, Ru-ba-a-ya (F; 35.1).

-rubi

dAdmu-

'Prince' (AHw~ 992a).

3

d

Ad-mu-ru-ba (F; 30.5).

\
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sabu, sabiu
·sabi1

-matim

Sa-bi-ma-tim (F; 38.4).

'Brewer, publican' (AHw: 1000a).

The element appears elsewhere in PNs

( see AHw above) al though the above name, which is based up.o n the stat.
const. pattern, seems to be unique among the 'Professional Names'.
The element itself occurs in OB, in fact in the Mari corpus (AHw:
1000a for references).
'Ale-wives' were well known during the OB period, and their activities
were 'regulated' in the Code of Hammurabi (CH: IIb.15-43; Driver and

Miles II: pp. 45, 197 and I: 202-7).

The bearer of the Mari name was

evidently a daughter of Hatni-dAddu, the king of an unnamed country
and thus of high so?ial position (A.4634.7-8;
75, n.34).

Batto 1974: 71-72 and

Her name might indicate that she was the head of a guild

of sabitum.

sakku
--sakkum

1

Sa-kum (38.1).

'Blocked up, deaf' (AHw: 1012a).

Note the identical OB PN cited by

Ranke 1905: 140b, Sa-(ak-)kum, as well as Sa-s-qum (YOS 14: 74a).
Compare sukkuku below.
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salihu
salihum

1

Sa-li-hu-um, Sa-li-hu (38.4).

2

Sa-li-ha (f; 38~4).

silih~

'Sprinkler, waterer' (AHw: 1015b).
Analysis Chapter.

For other occupational PNs see the

The element- occurs in the Mari texts apart from these

PNs in ARM III. 19. 27.

Thus it ,, do.es not seem necessary to try to connect .

this element with the Amorite "SLlJ *slg 'pardon'" noted by Huffman (1965:
246).

sa.msu
samsid
- Addu-t·u kulti

1

d

Sa-am:-si- Addu-tu-kul-ti ( 42).

This Amori te element mng. 'sun' is used in a 'mixed name' •

Huffman

(1965: 250-51) lists 13 Amorite names in whkh this element occurs.
Compare the individual Akk. elements

samsu andtukultu below.

For

the use of the royal name Samsi-dAddu as an element in a PN see t he
Analysis Chapter paragraph 42.
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sa.mtu
samtum

1

'Red' (~: 1019).

Sa-am-tum (F; 38.2).

Fem. for sa.mu, see below.

sa.mu
sa.mum

1

Sa-mu-um (nom.), Sa-mu (nom.), Sa-mi-im (gen.),
Sa-ma-am (acc.) (38.2).

'Red, red hair (?)' (AHw: 1019b).

For additional references to PNs

:from OB times onward, see AHw: 1020a.

See also Hol.ma 19+4: 78.

sarru
sarrum

1

Sa.-ar-rum, Sa-ar-ru-[um.], Sa-ru-um, Sa-rum (38.3).

'Criminal, . unreliable, untrustworthy' (AHw :- 1030).

-

Gelb (MAD 3: 241) and take this element to refer to
character.

I have followed

a person's

The element occurs already in Ur III PNs (see~ above),

Za-~-_!£-~ and Za-.!!:r,-~·

Sebetti (DN)
_dSebetti
Warad-

1

.
d
Warad- Sebetti(IMIN.BI) (37.3).

For a discussion of this DN, which literally means "'Seven of them',"
see Nakata 1974: 469, n.40.

The seven seem to refer to a group of

demons associated with war and destruction (Edzard 1960: 124-25,
Roberts 1972: 53, and Nakata).
Mari corpus.

This is its only occurrence in the

Gelb notes the occurrence of the DN in Pre-Sargonic

names including SA-dSi-b1 and Ur-dSi-b1 (MAD 3: 263).
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:Jo$'

simtu
-simti
BeliUmmi-

1 Be-H-s!-im-ti (F; 41.3).
2 Um-mi-s!-im-ti (F; 41.3).

"'Ornlm!.ent', 'Jewel'" (MAD 3: 69). Gelb cites twelve OAkk. examples
of this element in PNs~ including one identical to no. 1 above.
The element is also common in PNs from OB times onward(~: 1045b46a f6r references). See also Erah in the Glossary.

§.!!! (DN)
d
Sin-abusu
-aham-idinnam

-asared
-bel-aplim
-beli
-damiq
-eribam
-gamil
-ibni
-idinna.m
-ili
-ilisu
-ilum
-iqisam
-ismenni
-la.-sana.n
-ludlul

1 dSin-a-bu-su (29.1.a).
2 d Sin-a-ha-am-i-din-nam (17.1).
3 dSin-a-sa-re-ed , (30. 5).
~
dS...1n-be-el-ap-l1. i m (3 0.1.
)
4 d Sin-be-el-ap-lim,
5 dsin-be-1! (29.1.a).
6 dSin-da-mi-iq (30. 5).
7 dSin-e-ri-ba-am, dSin-e-ri-ba, Sin(XXX)-e-ri-ba-am
( 40. 4).
8 dSin-ga-mil, Sin(XXX)-ga-mil (30.3).
9 dSin-ib-ni (17.2).
10 dSin-i-din-nam, dsin-idinnam(MU)-nam,
Sin(XXX)-i-din-nam (17.1).
d
Sin-AN(l!) (29.1.b).
11
12 Sin(XXX)-t-(H]-su? (29.1. b).
13 dSin-ilum(AN) (30.4).
14 ds...in-1-qi-sa, ds ....
1n-1-q1-sa-am, Sin(XXX)-i-q!-sa-am
(17.1).
· ds...1n-1s-me-an-n1
·•
· (24.6).
in- i.s-me-ni,
15 dsI.

I.

16

d Sin-la-sa-na-an
...
•
( 33.1.
)

17

dSin-lu-ud-lu-ul (27.1).
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Sin (DN) (continued)
d
Sin- (continued)
-magir
-milik
-muballit
-miida
-musallim ·
-mustal
-nada
-napseram
-nasir
-niirr
-pilah
-putram
-rabi
-rem.en!
-re11usu
-tappt
-tillassu
-ublam
¥

.

- -·

18 dSin~-gir, dSin-ma-girx (=HA) ( 30. 3) •
19 dstn-ma-lik (30.4).
20 dSin-mu-ba-li-it, dsin-mu-ba-1!-it,
dSin-mu-ba-al-li-it (30.2).
21 dsin-miida. (GAL. zu) (30. 5 ) •
22 dSin-mu-aa-lim (30.2).
23· Sin(XXX)-mu-us-ta-al (30.5).
24 dSin-na-da (F; 27.1).
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

dSin-na-ap-se-ra-am (22.1).
dSin-na-~ir (30.2).
dsin-nu-ri (F; 29 .1. c ) •

dsin-p!-lah (27.2).
Sin(XXX)-pu-u~-ra-am (22.1).
d

Sin-ra-bi, Sin(XXX)-ra-bi (30.5).
dSin-re-me-ni, Sin(XXX)-re-me-ni (30.3).
32· dSin-re-~u-su (29.1.c).
33 dstn-tap-p{ (29.1.c).
d
Sin-tillassu(ILLAT)-su (29.1.c).
34
35 ds!n-ub-lam (17.4).

d

- stnAna-dsin-taklaku
36
d
- Sin
AdallalAh!'AmatApilAwilEr!'bEr!'bamGumul-

A-na-dSin-tak-la-ku (25.2).

d
37 A-dal-la-al- Sin (27.1).
38 A-hi-dSCinJ (29.1.a).
d
39 Amat- Sin (F; 37.3).
40 A-pil-dSin, A-pil-Sin(XXX) ( 37 .1).
41 Arll-dSin (37.3).
42 E-ri-ib-dSin (40.4).
43 E-ri-ba-am-dSin, E-ri-ba-dSin (40.4).
44 Gu-mu-ul-dSin (22.1).

I

(;...

I
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)or

dSin (DN) (continued)
_dSin (continued)
Ibni.Iddin-

45
46

Ikiin-pt-

47
48

Ilk&-

49

ImgurIpiq-

50

Igmil-

Isme-

Lipit-

51
52

Narim-

53
54

Nidnat-

55

NimmarNiirPirhiQrst1.-

56

Run-

57
58
59
60

d
Ib-ni- Sin (17.2).
d
I-din- Sin (17.1).
Ig-mi-il-dSin., Ig-mil-[dS]in (24.6).
d
I-ku-un-pt- Sin (17.11).
'
d Sin (29.l.b).
Il-kad
Im-guCrJ- Sin (24.7).
d
I-pt-iq- SCinJ (39.2).

Is-me-dSin (24.6).
d
Li-p!-it- Sin (37.1).
d
Na-ra-am- Sin (37.3).
d
Ni-id-na~at- Sin (36).
d
d
CNiJ-mar- Sin, Ni-me-er- Sin (25 .2).
d
Nu-ur- Sin (39.2).
d
P!-ir-hi- Sin (F; 37.1).
Q!-is-ti-dSin (36).
Ri-im-dSin (37.1).
d

~illi§eret-

61

~!l-1!- Sin (32.3).

62

Se-re-et-dSin (37.3).

§err-

63 Se-ri-dSin (29.l.c).
64. Warad-dSin, Warad-Sin(XXX) (37-3).

Warad-

Sin is one of the three lunar deities appearing in the PNs from Mari (see
Erah

and Nanna).

The DN is usually spelled

{30), without the DINGIR sign.

¾:N.zu,

but occasionally

ES

In this regard see nos. 7, 8, 10, 14, 30,

31, 40 and 64, where both spellings are used.

The DN appears in approxi-

mately seventy Mari PNs, and thus it can be seen that it is primarily
employed in Akk. names.

This observation lends support to the view

regarding the Akk. origin of the rimu element discussed above.

As the

above list shows, Sin is used principally in masc. names.
Roberts {1972: 48-50) notes that it is difficult to decide regarding the
Akk. or Sum. derivation of the deity.

In any case, apparently the Akkadians

introduced the deity into the Sum. south where it was identified with Nanna,
the city god of Ur (Roberts 1972: 50 and 112, n.408).

For further discussions

see Edzard (1960: 101-3), Roberts {1972: 48-50) and Nakata (1974: 417-30).
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sukkuku
sukk.uku(m)

1

'Deaf' (AHw: 1055b).

For other instances of this PN in OB as well

Su-ku-ku-um, Su-ku-ku (38.1).

as in later times see AHw: 1056a.

The pattern is a quttulu

formation referring to bodily peculiarities.

sumu
sumu-

....

-taqis

1

Su-mu-ta-q!-is (17.1) •

An Amorite element mn.g . 'nanie, posterity' (Huffman 1965: 247-48).

Huffman lists 32 Amorite PNs containing this element.
cognate sumu appears in only two PNs (see below).

The Akk.

The above name

consists of this Amorite element plus an Akk. verbal form (see aiasu).

Sumuqan (DN)
d

Sumuqan-isar

1

d

...

Sumuqan-i-sar (30.5).

The DN is written dGIR and is used "for Sumerian Sakan and Akkadian
Sumuqan" (Nakata 1974: 431).

The above is the only appearance in PNs

from the Mari corpus of this god of the wild animals, although some would
connect him with the netherworld (Edzard 1960: 118).

Compare OB dSumuqan-

ba-ni (YOS 14: 78b).
supt-leqe
'Prayer' (AHw: 1060b).

1

Su-p!-le-qe-e (F; 22.1).
Although no OB PNs using this element are

noted in AHw, note the MB PN
LB instances.

f

......

DN-sinu-~:!!_-~-~-~-~ cited as well as
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~abum

1

$a-bu-u-um (38.4).

'Soldier' (CAD~: 46a and AHw: 1072a).

Both CAD($: 54b-55a) and

AHw (1072) note that in the Mari materials the writing of this element,
~-bu-u-um, $a-ba-a-am, ~-bi-i-im, etc., presupposes a form such as
eaba'um or ;;abu (see either of the dictionaries for references to these
non-PN occurrences of this element in the Mari letters).
thus an occupational PN (see the Analysis Chapter).

This PN is

Note the appearance

of this element already in PNs from Sargonic and Ur III times, Za-_!-bi,
Za-be-DINGIR, and Za-b!-!:, (MAD 3: 242).

AHw notes the occurrence of

the element in several late PNs as well (1072b), e.g., ~-bu-i-1:.!, etc.

sihtu
Plural.

~iha.tu
1

$1-ha-tum (F; 35.1).

"Smile, laughter, delight" (CAD$: 186a).
would be 'giggles' or 'smiles'.

Possible interpretations

The element occurs in OB PNs such

as §.!.-ih-ti-lumur among others ( CAD above) .

CAD also notes a PN

identical to the above, although from the NB period.
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C:J/D

111illu
~illu/i/a-

-an

1

~C!J-il-la-an, ~1-la-an (32.3).

-aya

2

~!-il-la-ya (32.3).

-ya
_dAddu

3

SCi?J-1!-ya (32.3).

4

9!1-1!- Addu (32.3).

-Akka

5

~!1-1!-Ak-ka (32.3).

-Annu

6

-~agan

7

~!1-1!-An-nu, ~!l-11-ACn-nJu (f; 32.2).
9!1-1!-~a-gan (32.3).

-¾:a

8

9!1-11-Clf:-a, 911-11-E-a (32.3).

-'1Ianat

9

~!l-l!-'1!a-na-at (32.3).

-ilatim

10

~!1-11-la-tim (32.3).

-Istar
-~unu
_dsin

11
12

S!l-1!-Istar, Si-1!-ICstar?J (32.3).
;11-11-~[u]-n~ (32.3).

13

~!1-1!-dsin (32.3).

- ;:;a.mas

14

~i-li(sic)-dSamas (32.3).

-i-~ab

-I
.,..,,,
'
(
15 ?i-lu-us-~a-ab
F; 26) .

dx

•

•

d

-~illi!ib-~illi-dAssur
16

...
I
., d
....
(
)
Ta-ab-~il-liA-sur
32.3.

!ab-~illi-~agan
17 !a-ab-~!1-ClJ!-~a-gan (32.3).
-silli
Istar-

18

Istar-~illi ( GIS .MI )-H (F: 29. 1. c).

19

Ta-ab-s!l-1!
(32.3).
.

.

"Shadow • • • protection .•. " ( CAD ~: 189a) .
in numerous OAkk. PNs (MAD 3: 243-44).

The element occurs already

For additional OB examples

as well as PNs from other· periods see CAD~: 191. For a discussion
regarding the relationship between the longer and shorter PNs noted
above, see the Analysis Chapter par. 32.3. Semantically compare the
usage of andullu, puzru and eululu. Compare the usage of sillu in the
'mixed PN' $!1-11-ba-!ill-li which, with Huffmon (1965: 257), has been
considered predominantly Amorite on the basis of its -banli element.
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&

;vi

.- sinu<iuagan-~inusu
'Help' (AHw: 1103d).

1

<iua-gan-~1-nu-su (29.1.c).

.

The mng. of the element is derived from its usage

in lexical lists (see AHw and CAD$: 201d).

It also appears in the OB

name Sin-E:_-~-su and the later abbreviated name

£!.-~-~ (AHw: 1103d).

Semantically compare the usage of re!i;u in the Mari names.

situ
.....___
~it_dSamsi

1

91-it-dSamsi(si) (F; 41.4).

-su-nawrat

2

$1-is-su-na-aw-ra-a[t] (23.2).

" ••.• rising (of. the sun) •••." (CAD 9:· 215b).

For an OB PN identical to

no. 2 above, see YOS 14: 79a and compare Ranke ( 1905: 168b) •

The phrase

which forms the basis of PN no. 1 is very common in Akk. (see CADS:
216-21 passim).

§uhhutu
l]uhhUtum

1

$u-hu-ti-im (gen.) (38.1).

"(referring to an infirmity of the eyes)" (CAD$: 236a).
examples Za-hu-tum, Zu-hu-tum and Zu-hu-tim (MAD 3: 243).
examples from OB times onward.

Note the Ur III
CAD lists

This is a qutttilu formation referring

to a bodily infirmity (Holma 1914: 83-84).
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suliilu
-eulfil.i

Annu- .

1

An-nu-eu-lu-l[i] (29.1.c).

"Roof ••• protection granted by a god or king •.• " (CAD~: 242a).

PNs

formed on the pattern 'DN-§uliili' are quite common in most periods
(see CAD above, Aliw: llllb and Sta.mm 1939: 211, n.3).

Compare also

the 'DN-andulli' PNs which are very common as well as those PNs containing~ and puzru.

le

...

sa

...

sa-

-pi-dadi

1

CSJa?-p!-da-di (41.4).

2

Sa-p!-El (36).

- .::>a.mas-kaluma

3

Sa-dSamas-ka-lu-ma (31.3).

-taklum

4

Sa-ta-ak-lum (41.3).

-"t;iibi-El

5

Sa--t;u-bi-El, Sa-tu-bi-El (37.3).

-pi-El.
d:,:

...

-

The determinative pronoun (GAG: par. 46).

Outside of PNs this

element had supressed the other forms of the determinative pronoun in OB.
However, the PNs from Mari in some cases preserve the original
nom. su (see below).

Thus the language of the names is a bit more

archaic than that of the contemporary: language (see for example
Finet 1956: par 23 for the use of sa in the Mari letters).
From the Sargonic and Ur III periods Gelb cites several names using
this element although he seems to take them as 'dual nom. ' (MAD
3: 254).

There does not seem to be any compelling reason for this

.

and it might be better to see in his names the beginning of the
....
process of the replacement of~ by.:!!.· The interpretation of the
element in the PNs is 'That of ••• ', 'The one who .•• ' and 'belonging
to ••• '.
Simmons cites six OB names of the 'Sa-DN' pattern (YOS 14: 79a).
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-sa/si

...

-sa-

Nawarsa-lumur

1

Na-wa-ar-sa-lu-mu-ur (22.1) .

Inbu-

2

In-bu-sa (37.1).

Kibru-

3

Ki-ib-ru-sa (39.2).

<¾a.situm-La.mma-

4

Libiir-nadin-

5

Li-bur-na-di-in-sa (F; 41.1).

Mannum-sanin-

6

Ma-an-nu-um-sa-ni-Cin-saJ (F; 33.1).

Nahis-re'i-

7

Na-hi-is-re'i(SIPA)-sa (F; 42).

Nidnu-

8

Ni-id-nu-sa (36).

Nawarsi-lumur

9

Na-wa-ar-si-lu-mu-ur (F; 22.1).

...

-sa

d

...

....

Ki-si-tum-La-ma-sa (F; 29.1.b).

-siRtmsi-El

10

Ri-im-si-El (30.4).

Rtmsi-ili

11

Ri~im-si-l-1! (30.4).

Annu-rim-

12

An-nu-ri-im-si (F; 29.1.c).

Ka.kka-rim-

13

Ka-ak-ka-ri-im-si (F; 29.1.c).

Manna-

14 Ma-an-na-se (F; 16.1).

-si

-Sa, the pronominal suffix 3, fem., sing.
suffix -si is difficult.

The interpretation of the

I have followed Gelb's suggestion that

-si is a variant of -sa (MAD 2: 129).

One reason for this suggestion

is the parallelism between PNs nos. 1 and 9 above.

Although his

suggestion is tentatively accepted, it should be noted that no. 1 was
apparently borne by a male while no. 9 was borne by

'a female,

and

possibly this had something to do with the variation. Also to be noted

- --- -

----

is the occurrence of a PN such as Ma-an-na-si beside Ma-an-na-sa
(Ranke 1905: 191a).

No 14 above is probably a variant of the former

name, with the suf:fix exhibiting the form -se.

This -si/se

variation would have a parallel in the variation of the 1, c., plural

pronominal suffix -ni/!!!. in the Mari letters (Finet 1956: par. 16J-k
and GAG: par. 42g).

In nos. 1-3, 6 and 8-11 the suffix evidently refers to an
unnamed female deity, while in nos. 4, 5, 7 and 12-14 the bearer
is indicated.
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sadu
sadu(m)-La.ba .

... .
-sarri

1

Sa-du-um-La-bu-a, Sa-du-um-La-bi, Sa-du-um-La-ba,
Sa-du-un-La-ba, Sa-du-La-ba (30.4).

2

Sa-du-sarri(LUGAL), Sa-du-sar-ri, Sa-du-sa-ar-ri,
Sa-du-um-sar-ri (42).

sadi-ya

3

Sa?-di?-ya (F; 13.2.a).

-ma-El

4

Sa-di-ma-El (29.1,c).

Abi-sadi

5

A-bi-sadu(KUR)-i (41.3).

<iuagan-saduni

6

<iua-gan-sadu(KUR)-ni (29.1,c).

Ea-saduni

7

f-a-sadu(KUR)-ni (29.1,c).

sarrum-saduni

8

Sarrum-sadu(KUR)-ni (42).

-sadu-

'Mountain' (AHw: 1124a).

The element already occurs in a good number of

Sargonic and Ur III PNs, e.g., !-b!-KUR, ,!-~-~-tu among others (MAD 3:
For OB examples of the 'DN-saduni' pattern see Ranke 1905: 245a.

264).

The concept reflected in the usage of this element has the idea of the
mountain as a refuge or stronghold (Huffman 1965: 267).

Although the

cognate apparently appears in at least one Amorite PN (Huffm.on 1965: 267),
the usage of !?ur- as "'rock, mountain'" predominates in the Amorite names
(see twelve examples cited by Huffman 1965: 258).

Compare also the usage

of kapu in Akk. PNs above and the comments there.

saga.mu

... _

.

G, part. in the stat. absol. serving as the

-sagim

predicate.
Beli-

1

Be-11-sa-gi-im (41.4).

'To roar, bellow, howl' (AHw· 1125b).

AHw cites several OB examples

using this element and from MB times the pattern 'DN-sagim'.

Possibly

!-hi-sa-ki-(31_)-im cited by Ranke (1905. 181b) can be noted as well.

C'J. I :'f
sagasu
G, stative, 3, masc., sing.

-sagis

AhI-

1

A-hi-sa-gi-is (40.6).

Hammi-

2

Ha-am-mi-sa-gi-is (40.6).

'To kill, murder' (AHw: 1126b).

For additional OB examples see

AHw where other occurrences of PNs identical to no. 1 above are cited

as well as other OB PNs using the element, e.g., Sa-_g!_/~ - is-kinum,

-abu-su.

For no. 2, see Stamm 1939: 58, n.1 and Huffmon 1965:

266-67 where this 'mixed PN' is treated.

Sahan (DN)
_dSahan
Ibbi-

1

I-bi- dxoa-ha-an, I-bi-dx'
;:;AH.AN,
Ib-bi-dSa-ha-an (17.5).

The above PN carries the only occurrence of this DN in the Mari
corpus.

For brief references see Nakata 1974: 469, n.41.

Compare in

YOS 14 the OB names dSa-ha-!l:!!.-~-ba-H-il (79a) and Apil-Sahan ( 50a).
sahu

....

...

sahu-atum
'Pig' (AHw: 1133a).

1

Sa-ha-tum (F; 35.5).

AHw notes that the word occurs in OB,although

the only PN cited is from SB, Sa-hu-~.
equivalent to the WSem. huziru

This would be the Akk.

(Landsberger 1934: 100-2).
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Sakim (DN)

-Sakim

Ilr-

1

Mut-

2 Mu-ut-Sa-ki-im. (37.3).

I-1!-Sa-ki-im (29.1.b).

Nakata (1974: 469, n. 42) is not certain whether this is a DN or

merely a theophorous element.

Sala (DN)
_dSala
Ipqu-

1

Ip-qu-dSa-1~ Ip-qu-Sa-la (39.2).

Nakata (1974: 468, n. 39) suggests that this might be a variant

writing of Salas noted below. But Roberts (1972: 19) notes that Sala
was the wife of Adad while Salas w~s the wife of Dagan. Thus it seems
best to keep the two separate.

From the 'Cappadocian' names Stephens

notes the DN in the PN Du-St-la (1928: 93) while the name dSa-la-~-rat (F)
appears in Cassite times (Clay 1912: 198b).
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salamu
G, stative, 3, masc., sing (AHw: 1143b).

salim-Anum
d ....

1

Sa-lim-A-nu-um (30.5).

- Asar

2

Sa-lim-dA-sar (30.5).

-belI

3

Sa-lim-be-1! (41.4).

dx
-pilihi:>atnaS•

4

Sa-lim-pa-li-ih-dSamas (33.2).
D, part., masc., sing., stat. absol. serving

-musallim

as the predicate.

Ea-

5

E-a-mu!-sa-lim (30.2).

Isum-

6

~-sum-mu-[s]a-lim (30.2).

stn-

7

dStn-mu-sa-lim (30.2).

dx
.,..
l:>amas-

8

dSamas-mu-sa-lim (30.2).

d.,..

d

'To be/become healthy, sound, etc.' (AHw: 1143b). Numerous PNs, from
all periods, are cited by AHw.

The element occurs already in PNs

from the Sargonic and Ur III periods, e.g., Sa-lim-,!_-hu-~, Sa-limbe-1! among others (MAD 3: 272-73).

In nos. 1-4 the element could

possibly be the stat. absol. of the adj. salmu serving as the
predicate, so Gelb in MAD 3: 272 but I have followed von Soden
in interpreting the element as a stative of the verbal form.

Salas (DN)
dx

•

i:>alas-tappi

1

dSa-la-as-tap-p! (F; 29,1.c).

"This is a goddess of foreign origin . . . and the wife of Addu ....
Sala is an Akkadian form of her name, and Salas is a Hurrian and
Hittite form ...• " (Nakata 1974: 470, n.43). But compare the remarks
on Sala above (Roberts 1972: 19 and Edzard 1960: 118).

i ,'1

L..,-
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salliiru
salliirum

l

Sa-al-lu-ru[sic]-im (gen.), Sa-al-lu-ri-im (gen.),
Sa-lu-ri-i[m] (gen.) (35.6).

'A small tree, a medlar' (~: 1149a). For further OB examples of this PN
see AHw and YOS 13: 72d. For other examples of the 'broken spelling'
found in the first instance, which is gen., see Finet 1956: par. 4c.
On

the other hand possibly it is merely a scribal error, and var.

two had been intended.

sa1mu
salmul

Sa-al-mu-~a-ba (F; 41.5).

2

I-lu-um-sa-al-ma (30.5).

-sa1ma
Ilum-

'Undamaged, safe, healthy' (AHw: 1149a).
above.

Compare the usage of salamu

AHw does not cite any PNs in its entry of this adj.
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...sa.maru
G, pres., 1, c., sing.

astammard

1

- Addu

.As-ta-ma.r-dAddu (27.1).
Gt, voluntative, 1, c., sing.

lustammar
2

Lu-us-ta-mar (27,1).

'To praise (god)' (AHw: 1154b).

In connection with no. 2 above note

the longer two-membered PN from OB cited in YOS 13:
...

d

Lu-~-ta-~- Adad.

63b,

For further examples from OB times on see AHw.

Huffmon (1965: 81-82 and 267) cites li!-~-m:i:-is-ta-~ which
he considers as Amorite from a root mng. "'bear fruit'", although
the final element could be considered Akk. , Gt, pret. and entered here.
The initial element in any case is Amorite, and the PN would then be
considered as a 'mixed PN'.

Semantically compare the usage of

dalilu and nadu in PNs. From Cassite times Clay cites five names of
the

tLu-ul-ta-~-DN' pattern (1912: 2OOa).

\
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Samas (DN)
dx

•
oamas-abI
-andulli

-b.ani

-bel-ili
-dumqi
-diiri
-il:um

-gamil
-idinnam

-nr
-In-ili

-in-matim
-lamassi
-magfr

1 dSamas-a-bi (29.1.a).
2 dSamas-an-dul-H, dSamas-andulli(DUL.AN)
( f; 29, 1. C ) ,
3
4
5
6
7
8

dSamas-ba-ni (30.1).
dSamas-be-el-1-H (30.6).
dSamas-du-um-q1 (F; 29.1.c).
dSamas-[dJu?-ri (29.1.c).
dSamas-ilum(AN) (30.4).
dSamas-ga-mil (30,3).

9 dSamas-i-din-nam (17.1).
• ~
10 dxoamas-1-11
29.1.b.
11 dSamas-i-in-1-l! (30.6).
12 dSamas-i-in-ma-tim (30.6).
13 dSamas-la-ma-s1 (F; 29.1.b).
1

(

)

-milik

•
14 dxoamas-ma-gir
(30.3).
15 dSamas-ma!-CliJk (30.4).

-muballi~
-muda

16
17

-musallim
-miitapli

18 dSamas-mu-sa-lim (30.2).
19 dSamas-mu-tap-li (29.2).
20 dSamas-na-p1-is-ti (f; 29,1.c).
21 dSamas-na-sir (30.2).
22 dSamas-ni-;u (16.2).

-napistr
-na~ir
_...
-n1su
-niirr
-piqdanni
-rabi
-redi
-re'um
-tappi
-tayyar

23
24
25
26
27

dSamas-mu-ba-li-i~ (30.2).
dSamas-muda (GAL. zu) (30. 5 ) •

dSamas-nu-ri (F; 29.1.c).
dSamas-p!-iq-da-an-ni (18.1).
dSamas-ra-bi (30.5).
dSamas-re-di (29.1.c).
dSamas-re'um(SIPA) (30.4).

...
dx
...
28 dxoamas-tap-pi-e,
oamas-tap-pi
dx
....
29
oamas-ta-ya-ar (30.3).
1

1

(

)

29.1.c.
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Samas (DN) (continued)
dSamas- (continued)
30
31
32

-tillassu
-tillatr
-tu1tu1tr

dSamas-tillassu(ILLAT)-su (29.1.c).
dSamas-til-la-ti (29.1.c).
dSamas-tu-kul-ti (29.1.c).

•
- d•
Samas-

dx

•

Ana- oamas-ana~~al
33 A-na-dSamas-a-na-~a-al (25.2).
dx
•
Ana- oamas-ta.klaku
34 A-na-dSamas-tak-la-ku (25.2).
Itti-dSamas-milkr
35
Itti-dSamas-milku

•
It-ti- dxoamas-mil-ki
(31.1).

36

•
It-ti- dxoamas-mil-ku
(31.1).

x

dx

•

_

oa- oamas-kaluma
37
-

Sa-dSamas-ka-lu-ma (31.3).

dSa.mas•
AmatAqal.-anaAtkal-ana-

38

Amat-dSa.mas (F; 37.3).

39
40

BaluEtel-pr

41
42

A-qa-al-a-na-dSamas (25.2).
At-ka-al-a-na-dSamas (26).
Ba-lu-dSamas (33.1).
.. dsa.mas,
.... E-te-el-pr- dsa.mas,
....
E-tel-pi-

GimilIbbi-

IddinImgurInib-

43
44
45
46

Iqqat-

47
48

KasapMad-gimil-

49
50

E-tel-pi5-dSa.mas (32.1).
Gi-m11-dsa.mas (32.2).
.... Ib-bi- dsa.mas.... (17.5).
I-bi- dsa.mas,
I-din-dSamas (17.1).
Im-gur-dSamas (24.7).
I-ni-ib-~Sa.mas (37.1).
I-qa-at-dSamas (31.3).
Kasap-dSa.mas ( 40 .10) .
Ma-ad-gi-mil-dSa.mas (32.2).
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Samas (DN) (continued)
_dSamas (continued)
Mannum-balu-

•
dx
•
51 Ma-an-nu-um-ba-lu-dxbamas,
Ma-an-nu-ba-lu- Damas

(33.1).
MarNab!NabNiirPIPuzurRis~illiSalim-pilihSumman-liiSiinuhUbarWe.radZikir-pIThe name is spelled

52 Mar-dSamas (37.2).
53 Na-bi-dSamas (36).
54 Na-ab-dSamas ( 36) .
55 Nu-ur-dSamas (39.2).
dx
•
56 PI- be.mas (17.11).
57 Puzur-dSamas (39.2).
• dx
•
58 Ri-is- Damas (39.2).
59 Si-li(sic)-dSa.mas (32.3).
60 ~a-lim-pa-li-ih-dSamas (33.2).
61 Sum-ma-an-la-dSa.mas (16.3).
62 Su-nu-uh-dSamas (21.1).
63 U-bar-dSa.mas, U-bar-rum (37.3).
64 Warad-dSa.mas (37.3).
65 Zi-ki-ir-pI-dSamas (36).

<¾nu.

Sa.mas is the common semitic word for sun.

gender of the deity is not certain.

The

For example, with dSa.mas-abi (above)

compare the extra-Mari Ummi-Sa.mas (Roberts 1970: 52 and Nakata 1974: 434).
It seems that Sa.mas, Ugaritic

saps,

was the "great all-seeing judge who

preserves the right" (Roberts 1970: 52).

Sa.mas occurs predominantly in

Akk. PNs, for of the 69 Mari PNs in which the DN appears (ARiv1T XVI/1:

191-93 and 266-67), 65 are clearly Akk.

Further, its major usage is in

masc. names, since only six of the above 65 were borne by females.
extended discussions of this deity see Edzard 1960: 126-27, Roberts

1970: 51-52 and Nakata 1974: 433-49.

For
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.... ....
samsu
d,:

.......

;:,amsid

- Addu

1

-rabi

2

d,:
""·(""·)
,:
.... , d
;:,amsi
si - dAddu, ;:,a
10 -am-si- Addu (29.1.c).
Sa-am-[siJ-ra-bi (30.5).

_dsamsr
AbI-

3 A-bi-dSamsi(si) (F; 41.3).

BelI-

4 Be-1!-dSamsi(si) (F; 41.3).

~agan-

5

~a-gan-dSamsi(si) (F; 29.1.c).

Ead ....
IsharaIstar-

6

E-a-dSa.msi(si) (F; 29.l.c).

7

dis-ha-ra-dSamsi(si) (F; 29.l.c).

8

Istar-dSamsi(si) (F; 29.l.c).

srt-

ummr-

.... (""
9 S!-it-d•
Samsi
si ) (F; 41.4).
10 ;m-mi-dSamsi(si) (F; 41.3).

'Sun (god)' (AHw: 1158b).

The element occurs already in 0Akk. PNs

although mainly in the initial position in the PNs.

Among thirty

PNs cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 276-77) parallels to nos. 2 and 9 are noted.
For the Amorite equivalent, Samas, see Huffmon 1965: 250-51.

For

a brief discussion of the reading of dSamsi(si) see Finet 1956:
par. 35b.

.... ....
samu
..... ....
samu

1

Sa-mu-u (F; 35.1) .

'Heaven, sky' (AHw: 1160).

Both Stamm (1939: 81-82) and AHw ( 1160b)

have noted that this element is very rare in PNs.

AHw has an

abbreviated PN from the MB period, Sa.-~-Q_-!_. Compare the Amorite
PN La-ka-sa-me-~? cited by Huffman (1965: 249).
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-

....
sananu

-

....
-sanan
dSin-la-

G, inf. in stat. absol. serving as the predicate.
l

d

. .,..

Sin-la-sa-na-an (33.l).

'To be like, similar' (AHw: 1161a).

For additional OB PNs based upon

the above pattern see the references in AHw (1161b).

For the usage

of la-sanan see also GAG: par. 62i as well as Stamm 1939: 239.

saninu

.... _ .
-saninMannum.-saninsa

1

Ma-an-nu-um.-sa-ni-[in-sa] (F; 33.1).

Mannum-saninsu

2

Ma-nu-sa-ni!-in!-su (33.l).

'The one equivalent to, to equal' (AHw: 1163b).

From Sargonic times

note Ma-!B.,-!!_-nin-~ cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 279) alt,hough he adopts
the translation "'opponent'."
as well as Ranke 1905: 120b.

For additional OB examples see AHw above
PNs similar to the above are found in

most periods; e.g., from Cassite times see Clay 1912: 201a.

.... ...
sanu

....

...

sanu

1

[S]a-nu (34).

'Second, next' (~: 1164b) or 'another' (1165a).

Although no PNs

are cited by the dictionary, the PN does make sense for a second
child.
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....

...

sanu
St, pret., 3, masc., sing.

ustasni-El

1

Us-tas-ni-El, Us-ta-as-ni-El (17.10).

'To do a second time, to repeat' (~: 1165b).
St see 1166a.

For PNs using the

The mng. of the St is 'to double'.

From OB times

note also a PN identical to the above cited by Ranke 1905: 173a.

sarratu
-sarrat
~rrrtumd ....

Ishara-

'Queen' (~: U88a).

1

~i-ri-tum-sar-ra-at (F; 30.4).

2

~s-ha-ra-sar-ra-at (F; 30.4).

The element appears already in Sargonic and

Ur III PNs such as Ma-!!!!_-!!:!"_-!!_-at among others (MAD 3: 289) •

.

For numerous additional examples from all periods see AHw 1188b.
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...

sarru
sarru/i/a-aya
-ya

_dAddu
-andulli

-ban1
-bisti
-kima-ili
-niri
-niir-mitisu
-saduni
-tukulti
-waqra

...
I i I a, -sar
...
-sarru
dAddu-

1 Sar-ra-ya, Sar-ra-a-ya, Sa-ra-a-ya (35.1).
2 Sar-ri-ya (35.1).
3 Sarrum-dAddu (30.4).
4 Sarrum-an-dul-H (42).
5 Sarrum-b[a?-ni?] (42).

6 Sarrum-ba-as-ti, Sarrum-ba-as-ti

(F; 42).

Sarrum-ki-mCaJ?-1-l! (42).
8 Sarrum-ni-ri (F; 42).
9 sarrum-nu-ur-ma-ti-su (42).
10 Sarrum-sadu(KUR)-ni (42).
7

11 Sarrum-tu-kul-ti (F; 42).
12 Sarrum-wa-aq-ra (F; 42).
13

dAddu,-sarrum, d[Add]u?-s[a]r?-rum? (30,4).

Etel-piIli-

14

E-tel-pi~sarrim (42).

15

t-1!-sar-r[i] (42).

Inib--

¾ranni-

16
17
18
19
20

I-ni-ib-sar-ri, I-ni-ib-sarri (F; 42).
...
...
(F; 30. 4) •
Istar-sar-ra
La-ba-sa-ar (30.4).
~a-mCaJ-sar-ra (F; 30.4).
¾Ja-an-ni-sar-ra (F; 30.4).

Sadu-

21

Sa-du-sarri(LUGAL), Sa-du-sar-ri, Sa-du-sa-ar-ri,

22

Sa-du-um-sar-ri (42).
u-~ur-pi-sarrim, u-~ur-p!-i-sarrim (42).

IstarLaba-

~a.mma.-

'King' (AHw: 1188b). The element is common in PNs in all periods.
In OAkk. PNs see MAD 3: 286-89. For OB see Ranke 1905· 245b, among
many others.
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sarriitu
-sarriitKinat-sarriissu

1

Ki-na-at-LUGAL-su, Ki-na-at-sar-ru-su (42).

Litir-sarriissu

2

.

3

Li-~ir 5-sarru(ru)-su, Li-~ir 5-sarru-su (42).
ra-ba-at-sar-ru-su (42).

Ta.bat-sarriissu

'Kingdom, kingship, majesty' (AHw: 1190a).

The element appears already

in an Ur III PN, Sar-~-.E!.-da-bat (MAD 3: 289) and compare no. 3 above.
The element appears quite frequently in conjunction with a DN, e.g.,
Sarriit-Sin (Ranke 1905: 150a), but in PNs from the Mari corpus this is
not attested.

The above references have been taken to refer to the

'kingship' of the king himself, not that of a deity.

Sar'ur (DN)
-Sar'ur
Namra-

1

Na-amX (=PI)-ra-Sa-ru-ur (23.2).

A DN not treated by Nakata 1974.

1960: 112, a god of warfare.

For a brief treatment of this DN see Edzard

See also in this connection Jean 1950a: 92a.

sebu
G, pret., 3, fem., sing.

-tasba.m
d ....

Ishara-

1

d ...

....
(
Is-ha-ra-ta-as-ba-am
F; 40.4).

'To sate oneself' (AHw: 1207a).

The element is not too frequent in PNs,

but note the OB PN Is-bi-Erra (AHw: 1207a).

selebu
selebum

'Fox' (AHw: 1210a).

1

Se-le-bu-um, Se-le-bu, Se-le-bi-im (gen.) (35.5).

The element occurs in eight Ur III PNs cited by Gelb

(MAD 3: 258) including one identical to the above PN.

Compare the Amorite

PN found in the Mari corpus, Su-~-la-.£!:!:_ (Huffman 1965: 152 and 267 with
references and parallels).
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.... ...
semu

G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

ismed

- Addu
-<¾,agan
_dSin

....

d

1 Is-me- Addu (24.6).
2 Is-me-<¾,a-gan (24.6).
3 Is-me-dSin (24.6).

-ismenni

G, pret., 3, masc., sing. and the acc.
suf'fix (1, c., sing.).

nrd

4 l-1!-is-me-ni (24.6).
d
...
d
•
5 Sin-is-me-ni, Sin-is-me-an-ni (24.6).

Sin-

-seme'at

G, stative, 3, fem., sing.

~shara-

6

'To hear' (AHw: 1211b).
.}.

'i

d •

...

Is-ha-ra-se-me-at (F; 30.3).

The element occurs in numerous OAkk.

OBPNs (Ranke 1.905: 110b) and PNs from other
-periods
·3: 2T4-T5),
(AHw : 1212b). For Amorite PNs from Mari using a cognate

P?fs(MAD
.

t:fme,

element, SMR, see Huf':f'mon 1965: 249-50.
""

·-sep_<¾,agan

1

Se-ep-<¾,a-gan, Sep(GIR)-<¾,a-gan (39.2).

'Foot' (AHw: 1214a). Note the OAkk. PN Se-!£-~ (MAD 3: 261).
From the OB period note Si-!£-Sin cited by Ranke 1905: 150b.
For rurther PNs using this element see AHw: 1214b.

G-
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:Z3I
~/rrtu
. seretd

1

- Stn

d

Se-re-et- Stn (37.3).

'Debt, punishment• (AHw: 1218a).

Although Gelb does not offer

a translation of the element he does note several Sargonic PNs
containing this element, e.g., Si-!!:,-at-¾:N.zu (MAD 3: 262).
the abbrerlated

Note

form cited by Ranke, Se-ri-~ ( 1905 : 194b) •

Additional PNs are cited by

~

above.

..._

seru
-.
serr-

- d stn

·-

I

Se-ri-dStn (29.1.c).

2

Se-ra-~-ma (F; 30.4).

sera-

-<\wmna

'Morning, morning star• (~: 1219a).
cited in YOS 14: 80a.

An OB name identical to no. 1 is

For the usage of this·, element see Sta.mm 1939: 184

and compare the DN below.

Serum

(DN)

serum-tu1tu1tr

1

Se-rum-tu-kul-ti (F; 29.1.c).

2

I-1!-S[e?-r]u?-um (29.1.b).

-Serum
II!-

For

...

this DN see Nakata 1974: 470 and Huf:f'mon 1965: 273.

the deification of the morning star.

Apparently

See also the PNs cited by

AHw (1219a), (d)Se-m-bani, -abi, -il!, etc. See also Siyarum below.
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-si

...

See -sa.

srSi-du-ri (F; 29.1.c).
Si-ma-a-ha-ti (F; 40.10).

-durr

1

-ma-aha.ti

2

-Nanna
-tibni

3 Si-Na-an-na (F; 30.6).
4 Si-~ab-ni (F; 34).

-~ibni-aya

5 Si-~ab-ni-a-ya (F; 34).

Independent personal pronoun

(3, fem., sing.) (GAG: par. 41).

For its occurrence in numerous Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III PNs
see~ 3: 247-48.

In OB compare Si-la-!!!!!:_-s! cited by Ranke (1905:

194b) and see also Stamm 1939 : 77 •.

siamu
G, pret., 3, masc., sing.

is!m_dAddu

1

I-si-im-dAddu (17.8).

-Ea

2

I-si-im-E-a (17.8).

tasrm-Istar

G, pret., 3, fem., sing.
...
...
( F; 17 •8)•
3 Ta-si-im-Istar

'To establish, to determine •.• ' (~: 1225a).

For Sargonic and Ur III

PNs uaing this element, including one identical to no. 2 above,
see MAD 3: 260.

For additional PNs see also AHw: 1225b.

G
AJ3
sibtu
sibtum

1

Si-ib-tu, Si-ib-tu-um, Si-ib-tum (F; 35.1).

'The grey one, old woman' (AHw: 1228a).

From the Ur III period several

PNs containing this element are attested, including one identical to the
above (MAD 3: 258) •

sibu
sibu-naram

1

Si-bu-na-a-ra-am (40.6).

'Old, old man, elder' (AHw: 1228a).

This element is not too common in

PNs, but compare the OB PN cited by AHw; Si-bu-~-qarra.d (1228b).

simtu
simat-~agan

1

Si-ma-at-~a-gan (F; 36).

-!star

2

Si-ma-at-Istar (F; 36).

'Destiny, determination, fate' (AHw: 1238b).
the PN Si-~-at-dir-ra (MAD 3: 260).

From the Ur III pe~iod note

For OB exam~Ies of PNs, including

the pattern 'Simat-DN' (F), see AHw 1239a and YOS 14: 80a .

....

-s1.na
-sina

Ahu-

1

A-hu-si-na (34).

Inib-

2

I-ni-ib-si-na (F; 37.1).

Possessive pronominal suffix (3, fem., pl.).
to the older sisters of the newborn.
period !_-hu-si-na (MAD 2: 130).

The suffix probably refers

Note already from the Sargonic
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....sina
sina-damqa

1

Si-na-dam-qa. Si-ni-dam-qa (F; 40.6).

'Two, second, both' (AHw: 1241a).

Although it is from a later period,

compare Sina-bana (F) cited by Stamm (1939: 296) among other PNs
utilizing this element.

For additional OB examples see AHw above.

sittu
sitt-atum

1

S!-ta-tum (F; 13.2.a).

'Left over, remaining' (AHw: 1252b).

The element appears in OB and

MB PNs such as Si-it-ti-mnmi-sa (AHw above), and this PN may be an
abbreviation from a longer name.

It seems that the element refers

to the sole surviving child in a family (again AHw).

See also rehtu

above.
Siyarum (DN)
Siyarum-takal

1

Si-ya-(rum?)-ta-ka-al (27.2).

-taklaku

2

Si-ya-rum-tak-la-ku, Si-a-rum-tak-la-ku
(F; 25.2).

For this DN see Nakata 1974: 470 and Huffmon 1965: 273 and compare
Serum above.

....

SU

....
su-

-Hammu

1

Su-Ha-am-mu (37-3).

-Istar

2

Su-Istar (37.3).

-<¾cabta

3
4

Su-<¾cab-ta (37.3).

-~unu

Su-~u-nu (37.3).

The determinative pronoun which appears in OAkk., the HED and in
PNs.

It is fossilized as sa in OB outside of PNs (GAG: par. 46,

and esp. 46b).

The form that appears here is the nom.

This

element is very common in Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III PNs.
Gelb cites over thirty instances (MAD 3: 251-52), mainly of the
'Su-DN' pattern.

In Amorite PNs compare the usage of~ (Huffmon

1965: 186 and 265-66).

PN no. 2 is a 'mixed PN', Hammu being

Amorite.

...._
SU

su-damiq

1

Su-da-m-iq (41.4).

Independent personal pronoun (3, masc., sing.) (AHw: 1254b and
GAG: par. 41).

Compare the OAkk. PNs Su/Su-beli, Su.-~-bani,

-mutum, etc., cited by AHw (1254b) and Gelb (l-1AD '3: 247-48)
among others.
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....

-su

....
-su-

Ilsu-abiisu
Ilsu-ba.ni
Ilsu-ibbisu
Ilsu-na.da.
Ilsu-na.~ir
Ilsu-tillassu
Lipissu-liser

... ....
....
1 Il-su-a-bu-su (29.1.a).
2 11-su-ba-ni (30.1).
'

.....

.....

~

.....

.....

3 Il-su-i-bi-su, il-su-ib-bi-su (17.5).
4 11-su-na-da (27.1).

~illus-t;a.b
Sissu-nawrat
Sumsu-lit;ir

5 Il-su-na-~ir, Il-(su>-na-f}ir (30.2).
6 11-su-tillassu(su) (29.1.c).
. ' '1·....
' '1·i-ser,
.......
7 Li-pi-sui-se-er, L"i-pi-suLi-p!-su-li-~ir 5 [sic] (19.2).
8 Pu-su-k[i-i]n! (32.1).
9 Ra-bu-su-l[u-m]ur (22.1).
10 ~!-lu-us-~a-ab (F; 26).
11 9!-is-su-na-aw-ra-a[t] (23.2).
12 Sum-su-li-t;ir5 (42) .

Abi-ilidAddu-ili-

13 A-bi-t-H-su (40.7).
14 [dAd]du?-t-1!-su (29.1.b).

Apil-iliAsar-ili¾agan-re~ii¾agan-E]inu¾agan-tillatIksud-appa-

15
16
17
18
19
20

A-[p]il-t-H-su (37 .1).
A-sar-t-1!-su (29.1.b).
¾a-gan-re-~u-su (29.1.c).
¾a-gan-E]!-nu-su (29.1.c).
<\a-gan-tillassu([s]u) (29.1.c).
....
....
)
Ik-su-ud-ap-pa-su
(16.1.

Iksud-aya.biIli-eliIlsu-abiiIlsu-tillat-

21
22
23
24

Ik-su-ud-a-ya-bi-su (26).
t-11-e-li-is (37.3).
Il-su-a-bu-su (29.1.a).
Il-su-tillassu(su) (29.1.c).

Kinat-sarriit-

25

Ki-na-at-LUGAL-su, Ki-na-at-sar-ru-su (42).

Pu.su-kin
Rabussu-lumur

.

....

-su

-su (continued)

...

-su (continued)
Libiir-na.dinLI~ir-sarriitMannum-geriMannu-sa.ninNabi-iliNabi-re'iNarim-iliNiir-ilidStn-abii-

,·

t'

Sin-ilidSin-reli!u- d
Sin-tillatdSamas-tillat...
Sarrum-niir-miti-

26 Li-bur-na-di-in-su (41.1).
27 Li-~ir 5-sarru(ru)-su, Li-tir 5-sarru-su (42).
26 Ma-an-nu-um-ge-ri-su (33.1).
29 Ma-nu-sa-ni!-in!-su (33.1).
30 Na-bi-l-lt-su (36).
31 Na-bi-re'i(SIPA)-su (42).
32 Na-ra-a.m-t-1!-su (37.3).
33

Nu-ur-1-lt-su (39.2).
34 dSin-a-bu-su (29.1.a).
35 Sin(:X:XX)-1-CltJ-su? (29.1.b).
36 dSin-re-~u-su (29.1.c).
37 dSin-tillassu(ILLAT)-su (29.1.c).
38 dSamas-tillassu(ILLAT)-su (29.1.c).

39' sarrum-nu.-ur-ma-ti-su (42).
40 !a-ba-at-sar-ru-su (42).
'f'a.bat-sarriit41 'f'a-ab-e-li-ma-ti-su (23.2).
fa.b-eli-miti'
.
. ...
... b 1
.... (23.2).
'f'a-a
-e -um-ma-ni-su
'fa.b-eli-ummini- 42 ;a-ab-e-l1-um-ma-n1-su,
Ta.b-wasa.b43 ;a-ab-wa-sa-ab-su (32.3).
44 'f'a-ab-zi-ki-ir-su (32.3).
'fa.b-zikiru,ur-awa.t45 u-~ur-a-wa-su (27.2).
46 Warad-t-1!-su (37.3).
Warad-ili-

.

'His', the pronominal suffix, 3, masc., sing •. In nos. 10 and 22
above, an apocopated form is used (GAG: par. 42i and HEDI: 178).
The phonetic change -ts- to-!!!_- is exhibited in nos. 6, 7, 9,
11, 19, 24, 25, 27, 37, 38, 40 and 45 (GAG: par. 30f). For the
form -abiisu found in nos. 1, 23 and 34 see GAG: par. 65h.
Probably the same phenomenon is exhibited in the -reeu.su names
(nos. 17 and 36) and in no. 18.
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....
-su

..

-suErissu-matum

1

E-ri-ls-su-ma-tum, E-ri-su-ma-tum,
E-ri-su-ma-tum, E-ri-1s-su-um-ma-tu[m] (23.2) •

...

-su
Ili-~urIlsu-ibbi-

2

3

...

.

...

I-1!-u-~ur-su (19.5).
'
' · ...
..,
Il-su-i-bi-su, Il-su-ib-bi-su (17.5).

.

'Him', the accusative pronominal suffix (3, masc., sing.) (GAG:
pars. 42g and 84b).

In the above names, the suffixes can refer

to an unnamed deity (no. 1) or to the bearer (nos. 2 and 3).
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su.bultu
su.bultum

1

Su-bu-ul-[tum] (F; 35.1).

'Sending, gift' (AHw: 1258b).

For an identical PN from the Ur III

period see Gelb (MAD 3: 280).

From the 'Cappadocian texts'

Su-bu-ul-~ is attested (Stephens 1928: 93).

See also Birot

1956: 66, n.8 for additional references although his translation
as 'ear of corn' does not fit as well as the above translation.

Sulpaea (DN)
d ...

Sulpaea1

-na.~ir

d...
'
Sul.pa.e.a
-na-l?ir ( 30.2 ) •

The DN is composed of two elements: SUL= etlu, 'hero', and PA.E
= su.pu, 'resplendent, glorious' (Labat 1976: nos. 467 and 295).

Thus

the DN should be rendered 'Glorious Hero' (Nakata 1974: 471, n.46) •
•

The deity appears in the god list from Fara and as an element in
theophoric PNs from nee-Sumerian and later times.

The deity,

according to nee-Sumerian economic documents and literary traditions
from Nippur, was considered the husband of Ninhursagga, although
other traditions regarded Enki as her husband (Edzard 1960: 128
followed by Nakata).

From OB times onward, Sulpaea became associated

with the planet Jupiter (Edzard).

...summan
...

summan-la.-El
- d;,:

...

-la- oa.mas

1

Sum-ma-an-la-El (16.3).

2

Sum-ma-an-la-dSamas (16.3).

'If, were it not for .•. ' (AHw: 1273b).

In OB compare a PN identical

to no. 2 above cited by Ranke ( 1905: 151b ),_and others of the
'Summan-la.-DN' pattern cited in AHw and YOS 14: 81a.
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summuhu
summuh-tum

1

Su-mu-uh-tum (F; 35.2).

'Ver:, abundant, voluptuous' (AHw: 1274a).

This is a quttulu formation

which makes reference to bodily peculiarities (Holma 1914: 87).
In OB compare Summuhu cited by Ranke {1905: 152a) •

...sumu

...sumsum-El (37.1).

-El

1

-su-lit:ir

2 Sum-su-li-~ir5 {42).

'Name,, son' (AHw: 1274b) •. The element occurs already in numerous
Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III PNs of the pattern Sum(u)-DN
(MAD 3: 274). See also AHw (1275) for additional PNs using this
element from various periods. For Amorite PNs using a cognate

.

element, SM, see Huffmon 1965: 247-49.
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...

-sunu

...

-sunu
1

Ahat-

A-ha-su-nu, A-ha-su-nu, A-ha-as-su-nu
(F ; 34).

Belat-

2

Be-la-su-nu, Be-la-as-su-nu ( F; 34).

Bel-

3
4

Be-el-su-nu (34).

5
6

Qi-is-ti-su-[nu] (36).

InibQistIWardu-

I-ni-ib-su-nu (F , 37 .1).
Wardu(du? )-su-nu ( 37 . 3).

Possessive pronominal suffix (3, masc., pl.) (AHw: 1277a and GAG:
par. 42g-k).

In nos. 1-3 above, the older siblings of the newborn

are referred to while in nos. 4-6 unnamed deities are the antecedents
of the pronominal suffixes.

See -sina above .

... _

suquru

... _

suqur-atum

1

Su-qu-[r]a-tum (F, 35.1).

'Very costly, valuable' (AHw: 1282b).

For other instances of this

PN in OB see AHw above.

-

...
suranu
...suran-atum
'Cat' (AHw: 1282b).

1

Su-ra-na-tum (F, 35. 5) .

and variant, cited by Gelb (MAD 3: 285 ) .
1934· 86.

...

,,.

Already in Ur III times note t he PN Su-ra-num,
For the animal see Landsberger
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Tabubu (DN)
Tabubu

1

Ta-bu-bu (F; 13.2.b).

-ummi

2

Ta-bu-bu-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

-imdi

3

Ta-bu-ub-im-di (F; 29.i.c).

4

I-din-Ta-bu-bu (17.1).

Ta.bub(u)-

-Tabubu
Iddin-

The DN also appears in three fem. Amorite PNs (.ARMI' XVI/1: 200-1 and
267).

Tabubu seems to be a goddess but nothing is known of her (Nakata

1974: 471).

The DN occurs with the DINGIR sign in the Am.orite name

d.ra-bu-bu-ha-li-~.

taha.zu
-taha.z
Dannu(m)-

1

Dan-nu-ta-ha-az, Da-nu-um-ta-ha-az (42).

'Fight, battle' (AHw: 1301a).

The element does not seem to be common

in PNs although it is well attested in OB.

The above PN is the only

name cited by AHw under this element (1301b), but now note the OB name
(d)Dannu(m)-t~ in YOS 14: 54a, a king.
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takalu
G, pret., 1, c., sing.

atkald•

...

1

-ana- Samas

At-ka-al-a-na-dSamas (26).
G, stative, 1, c., sing.

-taklaku
.Ana-belti-

2

.Ana-<¾>agan-

3 A-na-<¾>a-gan-tak-la-ku, A-na-<¾>a-gan-ta-ak-la-ku
(25.2).

.Ana-Ea-

4 A-na-E-a-tak-la-ku (25.2) .

.Ana-Il-aba-

5 A-na-Il-a-ba4-tak-la-ku (25.2) •
6 A-na-Istar-tak-la-ku (F; 25.2) .

.Ana-Istar-

.Ana-ditiir-Mer.Ana-dSin.Alla-

dx

•

l:>am&S-

Siyarum-

A-na-be-el-ti-tak-la-ku (F; 41.3) .

d

7 A-na- I-tur-Me-er-tCa?-ak?-la?-ku?J (25.2) •
8 A-na-dSin-tak-la-ku (25.2).
9
10

A-na-dSa.mas-tak-la-ku (25.2).
Si-ya-rum-tak-la-ku, Si-a-rum-tak-la-ku (F; 25.2).
G, imp., 2, masc., sing.

-takal
Siya(rum)-

11

Si-ya-(rum'l)-ta-ka-al ( 27. 2) •

'To trust, confide in, rely upon' (AHw: 1304b).
using this very conunon element see AHw.

For numerous PNs

Already in Pre-Sarg.,

Sargonic and Ur III times the element is very common in PNs (MAD 3:
295).

The verbal form found in no. 11 above is a bit unusual for

normally in an

l]:.11]:.

verb as this, one expects tikal. However, the form

as it is found in this PN appears in OAkk. (GAG: par. 87e).
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taklu
-taklum
l

sa-

'Reliable'(AHw: 1307b).

Sa-ta-ak-lum (41.3).
The element appears quite frequently in the

Mari texts outside of PNs, see AHw above.

However no examples from

OB PNs are cited and only one from MA period is noted (1308a).

ta.limu
1

ta.lim

Ta-lim (13.2.b).

'Privileged brother' (AHw: 1310a).
identical to the above.

The element appears in O.Ak.k.. PNs

The above may be an abbreviation from a

longer PN of the type Da-lim-°1:n-1!1 found in O.Ak.k.. (MAD 3 : 297) •
The element also appears in Aramaic, see Kaufman 1974: 106.

tamhiru
tamhir-

.

-is-tabat

1

Tam-hi-ri-is-~a-bat (38.5) .

A winter month (AHw: 1314) which appears outside of PNs in the
Mari texts (ARMT XVI/1: 272).
brief discussion of this PN.

See the .Analysis Chapter for a

\
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tappu
tappi-

-El

1

Tappi(T.AB.BA)-El (29.1.c).

-~-1amma

2

Ta-p!-~a-ma (F; 29.1.c).

Annu-

3

An-nu-tap-p! (F; 29.1.c).

Ea-

4 E-a-tap-p! (29.1.c).

IstardS ...in-

5

Istar-tap-p1 (F; 29.1.c).

6

dSin-tap-p! (29.1.c).

7
8

d;,;

-tappi

dSalasd;,;

...

i::>a.mas-

...
,
i::>a-la-as-tap-pi

d;,;

...

,

i::>a.mas-tap-pi-e,

'Friend, comrade' (AHw: 1321b).

(

F; 29.1.c ) •

d;,;

....

,

i::>a.mas-tap-pi

(

)

29.1.c .

The element. appears in OAkk. PNs,

although only written logographically; e.g. I-11-T.AB.BA and T.AB.BAl-11 (MAD 3: 298).

For numerous examples from the OB period see

AHw: 1322a and Ranke 1905: 218a and 248a.

tarib(t)u
taribum

1

Ta-ri-bu-um, Ta-ri-bi-im (gen.) (40.10).

taribatum

2

Ta-ri-ba-tum (f; 13.2.b).

'Substitute' (AHw: 1329b).

The above PNs seem to be abbreviations

from longer names which were based upon the construct pattern.
From AHw note the OB PN, Ta-ri-ib-ereetim and from Kassite times
the pattern Ta-ri-bat-DN.
PNs above.

Compare the usage of the verb riabu in
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taru
G, pret., 3, masc., sing. (intransitive).

itur-Asdu

1

I-tur-As-du, I-tur-As-du-u (17.10).

-Ea

2

I-tur-f-a (17.10).

-~ingal

3

I-tur-~[i]n-gal (17.10).
G, pret., 3, fem., sing.

tatur-Istar

4 Ta-tu-ur-Istar (F; 17.10).

-ma.tum

5

Ta-tu-ur-ma-tum, Ta-tur-ma-tum (F; 23.2).
D, imp., 2, masc., sing. (transitive).

tir-atum

6

Ti?-ra-tum (F; 27.2).

-Ea

7

Ti-ir-E-a (27.2).

-Istar

8

Ti-ir-Istar (27.2).

-Ma.mm.a

9

Ti-ir-Ma-ma (27.2)
G, imp., 2, masc., sing. with the ventive.

tura-<iuagan

10

Tu-ra-<iua-gan (22.1).
G, imp., 2, masc., sing. with the ventive.

-tura
Ili-

11

I-lf-tu-ra (22.1).

'To return' (AHw: 1332b).

The G form of the element appears in

numerous PNs, see AHw (1333b) for additional OB examples and already
in OAkk. (MAD 3: 293).

The D form is not well attested in PNs and

nos. 6-9 may be abbreviations from a longer, three-membered name,
such as !-~-Sa.mas-te-ir (Ranke 1905: 66b).

See the various para-

graphs of the Analysis Chapter for discussions of the meaning of
taru in the above PNs.

Semantically compare the usage of "SB *twb,

'turn, return, answer'" in fourteen Amorite PNs from Mari (Huffmon
1965: 266); e.g., with nos. 1-3 above compare Ya-su-ub-<iua-gan
among others.
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tayyaru
- tayyar
dv
v
Samas-

1

dv

v

Samas-ta-ya-ar (30.3).

'Compassionate, forgiving' (AHw· 1303b).

The above pattern is quite

common in OB PNs, see AHw 1304a and Ranke 1905: 248 for further examples.
In the above name the element is in the stat. absol. and serves as the
predicate.

Semantically compare the usage of remenu above.

tillatu
-tillat~agan-tillassu

1

~a-gan-tillassu([s]u) (29.1.c).

Ilsu-tillassu

2

Il-su-tillassu(su) (29 .1.c).

dSin-tillassu

3

dSin-tillassu(su) (29.1.c).

4

dSamas-tillassu(su) (29.1.c).

dv

v

Samas-tillassu

-tillati
dAmurrum-

5 dAmurrum-tillati (29.1.c).

Annu-

6

An-nu-til-la-ti (F; 29 .1.c).

Ea-

E-a-til-la-ti (29 .1.c ) .

Ili-

7
8

Istar-

9

Istar-til-la-ti, Istar-[t]i-la-ti (F; 29.1.c).

~umusdadv

v

Samas-

dYakrub-El'Rescue troop' (AHw

10
11

12

I-lf-ti-la-ti, I-lf-tillati(ti) (29.1.c).
dNu-mus-da-tillati(ti) (29.1.c).
dv

v

Samas-til-la-ti (29 .1.c).

dYa-ak-ru-ub-El-til-la-ti (29.1.c).

1358b and Nakata 1974· passim).

The element

is very common in OB PNs, see for example AHw and Ranke (1905
and 226b) for further examples.

211b

For the usage of this element outside

of PNs in the Mari texts see ARMT X:V . 272 .

The logogram is ILLAT.

This is used exclusively with the 3, masc., sing. suffix.

In those

names which have the 1, c., sing. suffix attached, ILLAT and the
syllabic spelling alternate.
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Tispak (DN)
~ispak1

-abi

The DN is written dSUH.

dTispak? -a-bi (29.1.a).
Roberts (1972: 53-54) follows Jacobsen's

suggestion that this deity gradually replaced Niazu as the city god
of Eshnunna.

On the other hand, Edzard thought that perhaps this was

an Ela.mite form of Tesub.

The DN also appears in the Amorite PN

Isuima-Tispak (Huffmon 1965: 215-16 and Nakata 1974· 472-7 3).

tukultu
-tukulti
Abi-

1

A-bi-tu-kul-ti (F; 41.3).

Annu-

2

An-nu-tu-kul-ti, An-nu-tu-ku-ul-ti (F; 29 .1. c).

Beli-

3

Be-1!-tu-kul-ti (f; 41.3).

Ead
Hubat-

4

E-a-tu-kul-ti (29 .1.c ).

5

dHu-ba-at-tu-kul-ti (F; 29.1.c).

Ili-

6

I-1!-tu-kul-ti (29 .1.c).

Istar-

7

Istar-tu-kul-ti, Istar-tu-ku-ul-ti (F; 29.1.c) .

Samsi-dAddud....
....
Samas-

8

Sa-am-si-dAddu-tu-kul-ti (42).

Sarrum-

10

., ,.
Samas-tu-kul-ti (29.1.c).
....
.,
Sarrum-tu-kul-ti ( F; 42) .

serum-

11

Se-rum-tu-kul-ti (F; 29.1 .c ) .

9

d-

'Trust, reliability' (AHw: 1368a).

The element appears already

in PNs from the Sargonic and Ur III periods (MAD 3. 296), e.g.,
1-lf-tu-gul-ti among others.
cited by Ranke 1905
AHw (1368a).

In OB note for example Sin-tu- kul- ti

165a and numerous others from all periods in

For the 'King name-tukulti' pattern found in no. 8 above,

see the Analysis Chapter par. 42 .
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-tum
-tum

A

Arwi-

1

Ar-wi-tum (f; 35.5).

Nak.ar-

2

Na-ka-ar-tum (F, 35.4).

Nur-

3

11Tu-ur-tum (F, 13.2.a).

PuhhursummuhTabn~-

4
5
6

Pu-hu-ur-tum (F ' 4o.4).
Su-mu-uh-tum (F; 35 .2).
Tab-ni-tum (F; 17 .2).

Zak.ii-

7

Za-ku-tum (F; 35. 8).

fem. ending used with hypocoristicon and abbreviated PNs.

See Huffmon 1965· 133.

Turrunu (DN)
Turrunu- gamil

1

Tu-ur-ru-nu-u-ga-mil (30.3).

This is the only occurrence of the DN in the Mari corpus.
Nakata 1974 · 473, n.50.
of the DN .

See

Edzard (1967: 65) offers no explanation
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G

tabtu

l

La-ta-ab-tum, La-ta-ab-tum (F; 38.3).

'Benefit, blessing', fem. form of ...___
tabu (Bezold 1926· 129b) .
From 0Akk. PNs compare La-da-bu-~ (MAD 3

302).

-tabSalmu-taba

l

Sa-al-mu-~a-ba (F, 41.5).

sI-tabni

2

Si-tab-ni (F, 34).

S'i-tabni-aya

3

Si-tab-ni-a-ya (F, 34).

Ummi-taba

4

Um-mi-i;a-ba (F, 41. 4).

"'Good'" (MAD 3: 301).

For numerous PNs containing this element from

Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III times see MAD 3: 301-2 including
Si-da-ba and Su-da-ba.
----

Since this and the related verbal element are

'Common Semitic', several of the PNs listed by Huffmon (1965. 207) as
Amorite, l'!-~-ba (F) and 1'.!-ba-tum (F), may very well be Akk.

Probably

his 1'.!-ab-su-mu-g_ should be considered Amorite, for although the verbal
element is ambiguous, the other element is clearly Amorite (Huffmon
1965: 247-49).

/
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~ . tiabu
G, pres., 3, fem., sing.

tatab-Esar

1

Ta-ta-ab-E-sar (F; 25.2).
G, stative, 3, masc., sing.

tab-balati

2

ra-ab-ba-la-ti, ra-ab-ba-la-ti (24 .1 ).

-eli-matim

3

ra-ab-e-li-ma-a-tim, Ta-ab-e-li-ma-tim (23 . 2).

-eli-matisu

4

Ta-ab-e-li-ma-ti-su (23.2).

-eli-ummanisu

5

Ta-ab-e-li-um-ma-ni-su , Ta-ab-el-um-ma-ni-su (23.2).

-~illi

6

ra-ab-~fl-lf (32.3).
ra-ab-~il-li- A-sur

-~illi-~agan

7
8

-wasabsu

9

Ta-ab-wa-sa-ab-su (32.3).

-zikirsu

10

Ta-ab-zi-ki-ir-su (32.3).

d ........
-~illi- Assur

.

,

,

, d

....

(

)

32.3.

ra-ab-~fl-[l]f-~a-gan (32.3) .

G, stative, 3, fem., sing.

ta.bat-

....
-sarrussu

.

11

Ta-ba-at-sar-ru-su (42).
G, stative, 3, masc. , sing.

-tab
Annu-

12

An-nu-tab(DUG) ( 30. 5).

9illus-

13

$f-lu-us-ta-ab ( F; 26).
G, stative, 3, fem., sing.

-ta.bat
Ta.mhiris-

14

Ta.m-hi-ri-is-ta-bat (38,5).

'To be good, beautiful, pleasing ' (AHw

1389b).

The element is quite

common in Akk. PNs (see MAD 3. 300-2, AHw: 1389d-90a and Stamm 1939

360b).

The semantic equivalent in Amorite names, "GD *~/gdd, 'be, become good',"
appears only in Ya-1Q_-i d-li-im among the Mari names cited by Huffmon
( 1965: 179) .

-tubiSa-tubi-El

1

-Sa-tu-bi-El,
.,.
- .,. bi-El
Sa-tu-

'Good, happiness' (AHw. 1393a).

....

(
).
37.3
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ubarru
ubarrum

1

,,.
U-bar-rum, U-ba-rum (37.3).

2

U-bar-dSamas, U-bar-rum (37-3).

ubardx

•

- i:;a.mas

Literally meaning tstranger' or 'foreigner' (AHw: 1399c).
It is possible that PN no. 1 refers to a stranger who was living
in the Mari region.

However, Stamm (1939: 264) is probably correct in

suggesting that PN no. 2 is to be interpreted as 'charge/protege
of DN'.

Given the abbreviated variant that appears for no. 2,

see the Listing, it is conceivable that no. 1 is a similar type of
abbreviation. Ranke (1905: 170b-7la) includes several OB PNs containing
this element: Ubar-DN, Ubarriya and Ubarrum.

Note also the OB PN Q.-bar-ki-es

cited by Kupper (1957: 187, n.3) and many in AHw: 1399c.
-um
-umf?illus-~ib

1

~
,. '
(F; 26) •
~i-lu-us-~a-ab

The locative adverbial ending (GAG: par. 66).

For -ussu to -us

see GAG: par. 66e and HED 2: 124.

ummanu

-ummanrsu
1

.

....
Ta-ab-e-li-um-ma-ni-su
.
' ra-ab-el-um-ma-ni-su
(23.2).

'Army, troop(s)' (AHw: 1413d).
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ummu
ummu(m)-kapi

1

Um-mu-um-ka-a-p1 , Um-mu-ka-a-p1 (F; 41.3).

-uq_q_ura

2

Um-mu-uq_-q_u-ra (F ; 40 . 6) .

-ya

3

Um-mi-ya (F; 13.2.a).

-~anat

4

Um-mi-~[a-na-atJ? (F; 29.1.a).

-hattum

5 Um-mi-ha-~um (F, 42).

-ili

6

Um-mi-1-11 (F; 40.7).

-iq_ra

7

Um-mi-iq_-ra (F; 40.6) .

- Ishara

8

Um-mi-dis-ha-ra (F; 29.1.a).

-marsat

9

Um-mi-mar-sa-at (F, 41.5).

ummi-

d.,.

-Naru

10

Um-mi-Na-ru (F , 29.1.a).

-simti

11

Um-mi-s1-im-ti (F, 41.3).

12

Um-mi-dSamsi(si) (F; 41.3).

13

Um-mi-~a-ba (F; 41.4).

14

El-um-ma (40.8).

-ummuEl-umma

.

With the pronominal suffix ( 1 , c. , sing. ) .

-ummi

Ali-

15

A-li-um-mi (F, 40.2).

Annu-

16

An-nu-um-mi, An-nu-un!-um-mi (F ; 29.1 .a ) .

~elet-ekallim- 17

~elet-ekallim-um-mi, dBelet-ekallim(lim)-um-mi
(F ; 29 .1.a ) .

¾iritumd .,.
Ishara-

18
19

¾i-ri-tum-um-mi ( F ; 29 . 1.a ) .
d ...
Is-ha-ra-um-mi (F , 29.1.a).

I star~""•t
SJ. um-

20

I star-um-mi (F; 29.1. a).

21

~-si-tum-um-mi,

<\ammitum-

22

<\a-am-mi-tum-um-mi (F , 29.1.a).

~ingal -

23

~in-gal-um-m[iJ, ~in-gal-um-mi-a? (F' 29.1.a).

d .. ~

~. .
Kl - lS - Sl- ~um- x- x ( F ; 29 . 1.a ) .
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ummu (continued)
-ummi (continued)
dNinhursagga

24

~in.hur.sag.ga-um-mi (F; 29.1.a).

Tabubu-

25

Ta-bu-bu-um-mi (F; 29.1.a) .

Dima.t-

26

Di-ma-at-um-mi (F; 40.2).

-ummi

'Mother' (AHw: 1416a).

The element occurs already in PNs from the

Pre-Sarg., Sargonic and Ur III periods (MAD 3: 42).

The referents

include one's literal mother, the queen mother, one's grandmother
and also goddesses (AHw: 1416b-17a).

Ummu is used with reference

to a goddess in names nos. 4, 8, 10, 12 and 16-25.

Tallqvist has

noted that ummu is used in other, non-PN, contexts as a divine
epithet (1938: 21-22). I have taken ummu to refer to a literal
mother, possibly deceased, in names nos. 2, 6, 7, 14, 15 and 26.
a discussion of this see the Analysis Chapter par. 40.

For

There are

several names, nos. 1, 9, 11 and 13, in which~ apparently refers
to the mistress of a slave.
names formed with belu.

Of these, nos. 1 and 11 have corresponding

Name no. 13, Ummi-~, has the archaic

predicate marker -a affixed.

Compare the normal fem. stative form

in the OB PN Ummi-~ (YOS 13

456.11).

All of the names containing

the element ummu were borne by females except no. 14.
name should be read Ilumma, as ARMT XVI/1: 124.
parallel El-muta, the reading E l - ~

Possibly this

But due to the

has been retained ( see also

the Analysis Chapter par. 40.6).

us a.tu
usa.t1

-an
'Help' (AHw
Ranke 1905

1437b).

U-sa-ta-an (13.2.a).

In OB compare Ili-~-sa-ti(m) cited by

102b and i-11-.Q-sa-ti (YOS 13

59a for refs.).

AHw also cites additional PNs using this element.

wabalu
S, stative, 3, masc., sing.

siibul-abi

1

Su-bu-ul-a-bi (40.4).
G, pret., 3, masc., sing. with the ventive.

-ublam
~lil-

2

¾:n-111-ub-la.m (17.4).

d

3

dsin-ub-lam (17.4).

Sin-

"To bring ... subulu to send ... " (CAD Al. 10a).
already in OAkk . PNs (MAD 3: 13 ) .

The element appears

From Ranke's selection of OB

PNs note I-11-ub-lam (1905: 102b) and Sin-ub-lam (165a).

waqru
waqar-liblu~

1

-waqar(a)

Stat. absol. serving as the predicate.

Abu(m)-

2

A-bu-um-wa-qar, A-bu-wa-qar ( 40. 6).

Ahu-

3

A-hu-wa-qar ( 4o. 6).

Beli-

4

Be-11-wa-qar (41.4).

Kinu-

5
6

Ki-nu-wa-qar (4o.6).

SarrumII

Wa-qar-li-ib-lu-ut (F, 41.1).

Sarrum-wa-aq-ra (F, 42).

precious •.. dear ... " (CAD A2· 207b).

CAD A2: 207b.

For additional PNs see

The element appears already in Ur III PNs such as

A-hu-wa-ga.r, etc. (MAD 3 · 58-59).

The Amori te cognate YQR occurs in

five Amorite PNs from Mari (Huffman 1965

214).

compare the Amorite A-bi-e-qar cited by Huffmon.

With no. 2 above
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wardu
warad1

d
[Wa ]rad- Addu (37. 3 ).

2

Warad- d.Amurrim (37 .3).

- ilisu
d ...
- Istar

3
4

Warad- 1- 11.-su ( 37.3) .
d ...
Warad- Istar? ( 37 . 3) .

-Ku.bi
_dSebetti
- dS ...1n
d...
...
- Samas

5

Warad- Ku-bi ( 37. 3) .

6

Warad-dSebetti(IMIN.BI) ( 37. 3) .

7
8

Warad-dSin, Warad-Sin(XXX) ( 37 . 3) .
d...
...
Warad- Samas ( 37.3).

9

Wardu (du?)-su- nu (37. 3 ).

d
- Addu
.
- d.Amurr1m

...
-sunu

"Slave ..• follower • . . worshiper ( of a deity )" ( CAD A2: 243b) .
For numerous OB PNs of the pattern Warad- DN see Ranke 1905: 174a77b.

Stamm (1939: 262-63) suggests that this pattern indicates a

spiritual relationship between the god and the bearer.

Huffmon

lists twenty .Amorite PNs containing the .Amorite cognate habd- ,
*cabd- (1965: 189).

With no. 4 above, compare for example the

Amorite PN ~-ab- du-IsDAR, and with no. 5 ~-ab- du- Ku- bi (Huffmon
1965: 189) .

I
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wedu
-wediku
Ili-

1

I-1!-we-di-ku (21.1).

"Individual, solitary, single (person or object)" (CADE: 36a).
In the case of wediku the adj. is stativized, and the 1, c.,
sing. stative ending has been affixed (GAG: par. 71c and supplement ) •

The element appears in numerous names •

Several

identical to the above, from the OB period, are cited by CAD
E: 37a and see also YOS 14: 30.5.
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-ya
Abi-

1

A-bi-ya (13.2.a).

Ahati-

2

A-ha-ti-ya (F; 34).

Ahi-

3

A-hi-ya ( 34) .

Anna-

4 An-na-ya (F; 13.2.a).

Awili-

5 A-wi-li-ya (13.2.a).

BeliBuri-

6

Be-1!-ya (35.1).

7

Bu-ri-ya (35.5).

Bu~iDariIddin-

8

Bu-~!-ya (35.7).

9

Da-ri-ya (13.2.a).

10

I-din-ya (17.1).

Isdi-

11

Is-di-ya (F; 13.2.a).

Lamassi-

12

La-ma-s!-ya (13.2.a).

Manni-

13 Ma-an-ni-ya (13.2.a).

Masi-

14 Ma-si-ya (34).

Milki-

15

Mupatti-

16 Mu-pa-at-ti-ya, Mu-pa-ti-ya (F; 38.4).

Muti-

17 Mu-ti-ya (F; 13.2.a).

Nanna-

18

Na-an-ni-ya, Na-ni-ya (F; 13.2.a).

Na~ri-

19

Na-a~-ri-ya (30.2).

Rabi-

20

Ra-bi-ya, Ra-bi-a (F; 30.5).

Risi-

21

Ri-si-ya (39.2).

~illiSadi-

22

~[i?]-1!-ya (32.3).

23

Sa?-di?-ya (F; 13.2.a).

Sarri-

24

Sar-ri-ya (35.1).

thmni-

25

Um-mi-ya (F; 13.2.a).

Hypocoristic suffix.
Ghrondahl 1967: 26-27.
ness.

Mi-il-ki-ya (13.2.a).

See Stamm 1939: 113 and MacRae 1943: 293 as well as
The element seems to express endearment and tender-

Many of the above PNs can be considered abbreviations from longer

PNs ,. see the respective paragraphs in the Analysis Chapter.
discussion of the suffix see also Ranke 1905: 12-13.

For a brief
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Yakrub-El (DN)
<iyakrub-El-tillati

1

~a-ak-ru-ub-El-til-la-ti (29.1.c).

This deity is mentioned in only one name from Mari (ARMI' XVI/1:
267), although the deity is mentioned in greeting formulas in
several of Kibri-Dagan's letters (Nakata 1974: 216-17).

Its

occurrence is limited to the Terqa region, possibly the chief
deity of that city (Nakata 1974: 217).

One would normally con-

sider the deity Amorite in view of the Yaqtul element (Edzard
1960: 91 and Huffman 1965: 76, n. 88) , but in view of the variant
Ikrub-El, this interpretation is not assured (Nakata 1974: 217).
Although the ultimate origin of the deity cannot be completely
established, the Amorite origin still seems the most probable
explanation.

-yatum
-yatum
Abi-

1

A-bi-ya-tim (gen.) (13.2.a).

Iddin-

2

I-din-ya-tum, I-din-ya-tim, I-din-ya-tam
The general pattern is for the noun ending to
conform to sentence syntax, but there appear to
be a few errors in the texts in this regard.
See the Listing (17.1).

An endearment suffix in use during the OB and Kassite periods (Stamm

1939: 113).

In the early stages of research into PNs Ranke (1905:

17-18) considered this suffix to be a combination of -atum and-~,
indicating a mixture of the West Semites and the Babylonians.

This

of course is difficult to prove and according to Huffman (1965: 13040) no Amorite PNs have this suffix appended to them.

Parallels to

the above PNs can be found in the Mari corpus with the-~ ending
appended to them (see the Glossary under-~, nos. 1, 3, 10 and 19).
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iyatum

1

I-ya-tum (F ; 34).

Fem. form of the independent possessive pronoun (CAD I/J. 330) attested
at Mari (Finet 1956: par. 20a).

See also GAG par. 44.

From the 'Cappa-

docian' names note .!_-~-tum (Stephens 1928. 74) and from Cassite times
Ya-~-tum (Clay 1912· 82).
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zabilu
zabilum

1

Za-bi-lim (gen.) (38.4).

2

Za-bi-la-tum (F. 38.4).

zabil-atum

Although no PNs are cited by CAD the element

"Porter" (CAD Z: 8a).

does make good sense as an occupational PN (see Analysis Chapter) and
further, the element is attested in OB, indeed occurs in the Mari
texts themselves (see CAD for references).

zaku
zakum

1

Za-ku-u, Za-ku-um (35.8).

-atum

2

Za-ka-tum (F; 35.8).

-tum

3

Za-ku-tum (F; 35.8).

zakii-

"Clear ..• clean ... " (CAD Z: 23a).

For additional PNs, one from

the OB period identical to no. 3 above, see CAD Z· 24a.

The element,

however, may be Amorite (Huffman 1965· 186-87) for cognates are
found in WSem.

zaninu
-zanni
Libur-

1

"Provider" (CAD Z: 45b).

Li-bur-za-an-ni, CLJi-bur-za-ni (F ; 41 . 1),
I have followed Birot (1960b· 239) in taking

the latter reading as a variant of the first.
has been omitted from zanini.

Apparently the-!.-

For several OB names containing this

element see CAD Z: 46a where ¾nlil-za-ni-in-su and Li-bur-za-nim-E-kur
are cited among others (the latter being Cassite ; Clay 1912

103a).
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zarriqu
zarriqum

1

"With speckled eyes

Za-ri-qum, Za-ri-q[u-umJ (38.1).
" ( CAD Z : 69a). The element appears already

in •PNs from the Sargonic and Ur III periods and Gelb cites one
identical to the above along with several others (MAD 3: 311).
See also CAD, above, for further examples and Halma 1914

48-50.

zikru
zikir-Istar
d....

....

-pr- Samas

1

Zi-ki-ir-Ist[arJ (36).

2

Zi-ki-ir-pr-dsamas (36).

3

ra-ab-zi-ki-ir-su (32.3).

-zikirsu
Tab-

"Command" (CAD Z. 112b).

CAD cites several PNs, one similar

in pattern to no. 1 above, from the OB period (Z: 114b).
is also common in Amorite PNs (Huffman 1965: 187).

The element

It is difficult

to ascertain the exact mng. of the element in the above PNs.
d Addu ( Sta.mm 1939
of the parallel PN +ab-sum-

sible that the mng. in no. 3 could be 'name'.

In view

236), it is also posHowever, since zikru

is often used with reference to a divine or royal command (CAD Z: 114),
I have adopted this mng. in interpreting these Mari names.

c-
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··• (t)13
,,>(
ziqnu
ziqnu

1

"Beard" (CAD Z: 125b).

Zi-iq-nu, Zi-iq-nu- um ( F; 38 . 1) .
Although no PNs are cited the word does

appear in OB and the PN is probably to be taken as an indication
of an unusual facial feature for a female bearer.

zittu
zitti-Istar

1

Zi-ti-Istar (29.1.c).

"Share of an inheritance, of an income ... " (CAD Z. 138a).

Although

the element is common in OB, the only PNs cited by CAD (Z: 141b)
are from the NB period.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE AKKADIAN PERSONAL NAMES
The standard format of many works dealing with personal names
basically consists of a listing and translation of the names,
as well as a glossary of the elements.

1

Because Akk.adian names

are fairly comprehensible, it is also possible to classify them
according to semantic categories.

Only J. J. Stamm, in his

Die akkadische Namengebung, had attempted this.

Even though

his study was published in 1939, it has remained the definitive
work to this day.
Because of this, it was decided to place the Mari names
into the categories Stamm had outlined.

To facilitate comparison

between the Mari names and those that he had classified, this
chapter has been arranged to correspond with his paragraph numbers.
The paragraphs are ordered so that verbal sentence names
appear first (paragraphs 16-28), nominal sentence names next
(paragraphs 29-33) and finally 'designating names' (paragraphs
34-42).
In chapters 41 and 42 of his work, entitled 'Slave Na.mes' and
'Names of Public Officials', Stamm departed from his semant,i c
1 see for example Ranke (1905), Tallqvist (1914), Gelb,
Purves, and MacRae (1943), Gelb (MAD 3, 1957) and Grondahl (1967).

A
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It

categories to a classification based upon the social standing
of the bearer.

To avoid this inconsistency these paragraphs have

been revised slightly to make them conform to the semantic
classification employed in the preceding paragraphs.

Although

paragraph 13 does not form an integral part of the main body of
Stamm's work, it is included here to facilitate the classification
of those names which are abbreviations and which are not entered
elsewhere.

A
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The Classification of
t he Akkadian Names
Abbreviated Names (13)
The names contained in this chapter are names which can be
considered abbreviations from longer names.

It is generally assumed

that one or more elements of the longer name have been omitted and a
shortened name has resulted.

This abbreviated name may or may not

have a hypocoristic suffix, and need not make sense in and of itself.

Since a full scale prosopographic investigation is beyond the scope
of this study, no attempt has been made to demonstrate that one
individual was called by both the longer and the related shorter
name.

In most cases it probably should be assumed that such was not

the case.

The most that can be said is that a name is 'apparently'

derived from a longer one.
Since many of the names found in the Mari corpus can be
considered abbreviations from longer names, selected examples have
been chosen as illustrative of the process and have been entered
below.

By consulting the Glossary under a given element, additional

possible abbreviations can be noted.
In most cases where a name is apparently derived from a longer
name, the shorter abbreviated form has been entered in this Analysis
Chapter in the paragraph where the longer name is classified.
Thus for example, Gimillu has been entered in paragraph 32.2 along
d•

•

with Gimil-DN and Mad-gimil- Samas.

Those names which do not have

a corresponding longer name in the Mari corpus, from which they might
be derived, have been entered in this paragraph (see especially 13.2).
If several possibilities exist, from which a given abbreviated name mi ght
be derived, the abbreviated name is often entered here.

In this
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paragraph, the names marked with,-,, are those names which appear
only in this paragraph of the Analysis Chapter.
Abbreviated expressions (13.1)
Often a name is shortened by the omission of the theophoric
element.

Selected examples follow:

M-d
. "l- d•Samas... (32.2)
a -gl.lIU
or Gimil- dS amas... (32.2)

to

Gimillu (32.2)

(32.3)
Ta.b-silli-DN
.

to

1'a.b-~illi (32.3)

- dSamas... (32.1)
Etel-pi-

to

Etellum (35.1; possibly a pure

.

endearment name)
Adallal-dSin ( 27.1)

to

Adallal (27.1 )

Ibbi-DN (17.5)

to

Ibbum (17.5) or Ibbatum (f; 17.5)

Iddin-DN (17.1)

to

Iddinyatum (17.1) or Iddinya (17.1)

to

-Milku (F; 13.2.b) or -Milkiya (13.2.a)

I~ti-dSamas-milku (31.1)
or Ili-milku (F; 31.1)

The omission of the theophoric element seems to occur quite
frequently in the case of names which were formed using the construct
pattern.
Ubar-DN (37.3)

to

Ubarrum (37.3, one person bore both
names, see the Listing)

Amat-DN (F; 37.3)

to

Amtum

(F, 41.5; possibly a 'slave name')

·•t·1.-dAya (F; 36)
Eris

to

Eristum (F, 35.1, possibly pure endearment)

Gimil-DN (32.2)

to

Gimill~

Inbi/Inib-DN (37.1)

to

Inbatum (F, 37.1)

Ipiq/Ipqu-DN (39.2)

to

Ipiqum (39.2) or Ipqatum (39.2)

Niir-DN (39.2)

to

-Nurtum (F, 13.2.a)

(32.2, see above)

A
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3
Qisti-DN (36)

to

Qistum (f; 35.1; possibly pure
endearment)

Qisat-DN1

to

Ri hat-DN to

- Qisatum (13.1)
Rihatum (F; 40 . 10 )

Some abbreviated names are formed through the omission of
the initial element:
M-d
. ·1- dS amas... (32.2)
a -g1.m1.

to

G"1.mi·1- dS amas... (32.2)

Tab-~illi-~agan (32.3)

to

9illi-dDagan (32.3)

or Sa-pi-DN

to

Pi-DN (17.11)

Beli-lu-dari (41.1)

to

Lu-dari (41.1) or ~nariya (13.2.a)

Mannum-balu-dSamas (33.1)

to

Balu-dSamas (33.1)

Sarrum-kima-ili (42)

to

~Ki ma-ili (13 .1 )

Etel-, Iddin-,

Ikun-

Some names are abbreviated t hr ough the omission of t he mi ddle element·
dSin-aham-idinnam (17.1)

to

dSin-idinnam (17.1)

Iddin-pi-DN (17.1)

to

Iddin-DN (17.1)

Occasionally names are formed by the omission of the final
element:
Ana-~agan-taklaku (25.2)

to

Ana-~agan (13.2.b)

Abbreviations with hypocoristic endings (13.2.a)
The majority of the names appearing with hypocoristic suffixes
are entered elsewhere in the Analysis Chapter, in con j unction with the
longer names to which they are apparently related.

In the Glossary

a complete listing of all the names which bear a given hypocoristic
suffix is placed

under the suffix itself.

The following discussion

lThi s patt ern i s not attested in the Mari corpus of names but
see AHw 923b .
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will especially note those names which have not been entered elsewhere in
the Analysis Chapter.
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE HYPOCORISTIC SUFFIXES
USED IN THE AKKADIAN NAMES FROM MARI
Hypocoristic
ending

Total number of
Akkadian names
with suffix

Number of names
borne by males

Number of names
borne by females

-a
-

13

1

12

-an

12

12

0

-anum
--

2

1

1

-atum
-

34

2

32

-aya

7

2

5

-tum

7

0

7

25

16

9

2

2

0

-,-

--

-~

- yatum

The - ~ hypoco ri stic suffix occurs primarily on names which were
borne by females.
Mari names .

Thirteen instances are attested 1:illlong the Akkadian

This element was much more common in the OB period than

Stamm had thought (1939

113 and see the Glossary).

It appears on some

abbreviated names; with ~Ammina ( F), compare Ammini-Annu ( 21 . 1) , with
- ~ (F) compare ~

- kasid (16 . 1) .

For ~Awila (F) , ~1amassa ( F )

and ~Nura ( F) see the Glossary for various possibilities . l
Although Sta.mm (1939: 113- 14 ) omitted the

-an

hypoco ristic endi ng

from his discussion, it is quite common among the names from the Mari
corpus .

It is the only hypocoristic suffix which is us ed exclusively in

masculine Akkadian names .

The other suffix which occurs frequently in mas -

culine names,-~, is used with both masculine and feminine names ( see below ) .
lThe primary discussion of this , and the following suffixes, is
found in the Glo ssary under the appropriate entry .
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The -an hypocoristic ending also occurs very frequently with masculin~
Amorite names (Huffman 1965. 136-37 and Buccellati 1966a. 224-29).

For

a discussion of this element, see the Glossary where the Akk. names bearing this element are listed, and the paragraph numbers referring to their
places of classification in the Analysis Chapter are given.

For some ·

longer Mari names from which ~Awatan and ~Baltan might be derived see
the awatu a n d ~ Glossary entries.

For longer non-Mari names from

which ~Igaran and ~usatan might be derived see igaru and usatu in the Glossary.
The -anum suffix is not well attested among the Akk. names from Mari .
The two names in which it occurs, Belanum and Damqanu (F), have been classified elsewhere in the Analysis Chapter (35 .1 and 35 . 2 and see especially
the Glossary).
The -atum ending is the most common of the hypocoristic endings
affixed to the Akk. names in the Mari texts with thirty-four occurrences .
This element occurs most often in feminine names (94%).

This male-female

distribution is similar to that found among the Amorite names (84%) ,
although the suffix itself is not as common among the Amorite names as
it is among the Akkadian ones (Huffman 1965

133).

For ~Babatum (F),

~Lamassatum (F), ~Mammatum (F) , ~Mannatum (F), ~Nannatum (F) and
~Purusatum (F), longer names from which these might be derived have been
cited in the Glossary .

In the cases of ~Babatum (F), ~Lamassatum (F),

~Mammatum (F), ~Nannatum (F) and ~Purusatum (F), the ending is affixed
to divine names.
For ~Iratum (F) and ~sittatum (F), longer parallels are not
attested in the Mari corpus, but in the Glossary extra- Mari names are
suggested from which such hypocoristica might be derived.
The - aya hypocoristic ending is not too common in early periods
(Stamm 1939

113).

It occurs in only seven Mari Akkadian names.

Among

,,
I

µ
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~

this limited usage it seems to be used more often in masculine names.

In

the case of ~Mannaya (F), a number of names exist from which it might have
been derived, and thus it is noted here.
For the feminine hypocoristic ending -tum only seven instances are
found among the Akk. names.

Six have been placed elsewhere in this Analysis

Chapter, while ~Nurtum (F) is noted here since it is not possible to decide
from which of several patterns this name might be derived.
Of the twenty-five occurrences of the-~ suffix affixed to Akkadian
names, most of them have been classified elsewhere.

In the following cases

longer names are attested in the Mari corpus; with ~Annaya (F) compare
Anna-ahum (16.1), and with ~Awiliya compare Awil-DN (37.3).

For ~Abiya,

~Dariya, ~1amassiya, ~Manniya, ~Milkiya, ~Mutiya (F), ~Nanniya (F ) ,
~sadiya (F) and ~ummiya (F), see the Glossary for various possibilities
regarding longer names.

In the case of Isdiya (F) an extra-Mari name

is cited in the Glossary.
The -yatum hypocoristic ending was not very productive in either
Akk. or Amorite names in the Mari corpus.

Of the two occurrences of this

suffix on names which might be Akk., ~Abiyatum is noted here because there
are numerous possibilities from which it might be derived.

For Iddinyatum

see paragraph 17.1.
Abbreviated names without
affixed elements (13 .2.b)
Abbreviated names of this t ype were common in the Mari corpus of
names.
Chapter.

Most o f the names have been entered elsewhere in this Analysis
For selected examples of this type of abbreviation see para-

graph 13.1 above.

As for ~Ana-~agan, t h ere are several possibilit ies

from which it might be derived ( see~ in the Glossary ) .

For an example

of a longer name fr om whic h ~Talim mi ght be an abbr·eviati on also see the
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Glossary.

Apparently this name occurs without a case ending.

Abbreviated

names with case endings inc l ude; ~Awatum ( F ) , ~Mannum, Milku (F), Naplisum
and ~Taribatum ( f) .

Fo r long er Mari and extra-Mari names from whic h they

might be abbreviations, see the Glo ssary.
Some names are abbreviated in such a way that o nly the divine name
remains.

It is certain that these are personal names due to the fact t h at

they appear in lists of personal names .

To be noted are

~Bunene (F) , ~Kakka (F), ~Naba ' um, ~Nanna (F) and ~Tabubu (F) .

When these

DNs appear as one - word PNs they never occur with the DINGIR sign.

Indeed,

even though Akka, Kakka and Tabubu occur in seven A..~k . PNs respectively,
they never appear with the DINGIR sign .

In the cases of other names the

usage of the DINGIR sign is not dominant except in the thrice attested
Bunene .
It is to be noted that both males and females bore this type of
name , contrary to Johns (1901- 1902
borne only by males .

162) who had suggested that they were

Stamm had suggested that the occurrence of suc h

names was very rare (1939

117), but as the above examples show, this

type of name was ~uite common among the Old Babylo nian Akkadian names
found in the Mari corpus .
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Names of Greeting (16)
Paragraphs 16-28 contain names which consist of verbal
sentences.
Secular Names of Greeting (16.1)
These names, all of which are in sentence form, were spoken
at the time of birth by one of the parents or older siblings.
In Baltu-kasid, 'A healthy one has arrived', the speaker is
probably the father.

In the case of Iksud-appasu, 'His nose has

arrived', it seems possible that the birth was an abnormal feet first
delivery and that when the nose appeared the exclamation was
uttered.

Stamm (1939: 127-28) even went so far as to note that

the sex of the child was known before the delivery was completed,
but this may be pressing the evidence too far.

For an alternate

interpretation, see the Glossary under appu.
Some o f t he names which make use of ahum and ahatum were pr obably
spoken by an older sibling(s).

Aham-arsi, 'I have acquired a

brother', was spoken by an older sister while Aham-nuta, 'We have
found a brother', would have been pronounced by older sisters.
In these cases the bearer was probably the first male offspring
in the family.

Aha.tam-uta (F), 'I have found a sister',

was spoken by an older sibling.
Occasionally a reference is made to the bearer who is addressed
in the vocative.

Probably Anna-ahum, 'Indeed, a brother', and

Arsi-ahum, 'I have acquired , 0 brother', were spoken by an older
sister.

Because of the similar pattern, it is possible that

Arse-daoqu (F), 'I have acquired, 0 small child', was also pronounced
by an older sister.

In these cases certainty i s not possible and

i ndeed, the speakers could have been a parent or older sibling .

A
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Sta.mm's suggestion that the newborn could have been designated
by ilum (1939: 100, 129-30, 244-45 and 293) receives support from
several names found in the Mari corpus.

He has noted that the

reference may indicate that the newborn was considered as a
'substitute' or 'personification' for a previously deceased child
or family member (see paragraphs 40.7 and 40.8).

In this connection

Atta-ilumma, 'You are the god', would have been addressed to the
newborn, while Anaku-ilumma, 'I am the god' , and Anaku-dLamma,
'I am the protective genie', would have been 'placed in the mouth
of the newborn'.
Mannase (F), 'Who is she?', is apparently a name of greeting,
taking the form of a question posed by a parent or older sibling.
Names of Greeting containing
theophoric elements (16.2)
These names are, in the main, cries of joy and of thanksgiving
for the newborn, and are directed to a deity.

The names

d ........

Assur-,

a...~
d....
... _....
(
)
r-1:arduk-, Sa.mas-~, 1 0 DN, we have a brother', are difficult
to interpret (MacRae 1943: 300b).

I have followed Stamm 1 s interpretation

(1939: 131-32) taking the DN as a vocative and assuming an undesignated
object, -aha.m-.
Stamm (132).

Note the non-Mari name Isu-abam-~arduk cited by

The main difficulty with this interpretation seems

_....

to be the lack of a full three-membered name of the type DN-aha.m-~.
The plural subject of the verb indicates that the speakers were
older siblings.

Since the bearers of these names are all males

this would indicate that this type of name was possibly given to the
first male offspring in the family, however, this can not be stated
with certainty due to the lack of patronymics with the Mari names.
the above names compare Aham-nuta cited in paragraph 16.1 above.

With
For
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these reasons, as well as the fact that non-Mari names of the type
Aham/Ilam-nisu exist (132), it seems best to follow Stamm's lead.
If the names mean, 'We have DN', then they would be expressions of
trust.

Arsi-Adda, 'I have acquired, 0 Addu', is to be interpreted in

a similar way; note Arsi-ahum/daqqu (F) cited in paragraph 16.1 above.
For a name based upon the pattern Ennam-DN, which is cited
by Stamm in this paragraph (133), see my paragraph 22.1 dealing
with request names.
Names of Greeting for which it is
difficult to determine their
meaning and situation (16.3)
There are several names which appear to be cries of joy and
of thanksgiving which were expressed by one of the parents.

These

may express recognition of the di vine help which was thought to
have been involved in conception or a difficult delivery.
...
here are :r:
oumman-la-El,
- d...
Samas,

0 El' (Stamm 1939: 136).

I

Included

I
But for DN,
and Anni-El, 'Indeed,

However, they could also be placed in

paragraphs 17 or 24 as expressions of thanksgiving.
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Na.mes of Thanks giving (17)
The god gives the child (17.1)
The names cited in this paragraph are some of the most common
found in the Mari corpus.

In most of these names the bearer is not

directly referred to and it is difficult, if not impossible, to
identify the speaker of the names.
d_
d
d
d
Iddin-Abba, - Addu, - Admu, -Akka, - Amurrum, -Annu, -7Jagan,
-~iritum, -Ea, -El, _dIGI.KUR, -Il-aba, -ili, _dishara, -Istar,
_ditiir-Mer, -Kakka, -Kubi, _dLaba, -~amma, _dNinsubur, -~umusda,
d.__

d ...

d...

...

- ~unu, - Sin, - Sa.mas , and -Tabubu, 'DN has given' , are names
which exhibit the concept of t he deity ' gi v ing ' t he child.
With the ventive ending the word order is reversed (Stamm 1939:
107): Ea-, Ili-, dSin- and dSamas-idinnam, 'DN has given to me'.
.
dS...
h a.m-1. d·1.nnam, 'S 1.n
... h as given
.
'
S1.nce
----1::!!.-a
me a b ro ther,
0

is the only

three-membered name of its type found in the Mari corpus, it seems
best to consider the Iddin-DN pattern as primary, rather than
considering the numerous two-membered names as abbreviations from the
singly attested three-membered name.

Sta.mm suggested that this type of

name had been spoken by the older brother of the newborn who, in turn,
was the second male offspring in the family (1939· 139 and 43-45),
but the most that can be said is that the bearer of this name was
not the first child.

This is the only name in this paragraph in

which the bearer is actually referred to.
Iddinya and Iddinyatum are two abbreviated names composed of
the verbal form found in the longer two-membered names, with the
hypocoristic suffixes-~ and -yatum appended.
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... . _...
' Sin
... has given to me as a present ' ,
Semantically, d S1n-1a1sam,

is grouped with the foregoing, but the usage of nadanu far surpasses
that of aiasu in the names of the Mari corpus.

Sumu-taqis, 'She has

presented the name/posterity' , is probably addressed to an unnamed
female deity although it could conceivably be addressed to the
mistress of a slave.

Supporting the former interpretation are

five feminine 'names of thanksgiving', such as Tabni-Istar,
~unu-tabni, Tiilid- '\ianuna, Tasiim-Istar and Tatur-Istar ( see
below pars. 17.2-3 , 17 . 8 and 17.10 and additionally Stamm

1939: 28).

However, if the mistress of the slave is being

addressed, as is the case with Stamm's Taqisa-Beltu (F) (28),
then the name could be entered in paragraph 41 as a slave name.
In any case, the name is a 'mixed name', consisting of the Amorite
element sumu and the Akk. verbal form, taqis.
The names Iddin-tl-Ea, -El, 'The command of DN has given',
acknowledge the powerfulness of the divine word which was operative
in the 'giving' of the child.

It is possible that these names could

be placed in paragraph 17.11 where thankfulness for the trustworthiness
of the divine word is expressed, but in view of the usage of nadanu
it seems preferable to place them here.

For possible abbreviated names

see paragraph 17 . 11.
For nominal names which correspond to those found in this
paragraph see paragraph 36.

There, we find that the dominant verbal

root, nadanu, has only a single corresponding nominal type of name,
while the subordinate verbal form, qiasu, has numerous correspondences,
using qistu (see the Glossary for references).

No corresponding

attribute names, of the type DN-nadin-apli/zeri/ahi, were found in
the Mari corpus of names (paragraph 30.1).
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The god creates the child (17 .2-3)
Ibni-dAddu, _dAmurrum, -¾;rra and ..;.dSin, ' DN has created '.
The less frequently attested word order is found in dSin-ibni .
Corresponding attribute names of the type DN-bani are very common
in the Mari corpus of name's ( see paragraph 30 . 1).

Al though feminine

names of this type are not too common (Stamm 1939 . 28 and 366),
Tabni-Istar (F) and ~unu-tabni (F), 'DN has created', are two
examples attested in the Mari corpus.

Note the abbreviated name

Tabnitum (F), which consists of the verbal form plus the -tum ending.
The name Tiilid-~amma (F), 'Ma.mm.a has borne', is rare evidence
for the concept that the goddess has borne the child (Stamm 1939· 140).
The god brings (the child?) (17.4)
I
~lil- and d...
Sin-ublam, ' DN has brought to me.

d_

The placing

of these names in this category is based upon the assumption that they
are similar to the DN-idinnam names noted above (17.1).

However,

a three-membered name such as DN-aham/aplam-ublam is lacking.
In view of this uncertainty, Stamm noted the possibility that these
names might possibly be considered as thanksgiving names and thus
be placed in paragraph 24 (1939· 141).
The god names the name of the child (17.5)
. dAddu, - dAmurrum, - ci_
- ar an , - Nehum,
7)agan, -I -st ar, - d Ist

Ibb
_
_1._-

-~insubur, _dSahan, and _dSamas, 'DN has called/named'. Ilsu-ibbisu,
'His god has called/named him'.

Stamm pointed out (1939· 141) that

the relationship between 'naming' and 'creating' was very close in
the ancient mind.

In this regard compare the names cited above.

Corresponding nominal names of the type Nabi-DN are quite common,
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see paragraph 36.

Three-membered verbal sentence names, whic h are more

frequent in later times (Stamm 1939: 142), are lacking in the Mari corpus.
Abbreviated names, based upon the verbal form used in the two-membered
names, include Ibbum, vocalized according to sentence syntax, and
Ibbatum (f) , which is composed of ibbi plus the -atum ending.
The god 'Determines' the birth (17 . 8)
-- d Addu and -Ea, 'DN has determined', is
The exact sense of Isim-

difficult to ascertain.

Perhaps the 'determining ' referred to the fact

that the god had certainly caused the birth or possibly that the god had
'determined' the time of birth.

On the other hand it is possible that

the reference could be to the deity 'determining ' the fate or destiny of
the individual involved.
1225b).

The element siamu is indeed used this way (AHw·

Tasim-Istar ( F)' 'Istar has determined', is another of the rare

feminine names found among the thanksgiving names (Stamm 1939· 28).
Names for later children (17 .1 0)
In the names Itur-Asdu, -Ea and -¾ingal, ' DN has returned', the
deity mentioned was probably considered responsible for the birth of a
previous child.

When a second child was born, this same deity was con-

sidered to have been still active and thus ' had returned'.

The G form

of ta.ru is intransitive, and thus Stamm's alternative rendering, whereby
the newborn is considered a substitute for a deceased child , is not possible (1939· 146, n.3 ) .

One feminine name, Tatur- Istar (F) , 'Istar has

returned', is attested .

Finally to be noted is Ustasni-El, 'El has

doubled'.
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Thanks for the trustworthiness
of the divine word (17.11)
For Ikun-Ef-dSin, 'The command of Sin is firm', it seems
reasonable to assume that the deity mentioned had given an oracle
stating that a child would be born, and that when in fact the child
was born, this type of name was given to him. 1

Thus, 'is firm' is

to be interpreted as 'has come true' or 'is established'.

Ikuppi (F)

is probably an abbreviation from Ikun-Ef, which in turn is an abbreviated
name. 2

Names such as Pi- d Addu and - d-Samas,
could be abbreviations

from the above mentioned type of names or from the Iddin-Ef-Ea and -El
pattern noted in paragraph 17.1.

It is interesting to note that none

of the divine names found in the full three-membered names, i.e.,
Ea, El or Sin, appear in the 'abbreviated names' noted above.
1Roberts (1972. 62, n.l) uses this interpretation for his
earlier 'Ikim-DN' names.
2 compare OA Ikuppasa from Ikun-pasa cited by Roberts (1972
62, n.l) from Stephens 1928. 45a.
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Names Expressing a Request
for a Child (18.1)
There is only one name from the Mari corpus which is to be
placed in this category.
Samas'.

d...

...

Samas-piqdanni, 'Entrust to me, 0

Semantically, this name seems to have a correspondence

in the late name cited by Stamm (1939· 149-50), ~arduk-qisanni,
'Give to me (a son), 0 Marduk'.

In any case, the Mari name can be

considered as a request for a son which was uttered prior to the birth
by the father.

Then, after the request had been granted, the

name was given to the bearer, becoming in effect a thanksgiving
name, testifying to the fact that the deity had acted favorably on
behalf of the petitioner.
Most of the names cited in this paragraph by Sta.mm (1939:
148-51) are precatives in which the deity is addressed.

Precatives

addressed to the deity are very rare in the Mari corpus of names
(see the Glossary, lu).
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Names Expressing Wishes (19)
Names expressing wishes on behalf of a child are rare in
the Mari corpus of names.

This agrees with Stamm's observation

(1939: 152) regarding their rarity in the OB period.

Among the

Mari names, wishes are expressed primarily for the master or
mistress of a slave and also on behalf of the king (see paragraphs
41 and 42).
precative.

Wishes normally take the form of an imperative or
It can also be assumed that in the following instances

it is the well-being of the son that is in view.

Wishes for the growth of the child (19.2)
It is probable that Lipissu-liser, 'May his creation prosper',
was addressed to an unknown deity, especially in view of the Lipit-DN
names attested in the Mari corpus (see paragraph 37.1).

The verbal

element is nominalized in the abbreviated name Liserum.

Wishes for divine protection (19.5)
Ili-u 9ursu, 'O my god, protect him', is apparently directed
to the deity on behalf of the newborn child.

The 3, masc ., sing.,

accusative pronominal suffix replaces the direct object, which is
found in names such as DN-apla/aham- ~ noted by Stamm (1939. 158).
For a similar name in the first person, see paragraph 22.4.
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Names Expressing Complaints (21)
General complaints (21.1)
In ancient times names of this type were borne by both sexes
(Stamm 1939. 161-62), but in the Mari corpus of names they are borne
only by males.

Thus the reason for the complaint is not that a male

offspring was sought, otherwise the complaint would certainly have
turned to joy with the arrival of the male.

Instead, the basis of

most of the complaints is probably sickness (Stamm 1939: 161).

The

speaker of these names is often the child himself, or at least the
name was 'placed in his mouth'.

Occasionally the father appears to

be the speaker of the name.
If the basis of the complaints had to do with sickness, then
the names Admat-ili, 'How long, 0 my god?', and Mati-ilu, 'When, 0
god?', are cries, asking the god how much longer the pain of illness
would last.

In fact, they are cries of dispair, that the person had

had enough pain (CAD Al. 119a).

Note also Ammini-Annu, 'Why, 0 Annu?'

and Ma 9 i-El, 'It is enough, 0 El'.

Ma:.;i 'atum (F) is an abbreviated

form with the hypocoristic suffix added.
The usage of the verbal root anahu is quite common among the
names of complaint found in the Mari corpus.

Atanah, 'I have become

tired', could be considered complete in and of itself, but it also
could be an abbreviated name from a longer two-membered name such
as Atanah-ili cited by Ranke (1905
235. 7).

68a) or Atanah-Istar ( YOS 13

Also attested among the Mari names are Anih-libbi, 'My

heart is tired', Anah-El, 'I am tired, 0 El', and the

S form in

dSunuhSamas,
'He is worried/having a hard time, 0 Samas'.

The

latter name seems to have been spoken by the father, referring to
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a sick son.

Possibly the mother was the speaker of the name Abum-anih ,

'The father is tired'.
The name Ili-wediku, 'O my god, I am alone', is a complaint
'placed in the mouth' of the child.

It seems reasonable to assume

that the bearer was an orphan and that his name reflects this status
(for wediku see the Glossary, wedu).
Complaints in the form of
negative expressions (21.2)
The single example of this type among the Mari names is
Abum-~-kin, 'The father is not reliable'.

The speaker of this

name could be an irate wife or abandoned child.
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Names Expressing Requests (22)
Requests similar to prayers (22.1)
The following names contain elements, usually verbal forms,
which also appear in prayers (Stamm 1939· 29-30 and 166-74 passim).
It is usually impossible to identify with certainty the situation
which gave rise to the names, but as Stamm noted (166), siekness
was probably the basis of most of the requests.
is based upon the analogy of prayers.

This observation

The speaker of the names

is difficult to determine, but it is probable that they were spoken
by the father and 'placed in the mouth of the child'.
Ili-atpalam, 'Omy god, requite to me', is a request for a favorable
hearing regarding an entreaty.

Stamm (1939) entered this name in

paragraph 22.1.f,translating apalu as 'to intercede for', but in
view of its usage in the Gt, in the sense of "to requite" (CAD
A2: 164b), it seems preferable to enter it in this category.
the usage of mutaplu in the Glossary.

Compare

With Supi-leqe (F), 'Accept

' compare th e th ree-memb ere d name ---2:E_-~unn1nn1,
ds... 1
· · 'Sin,
my prayer,
accept my entreaty', cited by Stamm (167).
I
d Ishara-gu.mli
...
• ( F,
)
Ili-gimlanni, 'Spare me, 0 my god,
'Spare,

0

....
' , and Gumul- d Sin,
...
Ishara
'Spare, O Sin' , are requests for compassion

and kindness.

As a rule, in two-membered names, the vocative stands

in the first position,althcugh exceptions to the rule are quite common
(Sta.mm 1939: 109).

Since ennam is to be considered a vocative particle

d .......
meaning 'mercy' ( CADE· 170 ) , Ennam- Assur

means 'Mercy, 0 Assur'.

d Sin-napseram,
...
...
' Pardon me, 0 Sin,
... '
seems to be a request for

reconciliation to an enraged deity.

Napsera, 'Pardon me', could

be considered complete as it stands, but it seems more probable
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that it is an abbreviation from a longer two-membered name such as
the

preceding.

Ili-tu.ra, 'Return to me, 0 my god', and Tu.ra-~agan ,

'Return to me, 0 Dagan', are requests that the favorable presence
of the deities will return to the petitioners.
The following names seem to be requests for deliverance from
some type of misfortune or sickness (Stamm 1939. 169), although it
can not be excluded that they are requests for deliverance from the
penalty of sin (AHw: 849b).
me, 0 Sin',

These names include Sin-putram, 'Absolve

Ili-putranni, 'O my god, absolve me', Putram-ili,

'O my god, absolve me', and (F) Annu- and (F) Istar-putri, 'Absolve,
0 DN'.

If emphasis is placed upon the secular aspect, as suggested

above, then the translations could be 'Remove from me, 0 DN (the
evil, burden, sickness, etc.)'.

But due to the lack of a three-

membered name, containing an explicit object, certainty is not possible.
In several names the speaker is neutral.

Magtum-lizziz, 'May

the fallen one stand again', is a request for help while Kittum-lizziz,
'May justice stand again', is a request for justice to be accomplished.
This latter type of name is more frequent from Kassite times onward
(Stamm 1939: 172).
(F) Nawarsi- and Nawarsa-lumur, 'May I see her light', are
both requests addressed to unnamed female deities.

It is possible

that the request is that the divine presence of the deity might
be experienced in the temple (Stamm 1939· 173).
Rabussu-lumur, 'May I see his majesty'.

Also to be noted is

Following the above interpretation

I take rabutu to refer to the majesty of an unnamed deity, which seems
to be its primary reference (AHw· 940b).

It can not be excluded however,

that the reference could be to the majesty of the monarch, and if this
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is the case, it should be entered in paragraph 42.
Negative request

(22.3)

This class of names is not very productive.

Ili-~-abas, 'O my

god, may I not come to shame', is a request of a pious person, who
had placed his trust in a deity, that he would not be found wanting;
that is, that he will be proven correct in the placing of his trust
in the deity.
Requests regarding the condition
of the child (22.4)
Ili-usranni, 'O my god, protect me', is a request for the deity
to protect the child.

Balatam-qisim (F), 'Give life to me', was probably

spoken by the father on behalf of the child and then 'placed in the
mouth of the child'.

Ili-asranni, 'O my god, take care of me', can also

be taken as a request for· divine protection from physical danger.
However, in view of the usage of asaru in the sense of 'providing
with food rations' (CAD A2: 420b), this name could have been a request
made by the head of an impoverished family for divine supply of
provisions and then 'placed intlle mouth of the child'.
It is possible that Kakka-lidi (F), 'May Kakka know', should
be entered in this category as well.

The request would be that

the deity would give attention to the undefined condition of the child.
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Na.mes Expressing Abstract Thanksgiving (2 3 )
These names are expressions of thanksgiving mixed with j oy.
Since it is not usually stated what the reason for the thanksgiving is,
the names are 'abstract' in their nature.

They can be sub j ective

pronouncements, being 'placed into the mouth of the child', or
objective pronouncements, without a definite speaker being indicated.
Thanksgiving for 'Seeing'
the deity (23.1)
d
AmurAssur,
'I have seen Assur',
is the single example of this

very common type of name pattern (Stamm 1939: 183, n. 2).

With a

name such as this one, certainty regarding its interpretation is
not possible.

Stamm has argued that the reference could have been to

thanksgiving for a favorable response to a request for deliverance
from evil or for recovery from sickness (87-88).

On the other hand

the name could reflect thanksgiving for having seen the divine
presence in the temple of the god, see Nawarsi/sa-lumur entered in
paragraph 22.1 above in this regard.

Although it is possible that

the verbal form should be taken as an imperative, a name such as
Atamar-dSin in the perfect would argue against such an interpretation
(Ranke 1905: 68a).
Additional abstract thanksgiving names (23.2)
Na.mra-Sar'ur, 'Sar'ur is bright', and 9issu-nawrat, 'Its
rising is radiant', both contain allusions to stars which apparently
appeared approximately at the moment of birth (Stamm 1939: 183-84).
Taris-matum (F), 'The land rejoices', is one of several names
in which the joy of the parents is mixed with that of the land, perhaps
at the beginning of a festival.

This type of name is quite widespread
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in Kassite times (Stamm 1939· 79).

It seems that Taris-hattu (F), 'The

scepter rejoices ', and Tari s -Admu (F) and - Istar (F ) , 'DN rejoices' , might
stem from a similar background.

The latter names might i ndicate that the

birth took place approximately at the beginning of the deities ' festivals.
Also related to this class of names would be Erissu-matum, 'The land
desires him (i.e., the god)' (Stamm 1939: 79 and 186).

Again, the

reference could be to a soon-to-start festival.
Takun-matum (F), 'The land has become stable', Takun-hattum (F),
'The scepter has become stable', Tatur-ma.tum (F), 'The land has returned
(to stability)', and Kinis-matum (F), 'The land is firm/in order',
all indicate that the namegiver was alluding to the fortunate ending
of chaotic conditions in the land.

This event took place approximately

at the time of the birth of the newborn.

It is possible that

Tab-eli-matim, 'It is pleasant for the land', Tab-eli-matisu,
'It is pleasant for his land', and Tab-eli-ummanisu, 'It is pleasant
for his army', also point to the ending of chaotic conditions in the
land and army respectively.
It is possible that the names entered in these last two (literal)
paragraphs, especially Taris-hattu (F) and Takiin-hattum (F), could be
placed in paragraph 42 which contains names referring to the king and
kingship.
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Na.mes Expressing Specific Thanksgiving (24)
correspondin
Due to the short time between the birth and the time of name
giving, names expressing thanksgiving for deliverance or recovery
from sickness are rare.
seems to be of this type.

However, Tab-balati, 'My health is good',
The name was probably spoken by the father

and 'placed in the mouth of the child'.

Compare the request name

Balatam-oisim (F) cited in paragraph 22.4 above and a name such as
Lublut-ilum, 'May I be healthy, 0 god', among others cited by Stamm
(1939: 177).

Note also the numerous DN-muballit names found at Mari

(see the Glossary and paragraph 30.2).
Thanksgiving names with corresponding
prayer names (24.6-7)
Ili- and dSin-ismenni, 'DN has heard me', and Isme-dAddu,
-~agan and _dSin, 'DN has heard', are names of this type although
corresponding cognate prayer names are lacking in the Mari corpus.

But

semantically compare the 'request name' Supi-leqe (F) cited in
paragraph 22 .1.

Also to be noted is the attribute name

found at Mari (paragraph 30.3).

d...

...

Ishara-seme 'at (F) ,

Sta.mm's observations regarding word

order are evident in the above names.

That is, that the subject

is followed by the verb with the ventive, but the reverse is true
when the verb is suffixless (107).
Igmil-dSin, 'Sin has spared', has several corresponding
prayer names in the Mari corpus (see paragraph

22.1

and the Glossary).

Igmilum, vocalized according to sentence syntax, is an abbreviated
name based upon the nominalized verbal form.
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d
d ...
dApparently names such as Imgur- Ninurta, - Sin and - Sa.mas,
'DN has granted', are related semantically to the Isme-DN type names
noted above.

They both seem to reflect the fact that a favorable

hearing had been granted to a prayer.

This is evidenced by the fact

that the child had been born and was still living (Stamm 1939:
147 and 192 as well as CAD Ml: 38-39).

Corresponding 'request type

names' are lacking for both of these types in early times (Stamm 1939:
147) and this holds true for the Mari names.

Imgurum is an

abbreviated name resulting from the omission of the divine name in the
above type of names.

A form of the verbal element appears in

the category of 'attribute names' of the pattern DN-magir (see
paragraph 30.3 and the Glossary).
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Names Expressing Prospective Trust with
Religious Content (25.2)
The names which occur in this paragraph are, in the main,
subjective expressions of trust which are 'placed in the mouth of
the child' and probably form his life maxim.

The usage of the

present and also the stative imply a translation in the sense of
'now and in the future' (Sta.mm 1939: 194 and 197).
...

d•

...

Aqfil-~- Samas,

,

...

... ,

... d

I am attentive to Samas , Uqa- Addu and -El,
d......

....

•

..,.

'I wait for DN' , and Ana- Samas-anatt;al, 'I will look for Samas' ,
all express the fact that the pious one's attention is directed toward
the deity.

The latter name may be an abbreviated one from a longer

name such as Ana-9..ati-dSamas-anattal cited by Stamm (1939: 196).
Ana-¾agan/Ea/Il-aba/(F ) Istar/dit iir-Mer / dSin/ dSamas-taklaku,
'I trust in DN',was a very popular type of name among the Mari names.
Siyarum-taklaku (F), 'I trust (in) Siyarum', could be an abbreviation
from the longer three-membered pattern noted above.

However, mo st

the three-membered names are borne by males while this two-membered
name is borne by a female.

Tatab-Esar (F), 'Esar is good', expresses

the pious person's trust in the goodness of the deity.
Al though a name such as Nimmar-dSin, 'We shall see Sin' , can
not be considered as having been 'placed in the mouth of the child',
it does express prospective trust.

It could have been spoken by

either of the parents or, less probably, by older siblings.

It

is possible to relate this type of name to those of the Amur-DN
pattern, of which only one instance is f ound among the Mari names
(paragraph 23 . 1) .

The above name can be considered an expression of

trust that the deity would heal from sickness or deliver one f rom
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difficulty, etc. (Stamm 1939

87-88) .

But the possibility can not

be excluded that the name might be a promise made by a pious person
that he would seek the deity in the temple.
~

Possibly a name such as

w

Ana- Samas-anattal noted above would lend support to this interpretation.
The sense of Idi-Annu and - El, ' DN knows', seems to be that the
deity knows the person as a pious and upright man, and thus will render
him help or blessings (Stamm 1939: 194 and 198).

/i
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Names Expressing Retrospective Trust (26)
The names that are placed in this paragraph indicate that either
some tY])e of trust had been placed in the deity and that this trust had
been favorably rewarded or that a request had been answered in a
favorable manner (Stamm 1939: 22, 198).
Na.mes reflecting the initial desire or request include
d-

...

...

...

...

Atkal-~- Samas, 'I have trusted in Sa.mas', Ila.m-eris, 'He desired
a god', and Uqi-El, 'I waited (for) El'.

It seems reasonable to

assume that the 'trust', 'desire' and 'waiting' had been favorably
rewarded.
Several names express retrospective trust, in that they are
based upon desires or requests that had already been granted.
Sillus-fil (F), 'It is sweet in his shade' ( CAD ?

191b) could possibly

reflect a situation whereby the person had entered the temple of the
deity in order to present his or her request.

The idea is found in

several names cited by Stamm (1939: 199), especially Ana-xilli-dSin-emid,
'I took my refuge in the shade of Sin'.
Possibly Iniih-libbi, 'My heart rests', stems from a similar
background.

Compare Iniih-Sagil, where Sagil is an abbreviation for

Esagil (cited and discussed by Stamm 1939

85).

It is also possible

that Ini-irmuk, 'He has bathed my eye', refers to the brilliance of
the divine presence in the temple.

Compare the names with the elements

amaru and natalu in the Glossary and paragraphs 23 . 1 and 25.2.
On the other hand, it is possible that the initial request was for
healing from an eye disease, and that once this had been granted, this
name

was adopted as an expression of retrospective trust.

This implies

that the adoption of the name occurred some time after the birth.
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Although the following names are difficult to interpret with
certainty they seem to relate to the fact that the god has conquered,
or prevailed over his undefined enemies, and thus express trust
that such will always be the case.

These names include Iksud-ayabisu,

'He (the god) conquered his enemies', and if the alternative interpretation
of Iksud-appasu as 'He (the god) has conquered his nose (i.e., of
his enemy)' is accepted then that name could be entered here instead
of in paragraph 16.1 (see the Glossary under~).

It is very

possible that names such as (F) Annu-, (F) Istar- and (F) c\ia.mma-tale, ' DN
has prevaile~, and also Ile-dAddu, 'Addu has prevailed', should be entered
here as well.

They would thus be conveying the idea that the deity

has prevailed over his or her enemy.

;i
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Na.mes of Prospective Thanks (27 )
Expressions of the name bearers (27.1)
The names which are expressions of thanksgiving and of praise
were probably pronounced in response to a favorable hearing which had
been granted by the deity to a previous request.

Thus the names

are expressions calling upon the bearer or others to praise the deity
in question.

Landsberger (apud Sta.mm 1939· 201) noted that these

names have parallels in prayers, especially the verbal forms which
are used.
Lusta.mmar, 'I will praise', is probably an abbreviation from
a longer name of the type Lustammar-DN which, however, is not
attested in the Mari corpus, but see for example the OB Lustammar-Samas
cited by Ranke among others (1905: 119a).
...

Also found in the Mari

d

corpus is Asta.mmar- Addu, 'I praise Addu', the present tense indicating
'now, and in the future'.

Additional calls for the bearer to praise

the deity include dSin-ludlul,

1

Let me praise Sin 1 , Adallal-dSin,

'I will praise Sin', and the abbreviated form Adallal.
(F) dAsu-, (F) Ea-, Usu-, (F) Kisitam- and (F ) dSin-nada.,
'Praise DN', are names which are 'placed in the mouth of the bearers' ,
calling upon others to praise the deity in question.

Thus nada is being

interpreted as a G, imp., 2, c., pl. from nadu (see the Glossary).
Kisitam- in the accusative supports this interpretation as do the
imperative forms ~agan-na.di and Ilak-na'ad cited i n paragraph 27.2 below.
For these reasons I do not follow Gelb's interpretation of the final
-a in nada. as an element indicating the predicate (MAD 2: 146-51),
even though I agree that such an element does exist in other names
(see the Glossary under-~).
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Mannam-luplah (F), 'Whom will I venerate?', is an unusual name
for it could imply that at the time of naming it was not yet
known which deity was to be praised for the blessing received.
Reminders to the name bearers (27.2)
The names which are included in this categocy were, in general,
stylized expressions which were addressed to the children and which
could have formed his life maxim (Stamm 1939: 203).
~agan-na.di (F), 'Praise Dagan' (G, imp., 2, fem., sing.),
and Ilak-na'ad, 'Praise your god', would fall into this category.
dSin-pilah, 'Venerate Sin', and Ilak-pilah, 'Venerate your god',
are reminders to the child to have an attitute of godly fear.
~-awassu, 'Observe his word', is a call for obedience to the deity.
Ilaka/Ilak-suqir, 'Honor your god', is a call to honor the deity.
Calls to trust and to remember deities are expressed in Siya<rum>-takal,
'Trust (in) Siyarum. 1 , and dAddu-la.-ta.massi, 'Do not forget Addu'.
The names Tir-Ea, -Istar and -Mamma, 'Return (to) DN', are
difficult to interpret.

Evidently Tiratum (F), is an abbreviated name

formed using the verbal element plus the -atum ending.

The D, imp., form

was probably addressed to the newborn and formed his life maxim.
names may be related to Ana-Sa.mas-tir cited by Ranke (1905

These

66b), although

the word order does not indicate a perfect analogy.
General statements such as Qu''u-dAddu and -~agan, 'DN is
waiting/expecting', as well as Uqakki-El, 'El is waiting for you',
probably served as reminders to the bearers, as well as those with
whom they came into contact, of the divine faithfulness of the deity.
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General Expressions of the Type Sin-abi (29)
Where paragraphs 16- 28 dealt with verbal sent ence names,
paragraphs 29-33, which follow, contain names which are nominal
sentences.

DN-abi type names (29.1.a)
As Dhorme has pointed out (apud Stamm 1939: 209), the
following names are generally expressions of trust.

These names

are very frequent in earlier times, but they become less frequent
in l ater periods (Stamm 1939

208).

Numerous examples are found

in the Mari corpus of names.
dBunene-, ~nlil-, Erra-, dSamas- and ~ispak-abi, 'DN is
my father', are names which were spoken by one of the parents and
'placed into the mouth of the child'.

Also to be noted is

Ilumma-abi, 'It is the god who is my father'.

In

d •

_..,

Sin-abusu,

'Sin is his father', and Ilsu-abusu, 'His god is his father',
the child is addressed and is referred to by the third person
pronominal suffix.
(F) Annu-, (F) ~elet-ekallim-, (F) ~iritum-, ( F )

d ..,

Ishara-,

(F) Istar-, (F) c\:isitum-, (F) ~1ammitum-, (F) ~ingal-,
( F) ~inhursagga- and (F) Tabubu-ummi, ' DN is my mother ', are all
borne by females.
feminine names·

The inverted word order is found in several
)
..,
Ummi~ - d Hanat ( F,
- d Ishar
a (F) and - Naru (F) ,

'DN is my mother'.

A
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Only rarely is ahu found in this type of name: Ahi-dSin,
'S!n is my brother', and Anum-ahi, which exhibits the more common
Akk. word order.
Addu- and dSin-beli, 'DN is my master', and Beli-dAddu are
included in this category, for these are expressions of trust and are
semantically similar to tne preceding names.

Also to be noted in

this regard is Belti-Erah, 'Erah is my mistress'.
DN-ili type names (29.1.b)
These names are also expressions of trust.

The god named

was evidently considered as the guardian god of the bearer who
possibly had received some special benefit from this particular
deity.
Names of this type include (F) dAbba-, (F) ¾agan-, (F) Istar-,
ds...
....
' DN is my god.
'
1.n- and d....Samas-il1.,

The reverse word order, with

the same meaning, is found in Ili-Annu, -Istar, -~amma, -Sakim
-Serum.

and

It is possible that some of these names could be considered

Amorite, for the predicate-subject word order is more common among
Amorite names (Huffmon 1965: 95).

Note the similar names, eontaining

Amari te DNs, cited by Huffmon ( 1965 : 165) · Ili-dAddu, - ¾agan, -Enuh,
-Erah, -Esuh, -Malik, -Nehim, - ~asap and -Samas.
The Akk. name Ilka-dSin, 'Sin is your god', is apparently

addressed to the child, while in the following the child is referred

to by the third person pronominal suffix· dAddu-, Asar- and Sin-ilisu,
'DN is his god'.
Related to the above names are: (F) Annu-, (F) Ea-, (F) dishara-,
(F)

....
.... ( d )
Istars.nd ( F ) d:,;oa.masLa.mass1.,
'DN is my protective genie I .

The reverse word order is found in Lamassi-dAssur (F).

In the name
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d

v_
v
Kisitum-La.mmasa

(

)
F,

I

v_
Kisitum
is her Lama-protective deity ', th e

child is referred to by the pronominal suffix.
Since bastu can not only mean dignity but can also refer to
dignity personified as a protective spirit ( CAD B: 142a ) , the
f ollowing names can be added to this paragraph:

(F)

d

Addu-,

(F) Annu-, (F ) ~agan-, (F) Ea- and ( F) Ili-basti, 'DN is my
dignity'.

In this connection compare the translation of -lamassi

as 'My protective genie' noted above and also Stamm's translation
of bastu as 'Angel' (1939: 210 and 126, n.2).

As with the DN-lamassi

pattern noted above, this pattern is used almost exclusively in
feminine names.
DN-tukulti type names (29.1.c)
Names which are entered in this paragraph usually appear
with pronominal suffixes·.

For forms without the pronominal suffixes

see paragraph 30.
First to be noted are the names

d

Addu-,

d

vv

d_

Assur-, 7)agan-,

Ili-, (f) Istar- and dSamas-andulli ( f ) 'DN is my pr otection'.
Related to the idea of protection are names such as (F)
dvSamas-duri,
v - -

I

I
DN is my wall.

d

Addu- and

v_
Also to be noted is Si-duri

(

)
F,

'She is my wall', where the personal pronoun refers t o an unnamed
female deity (Stamm 1939· 77).

The concept of refuge and protection

is found in the names using sadu and kapu as one of the elements·
~agan- and Ea-saduni, ' DN is our mountain', Sadima-El, 'El is
surely my mo untain', and ~iritum-kapi ( F ) , ' Diritum is my r ock'.
I t is also po ssibl e that the i dea of prot ect ion was int ended
in the foll owing names

( F ) dD agan-ki bri, Ki bri- ~ agan and -Istar,
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'DN is my shore', as suggested by Birot (1956. 62).

For Kibir-DN

names see paragraph 39,2.
Very common among the Mari names are the following:

(F) Annu-,

- and (F) Serum-tukulti,
Ea-, (F) dHubat-, Ili-, (F) I -star-, d-SamasI

DN is my trust I .

rey

(

F ) Ili,

(

v
v
_ ' DN is
F ) d Isharaand ( F ) dvSamas-dumqi,

grace', were borne exclusively by females (see the Listing).

Ili-ite, 'My god is my border', may carry the sense of 'protective
hedge' (Stamm 1939: 212).
Another feminine pattern includes the following names:
dv

(F) dAddu-, (F) ~umusda-, (F) dSin- and (F)
my light'.

v

__

Samas-~, ' DN is

For the usage of the Amorite cognate, niru, again

chiefly in feminine names, see Huffman 1965. 243-44.
a_

the common (F) 7Jagan-, (F) Ea-, (F)

Along side of

d -

...,,

d-

-

Ishara- and (F) Istar- Samsi,

'DN is my sun' pattern, the reverse word order is attested in
dv

v_ d

Samsi- Addu which was borne by a maie.

Compare the Amorite

'Samsi-DN' pattern (Huffman 1965: 251).
Some names make reference to divine assistance.
. 1 u d e dNumusda-n
v
ah rari,
- inc

1

These

v
1
Numusda
is my help,
Tabub ( u ) -imdi-

(

)
F,

'Tabubu is my support', and ~agan- and dSin-resusu, ' DN is his
helper', in which the bearer is referred to by the pronominal
suffix.

d

Related to this concept are names such as

(F) Annu-, Ea-, Ili-, (F) Istar-, ~umusda-,

dv

Amurrum-,

v

Samas- and

<iyakrub-El-tillati, 'DN is my rescue troop', and the corresponding
names ~agan-, Ilsu-, dSin- and dSamas-tillassu, 'DN is his rescue
troop' .

d- ... 'Samas
- is my guide', Annu-gamil ti ( F ) , 'Annu
Samas-redi,

v
d ~
is my savior', and ( F ) Annu-, Ea-, ( F ) Istar-,
SJ.n-, ( F ) dvSalasv -

and

dv

..,,.

•

Samas-ta-opi, 'DN is my friend', could all refer to divine

assistance.

The reverse word order is attested in Tappi-El and

-¾famma (F).
Reference to divine strength is found in (F) Annu- and
(F) ~amma-dunni, 'DN is my strength', a pattern limited to feminine
names, and in Emu.qi-El, 'El is my strength'.
The cQncept of the deity as a healer seems to be referred to
in (F) Annu-, (F) Ili-, (F) dishara-, (F) Istar and (F) Kakka-asiya,
'DN is my physician'.

dAdmu-balati (F) 'Admu is my life', and Annu-

- and ( f ) dSamas-napisti,
'DN is my life', are probably expressions

of trust.

Banuka-El, 'El is your creator', is placed here due to

the usage of the pronominal suffix, while the more common names of
the 'DN-bani' pattern are placed in paragraph 30.1.
Miscellaneous names in this paragraph include (F) Istar- 9illi,
'Istar is my protection', and Annu- 9 ululi, 'Annu is my protection'.
Also to be noted are Zitti-Istar, 'Istar is my portion', ~ammanumri (F), 'Mamma is my cheerfulness', Awa.ti-El, 'El is my word',

-- - ds...
and Seri-~,

'S...in is
. my morning
. star.
'

In (F) Annu- and (F) Kakka-

rimsi, 'DN is her beloved one', and <¾Jagan-sinusu, 'Dagan is his help',
the bearer is referred to by the pronominal suffix.
DN/Ili-eperi type names (29.2)
The second element in these names is a participial form with a
r

pronominal suffix.

Often, but not necessarily always, the element will

appear without the suffix as an attribute name (see paragraph 30).

Ili-

and dSamas-mutapli, 'DN is my requiter', and Ili-ma99ari, ' My god is my
keeper', are such names, without corresponding attribute names in paragraph 30.
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Attribute Names (30)
The names entered in this paragraph ascribe some characteristic
to the deity in question.

Often a corresponding sentence name

containing a finite verb exists and these will be noted.

In general,

the names can be considered expressions of thanksgiving.

In most

cases, the speak.er is neutral, that is, he can not be identified
with certainty (Stamm 1939: 216).
General expression names (30.1-3)
In the names
dLamassu-

d

Addu-, Akka-,

d ......

Assur-, El-, Ili-, Ilsu-,

d ...

Isum-,

... b ani,
- .
ana" d-S•amas'DN is the creator', the predicate is

the status absolutus form of the participle.

Corresponding sentence

names from Mari are found in paragraph (17. 2 ), Ibni-DN.

The name

dSin-bel-aplim, 'Sin is the lord of the first born', probably has
the sense of 'Sin has it in his power (to give) posterity'
and is semantically related to the above names (Stamm 1939: 217).
d...

With the names Ea-,

Isum-,

d.

Sin- and

d...

...

...

Samas-musallim,

'DN is the preserver of health', compare the Salim-DN names in
paragraph 30.5.

In the case of names such as

d

Addu-, El-, Ili-,

~arduk-, dSin- and dSamas-muballit, 'DN is the life sustainer',
compare the OB name

d...

...

Samas-liblut cited by Ranke

(

1905· 145b);

however a name such as this is not attested in the Mari corpus.
d
d
d...
d ......
Also to be noted are the names Addu-, Amurrum-, Asar-, Assur-,
d_

...

7)agan-, Ea-, El-, Ilsu-,

d ...

Istaran-,

ci.

Marduk-,

and dSulpaea-na~ir, 'DN is the watcher'.

d •

Sin-,

d..-

...

Samas-

Na~riya is either a

hypocoristicon consisting of the na 9 ir element found in the above
names plus the hypocoristic ending or a hypocoristicon based upon
the verbal adjective plus-~.
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With ¾shara-seme'at (F), 'Ishara harkens', compare the
names of the pattern Isme-DN in paragraph 24.6.
( F ) a___
nubat-,

I 11- an d d S1n-remen
•
- - i,

In the names

'DN is compassionate', the

predicate is the status absolutus form of the adjective.
In many cases it is difficult to determine if the predicate
is the status absolutus of the participle or of the adjective.
In the cases of dAddu-, El-, Erra-, dSin-,

d....

....

Samas- and Turrunu-ga.mil,

'DN is merciful' , and the feminine counterparts (F) '¾Iubat- and
(F) ~inhursagga-ga.milat, 'DN is merciful', probably the status
absolutus form of the adjective is being used as the predicate.
Compare the name
predicate in

Igmil-dSin entered in paragraph 24.6.

d •

Sin- and

d....

....

_ •

,

Samas-mag1r,

The
,

•

DN is the granter , is

probably the status absolutus of the participle, since the adjective
is attested only from the MB period on ( CAD Ml: 4Tb).

Note the

sentence names of the pattern Imgur-DN entered in paragraph 24.7.
The predicates in dSamas-tayyar, 'DN is compassionate'' and Eland ~arum-dayyan, 'DN is the judge', are probably adjectives in
the status absolutus.
General expression names with corresponding
names in paragraph 29 (30.4)
The names

d ........

a___

A

Assur-, Ea-, -Tiabu-,

ds·

----1:!!_-

and

d....

....

_

Samas-malik,

'DN is the counselor', have been placed here due to the fact that
an OB name such as Ili-maliki, which is formed on the pattern found
in paragraph 29,exists (Ranke 1905
Imlik-dSin is

102a).

However, a name such as

also attested in OB (Ranke 1905· 108b),and thus the name

could have been entered in the preceding paragraph.
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d13unene- and d(
) ' DN is the father,
I
Lagamal-abu
m,
corresponds

to the DN-abi type names in paragraph 29.1.a.

(F)

d

Abba-, Ea-,

dSin- and dSamas-ilum, 'DN is god', find their counterparts in the
pattern DN-ili in paragraph 29.1.b.

Also to be compared are

El-asu, 'El is the physician', with DN-asiya in paragraph 29.1.c,
Banu-~agan, 'Dagan is the creator', with Banuka-El in paragraph
29.1. c, and Sadum-Laba, 'Laba is the mountain', with the DN-saduni
pattern in paragraph 29.1.c.

Sera-°Mamma (F), 'Mamma is the

.
t ar,
' h as a correspon d ence in
. s... eri-~w
_ ... ds...
h ic h is
. en t ere d
mornings
0

in paragraph 29.1.c.
her beloved

In the cases of Rimsi-El and -ili, 'DN is

one', the pronominal suffix, which is feminine, can not

refer to the bearer who is masculine, and thus it must refer to
an unnamed goddess.

Compare in paragraph 29.1.c DN-rtmsi, where the

pronominal suffix refers to the female bearer(s) of the names.
Names which do not have corresponding names from the Mari
corpus but for which Sta.mm cites additional correspondences in his
paragraph 29.2.a include: dSamas-re'um and Re'um-El, 'DN is the
shepherd',

d

...

...

d

Addu-sarrum and Sarrum- Addu, 'Addu is the king',

Laba-sar, 'Laba is the king', (F) ~iritum- and (F) dishara-sarrat,
'DN is the queen', and (F) Istar-, (F) <\4amma- and (F) ~anni-sarra,
'DN is the king'.
Names containing abstract
divine epithets (30.5)
In these names nouns, adjectives, participles and verbal forms
in the stative are used as predicates.
Those names in which adjectives in the form of the status
absolutus are used as predicates include: (F) Purus- and dSin-damiq,
,

, d ......

DN is good,

_

Sin-asared, 'Sin is foremost',

( ) d ...

F

Ishara-dannat and

A
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Dan-Erra, 'DN is mi ghty ' , Isar-Lim and

d

....

Sumuqan-isar, 'DN is just', Ea- and

Istar-kabar, ' DN is large / strong', and Iskur-eli (F), ' Iskur is exalted'.
Occasionally the adjective appears with the archaic predic ate
ending-~:

d .._

Sin- and

dv

v

_

Samas - muda, ' DN is wise ',

(F) dishara- and (F) Istar-damqa,

1

(

F

)

Annu-,

DN is good', compare DN-damiq above,

Mer-kina (F), 'Mer is just', compare the Amorite name Yakiin-Mer
cited by Huffmon (1965· 221), and Ilum-salma, 'The god is well', compare
Salim-DN below.
Names in which a noun, either in the status absolutus or
with the archaic predicate ending-~, serves as a predicate include·
dAdmu-ruba (F), 'Ad.mu is the prince', Erra-qurad, 'Erra is the warrior',
and dAddu-gugal, 'Addu is the canal inspector'.
In some names the status absolutus form of the participle is
used as the predicate; Ea-musakil, 'Ea provides', and Sin-mustal,
'Sin is judicious', are such examples.
In these names the stative form of the verb is common as the
predicate element; for example in Le'i-~agan, 'Dagan is able',
and the very frequent Ea-, El-, Il-aba-, Ili-, dSin-,
Samsi-rabi,

'DN is great'.

d....

....

Samas- and

It is possible that the hypocoristic

name Rab iya (F) is derived from the pattern ' DN-rabi ' just
mentioned.

;:r;

d ....

The spelling of the verb in ~alim-Anum and - Asar,

'DN is well', seems to imply a G rather than a D verbal form (see
the Listing and compare Stamm 1939· 176).
is Annu-t,ab, 'Annu is good '.

Finally to be noted
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Names of the tyne Sin-sar-ili
and Sin-~ar-matim (30.6)
The first type of names found in this category are those
which express a relationship between one god and another god or
gods.

Some of these names seem to be honorary titles, and can

be considered expressions of thanksgiving or praise (Stamm 1939.

226).

Names to be included in this category are:

dv

... . Samas-in-ili,

'Samas is the eye of the gods', and dSamas-bel-ili, 'Samas is lord
of the gods'.

¾abi-Ea, 'Ea is god Babi', and Nanna-Akka (F),

'Akka is Nanna', should probably be included here as well.

In

the name Si-Nanna (F), ' She is Nanna ', the personal pronoun
probably refers to an unnamed female deity (see the Glossary
and Stamm 1939. 77).
From the Mari corpus there is a single example which expresses
a relationship between a deity and mankind.

- This name, d..-Samas-in-

matim, 'Samas is the eye of the land', is probably to be considered
an expression of praise.

A
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Names of the Itti-Sin-milki Type (31.1-3)
Those names which occur with the pronominal suffix are
expressions of trust which were 'placed in the mouth of the child'.
Those without the pronominal suffix are of a neutral character and
can be considered either expressions of trust or expressions of piety.
Full, three-membered names include Itti-dSamas-milki, 'My counsel is
...,.

.....

d...

...

...

...

with Samas' , Itti- Sa.mas-milku, 'Counsel is with Samas' , and

Itti-ili-milki, 'My counsel is with the god 1 •
three-membered

In view of the

names it seems reasonable to assume that Istar-milki (F)

and Ili-milku (F) are abbreviations from the Itti-DN-milku/f pattern,
although the former name could be interpreted as 'Istar is my counsel',
and thus be entered in paragraph 29.1.c.

In any case the above names

have numerous corresponding attribute names of the 'DN-malik' pattern entered
in paragraph 30.4.
It is possible that Appan-El, 'Before El', is an abbreviation
from a longer three-membered name such as Ana-pani-ili (Ranke
This name expresses the idea that the bearer is

1905: 66a).

considered, at least figuratively, to be in front of , that is
in the immediate presence of , the deity .

The bearer thus benefits

from the protection and blessing of the deity.
dv

A similar expression

...

. ., ,

..,

of trust would be the name Iqqat- Samas, 'In the hand of Samas' ,
which could possibly be an abbreviation from a longer name such
as Gabbu-ina-qata-ili, ' All is in the hand of the god ', cited by
Tallqvist (1914· 78b) and AHw (909b-10a) .

However, all the known

instances of the longer pattern are from LB and NB .
~

d~

~

Finally to

be noted i s the three- membe red name Sa- Samas- kaluma, ' Everything
is of Samas I

•
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Names of the Type Raba.t-awat-Sin ( 32)
The names which are entered in this paragraph are chiefly
expressions of thanksgiving and praise.

With regard to the speaker, the

names are neutral.
to those
17.11 32.1)

Names
found

Pusu-kin, 'His (god's) mouth (word) is true', is an expression
of thanksgiving for the trustworthiness of the divine word.
. paragraph 17 . 11 , ~-£!_-_1:E..·
Ik- dS ..
th e sent ence name f oun d 1.n

Compare
Among the

- dx
... ,
...
...
,
Mari names Etel-.E!_- oamas, The command of Samas is lordly, does not
have an exact correspondence with a name containing a finite verbal form,
but the concept expressed is close to the previously noted name, and
thus it is entered here.
Names with various correspondences (32.2)
-

d...

...

Mad-gimil- Samas,
praise.

I

X

...

The mercy of oamas is great', is an expression of

Compare the numerous DN-ga.mil names entered in paragraph 30.3.

It is possible that Gimil-~agan and _dSamas, 'Favor of DN', are
abbreviations from longer three-membered names such as the preceding.
Gimillu is probably a further abbreviation of the middle element,
nominalized.
General expression names (32.3)

The names entered in this paragraph do not have corresponding
sentence names containing finite verbal forms.
expressions of trust and piety.

They are mostly

Tab- 9illi-dAssur and -~agan,

'The protection of DN is sweet', are three-membered names from which
a name such as Tab-silli might be derived.

Further, it seems best to
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associate the frequent silli-DN pattern with the longer three-membered
names, although it is not absolutely necessary to consider each of
them as abbreviations of a supposed three-membered name.

Many

such names are found in the Mari corpus: $illi-dAddu, -Akka,
-Annu ( f) , - ~agan, - °"E:a, - <¾tanat, -ilatim, -I star, - ~hmu, - dSin and
d....

....

- Samas, 'Protection of DN' (compare Stamm 1939· 263 and 376).
$illan, $illiya a.nd $illaya are to be considered as further abbreviations
consisting of the ~illi element with various hypocoristic suffixes.
Tab-wasa.bsu, 'Sweet is his presence'' is an expression
of joy in having the divine presence near (Stamm 1939. 236).
~-zikirsu, 'His command is sweet', is also a pious expression
of joy.
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j
I

f..j
I
, (,;:

Additional General Expression Na.mes (33)
Praise names in the form of
questions and expressions (33.1)
These names contain expressions regarding the incomparability
of the deity, in the form of rhetorical questions and also in the
form of direct assertations (Stamm 1939: 237).

In the Mari corpus of

names a name such as Mannum-kima-DN is lacking, but Mannum-kima-[ ]
could be considered such a name, although it is possible to fill the
break with -abi, for such a name is attested in the Mari corpus (see
the Glossary).

Also to be considered in this regard are the names

Mannum-sa.ninsu/sa (F), 'Who is his/her equal?', where the pronominal
suffixes refer to unnamed deities, Mannum-balu- d-Samas,
'Who (can be)

without Samas? I , and the broken name Mannum-balu-[ ] .

Several two-

membered abbreviations of the three-membered type name are attested
in the Mari corpus:

Balu-Istar
and - d-Samas,
'(Who can be) without DN?'.

The superiority of the deity is also seen in a name such as
Mannum-gerisu, 'Who is his enemy?'.

In this connection it is possible

that Ma.hira ( F), 'Opponent' ,. could be considered an abbreviation of a
longer non-Mari name such as Mannum-ma.hirsu, 'Who can be against him?'
(Stamm 1939. 238); that is, the initial element and the pronominal
suffix are omitted and the hypocoristic ending-~ is added.

For an

alternate interpretation of this name see the Glossary, ma.hiru.
I n t erms o f general

1- - ~- • 'Sin has no
expressi. ons ,dS...
~-~

match', is a name praising the incomparability of the protective
deity of the bearer (Stamm 1939. 239).

Stamm noted that the phrase

la.-sana.n occurred in royal inscriptions as being descriptive of the
Assyrian kings, and that it was used in prayers as well.
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Names in the form of sayings (33.2)
dv
. , ,.
Salim-palihSamas,
'The one who fears Samasis
safe', is the only

name of this type found in the Mari corpus.

This name gives expression

to the fact that the one who trusts in the deity will not have cause to
be ashamed.

This is due to the steadfast trustworthiness of the deity.

A
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Endearment Names Expressing Family
Relationships (34)
The names included in paragraphs 34 through 38 are classified
by Stamm as 'Designating Names'.

These names are all nominal formations

and they follow the laws which serve in speech for the naming of
objects.

Usually a relationship between the name and the bearer exists

and is obvious (Sta.mm 1939: 16).
Parents the speaker
The names which follow can be considered nominal 'Names of
Greeting', andthus they are related to the category of sentence
names which were collected in paragraph 16.
Masum and its related hypocoristicon Masiya, 'Twin', were
probably given to the second member of a set of twins.

In one text

(ARMT XIII.141) the two forms are used to refer to the same person.
It is possible that the parents referred to a second child, not
necessarily atwin,by either Sanu, 'Another, second' , or possibly
by Hir,um, 'Exact copy'.

The latter name might refer to a child who

looked like one of the parents or older siblings.

A possessive

parent might have called his child Iyatum (F), 'Mine'.
case of the name Si-tabni (F) ,

In the

' She i s our joy ', the

pronominal suffix probably has reference to the parents, although
it can not be excluded that it refers to older siblings of the
newborn.

Si-tabni-aya (F)

has the hypocoristic -aya ending added

(see the Glossary).
Ahusina, 'Their brother', presupposes at least two older
daughters in the family while Ahassunu (F), 'Their sister', presupposes
at least two older siblings in the family .

The young child

could affectionately be called Belsunu, 'Their master', or Belassunu (p ),
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'Their mistress' .

Both of these names presuppose older siblings,

at least one of which is male.
Older sibling(s) the speaker(s)
Ahum, 'Brother', and the hypocoristicon Ahiya were probably
spoken by an older sister.

Aha.tum (F), 'Sister 1 , Aha.ti (F), 'My

sister', and the hypocoristicon Ahatiya (F) were spoken by an older
brother.

Ahatani (F),

'Our sister', and Beltani (F), 'Our mistress',

were probably spoken by older siblings.

However, in at least one

case, the daughter of Kibri-~agan is called Beltani (ARM X.114.5),
which ~n this instance might be considered a title of respect.

Also

to be entered here is Iluni, 'Our god', where ilu refers to the newborn (Stamm 1939: 244-45 and my paragraph 40.7).
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Names of Endearment (35)
The names contained in this paragraph do not make special
reference to family relations as do those in paragraph

34.

Many of these

names occur only as one word names, not being abbreviations from longer
two- or three-membered names.

The major exceptions regarding potentially

abbreviated names, would be those entered in paragraph 35.1.
Occasionally the names are found with endearment suffixes.
Pure endearment names (35.1)
It is difficult to determine whether many of the names entered
in this paragraph are pure endearment or whether they are abbreviations
from longer names.

Although a final decision can not be made in

this connection, for comparative purposes those names which serve
as elements in longer names are marked with a,-,.

By referring to the

Glossary, the longer names, from which these names could possibly be
abbreviations, can be located.
Among the names given to male offspring were:
-Bela.num, -Beliya, 'Master', -Etellum, 'Prince', -Ruban, 'Prince',
-sarraya, -sarriya, 'Little king', and -Qisum, -Qistum (f ) , 'Gift'.
Na.mes given to females include· -Rubaya (F), -Rubatum (F),
'Princess', -Bastum (F), 'Dignity', Naramtum (F), 'Beloved one',
Dussuptum (F), 'Sweety', -Eristum (F), 'Desirable one', Subultum (F),
'Gift', Siiquratum (F), 'Valuable', $ihatum (F), 'Giggles', Rabbatum (F),
'Soft one', Gasera (F), 'The strong one', and

Samu

(F), 'Heavenly'.

Bat'iilatum (F), 'Young woman', is a bit unusual for the basic element
batiilu means 'young man'.

This element was feminized by the addition

of the -atum ending, see the Glossary for the use of this ending with
feminine names, and compare -Belatum (F) for a similar phenomenon.
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The time of the naming of the child was generally soon after
the birth, although some of the above names could have been given
to the bearers later in life.

Certainly the endearment name

Sibtu (F) with t he meaning 'Old woman', was given to the bearer
later in life.
Also to be classed as endearment names are Muhaddum, 'The
one making glad', and Munawwirum, 'The brightener'.

Both of these

are D participles.

The following names, mainly borne by women, probably have
reference to one or more bodily characteristics· Hunaba (F),
'Voluptuous', Lala'atum (F), 'Desirable', and Summuhtum (F),
'Voluptuous', the latter being a quttulu formation (Holma 1914: 87).
Lala'um, 'Desirable', could be related to the feminine name
noted above.

However, since the bearer was a male owner of a boat,

it is also possible to consider the name as an animal name such
as lalu, 'Kid' (paragraph 35,5). But the spelling of the name does
not allow certainty in this case; La-la-.!_-i m for the expected
La-li-i_-im, if 'kid' were intended. Another unusual name, apparently
related to Hunaba (F ) above, is Hunnubum, ' Vol uptuous ' , whi ch wa s
borne by a male.
Damiqtum (F) and ~namqanu (F) could mean 'The good one' or
'The beautiful one'.

As these translati ons indicate, these names

could refer to the bearer's character as well as appearance.

If

the bearer's character was chiefly in view, then the name could be
entered in paragraph 35.3 below.
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Names praising or criticizing
character traits (35.3)
-Qarradum, 'Warrior/hero' and Qurdan, 'Warlike', are probably
abbreviated names from the types 'DN-qarrad', ' DN is the warrior' and
However, it seems best to consider the above names which
are based upon the isolated elements as a further development from the
longer names, in that these names probably now refer to the character of
the bearers (Stamm 1939: 249 and see especially the Glossary).
best to include them here as referring to character traits.
'The soft/weak one', is interpreted by Stamm (1939

It seems

Narbatum (F),

249) as referring to

voluptuousness, and thus could rightfully be placed in the preceding
paragraph (35.2).

However, the sex of the bearer of Narbu is not known,

and could possibly be masculine.

If the bearer were male, then it would

seem best to include this name in this paragraph, and by analogy the
feminine counterpart would be placed here as well.
Names of uncertain significance (35.4)
For -Ubarrum, noted by Stamm in this paragraph (1939 . 251), see my
paragraph 37.3 where it is explained as an abbreviated name.

Nakartum (F)

and Nakara (F), 'Stranger', were probably given to adult newcomers in the
community.

Asirum, 'Captive', is difficult to explain.

Stamm notes that

it is possible, but not probable, that it is an abbreviation from a name
such as Asir-DN, but this pattern is not attested in the Mari corpus
(1939

251).

In view of its occurrences at Mari , it literally could

refer to a captive ( see the Listing and ARMT X.VI / 1

67 regarding the low

social status of the bearers ) .
It is difficult to say with certainty whether Alittum (F), 'The
one giving birth', is a real personal name or not.

It seems that it is,

and it is interesting to note that the woman who bore this name
was evidently childless.

The text in which she appears is an

adoption case (ARM VIII.l), and it might be argued that in spi te of
the fact that she had not ~iven birth in a natural sense, she
was now, through adoption, ' giving birth' in a le gal sense.
Names based on the names of animals (35.5)
Many of the following names refer to small animals and can be
joined with endearment suffixes.
endearment.

Thus, they seem to be names of

The animal names are listed in alphabetical order,

giving the simplest form first.
The meaning of Agalum is uncertain. CAD (Al

141a) calls it an

equid of some type while von Soden (AHw: 15a) defines it further as a
'riding ass'.

Additional animal names include . Arnabum (F), Arnabatum (F),

'Hare', Arrabum, 'Dormouse' (7), Arwium and Arwitum (f), 'Gazelle',
Asatum (F), 'Little bear' and Asqudum, 'Asqudum-rodent'.

Baqqum

and Buqaqum refer to a 'gnat' or 'small fly' of some type.

It is not

manditory to consider these names as Amorite ~s Huffman has (1965
178), although Baqqanum, which is cited by him, is probably Amorite
in view of the common Amorite hypocoristic suffix -an.um attached
(see the Glossary).
It is possible that -Buriya, 'Young calf', is an abbreviation
from a longer Bur-DN type name which was rather common i n the Mari
corpus.

Other animal names include Dabium, Dabia (F ) and Dabi at um ( F),

' Be ar', Huzalatum (F ) , ' Gazelle', and Kalbatum (F ) , ' Bi tch '.

Meranum,

' Youn~ do g ', seems to be semanti cally r elated t o the prec eding name .
It does not s eem ne ce ss ary t o follow Jean' s t r anslation as ' My small
infant ' (1950a· 65b).

Fi nally to be noted ar e Mi rum , ' Bull ', Sahatum ( F ) ,

' Pi g ', Selebum , ' Fox ', and Suran atum (F) , ' Cat '.

Names based on the names of plants (35.6)
The number of plant names used in personal names which were
collected by Stamm was very limited (1939: 255-56).

Those which

are found in the Mari corpus are chiefly additions to those listed
by Stamm.
Adarum (F), 'Adarum-tree', and Butumtum (F), 'Pistachio', must
be considered as personal names, for they appear in a listing of
personal names (see the Listing for references).

Karanatum (F),

'Grape cluster', and the related name KirUl!l (F), 'Orchard', are to
be noted.

Also found are Ladunum, which is some type of aromatic

plant (see the Glossary), Sallurum, 'a small tree' or 'medlar', and
Kisibirratum (F), 'Coriander'.
Names based on jewels and other items (35.7)
For a discussion of Bu. 9u, ~ (F), Bu~iya and Bu 9u'aya (F),
meaning 'Byssus' see the Glossary.

Hiddum, 'Pearl', Hulalum,

'A hulalum-precious stone', and Mashum and Mashatum (F), 'Pearl',
all refer to precious stones.
of precious gems

In view of the usage of the names

in personal names, it does not seem necessary to

follow Birot's interpretation of the last name as an abbreviated
qatl formation from an original qatil from the root msQ, 'to anoint'
(1955: 28).

Other names include Kinnarum, 'Lyre', and Kundula (F),

Kundulatum (F) a type of metal vessel.

Another name based upon an

item of jewelry is Gullatum (F), 'The gullatum-ornament of gold'.
Since according to the lexicons (see the Glossary) Adammu (F), 'Red',
most often refers to a colored garment, this name is entered here
as well.

Possibly the bearer often wore such a distinctive garment.
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Additional endearment names (35.8)
The names Zakum, Zakutum (F) and Zakatum (F), 'Clean', are
difficult

to categorize.

Lacking a suitable alternative they have

been placed here as endearment names.

Nominal Names Which Correspond to
Sentence Names ( 36)
The following designating names are formed using the construct
relationship.

The nomen regens is generally a verbal abstract or

verbal adjective derived from the verb which appears in the corresponding
sentence names.

In the names which follow, corresponding verbal sentence

names will be noted if they are attested in the Mari corpus of
names.

In general, these names seem to be 'names of thanksgiving'

(Stamm 1939: 257).
With Nidna.t-dSin, 'Gift of Sin' , compare the numerous Iddin-DN
type names listed in paragraph 17.1.
related to the above.

Nidnusa, 'Her gift', seems to be

Possibly the suffix refers to an unnamed

female deity (compare Ni-di-in-Istar cited in AHw: 786b, and for
the suffix see Stamm 1939: 77).
For Qisti-Admu, -~iritum, -Il-aba, -ili, -Lim, -~amma, _dNunu,
and _dSin, 'Gift of DN', the only corresponding sentence name found
in the Mari corpus is dSin-iqisam (paragraph 17.1).

'Their gift', the suffix may refer to unnamed deities.
noted is Qis-ili'

I

Gi f t of t he god I

(

.

.....

_...

In Q1.st1.sunu,
Also to be

s ee qisu i n the Gl ossary) .

Zikir-Istar, 'Command of Istar', may be a shortened form
• d...

...

from a name of the type Zikir-:e?:_- Samas,
also attested in the Mari corpus.

I

...

Sentence names of the pattern

Izkur-DN are not attested, but for an OB example see Ranke's Izkur-Ea
(1905 · 112b).
Although a corresponding sentence name is not attested in the
Mari corpus for the name Eristi-dAya {F), 'Desire of Aya', compare the
OB example cited by Ranke (1905

...,

Command of the mouth of Samas ,

156a), dSin-eris.

A
S1
For Simat-~agan (F) and -I;tar (F), 'Destiny of DN', corresponding
..... d
sentence names are found at Mari· Isim- Addu and -Ea

-----

as well as

Ta;im-I;tar (F) (see paragraph 17.8).
......

...

d...

...

With Nabi-Annu, -ili, -ilisu, -Istar, -Kakka :l.Ild - Samas,
d....

....

and the variant Nab- Samas, 'One called by DN', compare the numerous
names of the Ibbi-DN type (paragraph 17.5).
It is possible that a name of the type Sa-:e!_-El, 'That of
the command of El', belongs in this category (Stamm 1939: 259).
It could possibly be related to one of the following verbal sentence
names: Iddin- or Ikun-:e!_-DN (see the Glossary for examples from Mari).
Migir-dAddu, 'Favorite one of Addu', finds its verbal counterpart
in the pattern Imgur-DN (paragraph 24.7).

The name Mi gi r - Idi glat ,

' Favorite one of the Tigris', contai ning the riv er name is unusual,
but f or parallels see the Glossary under I di glat.

A
st
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Names Expressing Other Relationships
to Deities (37)
The child as the offspring
of the deity (37.1)
The names entered in this paragraph lack corresponding verbal
sentence names which contain a related, cognate, verbal form.
The following names are formed using the construct relationship
pattern, and semantically they are connected with the Ibni-DN
names which also refer to the child as the offspring of the deity
(paragraph 17.2).
Apil-ili, -ilisu, -Istar, -Kubi and _dSin, 'The first born
son of DN', are names which were all borne by males.

Possibly they

were the first born males in a family, but this is impossible to
prove from the Mari corpus due to the lack of patronymics (Sta.mm 1939:
260).

Sta.mm thought that a name such as Pirhi-dSin (F), 'Offspring of

Sin', was related to the above names and was borne only by males.

His

argument is weak~ned by the above name because it was borne by a female.
Names also related to the idea of the deity creating the child
~

•

d

are: Inib- Samas and the variant Inbi- Addu, 'Fruit of DN'.

In

Inibsunu (F) and Inibsina (F), 'Their child/fruit', and Inbusa, 'Her
fruit', the pronominal suffixes refer to unnamed deities or a deity.
Inbatum (F) and Inbum. are abbreviated names based upon the above names.
Sum-El, 'Posterity of El', is also related to the concept of the
deity as the 'creator of the child', as are the names Lipit-Ea,
•
...
' Creation of DN.
'
-iliya, -Istar
and - d Sin,

The names Rim-dAddu, -~agan, -Istar and _dSin, 'Gift of DN',as well
as the hypocoristic names Rima.n and Rimatum (F ) , are difficult

to classify.

This is due in part to the ambiguous origin of the

element, and also to the uncertain meaning of it (see the Glossary
for a discussion).

If the tentative interpretation of these names

is accepted,then they could relate to the concept of the child
being the offspring (gift) of the deity.
relationshi

between

37.2-3
- d
•
•
Names of the pattern MarAddu, -ili, -!star
and - ~
Samas,

'Son of DN', could conceivably be placed in the preceding section.
But in view of the fact that a feminine pattern, M~rat-DN, unattested
in the Mari corpus, exists, it seems best to reserve the preceding
paragraph for those patterns which are usually used for male offspring.
In the names Bur-¾amma and - ¾unu, 'Calf of DN', the deity
seems to be viewed as a shepherd, and the bearer as one under its
care (Stamm 1939· 261 and also re'u. in the Glossary).

Kiri-~agan,

'Orchard of Dagan', also reflects the idea that the bearer is under
the care of the deity (cf. Isa 5:1-12).
Awil-dAddu, -~agan, -El and dSin, 'Man of DN', seem to
express some type of trust relationship between the deity and the
bearer (Stamm 1939: 262).

Although not noted by Stamm, names

of the pattern Mut-dAddu, -¾anat, _dIGI.KUR, -Narim and Sakim,
'Man of DN', are semantically and structurally related to the preceding
names.

The usage of mutu is attested in the OAkk. names assembled

by Gelb (MAD 3· 186), although this particular pattern is not found.
In other names the bearer can be designated by the determinative
pronoun su: Su-Hammu, -Istar, - ~abta and -¾unu, 'One of DN'.
The similar usage of sa in names from Mari is very limited, Sa-t,ubi-El,
'The one who is the joy of El', and thus the 'later suppression of

,/

/,,,;

SU by sa' is not yet in evidence in the Mari names (Stamm 1939

263).

Very common among the Mari names are those based on the
pattern Warad-DN.

d
d
d
Warad- Addu, - Amurrim, -ilisu, - I star, -Ku.bi_,

dSebetti, _dSin and

V

dv

v

Samas, 'Servant of DN'.

V

Feminine names

corresponding to the above are also well attested:
dv

d

Amat- d Addu ( F) ,

v

-Ku.bi (F), - Sin (F) and - Samas (F), 'Maid servant of DN'.

All

of the divine names occurring in this feminine pattern are also
attested in the masculine names above.

In the case of Wardusunu,

'Their servant', the pronominal suffix refers to unnamed deities.
- an d -ds...
1
d of DN,
' can also b econ- · 1-isu
Naram-i
~ , 'B eave
sidered expressions of trust.

dv

'Stranger of Samas', is difficult.

Possibly the bearer was a

stranger to the community, and was thought to be under the
protection of the deity (Stamm 1939: 264).

Ubarrum, which

Stamm had difficulty in classifying (1939· 251 and 264), is an
abbreviated form of the longer name, for it appears in place of
the longer name in a duplicate text (see the Listing).
-d Sin,
...
The name Seret-

to classify.

I

...
I
Punishment of Sin,
is difficult

But since it is formed using the construct

relationship, does not have a corresponding verbal sentence
name, and since it does indicate some type of relationship
with the deity, but certainly not a 'trust' relationship, it
has been entered here.

v

The interpretation of Ubar- Samas,

A
hi
The name Ili-elis, 'My god is upon him', was probably
pronounced by the father .

The name seems to express the fact that

the newborn, who is referred to by the pronominal suffix, was considered
to have been divinely endowed in some fashion .
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Additional Designating Names ( 38)
Designations according to bodily
defects (38.1)
One of the most important patterns used in names which
indicate bodily defects is the quttulu pattern.

This pattern

was extensively studied by Halma (1914) and his conclusions have
been generally accepted ( see for example GAG: paragraph 5 5n) . The
pattern is also used in a more general way for outstanding bodily
peculiarities, sometimes in a positive sense, and thus some names
formed on the basis of this pattern are entered in paragraphs 35
and 38.2.

In the cases of the following names it is difficult to

determine whether they were given to the child at birth, or whether
they were given to the person later in life by his contemporaries
as. names of mockery and ridicule (Stamm 1939: 12-13 and 264).
Based upon the quttulu pattern are: Guppusum, 'Very massive',
Gurruru, (meaning unknown), Hurru$um, 'Scarred', Huzzum, 'Lame, limping',
Kubbulum, 'Crippled', Kurrum, 'Short', Sukkuku(m), 'Deaf' (compare
Sakkum below), and $uhhutum (meaning uncertain).
Sakkum, 'The deaf one', Zarriqum, 'Speckled eyed one', and
possibly Raburn. and Rabitum (F), 'The big one', are non-quttulu names
which evidently refer to bodily defects.

Ziqnu (F ), 'Beard',

probably refers to an unusual facial growth of hair on the female
bearer of this name.
'Bad one',

It is possible to interpret Maskum and Masiktum (F),

as referring to the appearance of the bearer as well as

to the bearer's disposition.

If the latter were the case, then the

name should be placed in paragraph 38. 3 below.
Some names referring to bodily defects are formed with the
-anum and

-an

endings (Stamm 1939. 12, 266 and Buccellati 1966a. 226 ).
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Buiiu.ran (meaning unknown) and Hurru$an, 'Scarred' (compare Hurru$um
above), are both formed using the quttulu pattern with the -an ending.
Also to be noted are Karsan, 'Large stomach', Qaqqadan and Qaqqadanum,
'One with the big head'.
Designations according to bodily peculiarities
but not defects (38.2)
In the case of Samum and Samtum (F), 'Red', the reference is to
the color of the bearer's hair.

Like the above names, Hurasatum (F)

and Hura 9aya (F), 'Goldilocks' and Dam-hura~im (F), 'Blood of gold',
all evidently refer to the hair color of the bearer (for the interpretation of the name see the Glossary under damu as well as hura~um).
If the intent was to praise this attribute, then the names should be
entered in paragraph 35.2.
impossible to establish.

However the intent of the name giver is
Also to be noted here are Qu.rrudum, 'Sparce

hair', and Mut~hummusim, 'Man of the bald head'.

Both are formed using

the quttulu pattern, but the latter name is a bit unusual in that it is
based on the construct pattern of name formation, a pattern which is not
noted by Stamm for this category of names (1939

364-65).

Designations which are insults (38.3)
La-tabtum (F) means 'Not a blessing'.

If given at birth, this

could be a complaint that the sought-for male heir had not arrived, but
if it was given later in life then it could refer to the conduct of the
female bearer.

Lillum, 'Fool', Mekum, 'Lazy one', Patirum, 'The deserter',

and Sarrum, 'Unreliable', all seem to refer to the character of the bearers
and were probably given to them later in life.
Designations according to place of origin
or profession (38.4)
Several women were named according to their place of origin
Kanisitum (F)' 'Woman of Kanis I and Miiritum ( F ) , 'Woman of Mari I .
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Names based on the patterns Mar- or Awil-GN are lacking in the Mari
corpus; however Mut-Hanna, 'Man of Hanna', does occur.

In names

such as Akkaditum (F), 'The Akk.adian I and Amurritum (F), 'The
Amorite', the ethnic background of the bearers is indicated.
Names based upon the designations of occupations are quite
common in the Mari corpus.

Stamm (1939: 270-71) has noted that

there is some evidence that this type of name was used as a family
name, but due to the lack of patronymics, this can not be proven
for the names found in the Mari corpus.

It is quite possible

that the bearers were named later in life after the type of occupations
in which they were engaged.
Included in this category are: Ammaru, 'Overseer', Assinnum,

'An assinnum-priest', Asum, 'Physician', Ba'irum, 'Fisherman',
Banum, 'Housebuilder', Galla.bu, 'Barber', andHabazu (F), 'A
habazu-agricultural worker'.
sealing', has the hypocoristic

Kannikan, 'Kanniku-official in charge of

-an

ending attached, which is a bit

unusual for this type of name (see the Glossary).

Also found are·

Kizum, 'Herdsman(?)', Kumri, 'My priest', the only name with a
pronominal suffix in this category, Lasima, 'Express messenger',
Merhum, 'The merhum-functionary', iviupattiya, 'The one opening (the sluice
gate)', Nayyalum, 'Gardener', Qurqurrum, 'Metal worker, coppersmith',
Sabi-matim, 'Brewer of the land', Salihum, 'Waterer', and its feminine
counterpart Saliha ( f), Qabum, 'Soldier', and finally Zabilum, Zabilatum (F),
'Porter'.

It is evident that the bearers of these names were from

various classes of society and that in general they were borne by
males.

Only in the cases of Asu, Ba.nu and Kumri are longer names

attested from which these could conceivably oe abbreviations.

It is
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possible that t he name Mutu-kumri, ' My priest is t he man ' , should
be entered here as an occupational name .
Designations according to the
date of birth ( 38.5 )
The only attested example from the Mari corpus is Tamhiris-tabat,
'In the (month) of Tamhiru, she (=an unnamed female deity) is pleasant'
(AHw : 1314a).

The child was evidently born during this month.

Tamhiru was the month of the festival for the unnamed deity.

Possibly
Other names

based upon the proximity of the birth to a festival are attested at Mari
and elsewhere (see par. 23.2 above and Stamm 1939: 79 and 186).
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Divine Attributes Expressed in Na.mes
of the Construct Pattern ( 39. 2 )
The names entered in this paragraph are generally expressions
of trust or of praise.

Because longer, three-membered names

corresponding to these two-membered names are not common, these
names are not considered as abbreviations from a longer pattern.
For this reason names such as

' Gimil-DN ' and ' ~ -DN '

have been placed in paragraph 32, while Migir-dAddu has been placed
in paragraph 36, rather than here.
For the names Puzur-~agan,
- ~amma ,. - <\iinkarrak. and - dSamas,
sentence names are attested.

-Il-aba, -il i, - I s u , -Kakka,
I

Security of DN l

,

no corresponding

The idea of divine protection or

security is also probably expressed in the names Kibir-dAbba
and -Ea, 'Shore of DN', and the abbreviated name Kibrusa, 'Her
river bank', where the pronominal suffix refers to an unnamed deity.
Compare the attribute names in the form of nominal sentences
based upon the pattern Kibri-DN in paragraph 29 . 1.c.
Names referring to divine grace include· ~-dAddu, -Nunu
and _dSin as well as Ipou-¾agan, -Istar, _dit iir-Mer, _dNassi and _dSal a ,
all of which mean 'Grace of DN'.

Note the abbreviated names with

and without a hypocoristic suffix: Ipqatum and Ipiqum.

In the cases

of Nur-¾agan, -ili, -ilisu, _dishara, -~abta, _d~farduk, - Mer, _dSin
d....

....

and - Sa.mas, 'Light of DN', Sta.mm has noted that the full meaning
seems to be 'The light of DN (has appeared through the birth or
recovery from sickness)' (1939· 275).
_ dAddu and -Esar
....
(F) ,
concept is Nawar-

Possibly related to this
I

'
Shining of DN.

The name

Qurud-Istar, 'The heroic deed of Istar', seems to be an expression of
praise referring to the prowess of the deity.
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Ris- Samas, 'Rejoicing of Samas', makes reference to a divine
attribute, but might also indicate that the birth took place close
to the time of the Samas fes~ival.

In this connection compare the

sentence name Taris-Istar (F) in paragraph 23.2 ( see also riasu in
the Glossary).

Risiya is apparently an abbreviated form of such a

name with the hypocoristic suffix.
Sep-~agan, 'Foot of Dagan', may be related to a longer name
of the type 'Sepe-DN-~, 'I have seized the feet of DN' (Sta.mm
1939: 200 and 277), but the rarity of this fuller pattern in OB
argues against its being considered an abbreviation.

In any case

both the longer and the shorter patterns are apparently expressions
of trust.
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'Substitute' Names (40)
The procedure of naming a newborn child after a family member
is a common one (Stamm 1939· 278 with references to additional studies).
In his treatment of this category of names Stamm places great
emphasis on the fact that the family member was deceased.

However,

it does not seem that this is necessary for some of the names that
are entered in this paragraph.

In some of the cases it is possible

that the newborn was named after a living relative whom the parents,
or namer(s), wished to honor.
Expressions of complaint (40.2)
Ali-abi (F), 'Where is my father?', Ali-ummi (F), 'Where is
my

mother?' , Ali-aha.ti (F) , 'Where is my sister?' , and Ali-ahi ( F),

'Where is my brother?', all make reference to a recently deceased
family member in whose memory the child was named.

The names are such

that they were 'placed in the mouth of the child'.

Although Stamm

(1939: 285) cites both masculine and feminine names, all of the
examples from the Mari corpus are feminine.
Although exact parallels to Dimat-ummi (F), 'Tears of the mother',
were not located, this name has been entered here because the background
of such a name could have been a difficult, painful childbirth.
Indeed, the mother may have died giving birth.

Thus, the name

reflects the pain experienced by the mother during delivery.
this connection the initial naming of Benjamin by Rachel as
(Gen 35· 15-30) is instructive.

In

,~i~-,~
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Requests as 'Substitute' names (40.3)
Riba-El, 'Compensate for me, 0 El!', is the only name of this
type found in the Mari corpus.

The initial request was probably

made after the death of a close relative but prior to the birth of
the child.

This indicates that a favorable hearing had been granted

to the request (Stamm 1939. 287).
Expressions of thanksgiving (40.4)
Erib-dSin, 'Sin has compensated', Eribam-dSin, 'Sin has
compensated for me' and Ili- and dSin-eriba(m), 'DN has compensated
for me', are names which express the thought that the newborn
was considered a replacement, 'compensation', for a recently
deceased family member (Stamm 1939: 279-80).

It is possible

that the following names also belong in this category:

Ribatum (F),

'Compensation', Ribeti, 'My compensation', spoken by one of the
parents, indicating that the child was considered compensation
for a recently deceased family member, while Ribku (F) , "I am
compensation', is evidently a name which was 'placed in the mouth'
of the child.

On the other hand, it is well to note that most of

the bearers of these names were slaves ( see the Listing ) , and thus
the possibility that the reference was to monetary 'compensation'
can not be excluded.

If the latter is the case, then the names

should be entered in paragraph 41.
A name such as Puhhur-~unu, 'Nunu has brought together',
could refer-- to the fact that the family was now considered to b e
reunited, in that the deceased family member had now been replaced
by the coming of the newborn.

Puhhurtum (F) , would b e an abbre-

v iated form of such a name, wi th the hypocoristic ending -t um .
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A name such as dishara-tasbam (F),

1 Ishara

is sated with me',

would indicate that the wrath of an angry deity, which was thought
to have caused the death of a family member, had been placated.
The favorable disposition of the deity was now in evidence through the
birth of the newborn (Sta.mm 1939

291).

Possibly Siibul-abi,

'He is sent, 0 my father' conveys the same idea, although this
name would have been spoken by one of the siblings of the newborn
rather than by one of the parents, as was the previous name.
Names of the type Abum-waqar and
Abum-waqrum (40.6)
In the names entered in this paragraph it is possible, but
not necessary, to assume that the family member had already died.
The child could have been named to honor a living family member.

If the

latter was the case, possibly it was thought that upon the death of the
named family member, the child would carry on his or her memory.
Thus, it is not possible to say with certainty whether a deceased or
living family member is being referred to in most of these names.
Names referring to the father include Abum-waqar, 'The father is
precious', and Abi-qurad, 'My father is the warrior'.

In the latter

case the name was 'placed in the mouth of the child'.
Names referring to the newborn's brother are common.

Ahu-waqar,

'The brother is precious', Ahum-damio, 'The brother is good',
Ahu-kinu, 'The legitimate brother', and Ahumma-dari, 'It is the
brother that is everlasting'.

It is also possible that the following

refer to the nevborn's brother: Kinu-waoar, 'The honest one is precious' and
~-kin, 'The heir is reliable/lasting'.

With regard to males,

Sibu- naram , ' The old man is beloved ', should be noted as well.
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Names referring to female members of the family include
Um:mi-iqra (F), 'My mother is dear to me', and Ummu-uqqura (F),
'The mother is dear'.

While names referring to a brother are common,

ones referring to a sister are more rare.

Only one name of this

tYJle is in evidence, that being Ahati-iqra (F), 'My sister is dear
to me'.

The name Sina-damqa (F) is difficult to interpret. It could

mean 'The two are good' or 'The two are beautiful'.
296)

Stamm (1939:

wauld take such a name to refer to two previously deceased

children but this does not seem to be obligatory.

It could

conceivably refer to either living or deceased sisters.

For the

interpretation of damqa, see the Glossary.
The following names certainly refer to previously deceased
relatives: Hammi-sagis, 'My paternal uncle was murdered', a 'mixed
name', and Ahi-sagis, 'My brother was murdered'.

These two names

clearly show that names were given in honor of previously deceased
family members.
Names of the type Ahum-ili (40.7)
Stamm (1939: 297) noted that most of the names in this
paragraph are of the subjective tYJle.
subject-predicate is observed.

The normal word order of

Some form of ilu/El appears as the

predicate, and thus the deceased family member is, in a sense,
'deified' by being equated with ilu/El.
Those names referring to a deceased father include

Abum-El,

'The father is El/god', Abi-ili (F), 'My father is my god' and
Abima-ili (F), 'It is my father who is my god'.

All of the names

cited by Stamm (1939· 289-99) were borne by males.
noted above which were borne by females are unusual.

Thus the two names
From the Listing
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it should be noted that both of these names were borne by female
slaves, and it is possible that the 'abi' in the names does not
refer to a literal deceased father, but rather to the master of the
slave girls.

In this connection compare Beli-ili (F) and Belfma-abi (F)

entered in paragraph 41.3.

Thus, it is very pos~ible that the above

two feminine names could also be entered in paragraph 41. 3 as slave
names, rather than here.
Similar to the above are Ahu-El, 'The brother is El', Ahumma-El,
'It is the brother who is El', and Ahi-ili (F), 'My brother is my god'.
The name Mutum-El, 'The man is El', could possibly be a 'substitute'
name.

Possibly this name was given to the child by a widow (Stamm

1939: 58, 280 and 298).
The only instance from the Mari corpus where a female is referred
to in such names is Ummi-ili (F), 'My mother is my god'.
bearer of this name was a slave, it is possible that

Since the

'ummi'

could

refer to the mistress of the slave girl and the name should then be
placed

in paragraph 41.3 as Abi(ma)-ili (F) noted above.
It is possible that several of the names entered in paragraph

16.1 could be entered here.

These would include Atta-ilumma,

Ana.ku-ilumma and possibly Ana.ku-<\amma.

From paragraph 34, Iluni

could be considered a 'substitute' name as well.
Finally to be mentioned is Abi-ilisu, 'My father is his god'.
This name would be an exception to Stamm's suggestion that this
category of names never has a name in the form of an objective
formulation (1939· 297).

Although it is far from certain, the

bearer of this name might have been an orphan who had been taken into
another family.

One of the children of the adopting family would

then be considered as the speaker of this name.

A
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Names of the type Ili-urnmati (40.8)
In these names the deceased is again referred to in a 'deified'
sense.

El-muta, 'El is the man', and El-umma, 'El is the mother',

both have the archaic predicate ending-~ affixed.

The former would

have been spoken by a widow, and the latter by one of the members in
a family in which the mother had died.

Probably Ilima-abi, 'It is my

god who is my father', is to be entered here as well.

In all of these

names, a form of ilu/El serves as the subject.
Names of the type Mannu-ki-ahi (40.9)
There is only one name from the Mari corpus which falls into this
category.

This is Mannum-kima-abi, 'Who is like my father?'.

This name

was evidently 'placed in the mouth of the child'.
Names of designation (40.10)
Taribum, 'Substitute', would be a designating name, probably
related to Riba-El and Erib(am)-DN entered in paragraphs 40.3 and 40.4.
The name Rihatum (F) is probably an abbreviation from a longer
name of the pattern 'Rihat-DN', 'Remainder of DN'.

This longer name

could presuppose a situation where there had been death or disease in
the family, and that the child named 'Rihat-DN' was considered to have
remained alive due to the beneficence of the named deity.

Rihatum

apparently does not have an independent meaning but is merely an abbreviated name consisting of the nomen regens which in turn was nominalized.
d~

~

In this paragraph Stamm has also entered names such as Kas ap- Samas,
I

Silver of Samas I

and Kaspu-Istar,

I

Silver of I star I .

These names are

evidently based upon an earlier Sumerian pattern of the type Ku-.
(1939

Stamm

302) indicates that the reference may be to the redemption pri ce

paid to the deity.

A
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Sima-aha.ti (F), 'It is she who is my sister', may be a designat i ng
name where aha.ti refers to a deceased sister .

Also to be noted is

Ahata-abi (F ) , 'Sister of the father', where the newborn was named in
memory of her deceased aunt.
A name such as Mupahhira ( F ) , 'The gatherer', may convey the idea
that the family, which had been l acking one member, was now 'gathered
together again'; that is, made complete by the arrival of the newborn
(Stamm 1939

305).

On the other hand, the name may be one of pure

endearment and thus entered in paragraph 35.1.
The name Hammi-andulli, 'My paternal uncle is my protection', is
difficult to classify.

Certainly it has parallels with the pattern

DN-andulli entered in paragraph 29.1.c.

It is possible that it was

given to a child in order to honor an uncle.

Another possibility

would be that possibly the parents of the child had died and the uncle,
in a sense, adopted the child.
this new relationship.
see the Glossary.

The name would thus be expressive of

For the various elements in t his 'mixed name',

Names Which Refer to the Master or Mistress
of the Bearer (41)
Stamm's chapters 14 (1939· 117-21) and 41 ( 307-14) form the
basis of this paragraph.

However a recent study by Harris (1977)

of the names of slaves from Sippar has shown that many of them bore
names identical to those which are classified by both Stamm and myself
in other categories.

In all probability the owner gave the slave his

name, and in many instances these names were expressions of
personal piety or of devotion to a certain deity (Harris 1977: 51).
Although a prosopographic study of the social status of all the
persons mentioned in the Mari texts is beyond the scope of this
paper, the Listing does show that many of the people who were

slaves did in fact bear names which are listed by Stamm, and myself,
elswhere.

Thus, Stamm's title of this chapter as 'Slave Names' is

a bit misleading, for although he does take pains to include
only the names of slaves in his chapter, it should be noted that
slaves bore names which appear in many other categories.
The names entered in this paragraph can be classified as
wishes, expressions of trust and expressions of praise for the slave's
master or mistress (Stamm 1939: 118 and Harris 1977: 51). The following
elements are used to refer to the master or mistress of the slave .
belu, beltu, abu, ~ • bastu, samsu, sadu and possibly dumqu. l
It should also be noted that some of the other names containing these
elements, but which have been classified elsewhere, might rightfully be
classified here and it can not be excluded that in some instances
the reference mi ght be to the kin g or to the bearer's father or mother.
1Referents other t han ' master' or ' mist r ess ' are atte sted for
many of these elements. See the Gl os sary ent ries for the var ious
po ssibilit ies.
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Wishes and reauests of the slave for
the master or mistress (41.1-2)
In Waqar-liblut (F), 'The dear one, may he remain well',
waqar evidently refers to the master of the slave.

Compare

Beli-liblt:¢cited by Stamm (1939: 309) and Beli-waqar listed below.
For corresponding theophoric names see paragraph 19.1.

Beli-

and Belti-liwwer, 'My master/mistress, may he/she shine', have
corresponding theophoric names in paragraph 19.2.

Abi-litir (F)

is interpreted as '(The deity), let him save my father'.

However,

in view of the translation of DN-litir as 'May DN save' in paragraph

22.1, it is possible that this name should be considered as a request
addressed to the master for his help (Stamm 1939· paragraph 41.2).
In view of (F) Abi- and (F) Beli-libura, 'My father/master,
may he remain in good health for me', and the usage of dumqu
in the slave name Beli-dumqi (F), it is possible to see a reference
to the master in the name Dumqi-liour (F), 'My blessing (my master),
may he remain in good health'.

Also to be noted are Libur-basti (F),

-beli and -zanni (F), 'May my angel/master/provider remain healthy', and
Assumiya-libur (F), 'May he remain in good health on my behalf'.
Liburniyas (F), 'May he remain healthy for us', is a bit unusual
because of the apocopated dative suffix and the plural reference
to the speakers (see baru in Glossary for parallels). Due to the
extensive usage of libur in slave names, this name is included here.
Stamm has noted (1939: 307) that wishes on behalf of the
'giver' of a slave are very rare, but Libur-nadinsu and -nadinsa (F),
'May the one giving him/her stay healthy', are apparently of
this type.

Since libur is not used in connection with a

deity in the Mari cor-pus of names, nadin can not refer to an
unnamed deity.

Possibly there is some type of reference to a

A-

gift given to a god or temple (Sta.mm 1939

310).

Since the

official Daris-libur (paragraph 42) was the son of this person,
as indicated on the seal impressions, it is questionable whether
the status of Libur-nadinsu was that of a slave.

Quite possibly

he was from a higher social class, but due to the relationship
between Libur-nadinsu and the common slave patterns listed above,
the name is entered here.
The following names seem to be addressed to an unnamed deity.
Beli-nu$ri (F) and Basti-nuyri (F) (variant Basti-~ (F)),
'Protect my master/angel'.

Finally to be noted are the wish names

Beli-lu-dari, 'My master, may he be eternal', and its abbreviated
form Lu-dari.

Apparently theophoric counterparts for the longer

three-membered name are not found until NB times (Sta.mm 311).
Expressions of trust in the
master or mistress (41.3)
Ana-belti-takla.k.u (F), 'In my mistress I trust', has
numerous theophoric correspondences listed in paragraph 25.2.
Sa-taklum, 'The one who is reliable', is a designating name
related to the preceding.

Very frequent as slave names are

those which are similar to the theophoric patterns found in
paragraph 29.

Beli-andulli, -basti (F), -dumQi (F), -duri (F),

-kapi (F), -kiri (F), _dLamassi (F), -nuri ( F ) , -simti (F),
_dSamsi (F) and -tukulti (f), 'My master is my protection/
dignity/blessing/wall / rock/orchard/protective genie/light /
ornament/sun/trust'

Also to be noted is Belima-abi ( F),

'It is my master who is my father' .

A
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In 1939 Stamm lacked evidence to prove that ili could refer to
the master of the slave (307-8).

He noted that a name such as

Beli-ili would be needed to establish the case.

Such a name,

feminine, is found in the Mari corpus, thus reopening the option
of taking some of the names containing ili as referring to the master
of the slave (see the Glossary for additional ili references).
The same concept is found in the name Belum-kima-El, 'The master is
like El', but this name has been entered in paragraph 42, since the
high social position of this person would seem to imply that it
is possible to take belu as referring to the king.
Stamm suggested (1939· 307), that in many cases abu seems to
refer to the master of the slave.

Such is probably the case in

the following names· Abi-basti ( F), -duri (F), -kapi (F), - dLamassi (F),
_dSa.msi (F) and -tukulti (F), 'My father is my dignity/wall/rock/
protective genie/sun/trust'.

-

... ...
Abu also occurs in the name Abi-sadi,

'My father is my mountain'.
Ummu is used in slave names to refer to the mistress of
the slave in names such as Ummu/!-kapi (F), -simti (F)
and _dSa.msi (F), 'The/my mother is my rock/ornament/sun'.
Names praisinf the master
or mistress ( 1.4)
Theophoric counterparts for Beli-asared, -dayyan (F),
-sagim and -waqar, 'My master is first in rank/judge/
a roarer/precious', are located chiefly in paragraph 30 .
Possibly Salim-beli, 'My master is well', should be included here
as well.

In at least one of the references to this name (ARMT

XII.256.6), the person seems to have occupied some type of official

position, and thus beli could refer to the king rat her t han to the
master of the slave (Stamm 1939. 122).

Compare t he theophor ic names

of t he pattern 'Salim-DN' in paragraph 30,5,

Another name praising

the master is Su-damiq, 'He is good/fortunate'.
dv

Also expressing

.,..

praise for the master could be $it- Samsi (F ) , 'The rising of the
sun' and Sa-.£!_-dadi, 'That of the command of the darling', where
samsi and dadi refer to the master.

It is also possibl.e that in

the praise name Ummi-taba (F), 'My mother is pleasing', ummi refers
to the mistress of the slave.
Additional names (41.5 )
Beli-idinnam, 'My master has given to me', is a thank name
which has corresponding theophoric names in paragraph 17.1.
Puzur-beli, 'Security of the master', has numerous corresponding
theophoric names in paragraph 39,2.

In Ummi-marsat (F), 'My

mother is difficult', ummi refers to the mistress of the slave
girl.

Finally to be noted are Salmu-taba (F), 'Healthiness is

good', which was borne by a slave and the simple Amtum ( F ) ,
'Slave girl' .

A
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Na.mes Referring to the King
and Kingship (42)
In order to continue the semantic classification of the Mari
names, Stamm's chapter 42 (1939: 315-17), entitled 'Names of Public
Officials', has been expanded and retitled.

Stamm's investigation

according to the social status of the bearer was at best only partial;
and in fact it was a deviation from the general procedure followed
in chapters 16-40 in the remainder of his work.

To attempt to study

the names found in the Mari texts according to the social standing
of the bearers would necessitate a full scale prosopographic
investigation which is beyond the scope of this study.

Thus, as in

the preceding paragraphs, we are not concerned with the social
status of the bearer, but rather with the semantic classification of
the. name that he bore.
Elements which appear in the names referring to the king and
kingship include: sarru, sarrutu, hattu, re'u, belu and abu.
It is possible that some of the names containing the belu and abu
elements, and which have been entered elsewhere, could refer to the
king rather than to the bearer's master or literal father, and thus
should be entered here.

Although names were normally given to the

bearer at birth, it is possible that some of the names listed below
were given to, or adopted by, the bearer later in life.

These

names generally express trust in, praise for, wishes for, and
thanksgiving to the king and his kingship.
Expressions of trust
Sarrum-andulli, 'The king is my protection', Sarrum-basti (F),
'The king is my dignity', and Sarrum-tukulti (F), 'The king is

A
?,/
my trust', are all expressions of trust which have corresponding theophoric
names in paragraph 29.

Sarrum-niri (F), 'The king is my yoke', could also

be an expression of trust.

For a discussion of whether niru is Ak.k. or

Amorite, see the Glossary.
The single attestation of Beli-musteser, 'My master is the one who
sees that justice is done', implies that he was not a slave, but rather an
official.
a slave.

Thus beli probably refers to the king and not to the master of
For corresponding theophoric names see paragraph 30.5.

In the

name Beli-qarrad, 'My master is a hero', beli apparently refers to the king
(see qarradu in the Glossary).

It appears that Ummi-hattum (F), 'The scep-

ter is my mother', is another name of expressing trust in the rule of the
king.

Sadu-sarri, 'My king is the mountain' and Sarrum-saduni, 'The king

is our mountain', are also expressions of trust.

Corresponding theophoric

names are to be found in paragraphs 29.1.c and 30.4.
Expressions of praise
Apparently Sarrum-nur-matisu, 'The king is the light of his
land', is an expression of praise and /o r trust.

It is possible that

Nuri-matim, 'Light of the land', is related to this pa±tern being
an abbreviated form, although the construct form nu.ri instead of
nur is unusual (GAG: paragraph 64c).

Sarrum-bani, 'The king is the

creator', corresponds to the theophoric names entered in paragraph 30.
Some names which praise the king and his kingship are based
on patterns which are similar to those found in paragraph 41, 'Names
Which Refer to the Master or Mistress of the Bearer'.

Sarrum-waqra (F),

'The king is precious', has its masculine counterpart in Beli-waqar
(paragraph 41.4), while Sarrum-kima-ili, 'The king is like a god',
is to be compared to Beli-ili ( F) ( paragraph 41. 3).

Since Belum-

kima-El, 'The master is like El', is of higher standing than a slave, it
seems that beli refers to the king, rather than to the master in

this case.

The praise of the king is also expr essed in t he name

Etel-_El-sarrim, 'The command of the king is lordly'.
d-

Compare

V

the theophoric name Etel-_El- Samas in paragraph 32 .1 .
Names referring to kingship include

Kinat-sarrussu, 'His

kingship is legitimate', and Tabat-sarrussu, 'His kingship is
pleasing I .

Also to be noted as a praise name is . Ili-sarri, 'My

king is my god'; again refer to Beli-ili (F) in paragraph 41.3.
Names expressing wishes
With the names Libur-re'i, 'May my shepherd stay healthy',
and Libur-re'ini, 'May our shepherd stay healthy', compare
Libur-beli in paragraph 41.1.

It seems very possible that the

official, Daris-libur (f), 'May he remain in good health forever',
bore a name expressing a wish for the ruling monarch.

Since

Daris-libur appears in some texts as a witness (ARM VIII.41.[7']
and 62.9') perhaps Daris, who appears as a witness in VIII.78.30,
is an abbreviation for the longer two-membered name.

Perhaps

Dariya (par. 13.2.a), who also appears as a witness (ARM VIII.
80.6), is also an abbreviated name derived from the above.
However it is impossible to prove that only one person bore
all of these names.
~-sarrussu, 'Let him save his kingdom', and Sumsu-~,
'May he save his name/posterity', are both wishes addressed to the
king.

~-_El-sarrim, 'Observe the command of the king', is

directed to the king's subject while Kunsi-matum (F) , 'Bow yourself, Oland!', is directed to the land over which the king rules.
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Expressions of thanksgiving
The name Nabi-re'isu, 'One called by his shepherd', is a
name of thanksgiving borne by an official in the service of the
state (see the Listing and ARMT XVI/1: 160).

Thus, -re'isu

is

taken as referring to the king rather than to the master of a slave.
In this connection Nahis-re'isa (F), 'Abundance of her shepherd',
is to be noted.

Inib-sarri (F), 'Child of the king', has corresponding

theophoric names in paragraph 37,l,

It is possible that the thanksgiving

names Takiin-hattum (F), 'The scepter has become stable', and
Taris-hattu

(F), 'The scepter rejoices', could be placed here

rather than in paragraph 23.2 (see also the hattu entry

in the Glossary).

Additional names
Mukannisum, 'The one making submissive', is an appropriate name
for this well-known palace official.

Not too much is known about

Mut-ekallim, 'Man of the palace', save that he was a land owner.·
Deserving special mention is the PN Samsi-dAddu-tukulti,
'Samsi-Addu is my trust'.

This is the single instance of a Mari

- -. d Addu
PN containing the name of the Assyrian monarch Samsi / Samsi(see ARMT XVI/1: 193).

This type of PN in which the name of the

ruling monarch is used in the position where a DN usually appears was
recently studied by Klengel (1976), although he did not have an
exact parallel to the above type of name.

In the Mari names the

usage of sarrum predominates over that of the name of the king.
Compare the Mari PNs Sarrum-bani, -kima-ili, and -nur-matisu
with the following names cited by Klengel (1976• 157-58) from
the OB period.

Hammurapi-bani, Hammurapi-ili, Abi'esuh-kima-ilim and
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Sa.msuiluna-nur-matim.

Within the Mari names compare Sa.msi-dAddu-

tukulti with Sarrum-tukulti.
Dannum-tahaz, 'The battle is mighty', refers to prowess in
battle.

Kupper (1957. 224, n .l ) was not certain of the interpre-

tation of this name, but he noted that it was borne by a commander
of troops from Eshnunna (ARM V.59.11 and VI.37.7).

It is a very

appropriate name for a commander.
It is possible that some of the names entered in paragraph
41 as names which refer to the master or mistress of the bearer
could be placed in this category.

This could also be the case

with some of the 'Substitute' names using the element abu which
were placed in paragraph 40.
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END NOTE
This dissertation is c ontained in three parts .
two p arts for the remainder of this work .

See the additional

